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vi ABSTRACT



LOCAL ENGINEERING IN THE EARLY AMERICAN AND JAPANESE SPACE PROGRAMS: HUMAN QUALITIES IN GRAND SYSTEM BUILDING



Yasushi Sato Robert E. Kohler



After the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was created in 1958, its field centers, located across the United States, started to carry out the nation’s civilian space programs. This dissertation examines four of those NASA centers and two Japanese space development institutions as local engineering communities and analyzes their engineering styles. These local communities had diverse institutional origins, and featured unique engineering styles suited to their social structures. Their engineering processes were generally loose and opaque, characterized by orientation for empirical judgments, emphasis on human discretion, and weakness in formal command lines. As they carried out large-scale national projects, however, they faced pressures to adopt a new mode of engineering that embraced formalized, standardized, document-intensive methods, with systems engineering at its core. They reluctantly came to practice the new methods, but did not easily accept the values associated with them, such as centralized



vii control, clarity, rigorous optimization, universality, predictability, and accountability. Such rationalistic, depersonalizing values were threatening to the social structure of the local communities where many human particularities existed. The central issue in this dissertation is the cultural conflict between various local engineering styles and the centralized, universal mode of engineering. While historians of technology have studied such conflicts for the periods before World War II, very few of them have dealt with this issue in the large system building in the Cold War period. This dissertation demonstrates that the local engineering communities which developed large-scale, highly complex technological systems for space exploration depended on human-oriented engineering practices and assumptions, and that they found the rational, depersonalized style of new engineering incompatible with their styles. In order to show that engineers who practiced those different styles of engineering also lived in distinct social worlds, this dissertation looks into the social components of their engineering communities such as reward structures, interpersonal relationships, career expectations, and institutional identities and allegiances. While the lives of systems engineers were shaped by constant mobility and aspiration for upward advancement, those of local engineers were woven in stable communities. Behind their distinct engineering styles were their different social values and assumptions.
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1 Introduction



Changing Engineering Styles of Local Engineering Communities in Postwar America and Japan



The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was established on October 1, 1958, as the government agency covering all areas of civilian space activities. It attained a broad range of engineering competence in a short time, and fought the space race on all fronts under the pressure of the Cold War. By the end of the 1960s the agency launched numerous scientific and practical satellites, sent probes to nearby planets, and accomplished manned lunar landing. It could achieve such a record of feats because it secured the necessary organizational bases in the beginning of its history. In addition to a few aeronautical research centers that it inherited from the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), it founded a number of field centers in the first several years. Those new centers, located across the nation, had various institutional origins – NACA, academic, and military branches which agreed to transfer their organizations to NASA. Thus, NASA was not so much a tightly structured organization as a loose assemblage of local engineering institutions. In this dissertation, I will study NASA’s four centers as distinct local engineering communities, and discuss how their unique engineering styles changed during the 1960s. Reflecting their distinct institutional lineages, those centers initially featured engineering practices and approaches that were suited to their communities. As they continued to



2 operate as part of NASA, however, they could not afford to maintain their engineering styles. Constant public and congressional oversight, cost and schedule constraints, and the sheer size and complexity of space programs of the 1960s made NASA headquarters, which oversaw them from Washington, D.C., pressure them to modify their engineering practices and approaches. After examining such changes at NASA centers, I will move on to analyze the engineering styles of two Japanese space development institutions in a similar manner. Those institutions had local styles of their own, which were supported by uniquely Japanese assumptions. Previous studies of NASA’s engineering style have not highlighted the distinction between NASA centers. Howard E. McCurdy recognizes the heterogeneity of NASA and calls it “a confederation of cultures.” But his study actually de-emphasizes such variety and discusses the formation and decay of a single “NASA culture,” linking it with the agency’s rise and decline in performance and embedding it in a general argument on the macro organizational cycle. 1 Other relevant studies also make no contrast between the centers. 2 In this dissertation, I will directly deal with the different engineering styles of those centers, describing the values and practices of engineers there. In doing so, I will use published and unpublished papers written by former engineers, their memoirs, their correspondence and speeches, and transcripts of interviews with them. Other sources 1



Howard E. McCurdy, Inside NASA: High Technology and Organizational Change in the U.S. Space Program (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993). 2 Sylvia Doughty Fries weaves her interviews with 51 “average” former NASA engineers to describe their backgrounds, identities, values, and practices in the 1960s and the changes in them thereafter, but makes no distinction between the centers in doing so. Fries, NASA Engineers and the Age of Apollo (Washington: NASA, 1992). Stephen B. Johnson discusses the engineering practices at some NASA centers, but his emphasis is on how the importance of systems engineering, which those centers introduced in the 1960s, for their technological achievements. Johnson, The Secret of Apollo: Systems Management in American and European Space Programs (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002).



3 include project reports and administrative documents produced by NASA headquarters and centers, and congressional records and hearings. Historical studies published by NASA, including official histories of individual centers and projects, also support my narrative. 3 Meanwhile, sources for the discussion of Japanese institutions include my interviews with former engineers, their memoirs, and official and unofficial historical summaries. No historical study has so far discussed the engineering styles of Japanese space development institutions. My aim in studying local communities is not just to demonstrate the variety of their engineering styles. A consistent concern in this dissertation is how they changed their engineering styles when they encountered a more centralized, universal mode of engineering. Their engineering styles, rooted in distinctive traditions, contained certain peculiarities that outsiders could not easily comprehend. Engineering processes at those communities were loose, typically characterized by orientation for empirical judgments, emphasis on human discretion, and weakness in formal command lines. But their loose, opaque styles faced challenges as they carried out development of spacecraft and launch vehicles as national projects. For NASA centers, the tension and negotiation with NASA headquarters, a central state authority, was a key factor. Officials at NASA headquarters 3



Official histories of centers and programs directly relevant to this dissertation include: Andrew J. Dunar and Stephen P. Waring, Power to Explore: A History of Marshall Space Flight Center 1960-1990 (Washington: NASA, 1999). Henry C. Dethloff, “Suddenly Tomorrow Came…”: A History of the Johnson Space Center, 1962-1990 (Washington: NASA, 1992). Lane E. Wallace, Dreams, Hopes, Realities: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center: The First Forty Years (Washington: NASA, 1999). Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles (Washington: NASA, 1980). Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington: NASA, 1979). R. Cargill Hall, Lunar Impact: A History of Project Ranger (Washington, NASA, 1977). Homer E. Newell, Beyond the Atmosphere: Early Years of Space Science (Washington: NASA, 1980). Another unofficial but authoritative book is Clayton R. Koppes, JPL and the American Space Program (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982).



4 pressured them to adopt formalized, standardized, depersonalized, document-intensive engineering methods to control engineering processes effectively and efficiently. At the core of those methods were techniques of systems engineering, which enabled systematic integration of large, highly complex technological systems. The clarity of those methods yielded accountability, which helped headquarters officials to communicate within the bureaucracy and to answer to the Congress. Systems engineering not only influenced NASA centers but also came to Japanese institutions, when Japan decided to introduce American technology. Case studies in this dissertation show that the local engineering communities in the United States and Japan resisted the new methods and values but eventually found ways to reconcile their original engineering styles with them. I consider the engineering style of a community to consist of practices and approaches there plus the assumptions and values that supported them. In most cases, engineers at the local communities came to practice the new methods and approaches despite the workload that they imposed on them. But they did not easily accept the new assumptions and values, such as formality, standardization, clarity, rigorous optimization, centralized control, predictability, and accountability. Those rationalistic, depersonalizing values were threatening to the social structures of local communities where many human particularities existed. The remainder of this introductory chapter will explore the historiographical and conceptual contexts of three major issues in this dissertation. Firstly, I will review the literature on the tension between local engineering communities and the state authority. In relation to that, I will also discuss the contrast between the sedentary, “conservative”



5 engineers and the public-minded “progressive” engineers. Secondly, I will delineate the concept of systems engineering and spell out the values associated with it. I will point out that the spread of systems engineering coincided with the emergence of a technocratic mentality in the federal government in the 1960s. Finally, I will lay out a framework for comparing American and Japanese engineering styles in light of dominant social norms in the two nations. These discussions are followed by brief summaries of individual chapters.



Local Engineering Communities and the State In analyzing the engineering styles of NASA centers, it is centrally important to understand the role of NASA headquarters. Howard E. McCurdy has suggested that the tension between NASA centers, which possessed sound technical strength, and NASA headquarters, which exercised central management, worked in a healthy manner to bring about NASA’s achievements in the 1960s. 4 Arnold S. Levine has also argued that NASA headquarters appropriately kept balance between the decentralizing tendency of voluntary research and the centralizing tendency of project management. 5 In this dissertation, I will attempt to go beyond this type of macro management analysis and show the influence of NASA headquarters on the nature of engineering processes and the values of engineers at NASA’s field centers. In doing so, I will draw ideas from other studies in the history of technology discussing the tension between local engineering communities and the state. Merritt Roe Smith describes the effort of the U.S. Ordnance Department in the 4 5



McCurdy, Inside NASA. Arnold S. Levine, Managing NASA in the Apollo Era (Washington: NASA, 1982).



6 Antebellum period to manage the Harpers Ferry Armory, a gun factory in rural Virginia. The Ordnance Department sought to secure an acceptable productivity at the armory by disciplining the work habits of craftsmen and standardizing their engineering practices. The traditionally trained, highly skilled craftsmen found such a control unacceptable, however. They were nested in the politics and day-to-day operation of the locality. As they steadfastly resisted work regulations and production quotas imposed on them, the effort to rationalize the production process of the armory never succeeded. 6 Ken Alder shows a similar case in his study of French gun manufacturing in the late eighteenth century. Engineers at the French state bureaucracy sought to introduce standardized engineering practices that were based on mechanical drawing and interchangeable parts manufacturing, but met a stubborn resistance by local artisans. 7 The cases here reflect the fundamental tendency of the state authority to seek to comprehend and control the complex workings of local communities by rendering them “legible,” in the word of James C. Scott. 8 The state, Scott argues, imposes standardized grids on society and environment so that officials can monitor and record them. In that process of simplification and rationalization, however, the disregard for local knowledge and particular social and natural circumstances leads to unworkable policies and actions. Likewise, in the studies of Smith and Alder, the move of state authorities to introduce standardized, rational engineering methods to local armories largely failed in the United



6



Merritt Roe Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology: The Challenge of Change (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977). 7 Ken Alder, Engineering the Revolution: Arms and Enlightenment in France, 1763-1815 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). 8 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).



7 States and France because of the neglect of local conditions. This dissertation examines a similar struggle between local engineering and the state in postwar America. Pressured by the need for accountability, officials at NASA headquarters sought to introduce formal, standardized methods of systems engineering and thus make the engineering processes at the local centers “legible.” Engineers at the centers, with much resistance, did introduce those methods in response to NASA headquarters’ direction. They hardly gave up their fundamental values or their unique social and engineering assumptions, however. In examining the state control of local engineering communities, it is essential to understand the social position and identity of engineers in the state bureaucracy. Alder argues that French state engineers shared a particular “technological life.” Trained in state engineering schools, they commonly excelled in mathematics, practiced mechanical drawing, and believed in a division of labor using low-skilled personnel. With such skills and assumptions, they functioned as the middlemen between the state-military power and local artisans. On one hand, they had to meet production goals and specifications of the guns as required by the state; on the other hand, they had to manage the idiosyncrasy and obstinacy of local artisans. Under such circumstances, they sought to introduce new, standardized engineering practices of interchangeable parts manufacturing. By analogy, in postwar America, engineers and officials at NASA headquarters were the middlemen between the Congress and the field centers. The clear, standardized methods of systems engineering provided them with efficient means to comprehend the status and problems of development, and thereby to answer to the Congress and control activities at the field centers at the same time.



8 As Alder contrasts the formally educated, theory-oriented French state engineers with the privately trained, skilled local artisans, Monte Calvert shows a similar divide between the “shop culture” and the “school culture” in his study of mechanical engineers in nineteenth-century America. Those in the “shop culture” typically came from wealthy families, apprenticed in shops, acquired skills and certain values, and became gentlemenengineers, with proper status. On the other hand, engineers trained in technical schools often came from working-class families, and sought to establish their professional status. They stressed formal academic credentials and the need of education in mathematics and physics, as opposed to practical training. 9 One can find another instance of cultural strife later. As Edwin Layton, Jr. shows, after World War I, “progressive engineers” sought to establish the profession of engineering by detaching themselves from business enterprise and serving public needs instead. This “revolt of the engineers,” however, met resistance of “conservative engineers” who identified themselves with the corporate hierarchy, and subsided by the time of the Great Depression. 10 The contrast between the highly educated, analysis-oriented, status-conscious, mobile, public-minded “progressive engineers” and the traditionally trained, practically oriented, gentlemanly, sedentary, entrepreneurial “conservative engineers” holds true for the cultural conflict at NASA. Systems engineers at NASA headquarters typically had the attributes of the former, while engineers at the local centers were, by way of contrast, 9



Monte Calvert, The Mechanical Engineer in America, 1830-1910: Professional Cultures in Conflict (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967). A parallel cultural conflict existed in civil engineering as well; there was a divide between engineers in the private sector and those who were trained in the West Point and employed by the Army Corps of Engineers. Todd Shallat, Structures in the Stream: Water, Science, and the Rise of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994). 10 Edwin Layton, Jr., The Revolt of the Engineers: Social Responsibility and the American Engineering Profession (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1971).



9 close to the latter. An essential task in this dissertation is to understand the contrasting social worlds in which systems engineers and local engineers lived. For that purpose, I will examine the social components of their engineering communities such as reward structures, interpersonal relationships, career expectations, and institutional identities and allegiances. Many other scholars take similar approaches in studying engineers and their communities; for instance, the sociologist Robert Zussman puts particular emphasis on the importance of understanding the career assumptions of engineers. Zussman argues that engineering is only a temporary occupation for American engineers, many of whom aspire to move up into the management. They accumulate skill and experience, while enduring routine work and accepting corporate hierarchy, just because they see future career prospects. 11 But such a model of engineers’ life is excessively schematic and ahistorical, and it is not applicable to engineers in government institutions. Case studies in this dissertation show that engineers at NASA’s field centers hardly fit such a model. Unlike Zussman’s static sociological analysis, the following chapters will describe how the social world of the sedentary engineers at the local centers changed or did not change when they encountered and negotiated with the mobile systems engineers who came to NASA headquarters in the postwar period. 11



Robert Zussman, Mechanics of the Middle Class: Work and Politics among American Engineers (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). In addition to this book, studies by Smith, Alder, and Calvert cited above and the following studies emphasize the analysis of career structures in studying the communities of engineers. Eda Kranakis, “Social Determinants of Engineering Practice: A Comparative View of France and America in the Nineteenth Century,” Social Studies of Science 19:1 (1989): 5-70. Kranakis, Constructing a Bridge: An Exploration of Engineering Culture, Design, and Research in Nineteenth-Century France and America (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). Peter Whalley, The Social Production of Technical Work (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986). Stephen Crawford, Technical Workers in an Advanced Society: The Work, Careers and Politics of French Engineers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).



10 The influence of the state authority on the changing engineering styles of local engineering communities in postwar America has scarcely been explored. Although historians of postwar American technology have revealed the pervasive influence of the Cold War on American science and technology, their primary concern has so far focused on the question of how government funding for military research shaped the scale and priorities in engineering research. 12 A notable departure from this norm was a study by Paul N. Edwards on the metaphorical as well as technological roles of computers as the supporting structure of the containment policy during the Cold War. 13 Few, however, have discussed how the state authority shaped engineering practices and approaches in this period. 14 In this dissertation, I will attempt to extend the historical perspectives on state direction of technological development in the Cold War period by showing how a new engineering style embraced by systems engineers at NASA headquarters challenged the traditional engineering practices and approaches at NASA’s local centers. In the next section, I will explain what exactly systems engineering was and discuss the social world of systems engineers.



12



Stuart Leslie, The Cold War and American Science: The Military-Industrial-Academic Complex at MIT and Stanford (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993). Dan Kevles, “Cold War and Hot Physics: Science, Security, and the American State, 1945-56,” Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences 20 (1990): 239-64. Paul Forman, “Behind Quantum Electronics: National Security as the Basis for Physical Research in the United States, 1940-60,” Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 5 (1987): 149-229. Ian Hacking, “Weapons Research and the Form of Scientific Knowledge,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy Supp. 12 (1986): 237-62. Rebecca Lowen, Creating the Cold War University: The Transformation of Stanford (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997). See also essays in Arnold Thackray (ed.), Science After ’40: Osiris 7 (1992). 13 Paul N. Edwards, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). 14 For example, in his book discussing engineers’ intuitive practices, Eugene Ferguson spends a chapter to note the danger of putting too much emphasis on engineering science in postwar American engineering education. Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992), 153-68.



11 Systems Engineering and Technocracy Systems engineering and its practitioners, systems engineers, came into existence in the 1950s in the United States. 15 Its techniques took shape in the development of the Atlas Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and other large-scale, highly complex technological systems. Systems engineers integrated those systems by coordinating the functions of constituent components and subsystems and by overseeing the engineering efforts of those who developed them. They also generated and maintained overall plans reflecting cost and schedule requirements. One might ask here: “If systems engineering means the effort to integrate large technological systems, did it not exist when engineers built airplanes, electrical networks, railways, or even cathedrals or pyramids?” While it is true that building those technological systems required similar types of efforts, systems engineering in its normal usage does not refer to them. As the development of the ICBM far surpassed those older projects in technological complexity, it required distinctly new methods and approaches. 16 The technical essence of systems engineering is to break down a large system into units of manageable scale. In this sense, systems engineering is analytical, for it assures the functioning of the whole by dividing it into smaller elements. Systems engineers set and monitor specifications and requirements for those elements, and define and maintain



15



Systems engineering in its embryonic forms existed before the 1950s. Stephen B. Johnson points out that engineers at the office machine industry, American Telephone and Telegraph, and the Radiation Laboratory developed what can be interpreted as systems engineering in earlier periods. Johnson, The United States Air Force and the Culture of Innovation, 1945-1965 (Washington: Air Force, 2002), 12-3. 16 Thomas P. Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998), chapters 1, 3, and 4. Thomas P. Hughes and Agatha C. Hughes, “Introduction,” in Agatha C. Hughes and Thomas P. Hughes (ed.), Systems, Experts, and Computers: The Systems Approach in Management and Engineering, World War II and After (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000).



12 interfaces between them. In doing so, they also coordinate the schedule and resources for the complex process of developing all those elements. Dealing with multiple variables, systems engineers seek to optimize the overall performance of the system. Within certain constraints of cost, personnel, and schedule, they trade off design specifications among components and subsystems. By absorbing an immense amount of information from all relevant parts of the project organization, systems engineers seek the best solutions for the system. In short, they watch and coordinate the whole engineering processes of large projects. 17 Stephen B. Johnson, in his study on the role of systems engineering in American and European space programs, notes the aspect of managerial power relations in systems engineering. In his view, if Taylorism in the early twentieth century assured the control of managers over industrial workers, systems engineering after World War II extended their managerial authority over scientists and engineers. 18 This analogy holds true, and can be extended. Both enabled the execution of large enterprises by dividing them into subunits and promoting rigorous division of labor. In that process, both depersonalized production processes, dismissing human contingencies and idiosyncrasies as irrelevant and undesirable. As Thomas P. Hughes notes, Taylor’s tenet was: “In the past, the man



17



To define systems engineering squarely and directly is a complex task. A senior engineer Arthur D. Hall once attempted to define systems engineering in the first volume of a journal that specifically dealing with the subject: Hall, “Systems Engineering from an Engineering Viewpoint,” IEEE Transactions on Systems Science and Cybernetics 1:1 (November 1965): 4-8. Stating that “systems engineering has many facets,” Hall does not define it in concise terms but chooses to describe it by following the actual process of its implementation, from problem definition, through planning, designing, manufacturing, to use. In doing so, he spends ten paragraphs and uses four diagrams and one table. 18 Johnson, The Secret of Apollo, 1, 227. On Taylorism, see Daniel Nelson, Frederick W. Taylor and the Rise of Scientific Management (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1980) and Robert Kanigel, The One Best Way: Frederick Winslow Taylor and the Enigma of Efficiency (New York: Viking, 1997).



13 has been first; in the future the system must be first.” 19 Just as Taylorism segmented the labor processes, systems engineering enabled the integration of systems regardless of human complications through formalized, standardized, documented procedures. For systems engineers, particular human relations and other social factors were no more than impediments to rational implementation of tasks. Thus, systems engineering sought to detach human dimensions from production processes, as other innovations in different periods such as interchangeable parts manufacturing and industrial automation did. 20 The core technique of systems engineering as practiced in space programs was called configuration control. It was a technique to consistently control design changes during the developmental process. Systems engineers first defined the baseline design of all the components, subsystems, and interfaces that constituted the entire system. At the same time, they set the performance, cost, schedule, and reliability requirements of those components and subsystems. As the system went through one phase of development after another, however, problems in the baseline design emerged and modifications became necessary. When such need for modifications arose, systems engineers made changes to the baseline design by making optimum tradeoffs among components and subsystems. Through this procedure, they maintained the integrity and harmony of the entire system.



19



Frederick W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1911), 7, cited in Thomas P. Hughes, American Genesis: A Century of Invention and Technological Enthusiasm, 1870-1970 (New York: Penguin Books, 1989), 188. 20 For the history of interchangeable parts manufacturing, see David A. Hounshell, From the American System to Mass production, 1800-1932: The Development of Manufacturing Technology in the United States (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984) and Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology. For the history of industrial automation, see David F. Noble, Forces of Production: A Social History of Industrial Automation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984).



14 Configuration control and other techniques of systems engineering involved thorough documentation of engineering processes. All specifications and requirements of components, subsystems, and interfaces had to be defined clearly and documented on prescribed formats. All design changes and their cost and schedule implications had to be documented as well. Formal communication procedures required those documents to be delivered to relevant sections in a timely manner to ensure that all those concerned had access to necessary information. It was this combination of thorough documentation and formal communication that proved effective in systems engineering. The case studies in this dissertation show that, despite its advantages, systems engineering was not a favored mode of engineering in local engineering communities. NASA’s field centers did not necessarily welcome its formalized, rigid, standardized, document-intensive methods. Engineers at each of those NASA centers had nurtured their own engineering practices and assumptions since before NASA came into being. They were in the same community for a long time, and knew each other well through many years of joint effort, in terms of both personality and engineering talent. In many instances, they shared and communicated technical ideas and work procedures without documenting or even articulating them. For them, systems engineering demanded much unnecessary effort for documentation. Worse, the rigid and depersonalized processes of systems engineering undermined the flexibility of their engineering and threatened the peculiar yet effective social structure of their community. Meanwhile, systems engineering appealed to officials at NASA headquarters, for the same reason that it repelled engineers at the field centers. NASA headquarters was a



15 part of the state bureaucracy and was far from a stable community. Officials there came from NASA’s field centers, private companies, or military branches, and remained in their positions only for a limited length of time, several years at most. After serving out their terms, they left there for higher positions in their home organizations or moved on to take other opportunities. Systems engineers who will appear in the following chapters such as Joseph F. Shea, George E. Mueller, and Samuel C. Phillips as well as NASA Administrator James E. Webb fit this mode. In this transient work environment, systems engineering, which externalized all the engineering processes and systematized all the organizational arrangements and communication procedures, was an essential common ground. Its depersonalized nature enabled any intelligent engineer to handle problems regardless of his social assumptions and engineering background. Officials at NASA headquarters strongly pushed forward the adoption of systems engineering throughout the agency. It not only fitted with the temporary nature of their service but also suited the particular needs of their tasks. They were situated between the Congress and the public on one hand, and the field centers and industrial contractors on the other hand. Systems engineering made it easy for them to answer to the former and control the latter, because it explicated the progresses and problems in programs at all levels. They could efficiently monitor the engineering processes at the field centers by standardized formats. They could also explain the status of research and development within the bureaucracy and to the Congress, in detail and with clarity. In short, systems engineering well suited the bureaucratic culture of accountability. For systems engineers at NASA headquarters, the resistance on the part of field



16 center engineers against systems engineering seemed irrational and parochial. However, considering their differences in work environment and career assumption, their distinct reactions to systems engineering is understandable. The life of systems engineers was shaped by constant mobility and aspiration for upward advancement, while that of local engineers was woven in interpersonal relationships in stable communities. The former conceived the technological system as an optimally interlinked assemblage of numerous divisible elements, and at the same time took the mobility and independent operation of individual engineers for granted. The latter, for their part, often found both the hardware they created and the human relationship that they took part in to be hardly divisible. The struggle between the state bureaucracy and local engineering communities that I describe in this dissertation is, in this sense, the one between these two types of engineering, and at the same time, the one between these two life models of engineers. … Systems engineers became identifiable as a subgroup of engineers in the 1960s, but they had a boundary that was amorphous at best. They had no professional society by which they identified themselves as systems engineers. 21 Nor did they need to have any particular academic credentials to be qualified as systems engineers. Although major universities began to offer programs in systems engineering by the mid-1960s, 22 systems engineers who worked for NASA in the 1960s were not systems engineers from the start of their career. They had degrees in one or more of traditional engineering disciplines, 21



Only in the beginning of the 1990s was the National Council on Systems Engineering (NCOSE) formed. It was later renamed the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE). Eric C. Honour, “INCOSE: History of the International Council on Systems Engineering,” Systems Engineering 1:1 (1998): 4-13. 22 Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus, 145.



17 and then became systems engineers through practical experience in military engineering projects of the 1950s, such as the Atlas ICBM program. Systems engineers were thus not so much those who possessed a particular type of skill and knowledge as those who held positions involving systems engineering work. A definition of the systems engineer by a contemporary engineer was “the prime mover among engineers working on large systems projects,” “a technical general who exercises a breadth of judgment and a high level of decision making.”23 To fulfill such a cardinal responsibility, systems engineers had to be capable of comprehending a wide range of engineering issues so that they could direct and coordinate the whole. But they did not have to be senior engineers with many years of practical experience. Those who were brilliant and energetic enough to make correct judgments based on diverse and copious information, even if they were young, qualified. Typically, they moved from one project to another, each time advancing in salary and power. Always taking positions in formal organizations, they stayed there only temporarily and were involved in projects of limited duration. They found their raison d’être in their own intelligence, not in stable places in their organizations. From a broader perspective, the life model of systems engineers, who valued mobility and individual achievement in corporate and government bureaucracy, was in line with the current of the times. Economist Ann Markusen suggests that, in Cold War America, “Cleverness, competitiveness, individual achievement, and locational mobility
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Alexander Kossiakoff, “The Systems Engineering Process,” in Charles D. Flagle et al. (ed.), Operations Research and Systems Engineering (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1960), 82-118, cited in Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus, 145.



18 … came to be valued above the older industrial values of hard work, consistency, solidarity, and respect for seniority…” She sees there a new form of meritocracy, which reflects the culture of military hierarchy. 24 Behind the rise of this meritocratic value was a basic shift in the form of individualism in American society. Sociologist Irene Taviss Thomson argues that, in the course of the twentieth century, Americans came to embrace what she calls the “relational” self. Individualism, in the sense that individuals are prior to society and are responsible for their success or failure, has always been present in American society. But while Americans before World War II conceived individuals to be fundamentally in conflict with their social environment, in the postwar period they began to believe that individuality was formed through social relations. 25 In the mid-1950s, William H. Whyte presented a critique of the conformist “organization man”; 26 in Thomson’s view, however, Americans transcended the critique by viewing positively those individuals who consciously chose organizations to get involved in and effectively expressed themselves there. That was exactly how systems engineers expressed their talents, positioning themselves in organizational hierarchies and moving among them freely using their own brilliance as a resource. Robert N. Bellah et al., in their social critique Habits of the Heart, discuss a similar transformation of American values, correlating it with the predominance of the 24



Ann Markusen, “Cold War Workers, Cold War Communities,” in Peter J. Kuznick and James Gilbert (ed.), Rethinking Cold War Culture (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001), 44. This theme is discussed from the perspective of the “Cold War liberalism” in Brian Balogh, “Introduction,” and Hugh Heĉlo, “The Sixties’ False Dawn: Awakenings, Movements, and Postmodern Policy-Making,” in Brian Balogh (ed.), Integrating the Sixties: The Origins, Structures, and Legitimacy of Public Policy in a Turbulent Decade (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996), 1-33, 34-63. 25 Irene Taviss Thomson, In Conflict No Longer: Self and Society in Contemporary America (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000). Thomson, “From Conflict to Embedment: The Individual-Society Relationship, 1920-1991,” Sociological Forum 12:4 (December 1997): 631-658. 26 William H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956).



19 middle class in the postwar American society. They argue that what they call “modern individualism” came to dominate over older forms of individualism, rooted in classical republicanism and conceived in a context of moral and religious obligations. Winning successes through clever strategies became the primary concern for more and more people. Unconstrained by family and other social ties, they sought to build their career in the meritocratic world, choosing schools and workplaces to attain utilitarian goals. The middle class was the place where such a life model prevailed, one that presupposed free competition in the impersonal bureaucratic hierarchies and valued technical education, rationality, and mobility to survive in that competition. 27 Systems engineers who came to NASA headquarters from the missile industry or the military services followed such a life model well. The early 1960s was the period when the value orientation of systems engineers matched that of the federal government as a whole. As the historian Brian Balogh shows through his study of nuclear experts, public faith in experts was at its apogee then. The experts in this period turned their authority into political clout, although their authority declined in the 1970s. 28 In addition to such a general faith in technical experts, the entire federal government assumed a rational, technocratic mentality, as President Kennedy
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Robert N. Bellah et al., Habits of the Heart: Individualism and Commitment in American Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). Sociologist Norval D. Glenn presents some quantitative evidences indirectly supporting the arguments of Bellah et al. through an analysis of sample surveys. Glenn, “Social Trends in the United States: Evidence from Sample Surveys,” Public Opinion Quarterly 51 (1987): S10926. 28 Brian Balogh, Chain Reaction: Expert Debate and Public Participation in American Commercial Nuclear Power, 1945-1975 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). For the long-term ups and downs of the influence of academic experts in the federal government, see Robert Coldwell Wood, Whatever Possessed the President? Academic Experts and Presidential Policy, 1960-1988 (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1993).



20 brought in “the best and the brightest” to the White House and the Cabinet. 29 Super elites such as McGeorge Bundy, Walt W. Rostow, and Robert S. McNamara came to the center of the federal administrative structure. And the spirit of their appointment pervaded the entire government; McNamara, for example, chose Charles Hitch, a Rhodes Scholar and practitioner of operational analysis, as Comptroller and Assistant Secretary for Systems Analysis; Hitch, in turn, chose Alain C. Enthoven, another Rhodes Scholar, as his deputy. They proceeded to reform the Department of Defense through their cost-benefit analysis, computerized data management, and centralization of command. 30 One might sum up this situation by observing that technocracy came to the federal government under the Kennedy administration. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., historian and special assistant to Kennedy, stated that, during the Kennedy presidency, “the governing attitude in the White House was that public policy is no longer a matter of ideology but of technocratic management.” 31 One must note the fluidity of the word “technocracy” here, however. In the most traditional sense of the word, it means “the control of society or industry by technical experts,” 32 or, as Theodore Roszak defines it, the “society in which those who govern justify themselves by appeal to technical experts who, in turn, justify themselves by appeal to scientific forms of knowledge.” 33 In reality, however, scholars
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David Halberstam, The Best and the Brightest (New York: Random House, 1972). Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand Days: John F. Kennedy in the White House (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1965), 153. Hughes, Rescuing Prometheus, 162. Paul N. Edwards, The Closed World, 127-34. 31 Quoted in David Dickson, The New Politics of Science (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), 265-6. As an example, James L. Sundquist argues that, in fiscal policy making, the principle of balanced budget, supported by moral component, gave way to the more technocratic analysis. Sundquist, Politics and Policy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson Years (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1968), 46-54. 32 From the Oxford English Dictionary. 33 Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic Society and Its Youthful Opposition (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1969), 7-8. For a concise summary of the history of 30



21 exploit wider implications of the word when they use it. Political Scientist Frank Fischer identifies “a deep-seated animosity toward politics – particularly democratic politics” as a coherent value of technocratic thought. 34 The technocrat believed in rescuing “public policy from the irrationalities and indignities of politics, hoping to conduct it instead with rational, analytical, and scientific methods.” 35 One could understand technocracy even more generally as “a rational-instrumental control of the passionate, the sensuous, and the volitional by ‘technical’.” 36 Taking into consideration these connotations of the word, one can certainly say that the federal government became increasingly technocratic under the Kennedy administration. As Kennedy himself mentioned in 1961, he believed in public policy grounded not on ideology or passion but on sober, technical solutions: Most of us are conditioned for many years to have a political viewpoint, Republican or Democratic – liberal, conservative, moderate. The fact of the matter is that most of the problems, or at least many of them, are administrative problems. They are very sophisticated judgments which do not lend themselves to the great sort of “passionate movements” which have stirred this country so often in the past. Now they deal with questions which are beyond the comprehension of most men, most governmental administrators … 37 Historian Walter A. McDougall discusses the rise of technocracy under the Kennedy and Johnson administrations in connection with the history of space programs. He argues that the vital need for the United States not to fall behind the Soviet Union in the space race the word’s usage, see Langdon Winner, Autonomous Technology: Technics-out-of-Control as a Theme in Political Thought (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977), chapter 4. 34 Frank Fischer, Technocracy and the Politics of Expertise (Newbury Park, CA: SAGE, 1990), 21. 35 Deborah A. Stone, Policy Paradox and Political Reason (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1988), 4, cited in Fischer, Technocracy and the Politics of Expertise, 21. 36 Algis Mickunas and Joseph J. Pilotta, Technocracy vs. Democracy: Issues in the Politics of Communication (Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press, 1998), 48. 37 “Remarks to Members of the White House Conference on National Economic Issues,” May 21, 1962, in Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, John F. Kennedy, 1962 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 422. For a similar exposition of Kennedy’s belief, see also “Commencement Address at Yale University,” June 11, 1962, in the same volume, 470-75.



22 forced the U.S. government to accept technocracy during the Kennedy presidency. He understands technocracy as “the management of society by technical experts,” while he also gives his own definition of it, “the institutionalization of technological change for state purposes.” 38 In his own text, however, he actually uses the term to mean not just a government that committed itself to massive sponsoring and directing of technological development but more broadly a polity that undermined American democratic principles. Then, his argument invites a major point of contention, one that is concerned with its technologically deterministic nature, as it implies that the emergence of space technology necessitated the U.S. government to become a technocracy, which the Soviet government had always been. If his political history from a macro angle supports this argument, is it possible to approach the question of American technocracy in the 1960s from the micro perspective of NASA’s internal mechanism? If one recognizes the variance in the meaning of technocracy and understands it loosely as the predominance of rational, impersonal judgments by experts over moral or ideological considerations made through democratic processes in executing national agendas, then NASA headquarters kept up with, or even led, the federal government in assuming a technocratic slant in the 1960s. NASA headquarters boasted many brilliant talents who made data-oriented, clever judgments with the intelligence acquired through their mobile occupational histories. Their primary weapon, systems engineering, was particularly effective in enforcing their technocratic vision. As Frank Fisher notes, the systems approach was “a primary intellectual foundation of technocratic governance.” 38



Walter A. McDougall, …The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985), 5.



23 Rational, scientific, analytical, and goal-oriented, it “supplies fundamental codes that underlie technocratic decision making.” It performs “the essential technocratic task,” for it “translates the political agenda into a technical language of science” through detached processes of optimization. Thus it “attempts to short circuit the basic political task of securing consensus and legitimation,” replacing decision-making through human interaction with that through depersonalized analysis. 39 NASA headquarters was a place where systems engineers could exercise their engineering intelligence to the fullest extent. This dissertation shows how those systems engineers, who came out of the liberal, mobile American society at the time and matched the technocratic, meritocratic mentality of the federal government, took on the reform of local engineering communities.



Japanese Engineering and Human Orientation If systems engineering pursued maximum rationalization and depersonalization, engineering practiced at Japanese space development institutions hardly embraced such values. One of the two major Japanese space development institutions, the Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science (ISAS) of the University of Tokyo, had an engineering style that was fundamentally dependent on human processes. Researchers at the institute 39



Fischer, Technocracy and the Politics of Expertise, 198-9, 208-9. Fischer emphasizes the role of the systems approach partly because of his unique understanding of technocracy. In his view, technocracy is “the adaptation of expertise to the tasks of governance”; but here, “expertise” means primarily that in the “applied sciences, particularly engineering, applied mathematics and computer sciences, economics, and the managerially and policy-oriented sciences.” (p. 18) His conception of technology is thus conspicuously modern. For a similar argument, see Guy Benveniste, The Politics of Expertise (Berkeley: Glendessary Press, 1972), chapter 4. One must note here that Fischer and Benveniste talk about the “systems approach” rather than “systems engineering” specifically. In the understanding of Hughes and Hughes, the systems approach is a concept that subsumes systems engineering: The systems approach, which emerged after World War II, spawned a number of new academic disciplines and new modes of engineering and management, including operations research, systems engineering, systems analysis, and systems dynamics. Hughes and Hughes, “Introduction,” 1.



24 knew of systems engineering, but they never considered adopting it. Meanwhile, the other major institution, the National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), did not have a purely Japanese style. It initially had an engineering style similar to ISAS, but later modified its style by introducing systems engineering from the United States. While ISAS and NASDA reacted differently to American engineering methods, I will argue that members of those Japanese institutions shared a fundamental assumption, one that the art of engineering was, and should be, built into people. Sound engineering, they believed, should be founded not on a stock of documents or formal organizational arrangements but on engineers with knowledge and experience that accumulated and took root in them through continuous training, learning, and practice during their career. At ISAS, professors and other staff refined their expertise and skills throughout their career, and passed them down to the next generation through a form of apprenticeship. Unlike the rigid, formalized, impersonal, document-intensive methods of systems engineering, their engineering stood on flexible human discretion, dedicated and incremental effort, and casual and intimate communication. NASDA engineers, for their part, introduced and mastered American engineering practices not by superficially copying them but by absorbing them deep into themselves. They were not content with merely following the procedures in manuals; they grasped the actual contents of the new engineering methods in light of their own engineering experience, and tried to understand the background and philosophy behind those new methods by directly interacting with American engineers. This was how they were able to adapt those new methods flexibly to their engineering processes.



25 The people-oriented nature of Japanese engineering implies Japanese emphasis on the internalized forms of knowledge. In fact, as Nonaka and Takeuchi argue, Japanese engineers and managers are good at acquiring, maintaining, sharing, and making use of tacit knowledge. 40 Tacit knowledge cannot be communicated verbally without being explicated; hence it must be accumulated in people and can be passed on from people to people only through practice. The people-orientation of Japanese engineering, however, means more than emphasis on tacit knowledge; it broadly means the overall dependence of engineering processes on human quality. For example, as ISAS and its contractors worked on their projects, intimate interaction between engineers and factory workers in both work and private scenes enabled direct and honest exchanges of information, thus securing the reliability of hardware. Also, at ISAS, mutual obligations and expectations among professors, graduate students, and technicians as well as their sense of being in the same boat assured the hard work and productivity of all. Here, I do not intend to present a strict dichotomy between the system orientation of American engineering and the people orientation of Japanese engineering. In fact, other chapters in this dissertation demonstrate great variety within American engineering. If the people-orientation of Japanese engineering made contrast with the depersonalized style of systems engineers at NASA headquarters, then that was true of unique styles of NASA centers as well. From this viewpoint, I regard the Japanese space development institutions as yet another set of local engineering communities. On the other hand, the discussion of cross-national comparison is still meaningful. The nature of engineering at 40
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26 ISAS and NASDA should better be understood in light of the national culture of Japan, in which those institutions were embedded. Dengjian Jin, in his comparative study of American and Japanese technological competitiveness, presents a sharp contrast between the two nations’ cultural patterns. American engineering, Jin argues, is characterized by standardization, depersonalization, decontextualization, and people-independent integration of systems. Underlying these characteristics is a social assumption of the “contractual man,” i.e. the model of human interaction presupposing individual autonomy, individual rights, and generalized rules and laws. Japanese engineering, on the other hand, is characterized by customization, harmonization, contextualization, and people-dependent integration of systems. In Japan, the “connectual man” is the dominant model of human interaction, one that is based on interdependence and mutual obligations. 41 The idea that Japanese society is incongruous with American-style contractual relationships is not new. The anthropologist Chie Nakane argued long ago that Japanese people totally lacked a contractual mentality and had virtually no potential to construct a society based on contracts. Instead, Japanese society is dominated by personal, lasting, emotionally maintained “vertical relationships,” such as the one between supervisors and subordinates. 42 More recently, Eshun Hamaguchi grasped such relationships as a form of “unquantifiable, mutually rewarding relationship.” 43 Members of a Japanese community respect the authority of their leader and make dedicated efforts to attain collective goals; 41



Dengjian Jin, The Dynamics of Knowledge Regimes: Technology, Culture and National Competitiveness in the USA and Japan (London: Continuum, 2001). 42 Chie Nakane, Tate Shakai no Ningen Kankei (Tokyo: Kôdansha, 1967), especially chapter 7. 43 Eshun Hamaguchi, Nihon Kenkyû Genron: “Kankeitai” toshiteno Nihonjin to Nihon Shakai, (Tokyo: Yûhikaku, 1998), 232.



27 the leader and middle managers, in turn, refrain from imposing their power on their subordinates and give them warm-hearted protection both at work and in private life. Such a relationship is clearly distinct from the contractual relationship presupposing individual autonomy. Contracts are agreements between organizations and individuals, and are rational means for the sound operation of both. Unlike the lasting, overall bonds seen in Japanese society, contractual relationships are limited in duration, and are also limited to the work scene. Although the contractual mode of operation has made inroads into Japan hand in hand with Japan’s postwar economic growth, a mentality to avoid it persists. 44 Jin consistently refers to this difference between American and Japanese society in comparing the engineering styles of the two nations. In a contractual society, working relationships are temporary; hence engineers have to be interchangeable. Then, peopleindependent, depersonalized engineering processes have advantages. On the other hand, in a “connectual” society, people-dependent methods work. Since the relations between people are so stable, dense, and organic, engineers know the context of their collective work well, and work in a harmonized manner. Informal, intimate communication among them makes the developmental processes flexible and customizable. The cases of ISAS and NASDA empirically support Jin’s scheme by and large, but they also demonstrate that it suffers from being ahistorical and hence too schematic. Such characteristics of ISAS’s engineering as flexibility, dependence on human quality,
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28 customized manufacturing of hardware, incremental improvement, and inheritance of skills and expertise through apprenticeship match Jin’s characterization of Japanese engineering most closely. But NASDA’s change over time as well as variety in NASA centers do not fit within his framework. NASDA engineers incorporated standardized methods but did not abandon their people-orientation. Those at NASA centers initially practiced customized engineering methods, and they retained their local values even after they reluctantly adopted depersonalized, universalistic practices. Sharon Traweek’s study of particle physics communities in the United States and Japan resonates with Jin’s scheme. She finds that Japanese physicists often stay in the same laboratories for their whole career, and pass their expertise and research instruments to the next generation. There is no strict division of labor within the laboratories; instead there are relationships of mutual responsibility and obligation between senior and junior physicists. Such characteristics of Japanese physicists, Traweek observes, make a clear contrast with the individualism and mobility of American physicists. While Japanese physicists live in communities that are structured by inherent hierarchy, moral authority, and mutual obligations, their American counterparts pursue their career by moving among organizations in contractual terms, just as Americans in general do. 45 Bellah et al. remark that “Americans are not automatically involved in social relationships that impose obligations” on them. 46 In Traweek’s study, this general tendency is at work in the social world of scientists. In my case studies, however, engineers at NASA’s field centers were
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29 not really mobile. Nor were many NASDA engineers committed to their organization throughout their career. A cross-national comparison is meaningful here, but it should be viewed with a more complex picture in mind.



Local Engineering Styles and Their Changes In this dissertation, I will examine four NASA centers in the first four chapters, and two Japanese space development institutions in the last chapter. I will regard all six of these organizations as local engineering communities, and describe their encounters with the highly standardized, formal, and document-intensive mode of engineering, with systems engineering at its core. In this sense, all six case studies share the same purpose of examining the engineering styles of local engineering communities and their changes. In addition, the chapter on Japanese institutions also has the distinct aim of discussing the contrast between American and Japanese engineering. An explanation for my selection of four of NASA’s centers is in order. NASA started on October 1, 1958 with four major aeronautical research centers inherited from NACA: the Langley Research Center, the Ames Research Center, the Lewis Research Center, and the Flight Research Center. 47 Then, in the first several years, it expanded to include five major centers for space programs: the Goddard Space Flight Center (initially called the Beltsville Space Center), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (an organization of the California Institute of Technology, operating under contract with NASA), the Marshall Space Flight Center, the Manned Spacecraft Center (initially called the Space Task 47



In addition to these four major aeronautical research centers, the Wallops Station, originally part of the Langley Research Center, became an autonomous institution in 1959.



30 Group), and the Kennedy Space Center (initially called the Launch Operations Center). While the four aeronautical centers had local cultures of their own, I do not extend the scope of my research to include them, partly for the sake of clear focus, and also because I will examine the engineering style of NACA as part of my discussion on the Manned Spacecraft Center. Of the five space centers, I omit the Kennedy Space Center, because it was originally a part of the Marshall Space Flight Center and had a similar institutional



Fig. 1 Major NASA Installations in the 1960s
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31 culture. Aside from those aeronautical and space centers, NASA founded the Electronics Research Center in 1964 and disestablished it in 1970, but I find no reason to study this short-lived center, either. 49 Chapter 1 focuses on the Marshall Space Flight Center, located in Huntsville, Alabama. This center developed the huge Saturn V launch vehicle for use in the Apollo program. At the nucleus of the center’s organization were some 100 engineers who had been engaged in missile development ever since their pre-war days in Germany, with the renowned rocket engineer Wernher von Braun as their leader. Having made nearly three decades of joint effort as a unified group, they possessed a rocket building capability that was well-integrated, self-sufficient, conservative, and mature, with a strong belief in their own empirical engineering judgments. Officials at NASA headquarters, however, promoted outsourcing of hardware development and clear-cut division of responsibility. In their view, a large engineering task did not need to be carried out by a single unified organization. It could be divided into smaller subtasks to be contracted out as necessary. NASA headquarters also sought to introduce formal, standardized methods of systems engineering to control the engineering processes at the center. In response, engineers at the center did contract out more and more work to industry and modify their engineering practices as required. But they preserved the fundamentals of their engineering, namely, their belief in their own in-house competence to make right engineering judgments and their unity under von Braun’s single authority. Only in the second half of the 1960s did their community and their in-house competence begin gradually to disintegrate. 49



For an overview of NASA centers and other installations in the 1960s, see Nimmen and Bruno with Rosholt, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume I, 239-539.



32 Chapter 2 turns to the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas. This center developed and operated the spacecraft in Apollo and other human space flight programs. Initially, most of the engineers at the center were those who had experienced aeronautical research in NACA. Many systems engineers joined later, and influenced the engineering style of the center under the leadership of the elite engineer Joseph F. Shea, who came from NASA headquarters. They assumed that the capacity to solve systems problems was the single most important criterion to evaluate engineers, and that it was the source of their social advancement. Accustomed to work within formal, centralized engineering organizations, they brought all the details of spacecraft development under the control of Shea, who then made engineering decisions undemocratically. Their engineering style caused frictions at the center, for engineers who had come from NACA embraced entirely different engineering approaches and social assumptions. As they lived in a democratic, fluid community characterized by informal personal networks and reciprocal evaluation, they sought internal recognition and fulfilling assignments rather than higher salary and positions. They did not rely on systems analysis entirely but resorted to human solutions to technological problems, believing human discretion and harmonious organization of people to be the principal keys to successful engineering effort. Such a tension between former NACA engineers and systems engineers structured the center’s engineering style. Toward the end of the 1960s, however, former NACA engineers became predominant, as Shea and his followers left the center after a fire incident in 1967. Chapter 3 discusses how the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, in the first half of the 1960s, established the engineering foundations for its unmanned lunar



33 and planetary exploration. While it did research and development for NASA, it was part of the California Institute of Technology. As members of the elite academic institution, its engineers shared the tendency to value the work of individuals and avoid interfering in others’ tasks. They also tended to slight work that was not pioneering, and wanted their work to be risky and extraordinary rather than steady and predictable. Their culture was reflected in a set of weaknesses in their engineering practices. As their unmanned lunar missions failed one after another, however, NASA headquarters as well as the Congress organized review committees to press them to improve their engineering style. Officials at NASA headquarters did not force them to implement systems engineering specifically, but pressured them to adopt formalized, standardized, systematic methods that would enable the center to carry out its projects with certitude. From the standpoint of the state authority, the laboratory was expected to be an appropriately disciplined institution where discretion of individual engineers should defer to national goals in the period of the Cold War. Due to the pressure from NASA headquarters and the Congress, engineers at the laboratory changed their engineering practices over a period of a few years, even though their fundamental values persisted. Chapter 4 examines the institutional style of the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. This center developed earth-orbiting satellites, launch vehicles, and sounding rockets for scientific and practical purposes. Its initial members consisted mostly of scientists and engineers from the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). As NRL had a tradition to emphasize basic science, they shared the assumption that engineering work should serve the needs of scientific pursuit. In their view, engineering was a crucial



34 part of any project, but the final product was scientific knowledge. This central premise shaped various aspects of the center’s engineering style. They tolerated a certain rate of engineering failures and avoided repeated testing of components and subsystems. They also preferred simple, inexpensive, customizable sounding rockets and small satellites over large, sophisticated, standardized satellites for scientific purposes. The former fit the research life of scientists better, because they had short cycles from planning through developing and launching to data analysis, and because they allowed scientists to work relatively autonomously. On the other hand, engineer-managers at NASA headquarters promoted the shift to the large, standardized satellite which were more efficient from the engineering viewpoint and were loaded with monumental values. They also pressed the center to adopt standardized methods, although they did not force it to implement systems engineering per se. Despite such pressures, the center retained its character as a science center during the 1960s. Chapter 5 discusses how the Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science, ISAS, and the National Space Development Agency of Japan, NASDA, responded to the new, formalized, standardized style of engineering, with systems engineering at its core. ISAS was a part of the University of Tokyo, and developed rockets and satellites for scientific investigation of the outer space. They possessed peculiar yet effective forms of expertise to launch satellites by themselves. As the institute enjoyed an exceptionally high degree of autonomy as an academic institution, they never replaced their engineering methods, nicely customized to their small community, with the impersonal methods of systems engineering. On the other hand, NASDA extensively imported the technology of launch



35 vehicles and satellites, including the techniques of systems engineering, from the United States. A newly founded government corporation, it initially emulated ISAS, but, pressed with the need to launch satellites quickly, it later decided to adopt American technology. Soon its engineers mastered systems engineering and associated techniques, modifying them and selectively implementing them. While ISAS and NASDA thus came to have distinct engineering styles, both the ingrown Japanese style of the former and the flexible mastery of American engineering at the latter reflected the assumption that the art of engineering should be built into people. Behind such this assumption was a Japanese social norm that stressed stable interdependence rather than contractual relationships. All of NASA’s four centers and both of the two Japanese institutions had unique engineering styles distinct in various ways from the new style of systems engineers. All these six local engineering communities resisted the new, rationalistic, depersonalized style of engineering. Except for ISAS, which enjoyed an exceptional degree of autonomy, they eventually modified their engineering practices and approaches, to varied extents. The fundamental assumptions and values at those communities mostly persisted, however. Engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center retained their belief in their own empirical engineering judgments and the organic unity of their rocket building capability, resisting the analytical assumptions of systems engineering. Engineers at the Manned Spacecraft Center maintained their orientation for human solutions to technological problems, while regarding the analysis of systems as secondary. Those at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory continued to embrace pioneering mentality and emphasis on individual research, refusing to succumb to such values as predictability, uniformity, and centralized discipline. The



36 Goddard Space Flight Center remained to be a science center, keeping such engineering values as efficiency, standardization, and certitude at arms length. Japanese engineers, both at ISAS and NASDA, consistently practiced engineering based on their fundamental assumption that engineering expertise should be built into people. Those fundamental assumptions and values did not easily disappear, because they were held by people and woven in human communities. If engineers in the local engineering communities were prepared to give in to the external pressure to modify their methods and approaches, they were still not flexible enough to renounce their values and assumptions and acquire the impersonal, linear mode of thinking of systems engineers.



37 Chapter 1



Wernher von Braun and Engineering Practices at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), 1960-1965



Wernher von Braun, who pursued the art of rocket building for forty years, also practiced the building of human organization throughout his career. In 1932, when the German Army began sponsoring his work, he had just a single mechanic as his assistant. 1 Thirty years later he was director of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), with 7,000 staff and additional tens of thousands at its contracting firms. This center was NASA’s largest field center at that time, and was still expanding to meet its responsibility of developing the Saturn launch vehicles for use in the Apollo program. At this time of organizational prosperity, however, von Braun expressed concern about its rapid growth: We have a phobia against getting too large at Marshall. We have had, I think, some rather noteworthy successes on several assigned rush projects because we are a moderately sized and well-integrated organization. 2 When von Braun stated this in 1962, MSFC in fact possessed a mature, well-integrated capability for rocket building. Its engineers represented a rich pool of knowledge and experience in relevant disciplinary fields. They could perform every kind of work in all developmental phases of designing, manufacturing, testing, and launching. Even more importantly, they could synthesize and integrate their diverse expertise into a coherent, effective whole. Their unique mechanisms for internal communication and division of 1



Wernher von Braun, “Reminiscences of German Rocketry,” Journal of the British Interplanetary Society 15:3 (May-June 1956): 131. 2 Wernher von Braun, “Management in Rocket Research,” Business Horizons 5:4 (Winter 1962): 44.



38 labor assured smooth exchange of ideas and intimate cooperation within the center. The engineering capability of the Marshall Center was thus not only rich in content but was well-structured. In von Braun’s view, however, Marshall’s capability was in jeopardy because of its rapid growth. In those days, the center’s expenditure was growing more than fifty percent annually, while its already large manpower was growing less overwhelmingly. With its tasks expanding, Marshall had to contract out an increasingly larger portion of its work to private industry. It is understandable that engineers at the center found this trend uncomfortable, as it steadily diminished their direct roles in their own projects. More fundamentally, the practice of extensive contracting had the potential to undermine the entire assumptions and practices of their engineering. They were used to situations where they worked on a single project at a time, did all the work for the project by themselves, and took full responsibility for it. Their rocket building capability, self-sufficient and united by von Braun’s charismatic leadership, worked best when their team focused on a single goal. Contracting out part of their work would diffuse responsibility to their contractors, eroding the advantages of their organizational unity and self-sufficiency. Moreover, as a result of contracting, their tasks would shift from hardware-oriented ones to those of a more supervisory nature. The loss of hands-on engineering work at MSFC, von Braun believed, was to the detriment of its integrated capability. Rapid growth was not the only threat to Marshall’s engineering practices. NASA headquarters’ increasingly tight supervision influenced them as well. Besides pressuring Marshall to discontinue its heavy reliance on in-house work, headquarters imposed on it a



39 set of new methods to systematically integrate its engineers’ effort. Although Marshall already possessed unique mechanisms to structure its engineers’ work, headquarters came to require that the center implement standardized methods of systems engineering. This meant that Marshall had to take on the burden of a more formal reporting obligation to headquarters. Systems engineering, if thoroughly enforced, could have radically changed the engineering style of MSFC because of its strong demand for accountability. In this chapter, I will examine the engineering style and social structure of MSFC as a local engineering community, and follow its changes in the first half of the 1960s, when most engineering decisions pertaining to the Saturn launch vehicles were made. 3 I will build my discussion on published and unpublished papers of former engineers, their interview transcripts, and congressional records. In particular, I will take advantage of von Braun’s profuse writings and speeches as well as his celebrated eloquence before congressional committees. I will also refer to official histories of MSFC and the Saturn launch vehicles. 4 This chapter begins by describing how the engineering style and social structure of the engineering community at Marshall took shape. At Marshall, von Braun played a predominant role in shaping its cultural norms and engineering approaches. Admittedly, a single individual could not define the culture of an organization entirely. On the other 3



Out of the three types of the Saturn launch vehicles actually manufactured and flown, Saturn I completed its flight by 1965. Saturn IB and Saturn V commenced their flight in 1966 and 1967, respectively, but the bulk of design and manufacturing problems for those launch vehicles had been solved before 1966, although some problems cropped up later. By focusing on the first half of the 1960s, I will discuss what kind of engineering practices supported the development of the Saturn launch vehicles, and the Apollo program that depended on them. 4 Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles (Washington: NASA, 1980); Andrew J. Dunar and Stephen P. Waring, Power to Explore: A History of Marshall Space Flight Center 1960-1990 (Washington: NASA, 1999).



40 hand, historians of science and technology have shown through a number of case studies that leaders of scientific or engineering communities sometimes play disproportionate roles in the development of its culture. 5 This was the case for the Marshall Center in the 1960s. Von Braun enjoyed continuous and unquestioned support of his fellow German engineers who had followed him to the United States after World War II. With them in most of the upper-level positions at Marshall, von Braun’s values and beliefs pervaded the entire center. These German engineers, with von Braun as their leader, were a cohesive group with a few decades of shared experiences. They lived in a disciplined and hierarchical, yet intimate and consensual community. As a whole, they constituted a unified, stable, and self-sufficient “team.” 6 They had committed their entire career to this community, with von Braun as their leader. In turn, von Braun’s first priority was always to prevent the decay and disintegration of this team. It was in this stable social structure that they came to value unspoken engineering judgments, hands-on experience with hardware, and internal communication and cooperation based on trust and deep mutual understanding. This was how the engineering style of Marshall reflected the social dimension of its engineering community, where German engineers’ social assumptions dominated even after thousands of Americans joined them in the 1950s and the early 1960s. 5



Jack B. Morrell, “The Chemist Breeders: The Research Schools of Liebig and Thomas Thomson,” Ambix 19 (1972): 1-46; Michael Aaron Dennis, “Our First Line of Defense: Two University Laboratories in the Postwar American State,” Isis 85:3 (1994): 427-55; Daniel P. Todes, “Pavlov’s Physiology Factory,” Isis 88 (1997): 205-46. 6 Marshall-affiliated historians often characterize them using the word “team.” Frederick I. Ordway III and Mitchell R. Sharpe, The Rocket Team (New York: Crowell, 1979); Ernst Stuhlinger and Frederick I. Ordway III, Wernher von Braun, Crusader for Space: A Biographical Memoir (Malabar, FL: Krieger, 1994). Although von Braun used to say that the team included not only Germans but also American engineers who joined later, historians usually mean the group of German engineers by the word “team.”



41 After thus describing the engineering style and social structure of MSFC, I will show how it responded to institutional and environmental pressures forcing its engineers to change their engineering practices. Faced with the challenges of organizational growth and tightening supervision, Marshall engineers could not maintain the status quo of their engineering practices. On the other hand, they never gave up their fundamental style of engineering. Their stance in the first half of the 1960s was to accommodate unavoidable changes while preserving the essence of the well-integrated engineering capability that they had nurtured over decades. They did contract out more and more work, but avoided becoming a mere contracting agency. They did not abandon their hardware-orientation, keeping an essential portion of hands-on work within their organization. Nor did they let the diffusion of responsibility happen, as they worked so closely with engineers at their contractors that their efforts became virtually inseparable. They also managed to keep NASA headquarters’ effort for systems engineering from penetrating the center. They did respond to the heavier obligation of accountability but still valued unspoken and incommunicable elements of their practices. At the same time, they preserved their unique mechanisms to integrate and coordinate their effort. Thus, I will show how MSFC, a local engineering community, sought to defend its engineering practices against, while nominally complying with, NASA headquarters, a central state authority. While NASA headquarters sought to impose on the center such values as accountability, standardization, thorough documentation, and clear-cut division of responsibility, von Braun’s team successfully resisted and circumvented those values, which were diametrically opposite from their own.



42 I will then discuss a specific engineering problem that Marshall engineers faced: how to attain near- perfect reliability of the Saturn launch vehicles. At the beginning of the 1960s, this was a unique, unprecedented problem. Officials at NASA headquarters at first advocated the use of sophisticated analytical methods depending on statistical testing of components and subsystems. On the other hand, von Braun believed that the dedicated effort and meticulous attention of individual engineers was more important in producing faultless systems. His view depended on his trust in, and respect for, his engineers with whom he had worked for a long time, while headquarters’ methods favored numerical verification over such imperceptible values. As Marshall engineers studied this problem, they upheld von Braun’s approach, while also incorporating analytical methods. After a few years of intense effort, they established their own philosophy for attaining reliability. … While the focus of this chapter is on the first half of the 1960s, the previous history of von Braun’s team should be briefly reviewed here. Before World War II, von Braun and his followers at Peenemünde, Germany, were engaged in the development of liquid-fueled missiles such as the V-2. Despite unstable resources and impossible schedules, they managed to build 6,000 V-2s, of which 3,200 were fired during the war. In the meantime, von Braun’s staff grew from one mechanic to several hundred highly educated engineers and thousands of production workers, including slave labor from concentration camps. 7 Although the effort of those German rocket engineers did not alter the outcome of the war, their expertise in this strategic technology was coveted by the 7
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43 United States after the V-E day. The U.S. Army decided to offer jobs to the German rocket engineers on a contractual basis. Although not all members of von Braun’s team could be hired, Army officers, in collaboration with von Braun, carefully selected 127 experienced engineers. They hoped that these engineers would eventually grow into a fully integrated team in the United States. 8 The primary assignment for the Germans during their first five years in the United States was to build and test-fire V-2s at Fort Bliss, Texas, utilizing the components and systems that the U.S. army had transported from their old workplaces in Germany. They also acted as consultants for the three armed services and their contractors on matters related to missile development. This period, however, was a period of endurance for von Braun and other German engineers. Although they effectively passed their expertise to the military and industry, they suffered from the lack of challenging engineering tasks for their own. They also faced a dearth of material and financial resources and restrictions on their private lives. Separated from their families, they lived in converted barracks and had to be escorted by Army officials when they wanted to leave the base. Nevertheless, as historians of MSFC observe, it was in this period, when they spent days and nights together in an isolated environment, that they developed a strong sense of “team.” 9 With the addition of Army officers and civilian employees, their team also grew in size. In 1950, the Army moved von Braun’s team to the Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama. They soon received a new assignment to develop the Redstone, a new ballistic
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44 missile named after the arsenal. With this clear engineering goal, they now had a place to express their creativity. They also came to enjoy freedom in their private lives and settled in the local community of Huntsville. Most of them became U.S. citizens by 1955. Many engineers from the Army, industry, and colleges continued to join them. 10 In 1956, shortly after winning an approval to develop an intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM), the Army reorganized its Redstone Arsenal into the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA). Von Braun’s team, transferred to the new agency, began developing the IRBM, later named Jupiter, but they soon began conceiving even larger liquid-fueled rockets, which would later become the Saturn launch vehicles. I will discuss this period in some detail in the next section. Then, the main part of this chapter will examine the engineering style of MSFC, which came into being as a result of the transfer of the Army agency to NASA in 1960. In the final part, I will briefly describe the gradual demise of the integrated capability at MSFC during the ten years between 1966 and 1975.



In-House Engineering Capability at ABMA, 1956-1960 By the time von Braun became director of the Development Operations Division of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency on February 1, 1956, he had led a large group of engineers for more than twenty years. Either in Germany or in the United States, he had worked for a military superior, and always succeeded in establishing mutual respect and trust with him. His military commander protected the operation of his engineering team
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45 by maneuvering the political worlds of wartime Germany and postwar America. In turn, he left admirable engineering successes with an excellent command of his team. Thus, von Braun always found himself between a military commander and his rocket engineers. The contour of the organization did not change at ABMA. But this Army agency was more independent and stable than the previous organizations which von Braun had belonged to. Von Braun’s new superior was Major General John B. Medaris, a tough officer with experience of more than thirty years of military service. At the new agency that he headed, the high priority given to the missile programs further augmented his power. As Commander of ABMA, he could request any resources and services necessary for the activities of his organization from any other units of the Army, and receive them without delay. In fact, the Secretary of the Army delegated him the maximum authority consistent with the law. He could take immediate actions on procurement of munitions and materials, construction of facilities, and execution of projects, at his discretion.11 Thanks to such arrangements, von Braun’s team enjoyed fairly abundant resources and, even better, had much less trouble clearing bureaucratic hurdles than did other units of the Army. In many cases they did not have to justify their activities or account for their expenses to Army higher-ups, because Medaris had the authority to decide. Under this bureaucratic umbrella maintained by Medaris, ABMA came to have a unique, stable in-house capability. With German engineers at its core, it was a versatile missile building organization. Its laboratories conducted research in aerodynamics,
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46 propulsion, guidance and control, and structure, etc. Its engineers and technicians not only designed but manufactured, assembled, and tested hardware. Rather than depending on private contractors, they carried out all phases of rocket development in-house. This mode of operation had been characteristic of von Braun’s team from the beginning of their history. In Germany, they had concentrated all functions for the implementation of rocket programs in their plants in Peenemünde. This was partly because they could not find competent private contractors. The in-house development also had the advantage of being more likely to assure secrecy. Moreover, the physical concentration made it easy for engineers to transport hardware and to communicate findings and design changes among themselves. This style, which the historian of the German rocket programs, Michael J. Neufeld, called the “everything-under-one-roof” concept, 12 survived when the Germans crossed the Atlantic after the war. It was consistent with the policy of the U.S. Army, which had a long tradition of producing artillery and small arms in its arsenals. Each of ABMA’s functional laboratories, headed by a German, took its share of the in-house capability. Such laboratories as Aeroballistics, Guidance and Control, Structures and Mechanics, Systems Analysis, and Reliability conducted theoretical studies as well as experiments and tests using their own facilities and equipment, including wind tunnel and x-ray testing facilities. The Missile Firing Laboratory was in charge of launch operations, while the Test and Computation laboratories each offered specialized services for the entire center. The largest laboratory at the agency was the Fabrications Laboratory, where its engineers practiced actual manufacturing and
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47 assembly. It had shops for precision machining, welding, and sheet metal work, facilities for heat treatment, brazing, and press forming, and an electrical laboratory. 13 In the field of rocketry, where intimate communication and cooperation between designers and manufacturers is required, this in-house fabrication capability was invaluable. This would remain one of the most notable strengths of von Braun’s team in the 1960s. The Army agency’s strength was its broad range of in-house capability from theoretical to hands-on approaches. Many of its Germans had been trained in doctoral programs of technical universities in Germany in the 1930s and then were recruited to von Braun’s group around 1940. 14 Starting with this academic foundation, they had followed theoretical developments in relevant disciplinary areas for twenty years. Coupled with this analytical and scientific knowledge was their hands-on experience accumulated over decades at Peenemünde, Fort Bliss, and the Redstone Arsenal. When they became key members of ABMA in 1956, they were in their mid- to late- forties, including von Braun himself. As they matured, they also matured their technical capability, building on their youthful scientific and analytical training. Engineering practices and design decisions at the Army agency reflected such technical strengths of German engineers. One major instance was their decision concerning the design of the nose cone for IRBMs. It had to be so designed as to protect the inner warhead from the brutal heat caused by the IRBM’s reentry into the earth’s atmosphere. Their solution to this engineering problem was the ablative nose cone, 13
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48 whose external layers would melt away during reentry, carrying off excessive heat. They found the effectiveness of this “melting ice” concept in 1953 somewhat incidentally, while conducting experiments on materials not for the nose cone but for the jet vanes, which controlled the direction of propulsion. Although the concept lacked scientific bases then and was “derided” by many people, they pursued it consistently, comparing it with a few other approaches. After thorough investigation they settled on the ablative method and pursued it at the agency until its feasibility was finally demonstrated in an actual flight on August 8, 1957. 15 A comparison of this engineering approach with that of the Air Force shows that ABMA’s decision stemmed from its mature, well-integrated in-house capability. In those days, the Air Force was developing the Thor, a similar IRBM to the Army’s Jupiter, and was facing the same problem. The Air Force’s solution was the heat-sink method, which was to design the nose cone so that it would have appropriate heat capacity and thermal distribution to absorb the heat generated by reentry. The Air Force chose this method in 1954 but had to abandon it in 1957 in favor of the ablative method. In a Congressional subcommittee, ABMA Commander Medaris criticized the Air Force’s initial decision to pursue the heat-sink method, which it had to terminate halfway, as a waste of money. The defense of Air Force Major General in charge, Bernard A. Schriever, was that the decision on the heat-sink method was “The judgment of the very best scientists in the
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49 country in 1954.” 16 Schriever enumerated the committees of scientists that examined the problem and supported the Air Force’s approach. His point was that the decision, even though it turned out wrong, was justifiable because of the scanty scientific knowledge at the time. In his view, the Air Force should not be blamed for its decision, since even the best scientists knew little about the physical mechanisms of the ablative principle. Also, neither suitable facilities to study the phenomena nor flight vehicles to conduct reentry experiments were available at that time. One could see this defense just as Schriever’s effort to shrug off the responsibility for a bad decision onto the anonymous objectivity of scientists. But Schriever’s words are in fact suggestive of the general pattern of how Air Force officers made engineering decisions. The Air Force did not possess a mature in-house technical capability like the Army agency had. Thus Air Force officers always had to rely on scientific committees for engineering judgments. Committees of recognized scientists were convenient tools for them, because they offered authoritative judgments within a limited amount of time. Air Force officers liked such committees, not necessarily because they always got correct answers out of them, but because they quickly got answers that they could always call objective. Even if their decisions turned out wrong, they could always answer to the upper bureaucracy and to the Congress by using the authority of the committees as a shield. They could argue that, if the scientists had no knowledge or erred about a certain physical mechanism, there was no way to know the correct answer anyway.
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50 Von Braun’s team did not share this assumption. Since the Peenemünde period, they were used to situations where scientific and theoretical knowledge was lacking, funding and materials were scanty, and facilities and equipment were in poor conditions. Such experiences cultivated in them the capability to devise “educated guesses and improvised experiments.” 17 By the time they joined ABMA, they could make seasoned engineering decisions even when scientific answers were not available. They did consult scientists whenever desirable; but there were occasions where the scientists’ knowledge did not reach the problem they were dealing with. In such cases, they resorted to their engineering judgments based on whatever scientific insights and experimental data they had, even if they were inadequate. Where Air Force officers did not conduct experiments on ablation phenomena and explained that they could not do so because of inadequate facilities, von Braun’s team came up with an improvised testing technique, placing nose cones in the exhaust of a rocket stage on a test stand. 18 They utilized what they had, and then relied on their knowledge and experience to make the most of the data they got. They could pursue their own way of engineering with a high degree of autonomy thanks to Medaris’ umbrella in the Army bureaucracy. Their engineering decisions, even when founded on unspoken experience, gained legitimacy if Medaris supported them, which he usually did. Von Braun’s team was thus fairly free from accountability within the Army. At the level of the Pentagon, however, that was not the case; von Braun had to go to Washington, D.C. and explain about their activities before the Pentagon’s scientific 17
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51 committees. He evidently did not like this; one day, in a Senate subcommittee, he even expressed his feeling that Pentagon’s committees were “impeding” the work of his team and the agency was being “continuously interfered with.” 19 It was uncharacteristic of von Braun to criticize the military of the United States in such clear, strong words. He usually sided with military officers in congressional committees and avoided criticizing the other services. His animosity toward the Pentagon’s scientific committees was very strong. What made him so angry was his perception that scientists on such committees were usually not qualified to examine the work of his team. He admitted that they were brilliant scientists and experts in their particular fields. He believed, however, that missile development involved many questions which were actually “nonscientific in nature.” 20 In his opinion, once a missile project was under way, those scientists were out of place. He knew why Pentagon officials liked to resort to the judgment of scientists: When confronted with a difficult decision involving several hundred million dollars, and of vital importance to the national defense, many Pentagon executives like to protect themselves. It helps if a man can say, “I have on my advisory committee some Nobel prizewinners, or some very famous people that everybody knows.” And if these famous people then sign a final recommendation, the executive feels, “Now, if something goes wrong, nobody can blame me for not having asked the smartest men in the country what they think about this.” 21 In an effort to protect themselves, Pentagon officials as well as Air Force officers wanted to assure accountability by mobilizing the authority of scientists, while dismissing the
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52 nonscientific capability of engineers, which was truly essential for the success of missile development. Accountability was sought for its own sake, while actual success was sacrificed. It was this reversal of means and end that von Braun resented so much. Just as von Braun considered that his engineers had invaluable, if sometimes unaccountable, engineering capabilities, so did he feel that they were integrated in an effective but incommunicable way. He once discussed his management philosophy: Any good team … is distinguished by certain qualities that are hard to appraise in sober scientific terms. In a good team there is a sense of belonging, of pride, of group achievement. There is an element of spontaneity in it. 22 Such a good team, von Braun continued, “must grow slowly and organically like a tree or a flower.” The role of management was, in his metaphor, “a gardener.” The process of growth must be slow so that every member of the team could be acquainted with all other members and be familiar with their capabilities. A good team, von Braun believed, did not work just by clear-cut division of labor. Rather, it depended on identity, mutual respect, and trust, which could develop only through many years of joint effort. Von Braun’s belief in those intangible values was a result of the twenty years of his experience as a manager. He knew that developing rockets required close cooperation of experts from so many fields that he had to pursue “maximum delegation of authority.” But he could not delegate authority without first appreciating the ability of his engineers and trusting them. He knew that he had to establish “an efficient and continuous system of communications,” since good ideas usually came from the working levels of the
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53 organization. Another important value here was honesty, which he considered was a prerequisite for unhindered internal communication.
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The Army agency enjoyed a set of favorable conditions which allowed such values as trust and loyalty to develop. First and most important, von Braun and Medaris were confident of each other’s capability. Other engineers were also tied with personal trust and respect. It was mostly through personal connections between the team members and university professors that many of the Germans in upper positions joined the team around 1940. 24 At ABMA, the unusual authority delegated to Medaris by the Secretary of the Army made it possible for him to “hand-pick” capable officers. Medaris selected those whom he had worked with previously, so that he “could be certain of loyalty as well as ability.” 25 As a result of this personal recruitment practice, the agency boasted a turnover rate of 1½ percent of the civilian scientific and professional personnel, which surprised a congressional subcommittee as remarkably low. 26 It would be erroneous, however, to conclude that the agency enjoyed perfect solidarity. Indeed, more than one third of the original Peenemünders who came to the United States after the war had left von Braun’s team by 1960. 27 Most of them had left before 1955 and went back to Germany, or got jobs in the industry or the Air Force. They did so because they got tired of working in the military organization, because they
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54 needed higher pay, because they did not see a large role for the Army in American space programs, or because of personality conflicts. 28 There is an indication that even von Braun himself, in the Fort Bliss period, considered leaving. 29 Even during the ABMA period, when they began to have challenging projects, a few were still leaving on average every year. Von Braun did not necessarily perceive this as a sign of the disintegration of his team, because he thought that “a healthy rate of metabolism” was necessary. 30 But he cautioned against the salary gap between the government and industry. He knew too well how long it would take, if at all possible, to rebuild a team with a mature, wellintegrated in-house engineering capability once it disintegrated. The gardener could not stand calm in dry weather when his flower had just opened.



Defending the In-House Capability, 1960-1964 Despite its unmatched engineering capability in liquid-fueled rockets, the Army agency’s place in the nation’s overall space programs became less and less clear in the late 1950s. In less than one year after the agency was created, the Pentagon restricted the Army’s role to missiles with less than 200 miles of range, giving the Air Force the rest of the responsibility for land-based missiles. Although the Army continued to develop its IRBM Jupiter, the Air Force was to deploy and operate it. The Pentagon also withheld the Army agency from its satellite project in favor of the Navy’s Project Vanguard until the Soviets launched their second satellite in November 1957. When the Army agency
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55 finally launched America’s first satellite Explorer I with its Jupiter C in January 1958, President Eisenhower was only one half year away from signing a bill to create NASA, which would lead all civilian space programs. In the shadow of the Air Force and NASA, the agency had enormous capability without a prospect of significant missions. It was in this context that the transfer of the Army agency to NASA came on the agenda. Although the Army refused to give up von Braun’s group, the Pentagon decided that the agency had no reason to stay in the Army. After a prolonged negotiation, the Pentagon and NASA agreed on the transfer. Medaris, who had been fighting against it, resented the decision and retired. Von Braun had been also consistently expressing his desire to stay in the Army, but eventually agreed to work for NASA. On July 1, 1960, ABMA was officially transferred to NASA, and the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center was born with von Braun as its director. It is possible to speculate that von Braun initially opposed leaving the Army just to demonstrate his loyalty to Medaris. Behind this speculation was the generally held impression that von Braun’s sole desire was to continue working on rockets and pursue his dream of space travel, regardless of who to work for. But he in fact also feared that joining NASA would threaten the integrated engineering capability of his team. NASA was antagonistic toward the Army’s in-house development philosophy called the “arsenal concept.” While the agency’s transfer was discussed, a NASA internal memorandum strongly argued against letting “the ABMA way of doing business” continue. 31 Von Braun, well aware of NASA’s policy, expressed his sense of crisis in a congressional 31
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56 committee that his engineers would “run away” if they were deprived of opportunities to work on engineering problems in-house. While acknowledging that any large in-house government operation was “unpopular” in the United States, he argued that “The belief that all you have to do to get a job done is to give it to industry is as widespread as it is fallacious.” 32 As long as they were working for the Army, their style of in-house development was protected and justified by the Army’s long-held policy of the arsenal system. In fact, a law enacted after World War I presupposed the in-house production of munitions: The Secretary of the Army shall have supplies needed for the Department of the Army made in factories or arsenals owned by the United States, so far as those factories or arsenals can make those supplies on an economical basis. 33 In addition, Commander Medaris strongly believed in the value of the arsenal system and sought to defend it vigorously. He once argued in a congressional subcommittee that the development and manufacturing of munitions and combat equipment must be made “by the men who must answer to the combat soldier who takes that equipment into the battlefield with his life in his hands.” 34 Such responsibilities, he submitted, should not be delegated to external contractors, who could not escape from their own business interests. Only those who worked for the governmental arsenals and agencies were qualified to
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57 undertake the task of producing weapons. They could objectively conduct their work because they had “an assurance of a lifelong mission,” being “permanently part of a team” within the Army. 35 Medaris believed that engineering effort in the Army had to be based on trust and loyalty resulting from the lifetime’s devotion to one pursuit. This was exactly the way of life to which the members of von Braun’s team were committed. When they joined NASA, however, their arsenal style was without support. Von Braun’s new boss was Don R. Ostrander, Director of the Office of Launch Vehicle Programs at NASA headquarters. Ostrander, an Air Force Major General temporarily on loan to NASA, was naturally accustomed to the Air Force’s practices and skeptical of the Army’s arsenal concept. After some exchanges with von Braun, Ostrander stated in one of his memoranda his policy on the use of contractors. 36 In Ostrander’s view, it was a compromise between two extreme philosophies. 37 At one extreme was the ABMA-style operation where the Marshall Center would do all design work and most fabrication work in-house. This was the case for Saturn I (then called Saturn C-1), the center’s primary project at that time. Saturn I was a two-staged launch vehicle, much larger than any other existing launch vehicle. For this launch vehicle, Marshall fabricated and assembled eight first stages out of ten. Only two were produced by its contractor, Chrysler. 38 The Air Force’s style represented the other extreme. Air Force officers just gave final specifications to contractors and then depended on their judgment and skill. This was how they developed the F-1 engine, which was later transferred to the Marshall 35
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58 Center and used for the first stage of Saturn V (then called Saturn C-5). Saturn V was the largest of the Saturn family, 363 feet high and weighing 6 million pounds, more than five times as powerful as the already unprecedented Saturn I. This three-staged launch vehicle featured new, powerful engines using liquid hydrogen as fuel for its second and third stages. The F-1 engine used conventional kerosene as its fuel, but its unusual size made the development effort formidable. In his memorandum Ostrander pointed out that, at the Air Force, less than three full time people technically monitored the development of this huge, complex engine. All the necessary research, development, and fabrication were performed by the Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation. Ostrander’s memorandum instructed von Braun that the Marshall Center was to go between these two extremes. By this, he in effect required a great modification to the center’s arsenal style. He admitted that the center should carry on certain in-house effort that would advance the state-of-the-art in launch vehicle technology, so that the center’s engineers would be able to retain their competence. However, he discouraged the actual manufacturing of rockets: “In the future, in house fabrication of flight hardware is not desired except in unusual situations.” 39 Ostrander’s position had the backing of NASA’s general policy to use industrial contractors wherever appropriate. Both the first NASA Administrator T. Keith Glennan under the Eisenhower administration and his successor, John F. Kennedy’s appointee James E. Webb, favored contracting out much of NASA’s work. 40 39
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59 But even aside from NASA headquarters’ policy, the sheer amount of work soon made it impracticable for Marshall to keep its arsenal style. NASA headquarters had given the center responsibility for all of its liquid-fueled launch vehicle programs. As the Apollo program rapidly took shape during 1961, the center’s workload expanded. Saturn I was under full-scale production, starting its ten consecutive successful flights in September 1961. Saturn V had its basic configuration fixed by late 1961, and contracts for its first and second stages were awarded to Boeing and North American Aviation, respectively. Marshall was also developing an interim but important launch vehicle, Saturn IB. Additionally, it was responsible for Agena and Centaur, new upper stages using liquid hydrogen as fuel. Under such circumstances, von Braun himself came to perceive it necessary to change Marshall’s mode of operation. It was clear that the expanding responsibility and the accompanying increase in budget was making it unavoidable to contract out more and more engineering work. But what challenged the social structure of von Braun’s team most profoundly was the increase in the number of projects rather than their size. In August 1962, von Braun issued a policy statement which made the entire center aware of this change: In the past, such a paper was needless. Our organization was compact and unified in the accomplishment of a single major project, with management of the project carried out at the very top of the organization. This situation no longer prevails. Not only has the size of our organization grown, but we are now responsible for several major projects with a vast increase in dollar value and a considerable dispersion of activities. 41
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60 He then explained how Marshall would cope with this change. In the new organizational arrangement, each director of technical divisions (formerly called laboratories at ABMA) was to talk not with von Braun but with project managers on things related to individual projects. Although this line structure had actually been in effect for the past few years, von Braun’s policy statement clarified it. This was an uncomfortable change for division directors, because they had always felt that they were the closest aides of von Braun and had always reported to him directly. They had for a long time constituted the very core



Fig. 2 MSFC Organizational Chart, March 1963 (Simplified)
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61 of their team, heading hundreds of engineers in their respective disciplinary fields such as aerodynamics, guidance, and propulsion. Now, they had to talk with project managers in the Saturn Systems Office, instead of von Braun. This was not just a matter of prestige. This was a change that, if carried out in a fully substantial manner, could have changed the social structure of the center. It could have created multiple sources of authority, replacing the former scheme of von Braun’s single authority. The loss of singleness in technical objective was to lead to the loss of cohesion in social structure. In reality, however, this did not happen immediately. Even after von Braun’s directive, Marshall engineers generally perceived the responsibility of project offices to be merely “fiscal, and of a coordinating and progress reporting nature.” 43 Engineering responsibility still largely rested with technical divisions. Program managers did not acquire actual authority to make engineering decisions, and von Braun’s single authority hardly changed. Nor did the center’s technical goal really multiply. Although Marshall undertook several major projects, the Saturn launch vehicles remained the mainstream, dwarfing others. Apparently, von Braun gave lower priority to Centaur and Agena, supplying them with inadequate resources. 44 Although the development of these stages was technically challenging, what interested von Braun was always Saturn, on which his drive for space flight depended. As it turned out, Marshall soon got out of the business of developing Centaur and Agena. Those projects had been initiated by the Air Force, and managed by military
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62 officers for a while after their transfer to Marshall. As soon as these officers went back to their home services, attention to Centaur and Agena diminished. Centaur soon began experiencing technical difficulties and repeated failures, resulting in a congressional subcommittee’s questioning of von Braun. 45 Finally, in September 1962, Centaur was transferred to the Lewis Research Center to let Marshall focus on Saturn. Von Braun stated that it would “provide a great deal of relief for Marshall.” 46 Within months, Agena was transferred to Lewis, too. Thus, during the early 1960s, Marshall faced two major forces that affected its inhouse engineering capability: Ostrander’s direction from NASA headquarters to limit its in-house engineering activities and the expansion and pluralization of its mission. How, then, did these forces actually change Marshall’s mode of operation? In statistical terms, the change was apparent. In 1960, nineteen percent of Marshall’s total budget was spent in-house; for the fiscal year 1964, its in-house effort comprised only eight percent of the total budget. 47 In reality, however, the change was not as significant as these numbers indicated. The center actually retained direct involvement in their projects for the most part. For example, after Boeing was awarded a contract for the first stage of Saturn V in December 1961, Boeing engineers worked “elbow-to-elbow” with Marshall engineers on the stage’s detailed design, sharing their experience and knowledge with each other. 48 Approximately 500 Boeing engineers and technicians worked at MSFC and another 600 45
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63 worked at the Boeing facility in the proximity of the center. Thus Marshall was actually “blending our government-industry teams together in one geographical location,” in von Braun’s words. 49 Even in cases where contractors were away from Huntsville, Marshall engineers stayed at the contractors’ plants and oversaw their day-to-day operation. Von Braun and other Marshall engineers called this practice the “penetration” of contractors. Although contractors at first found Marshall’s close supervision annoying, they later admitted that it in fact helped them much because Marshall engineers often knew the pitfalls and solutions that they could not anticipate. 50 While Marshall had to contract out more and more work, von Braun believed that it was essential to retain a certain amount of engineering work in-house. Without that, he argued, the center would lose a yardstick by which to evaluate contractors’ proposals and performance. That would mean a disservice to the taxpayer, because the center would then cease to be a good buyer of contractors’ products. In particular, von Braun wanted his engineers to constantly touch and feel hardware, to “keep our own hands dirty.” In one occasion, he illustrated this dirty-hands philosophy by comparing an engineer to a doctor. “If you take the doctor away from his patients, he soon forgets how to practice medicine and start writing books or publishing magazines about it.” 51 Von Braun’s hardware-oriented philosophy paid off, most notably in the area of welding. Saturn launch vehicles’ large diameters posed an unprecedented problem of
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64 circumferential welding. Complex subsystems such as engines and fuel supply systems also presented troublesome problems. Stringent precision requirements added to their difficulty. 52 In many cases, those problems called for trial-and-error approaches and improvised solutions. But this was exactly where Marshall engineers had unsurpassed strength. As welding had always been a crucial problem area in their previous projects, they had accumulated much experience on such issues as the selection of material, the comparison of different welding methods, and the design of welding tools. Throughout the 1960s, Marshall engineers were deeply involved in the problems that their contractors faced, and were instrumental in providing suggestions for them. For example, in 1964, they directed North American Aviation to change its welding method for the second stage of Saturn V. 53 Their in-house capability enabled them to lead the corporation’s effort. One engineer pointed out that the Marshall Center passed its in-house expertise to its contractors and thereby effectively built the industry in the 1950s and 1960s. 54 Welding was one of the areas where such transfer of expertise took place. Marshall engineers faced many other technical problems while developing Saturn. Most of these problems were similar to the ones that they had encountered in previous missile projects, but the tremendous size of the Saturn launch vehicles and the rigorous safety requirements in human space flight made the problems uniquely challenging. One of the most serious problems that Marshall engineers encountered in the 1960s was the combustion instability of the F-1 engine, which powered the first stage of Saturn V. 52
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65 Burning 262 gallons of kerosene with 414 gallons of liquid oxygen per second, this huge engine was designed to produce the thrust of 1.5 million pounds. During ground tests, however, its combustion would unpredictably go unstable and uncontrollable, sometimes blowing itself up. Marshall engineers had experienced combustion instability in previous engine programs, but they started to fully realize how serious the problem was for the huge F-1 engine only when a few improved models exploded on test stands from summer to winter 1962. 55 Since theoretical studies on this phenomenon were lacking in the early 1960s, engineers at Marshall and Rocketdyne took a mostly empirical approach. For example, they improvised a method to acquire data by running tests with scaled-down models in a transparent thrust chamber, observing the phenomenon using high-speed photography. On the other hand, they did not exclude theoretical insights; they eagerly sought advice when researchers at Princeton University made theoretical advances on this problem, just as they used to consult university professors at Peenemünde. 56 Workable designs of the combustion chamber emerged through years of their effort, based to a large extent on trial and error. Engineers at Marshall and Rocketdyne then applied a unique testing method to their models. They placed a small bomb inside a combustion chamber and let it explode during tests, intentionally causing combustion instability. Then they saw if the instability would converge and the combustion would return to normal. This testing method saved time and money to conduct hundreds of tests which would otherwise have been necessary 55
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66 to verify the design. By January 1965, they solved the problem and obtained a reliable design, although no one still quite understood the phenomenon. 57 … Despite increased use of contractors, Marshall engineers thus kept their in-house engineering capability at the state of the art. They also preserved core elements of their engineering style, such as improvised testing, hardware orientation, and importation of theoretical insights. With rich experience and knowledge, they worked very closely with their contractors, supervising them at their plants, providing suggestions for them, and working out solutions through joint efforts. As a result their contractors functioned as if they were inseparable extensions of the Marshall Center. Their relationship to the center was not like a simple contractual relationship. Rather than being independent contractors entrusted with certain jobs, they virtually became part of the team through the “elbow-toelbow” joint effort. This was how von Braun and his engineers increased the size of their organization and still kept its unity and integrity.



Defending against Systems Engineering, 1962-1965 Even if individual engineers had in-depth expertise in their respective disciplinary fields, that alone did not assure them being a sound, effective team of rocket builders as a whole. Their capabilities had to be closely integrated and their activities systematically coordinated as well. The development of rockets required knowledge of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engineering, aerodynamics, structural 57
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67 analysis, material, and quality control as well as skills in welding, machining, tooling, and soldering. The integration and coordination of engineers and technicians who had knowledge and skills in these areas was always the central problem in the art of rocketry. By 1962, Marshall engineers had devised a set of unique methods of their own to handle this problem. First, von Braun expected the directors of technical divisions to be automatically responsible for any issues involving their respective disciplinary fields. In other words, they were to participate in all projects that their divisions could contribute to, without being told by anyone. 58 To do so, they were expected to catch up through meetings and other formal and informal channels with what projects were running in the center and what kinds of problems were being experienced. This arrangement of automatic responsibility had an advantage of lightening von Braun’s workload, consistent with his policy of maximum delegation of authority. It was desirable also because it put the burden of organizing personnel for problem solving on division directors rather than on project managers, who were no more powerful than the former. On the other hand, such an ambiguous, ad hoc way of allocating responsibility was unconventional and even risky for a formal organization. As a report on Marshall’s organizational culture pointed out in 1963, technical divisions had divided responsibility “in a sometimes undefined manner where technical responsibilities overlap.” 59 Such an arrangement worked at Marshall only because von Braun and his close associates had been working together for a long time. They knew who had what kind of capability and
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68 who was expected to do what in certain situations. The principle of automatic responsibility depended on effective communication channels. Everyone needed to know what everyone else was doing. An important means for internal communication at Marshall was the “Weekly Notes.” Each week, von Braun received from all division directors and office chiefs one-page notes which described the progress made, the problems encountered, and any other information that they wished him to know. He then made comments in the margins of the notes and returned copies to the directors and chiefs. Since an originator of a note received not only his note back but also a copy of others’ with von Braun’s comments on them, the Weekly Notes achieved horizontal as well as vertical communication. Division directors and office chiefs in turn had the same weekly communication with their subordinates. 60 Thus, a center-wide circulation of information took place every week, von Braun receiving information through the filter of his subordinates. 61 Ultimately, the integration of the center’s engineering effort depended on formal and informal meetings at various levels. The handling of meetings was one of the areas where von Braun was at his best. Often in meetings, experts in particular areas would make lengthy presentations, which was usually followed by arcane technical exchanges. Von Braun would then summarize what had been said in a way everyone present could 60
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69 understand. He usually first let all the participants debate to their satisfaction, and then integrated all the information and proposed the direction that the center should take. His attitude was not to make a decision himself but to seek a consensus. One engineer later described how meetings went at MSFC: When the meeting ended there was a unanimous feeling of sense of direction, everyone believed in attaining the same goal … every person in that room knew what the strength and the limitations and personal hesitations were on every other lab employee … Everyone fully understood in just as much detail as Dr. von Braun did why we had done certain things, why certain decisions had been made, why we were going in certain directions, why we had to do it a certain way. 62 Von Braun did not try to control sprawling debates. For him, lengthy discussion was not at all a waste of time. It was a cheap price to pay to assure thorough and candid internal communication and create the sense of unity. But von Braun did not stick to this consensus principle when external situations required prompt decisions. For example, he decided Marshall’s position on one of the central engineering problems in the Apollo program, namely, the selection of the lunar landing mode, without consensus of his team. 63 During the first half of 1962, the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston was strongly arguing for the Lunar Orbital Rendezvous (LOR) Mode, which required a spacecraft rendezvous in a lunar orbit. Meanwhile, von Braun and his engineers at Marshall favored the Earth Orbital Rendezvous (EOR) Mode, which required launching of two Saturn Vs and a rendezvous in an earth orbit. They believed in the technical merits of this mode, and liked its future potential that would 62
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70 open a way to space stations, lunar bases, and Mars expeditions. It was consistent with their single, life-long goal to pursue “the continuous evolution of space flight.” 64 In June 1962, however, von Braun suddenly converted to the LOR Mode. This was partly because he came to acknowledge the technical feasibility of spacecraft rendezvous in a lunar orbit. He also considered it essential to agree with Houston and settle this mode question without delay so that they could meet the deadline of the lunar landing. 65 Additionally, NASA headquarters had indicated to him their willingness to compensate with other projects for the decrease in Marshall’s tasks, which would result from the choice of the LOR mode. 66 In changing Marshall’s position for these reasons, he did not secure consensus of the center. He perceived the situation to be so urgent that he decided it was time for him to exercise his leadership. Marshall engineers followed von Braun’s decision, but not all of them wholeheartedly embraced the LOR Mode. Years later, after the Apollo program had phased out, one of von Braun’s ex-principal aides belatedly complained: “Look where we are today: we have no space program … because we did not … go over an earth orbital activity …” 67 … Thus, the Marshall Center possessed a set of tools and principles for integrating its engineers: Automatic responsibility, weekly circulation of notes, thorough consensus 64
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71 building through meetings, and von Braun’s leadership when there was no time to wait for a consensus. At one time, von Braun explained to NASA headquarters officials how Marshall’s management style was unique. He argued that, due to long association, the team has developed great respect for, and understanding of, one another; and therefore, we operated somewhat differently. For example, we do not have to write down as much, as would be the case if we were a recently created organization. It allows us to successfully operate on a more informal basis. 68 Von Braun’s point was that, since the Marshall Center operated in a different way from ordinary government organizations in the United States, NASA headquarters would be better off not imposing bureaucratic management methods on it. He specifically opposed excessive formal reporting requirements, for he believed that the informal and unwritten engineering methods at Marshall could not be really formally reported. He stressed that his engineers had “learned the hard way” what caused failures in rocket development, what to do in certain circumstances, who to work with on particular problems, and how to communicate. 69 Backed by their achievements, von Braun called Marshall’s engineering and management practices “time tested systems” for accomplishment, even though their virtues were not fully explicable or accountable. 70 For him, the incommunicable and unaccountable aspects of Marshall’s practices were not weaknesses. Rather, they were the very part which he considered invaluable, for they could develop only with time. To impose the filter of formal reporting requirements on them was to deny and leave out that valuable part of their practices, their assets built up through their collective history.
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72 Von Braun took pride in the way his organization operated. It not only worked well but also reflected his team’s history, identity, and loyalty. When he resisted NASA headquarters’ effort to strengthen control over field centers, he did not do so just because of his concern for prestige or power relations. His resistance actually came from a sense of crisis that Marshall’s rich engineering practices, embodying his team’s communal history, would be reduced to a sophisticated but meager skeleton consisting of formal, impersonal, accountable methods. In the early 1960s, however, NASA headquarters were requiring field centers to provide more and more detailed account of why they made certain engineering decisions, what kind of methods they chose, and why they chose them. That was not what von Braun wanted; he wanted a true leadership with maximum delegation of authority and trust in their capability. At another management conference he expressed his frustration: “Headquarters leadership role is being surrendered at an alarming rate to lovers of detail who confuse true leadership with petty supervision and who would like to run all projects in detail from Headquarters.” 71 In that speech von Braun did not mention who he meant by “lovers of details,” but one of his exchanges with D. Brainerd Holmes, his boss at NASA headquarters, shows who they were. Von Braun told Holmes, director of the Office of Manned Space Flight: Ever since Joe opened shop, we have been doing systems engineering work as assigned for him … it makes it awfully difficult for us to keep the consolidated overall capability here at the Center. 72 71
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73 Joseph F. Shea was a thirty-six-year-old, aggressive, brilliant systems engineer, who had come to NASA in the beginning of 1962. As the Director of Systems Engineering in Holmes’ office, he was responsible for integrating all engineering work done by Marshall and other field centers for Apollo. His role, following the status of the whole program and optimizing the performance and reliability of the system within budget and schedule, was no doubt a cardinal one. To discharge this responsibility, he requested field centers to report on the progress of work, problems faced, engineering decisions to be made, and desired changes to the design of the system with their cost and schedule implications. With his outstanding engineering talent and enthusiasm, Shea sought to bring under his control every relevant activity of the field centers. He let his staff absorb as much information as possible from the centers and get involved in as many engineering decisions as possible. This made von Braun observe that Shea had “bitten off” too much work and was going to “wreck” the engineering capabilities of field centers, relegating them to the position of mere “support companies” to NASA headquarters. 73 Von Braun of course understood that NASA headquarters needed to oversee field centers so as to perform its job of managing and coordinating NASA’s activities as a whole. He knew that he had to compromise. But Shea’s intrusion into Marshall’s engineering threatened their collective pursuit of the single goal of space travel under his single authority. He had to defend the united, well-integrated social structure of his team from such a threat. Shea’s engineering philosophy radically differed from von Braun’s. Von Braun believed that the incommunicable and unaccountable part of his team’s practices, which
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74 grew only with time, was invaluable. Shea assumed that all engineering approaches and decisions could be spelled out in words and formulas, and should be communicated and accounted for explicitly. Whether engineers could actually explicate and communicate what they meant, in his view, merely depended on their intelligence. One of his maxims stated this belief succinctly: “If you understand it, you can make me understand it.” 74 That Shea and von Braun made such a clear contrast in engineering philosophy is not surprising since their life histories that were diametrically opposed to each other. Born and raised up in a working-class Irish neighborhood in the Bronx, Shea had rapidly moved up the social ladder, using his engineering talent as a weapon for career building. Embodying American value of mobility, he had busily moved back and forth nationwide, always working on new projects and with new people: On the Navy’s sponsorship, he went to Dartmouth, MIT, and Michigan, mastering one engineering field after another; then, he worked for the Bell Labs, General Motors, TRW within the period of six years, always involved in crash programs of missile development. Such a mobile career taught him to learn new things fast and communicate them explicitly. 75 In contrast, von Braun, born in a traditional German aristocratic family, had received a broad range of education, not only in natural sciences and engineering but also in art, literature, and religion. That was why he was unusually good at advertising the value of space exploration to the public and the Congress with his excellent command of
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Charles Murray and Catherine Bly Cox, Apollo: The Race to the Moon (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1989), 174. 75 For Shea’s life history, see Murray and Cox, Apollo, 121-3. Also refer to his biographical data available at the NASA History Office as well as to interview transcripts, for example “Interview with Joseph F. Shea, formerly Director of Systems, Manned Space Flight, and Manager, Apollo Program, Manned Spacecraft Center. Washington, May 6, 1970,” interviewed by Eugene Emme, NASA/HO.



75 parables and metaphors, and also at explaining complicated engineering problems at meetings in a way everyone in the room could understand. Unlike Shea, he had been pursuing space flight as his life work, always working with the same people. It was in this self-sufficient, self-contained community, where mutual trust and understanding nurtured over time counted more than explicit intelligence, that von Braun developed his belief in unaccountable practices. The real foundation of the conflict between Shea and von Braun was their differences in engineering assumptions and life histories. … During the second half of 1963, von Braun’s counterparts at NASA headquarters changed. D. Brainerd Holmes resigned after clashing with NASA Administrator James E. Webb, and George E. Mueller became the new head of the Office of Manned Space Flight. Shea left NASA headquarters to join the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston. Von Braun’s new boss Mueller soon perceived the overall lack of management capability in the Apollo program and brought in an Air Force Brigadier General, Samuel C. Phillips, under him as head of the Apollo Program Office. Thus, Mueller and Phillips now took command of the entire Apollo program. In order to control the engineering processes at field centers effectively, Mueller and Phillips began to require them to implement formal, standardized methods of systems engineering, including a technique called configuration management. The Air Force had developed this technique for its missile programs, and Phillips had practiced it as the manager of the Minuteman missiles. In configuration management, baseline design of all the components, subsystems, and interfaces that constituted the entire system was first



76 defined, together with their performance, cost, schedule, and reliability requirements. As engineers went through one phase of the developmental processes after another, they systematically made modifications to the baseline design, making optimum tradeoffs. Simply put, configuration management was a standardized method for the control of design changes. 76 Rocket engineers had always needed effective means to accommodate design changes. During World War II, von Braun’s team made about 65,000 changes to the V-2 blueprints. 77 Ever since, they had been cultivating their own practices. Their approach was again more consensual than American practices in the 1960s. In their style, the top management did not take command of the optimization process. Instead, leading team members had frequent and intensive meetings to create consensus. They listened to each other’s problems and progresses, and worked out the optimum changes in design and requirements. 78 Phillips’ configuration management, if fully implemented, could have displaced their consensual method. During 1964, Phillips made an intensive effort to apply this technique to the Apollo program with the support of his boss, Mueller. His staff at NASA headquarters learned the technique from the Air Force and prepared the Apollo Configuration Management Manual. They finalized the manual after they hold a few meetings with representatives from field centers, and distributed it to the centers in May
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For a detailed explanation of configuration management, see Stephen B. Johnson, The Secret of Apollo: Systems Management in American and European Space Programs (Baltimore: Johnson Hopkins University Press, 2002), particularly chap. 3. 77 Neufeld, The Rocket and the Reich, p224. 78 “Oral History Interview: Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger, September 20, 1994, Huntsville, Alabama,” By Dr. J. D. Hunley, Interviewer, p. 30-1, NASA/HO.



77 1964. 79 However, they met resistance when they conferred with field center directors and contractor executives in June. That von Braun was vocal is understandable considering his concern for the preservation of his team. Although the June meeting concluded in favor of configuration management, the actions on the part of field centers were slow. 80 Only at the beginning of 1966 did the Marshall Center establish the definite procedures for implementing configuration control for Saturn V. 81 At this time, the vehicle’s first launch was less than two years away. Thus, despite Phillips’ effort, this standardized tool was slow to penetrate the Marshall Center. But if the implementation of configuration management proceeded only slowly, other management techniques conspired with it to build up the pressure to change the engineering style of Marshall into a more rational, systematic one. One such technique was the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), adopted early in the Apollo program. 82 PERT was a method, originally developed by the Navy for its Polaris missile program, to break down the whole process of implementing a large engineering project into thousands of key events. Those events were then placed within complex networks of paralleled and intersecting threads in the order of scheduled time sequence, and these data were put into a computerized system. By this, PERT could identify a critical path, that is, a set of bottlenecks which directly affected the entire schedule. At the same time, it could 79



“Apollo Configuration Management Manual,” Office of Manned Space Flight, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, May 18, 1964, NASA/HO. Letter from Samuel C. Phillips to Marshall Space Flight Center Apollo Program Manager, May 25, 1964, NASA/HO. 80 Stephen B. Johnson, The Secret of Apollo, chap. 5. 81 “Saturn V Configuration Management Manual,” January 1, 1966, ASC/UAH. 82 “NASA Management Manual Part I: General Management Instructions: NASA Program Evaluation and Review Technique – PERT System,” effective date: Sept. 1, 1961, NASA/HO. “NASA PERT Handbook,” July 15, 1961, NASA/HO. See also Robert L. Rosholt, An Administrative History of NASA, 1958-1963 (Washington: NASA, 1966), 231-3.



78 easily calculate how a change in the schedule of certain key events would affect the entire schedule. In short, PERT was a management tool that helped to optimize schedules. 83 Although von Braun regarded PERT to be a useful tool, he considered that the management of rocket building required more. Emphasizing the human elements of management, he said that “no amount of management reporting or PERTING could replace the confidence” he had in his engineers.” 84 NASA headquarters agreed with von Braun’s view that PERT was only a tool, and was “no substitute for managerial ingenuity and judgment.” The virtue of PERT was that it provided managers with “finer-grained information” and increased their “visibility of potential problem areas.” 85 There was another use of PERT, however. MSFC had a conference room called the Program Control Center, which was rimmed with a few huge displays, including the imposingly complicated chart indicating the information provided by PERT. NASA Administrator James E. Webb liked to bring Congressmen and VIPs to this room and impress them how sophisticated NASA’s management systems were. In reality, the PERT chart was not always accurate because of delays of updates. But it worked for Webb’s purpose of justifying NASA’s activity and the accompanying expenses. 86 Configuration management, PERT, and other methods of systems engineering gradually increased the burden of documentation and accountability on Marshall. Such 83



PERT/Cost, introduced to NASA a little later than PERT, was a similar tool that helped to optimize costs instead of schedules. “NASA PERT and Companion Cost System Handbook,” October 30, 1962, NASA/HO. 84 “Interview of Dr. Wernher von Braun, Friday, August 28, 1970,” interviewed by Tom Ray, p. 4-6, NASA/HO. “Presentation: MSFC Management,” p. 5. For interpretation of this document, see note 60. 85 “Second Interim Report to the Associate Administrator on Studies Relating to Management Effectiveness in Scheduling and Cost Estimating NASA Projects by Deputy Associate Administrator, December 15, 1964,” p. 16, NASA/HO. 86 Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, 283-8. Tompkins, Organizational Communication Imperatives, 77-9.



79 pressure could have ruined Marshall’s mature engineering and management practices. By the end of 1963, however, Marshall had carried out a reorganization that would allow most engineers at the center to continue their work largely unaffected. Now, the center’s engineering capacity was separated into two directorates with equal status. One of them, the Research and Development Operations Directorate, embraced laboratories (formally technical divisions) that took charge of the in-house capability function. The other, the Industrial Operations Directorate, consisted of project offices, which performed project



Fig. 3 MSFC Organizational Chart, January 1964 (Simplified)
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80 management. It was the latter directorate, comprising less than twenty percent of the center’s manpower, that focused on systems engineering and contractor management, while doing necessary reporting to NASA headquarters and answering inquiries from them. The directorate’s head, Air Force Colonel Edmund F. O’Connor, and Phillips had a close acquaintance, which facilitated communication between Marshall and NASA headquarters. 88 Meanwhile, engineers in the Research and Development Operations Directorate could concentrate on the maintenance of their in-house capability, free from the need to constantly justify their engineering decisions or account for their practices to NASA headquarters. In other words, the Industrial Operations Directorate insulated them from NASA headquarters’ direct supervision. This enabled engineers in the Research and Development Directorate to continue their pursuit in their respective disciplinary fields without compromising to the imperatives of accountability. Thus, the division of labor between the two directorates nicely solved Marshall’s problem of how to answer to NASA headquarters and still protect the virtues and qualities of their engineering from “petty supervision.” … Mueller and Phillips, who promoted systems engineering, and von Braun’s team, who resisted and sought to circumvent it, had radically different views on how to manage 88



Initially the Industrial Operations Directorate was directed by Robert Young, who came from private industry. But in one year he resigned, and was succeeded by O’Connor. Then a strong line of command emerged between Phillips at NASA headquarters and O’Connor at MSFC, both of them being career Air Force officers with experience in the management of missile projects. In fact, it was Phillips that recommended O’Connor to von Braun as the director of the Industrial Operations Directorate. “Telephone Conversation Gen. Phillips/Dr. von Braun/Mr. Young, Friday, September 25, 1964, 10:45am,” in von Braun Daily Journal, NASA/HO.



81 and integrate the diverse engineering efforts required to build launch vehicles. It would be wrong to say here that Mueller and Phillips rejected any practices that did not conform to the formal, impersonal methods of systems engineering. As experienced managers, they knew that logical and sophisticated techniques such as configuration management and PERT did not by themselves guarantee good management. Phillips, a principal proponent of these tools, nonetheless insisted on the importance of “eyeball-to-eyeball” management, such as personal conversations and site visits. He asserted: The development of and experience with various management systems, techniques and tools in the past several years have contributed extensively to a more scientific approach. The “art” element remains, however. 89 Nevertheless, systems engineering structured the fundamental engineering philosophies and assumptions of Mueller and Phillips. They sought to integrate large technological systems by defining and monitoring parameters and interfaces of discrete components and subsystems. Their engineering style was thus markedly different from von Braun’s more holistic approach to seek consensus and harmony of his team. This difference was paralleled by their distinct stances regarding the division of responsibility in rocket development. Von Braun insisted that, once his center was given responsibility for a certain project, it should be left free from “petty supervision” and be responsible for its entirety. In his view, such a responsibility was not really divisible; a single project should be assigned to a single team. In contrast, Mueller believed that “dividing the program into a set of tasks definable enough” was fundamental to effective
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82 management. 90 Such clearly defined tasks should then be performed through division of responsibility that was hierarchical and strictly layered. He argued that every individual should understand “how his work fits into the work required to accomplish the next level of the program. Through successive levels of supervision the system eventually ends up explaining to the President and the Congress …” 91 Their views on accountability also differed from each other. Von Braun believed that, as he ran a unified team whose effectiveness outsiders could not entirely understand, NASA headquarters should not require accountability for the teams’ practices. In other words, von Braun wanted responsibility without accountability. By contrast, Phillips asserted that the “key to accountability is a clear understanding of responsibility.” 92 For him, responsibility and accountability were the two sides of a coin. Thus, while Mueller and Phillips promoted systems engineering and assumed the necessity for accountability and clear-cut responsibility, von Braun sought to protect his united, mature, well-integrated team and its holistic operating principles. Considering that Mueller and Phillips had mobile occupational histories like Shea, their preference for the standardized, explicit practices of systems engineering as well as for the transparency in organizational setup is understandable. Also, their training in electrical engineering had led them to conceive engineering problems always in terms of interconnections and interfaces of distinct components. On the other hand, von Braun, primarily trained in mechanical engineering, was always interested in whether an artifact worked as a whole. 90
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83 He once explained this point himself: Mueller viewed an engineering problem in terms of “the nervous system,” while he viewed it in terms of “the airplane as a machine.” 93 Thus, a set of engineering assumptions and philosophies that Mueller and Phillips imposed on Marshall was quite alien to von Braun and his associates. Marshall engineers resisted those philosophies, and minimized their effects on their engineering practices. Phillips’ effort to introduce configuration management took too long to take effect to significantly influence the center’s engineering style. Von Braun defended his team’s well-integrated capability by containing the pressure from NASA headquarters within the Industrial Operations Directorate. Thus, Marshall’s engineering style survived to a large extent, at least during the first half of the 1960s.



Conservatism and Reliability, 1960-1965 One of the unprecedented challenges that Marshall engineers faced during the development of the Saturn launch vehicles was reliability assurance in mission success and crew safety. In previous missile and rocket programs, test firing of large numbers of flight models had directly demonstrated the rate of success. Thirty-seven Redstones had actually been fired before the missile was declared operational and then was used for astronaut Alan Shepard’s suborbital flight. 94 More than one hundred Atlas missiles had been launched before the rocket carried astronaut John Glenn to an earth orbit. 95 This approach of actually verifying the statistical probability of successful flight, however, no 93
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84 longer worked for satellite and launch vehicle projects of the 1960s. They had become so expensive that reasonable financial resources did not allow the building of many flight models. Nor was there long enough time for testing all these models. At the beginning of the 1960s Don R. Ostrander at NASA headquarters still considered that this approach was tenable by creating “a standardized fleet” of launch vehicles and repeatedly using them. 96 But soon it became apparent that NASA engineers had to establish a set of new methods for the estimation and improvement of reliability. In the early 1960s, officials at NASA headquarters in charge of the reliability policy were engineers with background in statistics such as Nicholas E. Golovin and Landis S. Gephart. 97 Even those statisticians were aware that it was impractical to directly verify the success rate of launch vehicles through large numbers of test flights under actual operating conditions. Instead, they argued for indirect use of statistical techniques: First, components and subsystems are tested under simulated environments, such as vacuum, vibration, and extreme temperature. Second, the functional diagrams representing the relationships between these components and subsystems are translated into statistical terms. These procedures then make it possible to integrate the reliability factors of constituent components and subsystems and thus to calculate the reliability of the entire system. 98 Von Braun and Marshall engineers, on the other hand, tended to belittle NASA headquarters’ statistical approach. Von Braun admitted that statistical reliability analysis 96



Don R. Ostrander, “Rocket Power – Key to Space Supremacy,” Astronautics 5:7 (July 1960): 22. Swenson, Grimwood, and Alexander, This New Ocean, 265-8. 98 For an exposition of this method, see for example Landis S. Gephart and William Wolman, “A Probabilistic Model for Reliability Estimation for Space System Analysis,” in Bulletin de l’Institut International de Statistique, 33e Session (Paris, 1961), 73-83. 97



85 was a powerful tool. Yet he believed that it was not an independent statisticians’ group at NASA headquarters that would guarantee the reliability of launch vehicles. What was fundamental to reliability was, he argued, individual engineers’ unremitting effort. He stated his belief with his characteristic parable: Remember that on the highway safety does not begin with the police but with the driver. A solely statistical approach to the vice of unreliability is just as limited in effectiveness as the quotation of accident statistics for the purpose of improving driving safety … Reliability is rather the result of an almost religious vigilance and attention to detail on the part of every member of a development team … Reliability begins with the designer. 99 Other Marshall engineers shared von Braun’s view that the assurance of reliability was the inherent responsibility of each engineer. One of his aides believed that reliability belonged “in the first class” to the engineer himself, and asserted that “If the engineer designs one piece of hardware, he also has to look into the reliability.” 100 From their viewpoint, engineers practicing hands-on work, not statisticians, knew best how reliable the hardware was. But engineers just working individually on the reliability of their hardware alone did not assure the reliability of the entire system. Their effort had to be coordinated, because a change in the reliability of one component or subsystem affected that of others, and also because interfaces of components and subsystems were themselves typical sources of unreliability. At the same time, the effort of engineers working on statistical analysis of reliability also had to be incorporated and integrated. They could not be ignored because engineers both within and without NASA were developing sophisticated
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86 methods applicable for this problem. One of them was the failure mode analysis. It was a method to identify the most likely patterns of failures of a particular system and eliminate those patterns one by one by either employing redundancy or sacrificing the systems’ performance requirements. A closely related method used was the criticality analysis. Engineers assigned criticality numbers, numbers which indicated the relative degree of criticality of particular components or subsystems for the success of the entire system, to all parts of the system. Then they determined the optimum apportionment of reliability requirement to those components and subsystems, taking their criticality into consideration. 101 The usefulness of such analytical methods came to be acknowledged by Marshall engineers, and they had to be integrated with individual engineers’ effort. Here again the principal places for the integration effort were weekly and special meetings. In those meetings, engineers in charge of reliability analysis brought up potential failure patterns, alternative designs, and trade-off factors. They discussed such issues with engineers from laboratories and project offices, and sought consensus on the course of action to be taken. 102 The center’s integrated effort for reliability extended to its contractors as well. Marshall engineers closely supervised their contractors’ operation and meticulously pointed out sources of unreliability. Von Braun once told D. Brainerd Holmes that penetration of contractors’ operation by Marshall engineers did “more for 101



For discussions on these analytical methods, see for example, “Approach in Achieving High Reliability for Saturn Class Vehicles with Particular Emphasis on Their Navigation, Guidance and Control System,” presented by Eberhard Rees to AGARD Guidance & Control Panel Symposium on Reliability in Aerospace Vehicle Guidance & Control Systems, Paris, France, March 6, 7 and 8, 1967, ASC/UAH; “Component Failure Effect on Systems: An Analytical Model,” November 1963, prepared by R. L. Parkhill and J. Pauperas Jr. and presented to the 4th Annual Seminar on Reliability For Space Vehicles, Los Angeles, California, December 6, 1963, ASC/UAH. 102 John R. Levinson, “Reliability Prediction in Design Decision,” presented at the 10th National Symposium on Reliability and Quality Control, January 7-9, 1964, Washington, D. C., p. 139, ASC/UAH.



87 reliability than all the statistical studies combined – in my humble opinion, at least.” 103 His observation was justified when all ten Saturn I launch vehicles achieved successful flights from 1961 to 1965 despite the pessimistic prediction by theoretically-oriented reliability experts. 104 As MSFC aimed for a balanced approach integrating statistical/analytical methods with engineers’ vigilant efforts, NASA headquarters also came away from the purely statistical approach. Golovin, the strongest proponent of the statistical approach, left his position in the Office of Manned Space Flight in late 1961. A less adamant statistician, Gephart, came to call for the integration of the two extreme views of von Braun and Golovin. 105 He still considered it “essentially pointless” to discuss reliability without quantitative technique. 106 He did not emphasize statistical methods too much, however: “Reliability engineering can be viewed as a mating of sound engineering disciplines with analytical techniques.” 107 NASA headquarters’ reliability philosophy changed even more when Shea joined NASA in the beginning of 1962 as Golovin’s replacement. With his experience as a systems engineer in military missile programs, he had a practical view on the problem of reliability. He considered that not only the statistical demonstration of the reliability of entire vehicles but also that of subsystems might be impractical, due to limitations in cost 103
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88 and time. Cautioning against the tendency of engineers to be attracted to the superficial rigor and precision of numbers, 108 he argued that “The statistical confidence must be replaced with ‘engineering confidence.’” 109 The key to attain engineering confidence, in his view, was “the rigorous identification of the cause for all failures encountered during all phases of developmental testing.” Meanwhile, Golovin, who left NASA in April 1962, still advocated statistical approaches. Admitting that “engineering judgments” were often important considerations, he saw such judgments as “relatively subjective” and criticized the “escape to ‘engineering confidence.’” 110 … Von Braun’s team habitually let their engineering judgment override statistical analysis. An example was their decision regarding the configuration of the first stage of Saturn I. They were contemplating whether to include the “engine-out capability,” a redundancy mechanism which would enable the rocket to continue its mission even when one of the stage’s eight engines malfunctioned. A sophisticated mathematical analysis indicated that virtually no increase in reliability would result from this redundancy. Even though it would make the launch vehicle invulnerable to a single engine failure, it would 108



“Address by Dr. Joseph F. Shea, Deputy Director of Manned Space Flight (Systems), National Aeronautics and Space Administration, at the 1963 National Space Electronics Symposium, Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Florida, October 2, 1963,” p. 5-7, NASA/HO. Shea even brought up a Roman saying “Qui Numerari incipit, errare incipit,” translating it in two ways: “He who begins to count, begins to err” and “Figures don’t lie, but liars figure.” 109 Joseph F. Shea, “Design Requirements for Spaceborne Digital Systems,” Computer Design 2:4 (JulyAugust 1963): 43. Shea’s new boss, George E. Mueller also supported Shea’s view, asserting that in the Apollo program they were attempting to replace “statistical confidence” with “inherent confidence.” “Address by Dr. George E. Mueller, Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, before the 1966 Annual Symposium on Reliability, San Francisco, California, January 26, 1966,” p. 13, NASA/HO. 110 N. E. Golovin, “Reliability Engineering and Success in Space Exploration,” Western Operations Research Society of America, Annual Meeting, 10th, and International Meeting, 1st, Honolulu, Hawaii, September 14-18, 1964, published in Industrial Quality Control 22 (March 1966): 457-464.



89 also make the system more complex with additional electronic and mechanical devices. Thus, the gain in reliability through redundancy would be almost canceled out by the unreliability of these complex mechanisms. To make matters worse, the redundancy mechanism was to result in tougher requirements in the vehicle’s guidance scheme and structural strength. In spite of these setbacks, von Braun’s team eventually adopted the engine-out capability. They did so because a similar mechanism might be needed for a later booster, and because it might result in a more favorable abort condition for a crew. Thus they made the decision after weighing all analytical as well as other engineering considerations. 111 Although statistical demonstration of reliability was impractical for all three types of the Saturn launch vehicles, a few complete vehicles for each type did fly before it was declared operational. As few in number, these developmental flights were invaluable for the actual demonstration and improvement of the vehicles’ reliability. In such occasions, Marshall engineers practiced their customary approach of deliberately inducing nearfailure conditions. For instance, during the first developmental flight of the complete Saturn I in March 1963, they shut off one of the eight H-1 engines of the first stage and observed the vehicles’ behavior to verify the engine-out capability. Such a maneuver increased the possibility of failure for that particular flight but it enhanced the reliability of the vehicle for later missions. In fact, fourteen months later, another developmental flight suffered from loss of a H-1 engine but completed its mission thanks to the proven
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90 engine-out capability. 112 By this process, von Braun’s team overcame this major failure mode of the H-1 engine, which was fairly mature and reliable as a rocket engine but still was never completely free from failures. Marshall engineers routinely employed this method of deliberately creating nearfailure situations to eliminate failure modes. As explained earlier, when they faced the problem of combustion instability while developing the F-1 engine, they let small bombs explode inside the engine and artificially created instabilities to see if the engine had the capability to recover from them. They practiced a similar approach again when they encountered the so-called POGO problem of the first stage of Saturn V, the vehicle’s structural oscillation in its longitudinal direction. The POGO phenomenon of launch vehicles in general had been known for some time, but they found it at an alarming level for Saturn V during its second developmental flight in April 1968. To eliminate this problem, they conducted ground tests in which they put pulsers on the vehicle to trigger POGO. 113 By employing such a method, they made sure that POGO would not happen again. The next launch in December 1968 safely carried three astronauts to the lunar orbit. Thus, testing was the principal means for eliminating failure modes and thereby to increase reliability at the Marshall Center. Approximately 50 percent of the total manhours for the development of the Saturn launch vehicles were spent for the test phase.114 At the foundation of Marshall engineers’ failure-inducing practices was their conservatism in engineering. Not content with merely fixing problems, they let potential 112
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91 problems happen and made sure they would not lead to catastrophic failures. They also actually let components and subsystems break down in ground tests by testing them in tougher environmental conditions and for longer periods of time than those in actual missions. By such a rigorous testing process, which they called “limit testing” or the “testing to failure” philosophy, they could feel how robust the hardware was. 115 Their quality control practices were conservative as well. They used proven parts and concepts wherever available. Only when absolutely necessary did they employ new hardware cautiously. They also required relatively high safety margins for design. An industrial executive observed in 1962 that Marshall required a minimum of 35 percent margin of safety in structural design where the Air Force considered 25 percent satisfactory. 116 Their conservatism and “testing to failure” philosophy had a remote origin. Using testing as a primary means for identifying and solving problems was their tradition from the Peenemünde period. With scientific theories in relevant fields sparse and engineering experience still limited, failures in testing taught them more than anything else. Failures were often more instructive than successes; they were “successful failures” in historian Michael J. Neufeld’s words. 117 Peenemünders made progress by knowing what not to do rather than what to do. They carried this testing practice into the 1960s. It might seem paradoxical at first sight that such an entrepreneurial group of people who pioneered the field of rocketry harbored conservatism in engineering. But it was exactly because they had to build the body of knowledge in rocketry from scratch 115
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92 that they acquired this solid approach. Their fundamental method in pursuing the art of rocketry was to extend and clarify the boundary of their art and knowledge step by step through “successful failures” and “limit testing.” When they actually built hardware, they depended on what were within the boundary at that time, and then added safety margins that they felt proper from their experience. While their conservatism can thus be traced back to their engineering effort in the Peenemünde period, it should also be seen in light of the social structure of von Braun’s team. Members of the team enjoyed solidarity, understood each other fully, and shared past experiences and a single goal for the future. They were not too intimate with each other, however. As one of them later wrote, the relationship between von Braun and his associates was “too formal, too respectful to be called a friendship,” with an “invisible curtain of respect and dignity” between them. 118 Moreover, the relationship among von Braun’s associates was characterized by subtle rivalry as well as close cooperation. In meetings, for example, they sat according to a strict rank order that had evolved over years. 119 It was in this social structure, where closeness and tension coexisted, that each German engineer came to fear making mistakes and causing failures. Collectively, they saw failures as a means to make progress, particularly in preliminary and developmental tests. Individually, each of them feared that his own mistake would become a cause of the team’s failure. His fault meant a loss of his credibility, undermining his place in the 118
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93 team. He feared the damage to his standing all the more because he had committed his whole career in the team and would never be able to forget his fault. This fear in many individual engineers added up to the group’s conservatism as a whole. A recollection of an outstanding American engineer, who joined the team in 1952 and would later become the director of MSFC in 1974, describes the mentality of Germans well: “initially, when things would go wrong, as things inevitably do when you’re doing new things, they would immediately become concerned about whose fault that was.” 120 To his eyes this appeared “a little unusual,” because he thought what they should do first was to find out what went wrong and to fix it. Their conservatism, however, sometimes had to be compromised with the tight schedule of the Apollo program. In 1963, their cautious, step-by-step plans for the flight tests of Saturn V gave way to NASA headquarters’ direction to adopt a crash approach. Their original plan was to fly the first Saturn V in March 1966 with a live first stage and dummy second and third stages, then the second vehicle in July with live first and second stages and a dummy third stage, and finally a complete live vehicle if the preceding two were successful. 121 They had always taken this incremental approach in the past. It had an advantage of offering them opportunities to cope with technical difficulties, which they could not foresee but nonetheless expected to be there. With Saturn I, they had actually implemented this step-by-step approach. The first three flight models of the twostaged Saturn I had only the first stages live. The fourth Saturn I had both stages live for
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94 the first time. 122 This cautious approach was abandoned soon after Mueller joined NASA in September 1963. Mueller proposed the “all-up” concept for Saturn V, which meant launching a complete vehicle with its all three stages live for its first flight. Mueller knew that the Air Force had already adopted this approach, for he had previously been involved in Air Force missile programs for a few years as a contractor’s executive. Mueller decided that NASA should apply this approach to the Apollo program because there was not enough time left for the step-by-step flight testing. Marshall engineers, who had taken their step-by-step testing philosophy for granted, reacted to Mueller’s proposal with “shock and incredulity.” 123 In light of their experience to that day, the all-up testing for an unprecedented launch vehicle like Saturn V appeared impossible. Von Braun, however, decided to follow Mueller’s direction. This was one of the few occasions where he exercised his leadership to make a decision promptly without reaching a consensus with his aides. In just several days, he replied to Mueller that Marshall would support his proposal. 124 Von Braun, who valued loyalty and order, had always followed directions of his boss ever since the Peenemünde period. He was also persuaded by Mueller’s argument that the step-by-step approach actually did not increase the overall success rate of the Saturn V program. 125 Key members of his team, however, remained skeptical of the all-up decision. Dieter Grau, Director of Quality and
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95 Reliability Assurance Laboratory at Marshall, doubted the decision even after ten years, pointing out that the all-up approach delayed the detection of the POGO problem and incurred tremendous last-minute efforts to overcome it. 126 Mueller’s bold all-up approach worked. Except for the only potentially critical POGO problem, all thirteen Saturn Vs completed their missions without a failure. Von Braun later reminisced that the all-up decision “sounded reckless, but George Mueller’s reasoning was impeccable.” 127 Others considered that it was Mueller’s gamble. Nobody could prove at that time that it would work; but nobody could prove that it would not. The decision was proper because it worked; it would have been improper if it had not worked. 128 A little after the decision for the all-up testing, Mueller’s staff sponsored a study on the reliability of the first all-up launch of Saturn V. The contractor who did the study reported the number of 0.497 or 0.682, depending on the availability of the engineout capability. 129 These numbers might have given Mueller reasonable confidence. But Marshall engineers must have regarded them as invalid, still less with their three-digit significant figures. Aside from the validity of such a mathematical analysis, what led Mueller to his judgment for the all-up approach was his logical reasoning that there was no specific problem expected with the vehicle. On the other hand, Marshall engineers believed from experience that such reasoning was usually not good enough to anticipate all problems in 126
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96 advance. They had by then gone through such a long period of constantly encountering failures that they assumed that they had to find out through step-by-step testing what those unanticipated problems were. Their disagreement can thus be seen as one between Mueller’s confidence in his reasoning and von Braun team’s experiential judgment. In this instance, the advocate of reasoning had the decision-making authority, and the embodiment of experience was ready to comply. As it turned out, this interaction of reasoning and experience resulted in a fortunate turn of events. … Engineers at the Marshall Center and NASA headquarters thus solved the problem of reliability inherent in the development of launch vehicles with the blend of statistical treatment and vigilant attention, cold reasoning and long experience. Deputy Director at Marshall, Eberhard Rees, who had closely followed the reliability problem of the Saturn launch vehicles in the first half of the 1960s, declared in 1965 that engineers at the Marshall Center and its contractors had now arrived at a rather clear concept on how to achieve high reliability, or rather, on how to obtain high probability of mission success. It is, in one sentence, the application of sound and knowledgeable engineering and engineering judgment – let me repeat the word “engineering judgment” – based on long-range experience and supported by all the analytical tools … such as detailed analysis of each component and subsystem, logic diagrams, mathematical models, etc., and then most important, an exhaustive test program, system tests program, and a quality assurance program … 130 Marshall engineers’ approach to the problem of reliability reflected their engineering practices in general. They made engineering judgments relying on their own in-house 130
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97 engineering capability backed by their long experience with hardware. At the same time, they followed theoretical development in relevant disciplinary fields and incorporated external expertise as needed. They were conservative in design and testing, and were attentive to the details of their work as well as of their contractor’s work. They disliked external interference in their engineering and sought to take full responsibility and credit for their work. Von Braun masterfully ran meetings, where the group coordinated their efforts and built consensus, but he made decisions without that elaborate process when circumstances required. Their engineering approaches and practices reflected their social assumptions and mechanisms of their community – long-term trust and respect between the team members, thorough mutual understanding, discipline, subtle hierarchy, and unity and integrity maintained by von Braun’s leadership. This was their style of engineering, which originated in the Peenemünde period and evolved through the mid-1960s.



The Unity and Integrity of the In-House Capability Many factors could have drastically changed the engineering style of MSFC in the first half of the 1960s. In reality, its engineers managed to preserve the fundamentals of their engineering originating in German engineers’ experience. When the growth of their undertakings forced them to contract out more and more work, they nonetheless retained the united structure of their community by working closely with contractor engineers. When NASA headquarters gave them multiple projects, von Braun nominally brought them under the charge of multiple project managers but he in effect remained the single authority. They also maintained the singleness of goal by letting NASA headquarters



98 transfer their relatively minor projects, Centaur and Agena, to the Lewis Research Center. When systems engineers at headquarters such as Shea, Phillips, and Mueller required accountability for their engineering and managerial practices, Marshall engineers were still able to maintain their rich pool of in-house engineering capability and their unique management style based on ambiguous definition of responsibility. This was possible because of a reorganization that separated hardware-oriented engineers in the Research and Development Directorates from management groups in the Industrial Operations Directorate, which handled the relationship with headquarters. Consistently underlying their engineering practices was their belief in their in-house competence to make right engineering judgments, which depended on such ingredients as hardware orientation, improvised experimentation, “testing to failure” philosophy, conservatism, attention to detail, consensus approach, and von Braun’s leadership. The cardinal problem in the development of the Saturn launch vehicles, namely, the problem of reliability, was an arena where all these ingredients of their practice played parts. It was only after the mid-1960s that changing circumstances gradually began to erode the core of Marshall’s engineering assumptions and practices. Civil service manpower at MSFC began declining slowly from 1965, as the development effort of the Saturn launch vehicles passed its peak. Its budget also peaked in 1966, although the center’s engineers were still solving many design problems of Saturn V and producing its flight models at a full speed. In parallel with this personnel and fiscal contraction, the center’s effort began to diversify quickly. In the first half of the 1960s Marshall used to have only one major mission, the development of the Saturn launch vehicles, with ninety



99 percent of its workforce attached to it. After NASA headquarters initiated the Apollo Applications Program in late 1965, however, the center came to be involved in projects in other fields. An executive meeting in August 1966 gave Marshall responsibility for an orbital workshop and the Apollo Telescope Mount, both of which were part of the Apollo Applications Program. 131 These projects required expertise in the fields of human space flight and astronomical science, which were considerably remote from the development of launch vehicles that Marshall engineers had been engaged in before. In addition, the Marshall Center in this period began an earnest effort to develop the lunar roving vehicle to be used in the Apollo program. 132 A little later it also began developing the High Energy Astronomy Observatories and organizing experiments for the study of life science and earth resources, too. The diversification of Marshall’s efforts led to the demise of the singleness of goal, which had always been the center’s hallmark. With so many projects in varied fields, von Braun had no way of closely following all of them. His authority in making engineering judgments had to dissipate, and a clearer division of labor became necessary within the center. The principle of automatic responsibility lost effectiveness because engineers at the center could no longer understand well enough what others in the center were doing. For all these changes that would entail, Marshall had to diversify its efforts in order to survive. As the Johnson administration being hesitant to commit NASA to larger space programs, NASA suffered cutbacks. Marshall fared particularly badly in this retrenchment, because its only major project Saturn was going to phase out. Von Braun 131 132
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100 had no other choice other than seeking extension of Marshall’s activities to the promising fields of astronomical science and human space flight. To adjust to these changes, MSFC planned a major reorganization in 1968 and implemented it in 1969. The center’s systems engineering function was strengthened so that it would be able to manage multiple projects systematically. The position of the Associate Director for Science was created in view of the trend for the center to extend its activities to scientific fields. An organization devoted to the design of promising future projects were expanded to cope with the phasing out of the Saturn program. About the same time, however, a series of relentless reductions in manpower and budget began. Von Braun learned that he had to cut the employment at Marshall by 700 in the fiscal year 1968. Ironically, he knew this news on November 9, 1967, the very same day he watched the first Saturn V fly successfully. 133 Such a reduction-in-force not only damaged Marshall’s in-house capability seriously but also caused a morale problem. The American Federation of Government Employees and some Marshall employees sued the reduction as illegal, and this legal fight lasted for ten years. 134 Von Braun lamented that, even before the actual layoffs took place, young engineers whom the center had hired through major recruitment efforts were leaving the center, because they felt least protected and saw no promising future at MSFC. 135 As Marshall suffered from the cutbacks, NASA as a whole was in retrenchment. The new NASA Administrator Thomas O. Paine wanted to sell ambitious post-Apollo 133
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101 projects such as human space flight to Mars, a space shuttle, and a space station to the Congress and the public, and he invited von Braun to come to NASA headquarters to plan these projects. Von Braun decided to leave Marshall for Washington, D.C. to accept the position as Associate Administrator for Planning, and his competent deputy Eberhard Rees became the new center director in March 1970. Now, in addition to the loss of the leader, Marshall suffered from further cutbacks. During three years of his directorship, Rees had to institute three reductions-in-force. The employees laid off included many original Peenemünders, some of whom filed lawsuits. 136 The team of solidarity and trust that von Braun valued so much clearly began to fall apart. The final blow to the team was dealt by Rees’ successor, Rocco A. Petrone. A West Pointer, Petrone was a virtual outsider at Marshall, although he had worked for Army missile programs in Huntsville for four years in the 1950s. Marshall engineers perceived that NASA headquarters sent him down so as to drive the remaining Germans out of the center in a detached and dispassionate way. In fact, German engineers became targets of fierce reductions-in-force during his tenure; one of them remarked that Petrone “literally threw out the whole von Braun team out the door.” 137 By 1974 the civil service employment at the center had dropped from its peak of nearly 7,500 in 1965 to a little more than 4,500. In March 1974, Petrone announced that “The in-house capability to manufacture, inspect and checkout major hardware projects has been eliminated.” 138 Wernher von Braun died on June 15, 1977, after a few years of rather disregarded 136
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102 and disappointing effort at NASA headquarters and then several years as vice-president of Fairchild Industries. Throughout his life he held the dream of interplanetary travel, which was shared by his team members. He and his followers believed that, in order to keep this dream alive, they had to protect the team from any threat that would lead it to disintegration. They managed to protect it in the first half of the 1960s from the pressure to contract out and from the pervasive effects of systems engineering. It was in this framework that Marshall engineers established their engineering practices, which in turn defined the ways in which they developed the Saturn launch vehicles. Their masterpiece, Saturn V, made the Apollo program a success with its stunning no-failure record. Von Braun’s team did not endure the budgetary ordeal of the subsequent ten years. Nor did his ultimate dream of interplanetary travel come true. Yet the unity and integrity of his team, which he and his followers labored to construct and defend throughout their career, played a key part in one of America’s most visible technological undertakings in history.



103 Chapter 2



Systems and Humans in the Development of the Apollo Spacecraft at the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), 1960-1969



The technology of manned spacecraft had two precursors. One was aeronautical technology, which generated some essential research methods in aerodynamics, structural design, and stability and control. In particular, experience with high-performance aircraft in the postwar period left the manned spacecraft projects of the 1960s with knowledge on high-altitude flight involving the use of oxygen and pressure cabins as well as on human tolerance to acceleration and atmospheric change. A fundamental similarity between the airplane and the manned spacecraft was that both of them carried human life and hence demanded utmost concern for crew safety. Meanwhile, the other precursor technology for manned spacecraft, namely, that of the ballistic missile, left the experience of carrying out crash projects of developing expensive, huge, complex technological systems. Also, research efforts on guidance, propulsion, and reentry into the earth’s atmosphere, which were made during the 1950s for the development of missiles, provided vital foundations for manned space flight. 1
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Many principal figures involved in the management of Apollo spacecraft development explicitly expressed their shared understanding that the technology of manned spacecraft was the combination of aeronautical technology and missile technology. Robert R. Gilruth, “To the Moon and Beyond,” Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture, December 3, 1970, p. 8-9, NASA JSC (Johnson Space Center) History Collection at UHCL (University of Houston Clear Lake). George M. Low, “Introduction to a Series of Nine Articles Covering Major Facets of Design, Development, and Operations in the Apollo Program,” in “What Made Apollo a Success?” Astronautics and Aeronautics 8:3 (March 1970): 37. Maxime A. Faget, “The Engineer in U.S. Space Research,” University of Texas Student Engineering Council, Austin, Texas, March 5, 1964, p. 1-2, NASA JSC History Collection at UHCL (JSC/UHCL).



104 Manned spacecraft programs built on the airplanes and the ballistic missiles not only technologically but also in terms of human resources. It was engineers from these two fields that constituted the engineering talent of the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) as it went forward with the development of manned spacecraft in the 1960s. Most of the initial leaders at the center were aeronautical engineers, who had previously worked on flight testing of airplanes or research on high-speed, pilotless aircraft. They operated in their local engineering community, supported by a set of particular engineering and social assumptions. Later, engineers who had experience with missile projects joined this local community, with expertise in systems engineering in their hands. Their engineering style as well as their social values were markedly distinct from those of aeronautical engineers. The encounter between these two groups of engineers at MSC in the 1960s is the subject of this chapter. The differences between former aeronautical engineers and missile engineers in engineering and social assumptions were fundamental. On one hand, former aeronautical engineers were disposed to solve engineering problems through appropriate organization of people. Robert R. Gilruth, their leader and the director of MSC, had the opinion that “people, and the manner in which they are organized, are the principal keys to success.” 2 Gilruth indeed carried out this philosophy quite successfully; one of his close associates observed that Gilruth “knew who to trust and who not to trust, who to appoint in key positions and how to let them do what they are supposed to do.” 3 On the other hand, the 2
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105 approach of former missile engineers was to rely on thorough analysis of systems, rather than on the organization of people, in carrying out engineering projects. Their leader was Joseph F. Shea, manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office (ASPO) at MSC from 1963 to 1967. A highly competent systems engineer, Shea had made his reputation in the missile industry before joining NASA. In his engineering philosophy, the systems could and should incorporate all relevant considerations. Although he heard the opinions of others, he always made final decisions himself based on his own judgments on systems. In examining the two groups of engineers, I will suggest that their engineering approaches were inseparable from the reward structures, interpersonal relationships, and career assumptions of the engineering communities that they belonged to. For the former aeronautical engineers, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), a government institution dedicated to aeronautical research, was their home institution. They were used to a work environment in which mutual evaluation and informal personal networks often mattered more than hierarchical appointment and formal authority. In this social setting, they aspired not so much to attain higher salary and positions as to take on engineering tasks highly valued within their organization and to become engineers whom their peers would want to work with. It was in such a democratic, reciprocal, informal personnel environment that those engineers came to share an inclination to seek human solutions to technological problems. Meanwhile, systems engineers in the ballistic missile industry had lived in the world where evaluation from their superiors mattered most, their performance rather than their personality counted, and their reward took the #1, Interviewee: Guy Thibodaux, Interviewers: Robbie E. Davis-Floyd and Kenneth J. Cox, September 910, 1996, p. 31, NASA History Office (NASA/HO).



106 explicit forms of money and positions. Their assumption that the capability to analyze systems was everything that was needed to carry out technological projects developed in this work environment. This chapter follows the Apollo program from its inception in 1960 to its climax, the first manned lunar landing in 1969. Although the Manned Spacecraft Center in the 1960s also conducted the Mercury program, which achieved America’s first manned space flight, and the Gemini program, which demonstrated rendezvous and docking as well as extravehicular activities, I will primarily discuss the Apollo program here. The first part covers the first few years of the Apollo program, when feasibility studies were made and a stable design of the Apollo spacecraft only slowly emerged. In this part, I will describe the formation of MSC and its cultural roots in NACA. The second part discusses the period after Shea came to MSC to take charge of the development of the Apollo spacecraft. It examines his engineering philosophy and management style, along with his clever solutions to some engineering problems. The next part covers the same period, but turns to the question of how Shea and others at the center approached the problem of integrating the human elements with the systems elements of the spacecraft. The difference in approach between the systems engineer Shea and former aeronautical engineers becomes clearest here. Finally, I will follow the changes that occurred in the management style of the Apollo program after a fire incident killed three astronauts in early 1967 and Shea left the center soon thereafter. Former aeronautical engineers, who came to occupy all principal positions at the center, now practiced methods of systems engineering but they still kept their local engineering and social assumptions unchanged.



107 As a conclusion, I will summarize the differences in engineering style between the two groups of engineers in relation to their differences in the human dimension. Histories of the development of the Apollo spacecraft and the Manned Spacecraft Center have already been written. 4 A particularly lively account of the Apollo program is Apollo: The Race to the Moon written by Charles Murray and Catherine Bly Cox. 5 While being only sparsely footnoted, virtually uncritical of anything or anyone in American space programs, and written perhaps with moderate exaggerations, this wellresearched book offers a fascinating description of engineers who fought for the success of Apollo. This chapter does not aim to add more factual details than has already been documented. Rather, I focus on the structures of engineering communities in which engineers at the Manned Spacecraft Center lived, using engineers’ recollections in the form of interview transcripts and autobiographical memoirs in addition to other materials such as speeches and published papers, and thereby approach the developmental process of the Apollo spacecraft from social perspectives. 6 A tension between systems and humans emerges there, and that is the central theme of this chapter.
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Details of the technical development of the Apollo spacecraft can be found in Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington: NASA, 1979). As for the Lunar Module of the spacecraft, most extensive details are presented by the former manager of the module at Grumman: Thomas J. Kelly, Moon Lander: How We Developed the Apollo Lunar Module (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001). This book, however, covers very little of what happened at MSC. An official history of MSC is Henry C. Dethloff, Suddenly, Tomorrow Came…: A History of the Johnson Space Center (Washington: NASA, 1993). While this book is strong in documenting the institutional building of the center, its use of primary sources is narrowly limited and its account on the process of engineering is cursory. 5 Charles Murray and Catherine Bly Cox, Apollo: The Race to the Moon (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1989). 6 The interview transcripts and autobiographical memoirs used include new materials such as the ones left by the oral history project sponsored by the Johnson Space Center (the former Manned Spacecraft Center, which was renamed in 1973) in the late 1990s.



108 The Formation of MSC, 1960-1963 The Apollo spacecraft, an exceedingly complex machine functioning in a grand technological scheme, took a few years before even its basic design took shape. In 1960, when feasibility studies of the Apollo program started, the planned mission was manned circumlunar flight, with lunar landing only being a potential extension of the program. 7 The spacecraft, conceptualized accordingly, had no explicit lunar landing capability at this point. Only after President Kennedy declared the manned lunar landing as a national goal in May 1961 was the prime objective of the Apollo program definitively set. This, however, still did not settle the configuration of the spacecraft, for the decision on the fundamental method of executing the mission would have to wait until the second half of 1962. A roughly stable design of the spacecraft then gradually emerged in another year or two, although it would still undergo innumerable small changes and some large ones through the rest of the decade. The formation of the Manned Spacecraft Center paralleled the development of the Apollo spacecraft. The first few years of the 1960s were the period in which the center grew in size, changed its location and organization, and then came to assume a fairly stable institutional shape. In 1960, it was not yet a full-fledged center but an organization called the Space Task Group (STG), with several hundred engineers, technicians, and support staff. It was physically a part of the Langley Research Center, a NASA center located in Hampton, Virginia, although organizationally they were independent from 7



Preceding a number of in-house and contracted feasibility studies began in late 1960, a preliminary effort had begun as early as November 1959. Ivan D. Ertel and Mary Louise Morse, The Apollo Spacecraft: A Chronology, Volume I (Washington: NASA, 1969), 31. Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson, Chariots for Apollo, 12.



109 each other. 8 The primary mission of the Space Task Group was to plan and implement Project Mercury, America’s first manned space flight project. In the next few years, it would successfully fly Alan Shepard, John Glenn, and other Mercury astronauts, while it moved to Houston and went through some key reorganizations and personnel changes. The Space Task Group was descended from NACA. Established during World War I, NACA was America’s foremost aeronautical research institution. Its engineers pursued advanced theoretical investigation and conducted in experimental research using wind tunnels, and its laboratories produced technical reports that were unsurpassed in quality and of practical use to the military and industry. The oldest and largest of the NACA laboratories was the Langley Aeronautical Research Laboratory (renamed the Langley Research Center when NASA was established and NACA was abolished in October 1958). The Space Task Group, created in November of the same year, depended primarily on this center for its personnel; out of its initial forty-five staff, thirty-five came from Langley and the rest came from Lewis, its sister center. As STG grew, it continued to recruit from Langley and other NASA centers, while it also hired college graduates and engineers working in industry. While the Space Task Group inherited human resources from the former NACA laboratories, the nature of its task was discontinuous from theirs. NACA’s mission was technical research, not implementation of projects involving hardware development and production. It is true that NACA laboratories had shops to fabricate models of aircraft and their parts. But those models were used only for experiments using wind tunnels; the 8



From May 1959 through 1960, STG reported to the Goddard Space Flight Center. However, this tentative arrangement was terminated in January 1961, and STG became a truly independent field element of NASA.



110 end products were always published papers. In contrast, the Space Task Group had the task of managing the development, production, and operation of the Mercury spacecraft. Although it contracted out actual development and production to industry, it still had to oversee its contractors, make key judgments, and integrate the overall effort. It needed to become a project management organization with technical capability. The director of the Space Task Group was Robert R. Gilruth, a renowned aeronautical engineer who had been at Langley for more than twenty years. At Langley, Gilruth built his career on his work at the forefront of high-speed aeronautical research. During World War II, he was engaged in research on transonic aerodynamics using properly shaped free-falling objects dropped from an aircraft. He also devised a research method, called the wing-flow technique, to obtain aerodynamic data in the transonic and supersonic regions: He mounted aerodynamic models on particular parts of the wing of aircraft where airflow exceeded the speed of sound. Then, after the war, he began using rockets to propel objects even faster and do research on hypersonic aerodynamics. 9 Although at this point he was still doing aeronautical research, his research was coming very close to the technology of spacecraft in terms of speed and altitude. The hardwareoriented nature of his work also prepared him for the job of creating spacecraft. Considering his work at Langley, it was natural that Gilruth came to head the Space Task Group that would carry out Project Mercury. But the appointment by no
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111 means meant stable and promising career advancement for him. In those days, human space flight was still such a new field that its potential as well as its risks were unclear. Gilruth himself thought “it was probably a high-risk move.” There was even a possibility that the whole idea of human space flight would prove to be a castle in the air. He later recollected: I didn’t think I wanted to do this space business all my life, but I was fascinated by it. I thought it was terribly dangerous and probably I’d end up in jail or something, but I really thought it was important to do and I was having a lot of fun. 10 Other engineers who followed Gilruth did not make their career choice after calculated consideration on merits for their career, either. For Christopher C. Kraft, who would become the director of Flight Operations during the Apollo program and later succeed Gilruth as the director of MSC, the main motivation in taking his job in the Space Task Group was to leave his stressful job at Langley and move on to a new challenge. At Langley, he was under constant pressure of having to comprehend ever higher levels of mathematics required to solve aircraft design problems of growing complexity. An engineer rather than a mathematician, Kraft was in fact suffering from chronic headaches and an ulcer at the thought of continuing his work at Langley forever. He did not hesitate when he was offered a job in the Space Task Group. “It just felt right.” 11 For everyone who joined the Space Task Group, the transfer was a consensual one. Only if Gilruth wanted the person and the person accepted the offer did he make the transfer. As it turned out, STG consisted mostly of young engineers. Gilruth, playing a 10
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112 fatherly role, was 45 years old. Kraft, at the age of 34, was senior to most within the organization. Young engineers gathered in STG partly because the older generation did not wish to move to the new field of space exploration. Most senior engineers were deeply committed to the NACA style of aeronautical research. They did not want to run the risk of venturing into an uncertain field when they had a fulfilling and stable career in the nation’s preeminent research institution. The few who did leave Langley were those who put the challenge and fulfillment of work before the protection of their assured careers. Understandably, young engineers were more willing to accept a risky change in their career, even though their senior colleagues often discouraged them. One engineer felt that it seemed then as if those who joined the Space Task Group were “outcasts.” 12 Once established, STG waged vigorous campaigns for recruitment. As NASA gave high priority to Project Mercury, Gilruth proceeded to pick up one good engineer after another from Langley. After a while, the director of Langley, Floyd L. Thompson, complained to Gilruth: “Bob, I don’t mind letting you have as many good people from Langley as you need, but from now on I am going to insist that for each man you want to take, you must also take one that I want you to take.” 13 There was a reason Langley continued to be a favored source of recruitment for the Space Task Group. When Gilruth and his aids recruited from the pool of Langley engineers, they could be certain what kind of abilities and personalities they had, since they used to work for the same organization. Those who were recruited often had worked with Gilruth’s people previously, either as engineers in flight test research or in high-speed aeronautical research using rockets. 12 13
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113 Although the Space Task Group favored this personal recruitment channel, the intense pressure of manpower shortage made it turn to anywhere it could seek capable engineers. One fortunate source of engineers in the early period was the aviation industry in Canada. In February 1959, the Canadian government suddenly canceled a military aircraft project. Gilruth and a few others flew to Ontario to interview engineers who had just been laid off from the manufacturer of the cancelled aircraft. In a day or two, they were able to hire thirty of the most qualified aeronautical engineers. 14 Although STG hired at a fast pace from various sources, Gilruth’s confidants remained those from Langley. One of his closest associates was Maxime A. Faget, who would lead the design and engineering effort for Mercury and Apollo throughout the 1960s. In the early years of STG, Faget played a principal role in the definition of the Mercury spacecraft. In solving the problem of reentry into the earth’s atmosphere, he determined that a bluntly shaped body of the spacecraft, not a streamlined one, should be used because of its high drag and hence its decelerating effect. As to the question of how to mitigate the adverse effect of high g force on the astronaut, he decided that the spacecraft should be so directed as to let the astronauts face the forward direction in the launching phase and the backward direction in the reentry phase. As Faget came up with those fundamental engineering concepts, he did not sit at the drawing board himself. The actual design of the Mercury spacecraft was left to his close partner, another Langley veteran Caldwell C. Johnson. Johnson translated Faget’s engineering concepts into basic drawings, which other engineers then turned into detailed
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114 drawings. The collaboration between Faget and Johnson was highly effective. They understood each other without much talking or writing – one of their colleagues observed that they “seemed to operate as if they were electronically interconnected … It was sort of that magical.” 15 Johnson himself mentioned: “We’ve calibrated each other, so each knows how the other thinks.” 16 The mutual understanding between Faget and Johnson was not simply a wonder, but a product of their shared background. It is true that their levels of formal education differed. Faget was fully trained in mechanical and aeronautical engineering in college and was employed at Langley as an engineer; Johnson quit college halfway and took a job as a technician to work in the shops at Langley. What they shared was their interest in model airplane building. Having started practicing by the time of junior high school, Faget was “a big model airplane builder,” taking part in many meets during college years and even after he began working for Langley. Johnson, for his part, was hired at Langley exactly because he was an excellent model airplane builder. A common recruitment practice at Langley was to go to model airplane meets, check on young people who were winning, and persuade them to apply for a job in the shops. Johnson was one of those who were hired this way. 17 It is not hard to imagine that many years of model airplane building nurtured the same engineering sense in both Faget and Johnson. This common experience in their youth dwarfed their difference in formal education. 15
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115 At Langley, where their collaboration began, there was also a certain personnel mechanism that brought about this exceptionally successful partnership. Technicians in the shops like Johnson were in a position to offer services to engineers like Faget. They would produce engineering drawings and build experimental hardware at the request of engineers. But they were not mere servants bound to master engineers. Johnson, whose marvelous skill at engineering drawing was well-known within Langley, once explained: Sometimes fellows like Max [Faget] had to compete for the services of the best guys in the shop. And we used that to our advantage. It allowed us to pick and choose. We all wanted to pick a winner, got better attention. In a way, it was a vicious system. But it meant that the best guys got to the top. 18 The system at Langley was loose and democratic. Engineers like Faget did not direct technicians like Johnson what to do. When engineers asked technicians for support services, that relation depended on reciprocal selection rather than unidirectional order. They were not in a rigid organizational framework where clear lines of responsibility fixed collaborative relationships. Brilliant engineers could attract skillful technicians, and vice versa. In this fluid personnel mechanism, the collaboration between Faget and Johnson, both exceptionally talented and compatible to each other, was more a necessity than a coincidence. Meanwhile, the daily concern of those who were less talented was to ensure that there were those who wanted to work with them so that they could keep their social positions in the laboratory. This system existed not only between engineers and technicians but also among engineers. Formal organizational structures did not carry much importance at Langley.
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116 It was not uncommon for young recent college graduates to have opportunities to discuss technical problems directly with those in the highest levels of the organization. Instead of relying on the predetermined lines of responsibility, Langley engineers cultivated what the historian of Langley, James R. Hansen, called the “informal “shadow” networks”.19 What really organized Langley was not official hierarchy defined from above but mutual evaluation, reputation, and association. The fluid personnel mechanism was a norm of the entire laboratory. As one engineer explained, the reward structure of Langley was anything but hierarchical: The NACA was a funny outfit. I worked there for 17 years and I don’t know anybody who ever got an award from the organization … The way you were awarded is you got to work on the best jobs. You got ideas heard, you got promoted. They didn’t give you a piece of paper or a plaque. Everybody knew who was doing the job and what would happen. Then, if you did something good, everybody in the organization who was good wanted to work with you on your team or on your ideas. It was “the cream rose to the top.” That’s the way the organization worked and everybody understood that … 20 In sum, Langley had a social mechanism that was informal, democratic, and reciprocal. Since engineers as well as technicians had latitude in choosing whom to work with, they cared most about unofficial human networks within their organization and recognition by their peers. The management did not impose tasks on them from above; instead, their reputation among peers determined whether they could find comfortable places in the organization. Official appointment to positions followed, rather than dictate, the working relationships. This was how Langley worked, and that made successful associations like
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117 the one between Faget and Johnson possible. This Langley tradition would be passed on to the Space Task Group, and to the Manned Spacecraft Center. … As in Mercury, Faget and Johnson led the design of the Apollo spacecraft. But the task took much more effort and a much longer time, as the complexity of Apollo far exceeded that of Mercury. In carrying out the task, Faget and Johnson worked with many other engineers in the Space Task Group and with many contractors. In November 1960, the Space Task Group let contracts for feasibility studies to three industrial contractors: Convair, General Electric, and Martin. At the same time, Johnson, by now a branch head with college-educated engineers reporting to him, led the internal study of the Space Task Group, regularly exchanging views with the contractors and incorporating the technical merits they had to offer. Their studies were at the last stage when President Kennedy announced a national commitment to the lunar landing program in May 1961. Shortly after that, STG issued a request for proposals to develop the spacecraft, received five of them from the industry, and examined them to select the prime contractor. The Source Evaluation Board, headed by Faget, finished evaluation of the proposals by November 1961. Taking the evaluation and other factors into consideration, the top management of NASA decided to award the contract to the North American Aviation. 21 In this period, the Space Task Group acquired a firm institutional foundation for implementing America’s human space flight programs. It was renamed the Manned Spacecraft Center in September 1961, and the relocation of the growing corps to Houston
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118 was planned at about the same time. Out of the 900 staff then working under Gilruth, 750 moved to Houston by the time the relocation was complete in June next year. They were not forced to move; those who chose not to move were offered jobs at Langley. 22 That a vast majority of these engineers, many of whom were native Virginians with their family comfortably settled there, agreed to move was an indication of the enthusiasm and loyalty of the team, although quite a few of them actually returned to Hampton after they arrived in Houston, mostly for personal and family reasons. 23 Meanwhile, the Manned Spacecraft Center underwent a major reorganization in February 1962. The center’s three human space flight programs – Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo – now had their independent project offices reporting directly to Gilruth. With two successful manned suborbital flights behind, the Mercury Project Office was to plan and carry out the remaining orbital flights. The Gemini Project Office would oversee the only recently begun Gemini program from its design phase through its development, testing, and operation phases. Similarly, the Apollo Spacecraft Project Office (ASPO) would be responsible for the overall implementation of the Apollo program, including the control of its cost and schedule and the supervision of contractors. 24 In discharging its responsibility, ASPO was expected to draw on the expertise of Faget’s Engineering and Development Directorate and other elements of the center such as Flight Operations and Medical Operations.
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Fig. 4 MSC Organizational Chart, August 1963 (Simplified)
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The first manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Project Office was Charles W. Frick, who came from the industry. It was to be barely one year, however, before Frick would leave the position. Frick himself had not expected to stay in the job long; his family had not moved in Houston with him. 26 Frick’s early leave was not necessarily because of incompetence. In fact, he contributed much to NASA’s decision to select the rendezvous in the lunar orbit as the method to go to the moon and back. He undertook the labor of touring the Marshall Space Flight Center and NASA headquarters to persuade them into 25
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120 this Lunar Orbit Rendezvous (LOR) mode. While he made contributions like this, his style of work was fierce and harsh. One of Gilruth’s confidants recalled that a senior manager at MSC described Frick’s style as “coming into the office every morning like a drunken cowboy firing off 6-guns in all directions. Unfortunately, that’s about the way he ran his business.” 27 Also, Frick was often too self-confident. When Joseph F. Shea of NASA headquarters talked with Frick about the need to strengthen systems engineering at MSC, Frick said, “I don’t need systems engineering on this job. I can do it all in my head.” 28 If Frick believed so firmly in his personal capacity, that was because the design of the Apollo spacecraft was still in such an embryonic stage that its details were still in the air. In fact, it was only after the LOR mode was selected in the second half of 1962 that it became clear that the spacecraft would consist of two basic units, the Command and Service Module and the Lunar Excursion Module (later renamed the Lunar Module). All design details had to be redefined after this basic premise was established. In such a situation, perhaps a somewhat rough and forceful manager like Frick, rather than a subtle and orderly one, worked well. Frick left in April 1963, leaving the overall configuration of the Apollo spacecraft fairly defined, although its design was still far from stable and its cost and schedule in disarray. Then, after one half year of transitional period, Shea went down to Houston to take over the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office.
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121 Managing the Spacecraft Development, 1963-1966 Shea’s move was, from the viewpoint of the organizational chart, a demotion. In his old capacity as the deputy director for systems at the Office of Manned Space Flight at NASA headquarters, Shea had been in charge of systems engineering for the entire Apollo program. In other words, he had been in a position to oversee and direct not only Houston but also other centers involved in Apollo. Shea eagerly accepted the demotion, however, because by that time he had realized that Apollo was really run in Houston, not at NASA headquarters in Washington. 29 It was Houston that actually implemented the detailed developmental work and directly supervised contractors. NASA headquarters, despite its overall authority, could not match Houston in manpower and information and thus could issue only general directions. He knew as well as anyone that the manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office in Houston was the key position within NASA’s entire effort for Apollo. By the time he assumed the new position in October 1963, the rough dimension and function of each module of the spacecraft had already been set. The Command Module, estimated in 1963 to weigh 5 tons with a diameter of 13 feet and a height of 13 feet, would eventually weigh 6 tons, with virtually no change in dimension. This coneshaped module with a blunt base would carry the astronauts’ compartment. The Service Module, designed 25 tons (fully loaded) in 1963, would end up with a 26-ton cylinder, 13 feet in diameter and 24 feet long. It would carry the propulsion system by which the spacecraft navigates between the earth and the moon. These two modules collectively 29
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122 constituted the Command and Service



Fig. 5 Schematic of the Apollo Spacecraft



Module. The other module, the Lunar Module, designed to
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weigh 15 tons (fully loaded) in 1963, would slightly grow to weigh



The Command Module



16 tons and stand 23 The Lunar Module



feet tall. It would consist of two stages: The lower stage which was equipped with landing gears and an engine for lunar descent; and the upper stage carrying the astronauts’ cabin and an engine for lunar ascent. All together, the Apollo spacecraft would weigh 50 tons (fully loaded with 33 tons of propellant), consist of 4 million parts, integrate itself with 40 miles of wire, and require 100,000 drawings to be fully represented. 30 A round trip to the moon involved complex and sophisticated maneuvering of the Apollo spacecraft. First, a Saturn V launch vehicle would launch the spacecraft, with three astronauts on board, into an earth orbit. After one and a half revolutions in the earth
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123 orbit checking out the systems, the re-ignition of the Saturn V’s third stage boosts the spacecraft and puts it into a trajectory to the moon. The spacecraft then navigates to the moon and enters a lunar orbit using its guidance and propulsion system. In the lunar orbit, the two modules of the spacecraft separate from each other. While the Command and Service Module remains in the lunar orbit with one astronaut in it, the Lunar Module descends to the lunar surface with two astronauts, using its lunar descent engine. On the lunar surface, the two astronauts explore the terrain and conduct scientific experiments. When they complete their missions on the surface, they are propelled back to the lunar orbit by the lunar ascent engine of the upper stage of the Lunar Module, while the lower stage is left behind on the lunar surface. After the Lunar Module rendezvous and dock with the Command and Service Module waiting in orbit, they depart for the earth in it, now leaving the Lunar Module behind in the lunar orbit. They navigate back to the earth using the propulsion system of the spacecraft, separate the Service Module at the last phase of the journey, reenter the atmosphere in the Command Module, and splash down on the ocean. Shea’s task as the manager of ASPO was to implement systems engineering of the development of such a spacecraft. He would make decisions on the systems design, follow all the diverse elements of the program, maintain the interfaces between them, and control cost and schedule. In addition, he would supervise North American Aviation, the prime contractor for the Command and Service Module, and Grumman, the prime contractor for the Lunar Module, plus other subcontractors. Shea was expected to do this



124 with a few hundred staff at his Apollo Spacecraft Program Office. 31 Considering that the total manpower of the Manned Spacecraft Center in 1964 exceeded 4,000, ASPO was not large. But its task was the kernel of the entire effort of the center. Shea, still in his thirties, worked energetically and enthusiastically, as he had always done in his previous positions in industry. It was normal for him and his men to work more than seventy hours per week. Having been educated primarily in electrical engineering but also in a number of other engineering fields, he was thoroughly confident of his own engineering talent, and rightly so. His maxim, “If you understand it, you can make me understand it,” 32 implied that he could understand any engineering problem if it was comprehensible to anyone at all. He was determined to do all work he believed he should do. He also forced his men in ASPO to understand every detail of the spacecraft. He wanted to bring everything under his control. Shea’s inclination for self-reliance, however, also took the form of the lack of confidence in others. He once mentioned: “It is always amazing to me how often people are willing to settle for a half-formed understanding.” 33 In his eyes, the reasoning of others was too often amenable to fundamental flaws that a deeper analysis would reveal. It seemed to him that he could usually see farther and more clearly into engineering problems than other engineers. Such a perception led him to think that he should make all decisions himself. In short, Shea’s brilliance prevented him from delegating work to others and trusting their judgments. 31
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125 At the Manned Spacecraft Center, Shea often refused to defer to other elements of the center. A particularly tense relationship developed between Shea’s ASPO and the Flight Operations Directorate. Flight Operations was a large element of the center, led by Christopher C. Kraft. Although it was not directly responsible for design or fabrication of the spacecraft, it had to feed operational requirements and astronauts’ perspectives into ASPO. Shea’s attitude toward Flight Operations, however, was not courteous. He would not accept its judgments and suggestions until he was really convinced himself. George M. Low, deputy director of the center at the time, later recollected that Shea “fought too hard … against the astronauts, and against Chris [Kraft] and his people.” Skeptical of their judgments, Shea had his own men study the same problems, reached a conclusion independently, and fought with Flight Operations. As Low observed, he “tried to do over within the Program Office those things that had been done, and should have been done, in the operational organizations.” 34 Shea’s self-reliance characterized his relationship with the Engineering and Development Directorate as well. Engineering and Development, headed by Faget, was another large element of the center with more than 1,000 staff. It represented the inhouse engineering capability of the center, embracing engineers in propulsion, guidance and control, structures and mechanics, instrumentation and electronic systems, and so forth. Although not as large as the in-house capability of the Marshall Space Flight Center, it carried engineering expertise that was instrumental in solving problems encountered in Apollo. Shea was expected to draw on this reservoir of expertise, while 34
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126 his organization focused on program management. Shea’s collaboration with Engineering and Development was in fact effective to a certain extent. Soon after he took over ASPO, Shea asked Faget to designate appropriate experts in Engineering and Development as managers of subsystems that constituted the Apollo spacecraft. Those managers were to follow the development of subsystems assigned to them, such as the propulsion systems of the Service Module and the ascent engines of the Lunar Module. They were to be responsible for cost and schedule as well as the technical soundness of their subsystems. They would also oversee contractors and report to Shea on the technical problems and progress. 35 While this arrangement worked well, Shea did not feel entirely secure depending on those subsystem managers. Unwilling to trust their judgments, Shea “duplicated their work in ASPO and created some checks and balances over the work of the subsystems managers,” just like he tried to check the judgments of engineers in Flight Operations. 36 Shea not only used his men to make independent judgments but had industrial contractors do studies. Thus, Shea’s ASPO “had its own technical arm and could either agree or disagree with the Center as it wished.” 37 Shea did invite opinions and hear suggestions from Engineering and Development and Flight Operations, but he believed that final decisions had to be solely his own. Despite the small size of his organization, Shea thus constructed a centralized system for decision making.
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127 Shea’s commanding style did not harmonize with the rest of the center. Gilruth, Low, Faget, and Kraft were all accustomed to the Langley way of reciprocal evaluation. 38 They had risen to the top positions within their organization not by fighting against others on engineering problems but by quietly accumulating recognition within their community and by developing personal networks and alliances. For them, Shea’s style appeared to be creating discords, rather than alliances, within the center. In Low’s view, “it certainly didn’t help MSC or the Apollo Program to have a Program Office which felt its job was to pick and choose from among several conflicting opinions coming to them from inside and outside NASA.” 39 Shea listened to others, not to respectfully accept their views but to fight against them, using his independent arm. But perhaps Shea did not even think he needed to win allies and create harmony in the center in executing his job. His official position assured him the authority to make all final decisions concerning the development of the Apollo spacecraft. He also had firm confidence in his own engineering capability to make those final decisions. Shea once spoke his philosophy of what managers of engineering projects should do: “No matter how high in the organization they are, they must completely understand” the problems that they are dealing with. 40 He wanted to “be as sure as human beings can be that everything is right and proper in the hardware before it flies, and to get that assurance both by analyses and careful design.” 41 With his sense of self-reliance and his lack of
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128 confidence in others, his final resort was always thorough reasoning and analysis rather than the opinions of other experts. … Shea’s engineering talent and his capacity for work were, indeed, indisputable. Even before coming to NASA, he had acquired his reputation in the ballistic missile community as a superb systems engineer. As Murray and Cox wrote in their history of Apollo, people all said the same thing about Shea – “he is a brilliant engineer” – as if “Brilliant Engineer” was his title. 42 Even Low, who often made critical remarks about Shea, considered that he “by and large did an outstanding job” as the manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office. 43 Although some saw his style of making engineering decisions as objectionable, he drove forward the development of the Apollo spacecraft, unconcerned with such attitudes. As a systems engineer, Shea made excellent engineering decisions in optimizing the spacecraft system. One of the problems that he solved in an ingenious way was the one of how to measure the amount of fuel in the reaction control motor of the Command and Service Module. The reaction control motor was an important device that controlled the attitude of the spacecraft by emitting jets into space. Information on how much fuel was left for this motor was therefore a key parameter in the operation of the spacecraft. The problem was that an ordinary fuel gauge did not work in a zero gravity environment. An effort to develop a nuclear fuel gauge was underway. It was designed to measure the
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129 amount of fuel floating around in the tank by irradiating it. However, its accuracy ceased to improve after reaching eight to ten percent. The required accuracy was one to two percent, for it was essential to know the exact amount of fuel in the last phase of the journey in order to make sure that enough remained to adjust the attitude of the spacecraft before the reentry into the earth’s atmosphere. In this situation, Shea decided that there was no need to continue the effort to improve the accuracy of the nuclear fuel gauge. If the crucial issue was the amount of fuel before reentry, Shea reasoned, attaching a small reserve fuel tank to the main tank would suffice. If the fuel in the main tank ran out in the near-final phase of the mission, the astronauts could switch to the reserve tank, at which point they would know exactly how much fuel they had. By this decision, Shea saved the large sum of money required to improve the nuclear fuel gauge, whose eventual success in achieving the desired accuracy goal was uncertain. Shea thus cleverly optimized the system in terms of cost, schedule, and performance by reexamining specifications in light of the overall mission requirements. 44 Shea’s judgment saved millions of dollars again when he suggested how to protect the spacecraft from the extreme temperatures of space. In 1964, the material to be used for the spacecraft’s heat shield failed in qualification tests. In space, the heat shield would reach minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit if it were left in the shadow of the spacecraft for a long time. The material cracked and crazed at such a temperature. Shea, however,
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130 did not consider the development of a new material to be necessary. By rotating the spacecraft very slowly at about one revolution per hour, he argued, any part of the surface of the spacecraft would be kept above minus 160 degrees, at which the material never cracked. This method, called passive thermal control, solved the problem with minimal effort. 45 An even more challenging aspect of Shea’s task than coming up with ingenious solutions of this sort was how to follow all the details of the development process of the complex spacecraft. The principal method that Shea adopted was the weekly summary of program status compiled by one of his key assistants, J. Thomas Markley. Every week, Markley and his staff collected status reports on all subsystems and components from those in charge of them, analyzed progress and problems, and produced a notebook. The notebook was in Shea’s hands by Thursday evening, no matter what the circumstance. If Shea happened to be, for example, in California in Thursday evening visiting contractors’ plants, Markley or a courier flew there to hand the notebook to him in his hotel room. Shea read it over the weekend, made hand-written comments on the pages, and returned it to Markley on Monday morning. Shea’s comments were then distributed to those in the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, and further to the relevant sections. 46 Although this practice was similar to Wernher von Braun’s Weekly Notes at the Marshall Space Flight Center, they were different in the degree of detail. Von Braun insisted that each laboratory director or office chief write only one page. The entire note 45
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131 was no more than a few dozen pages long. Von Braun asked his people to write only what they wanted to let him know. 47 In contrast, Shea wanted to know everything – guidance and navigation, communication, propulsion, thermal control and structure, weight control, interface control, ground support equipment – “everything everyone was doing,” in Markley’s words. 48 The notebook was more than one hundred pages long, often five or six hundred. Markley estimated that it provided Shea with 60 percent of the information that he received about the program. Shea managed to read the notebook every weekend, year after year, with just a single exception, where a Christmas Eve fell on Thursday. 49 This was how he sought to bring everything under his control at all times. Shea also implemented configuration management, a formal method of systems engineering, as a means to control details of the design. Configuration management was adopted throughout the agency – in 1964, NASA headquarters required relevant field centers to apply configuration management to the Apollo program. This technique was intended to systematically control innumerable changes that would be made to the initially defined baseline design during the course of the development, while optimizing the system’s performance, cost, and schedule. 50 At the Manned Spacecraft Center, the effectiveness of the configuration management was limited initially, because of the fluidity of the baseline design of the Apollo spacecraft at that time. By early 1965, 47
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132 however, Shea established the Configuration Control Board, which then became an authoritative organ for design review. 51 The Configuration Control Board at MSC was headed by Shea and attended by representatives from relevant elements of the center and contractors. They met regularly and discussed which design changes should be made and how. Generally, the Board authorized changes that were absolutely necessary, denying those which merely brought about improvements in performance. This was because a single change in a subsystem or a component typically caused many changes in other parts of the system. The resulting increase in cost, delay in schedule, and growth in the weight of the spacecraft were unacceptable from the program management point of view. When the Board approved or denied the proposed changes, the final decision was Shea’s. Shea listened to whatever opinions that Board members had to say, sat in judgment, and made decisions for himself. He later recollected: “I never ran the change board as a democratic process.” 52 … Brilliant, determined, independent, Shea proceeded with the development of the Apollo spacecraft, wiping away one problem after another. When he took over ASPO from Frick in October 1963, the cost and schedule of the program was still in a fog. In addition, in Shea’s eyes, the design and the concept of the spacecraft at that time were full of flaws. 53 In a few years, Shea brought order to the program to the point where it appeared reasonably possible for NASA to meet the Kennedy’s deadline of landing men 51
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133 on the moon by the end of the decade. He did so in a way Langley veterans would not have liked – even Markley, one of those who admired him, recognized that Shea was “autocratic” within the center.54 But that does not mean that Shea’s style was unwanted anywhere. If Gilruth, Low, Faget, Kraft had risen upward through a particular personnel evaluation mechanism at NACA, Shea had become a star through a different mechanism in the Cold War missile industry. This was not the first time Shea rescued an engineering project. In his previous positions in industry, he had always worked on a crash program; for example, he had the experience of working all three shifts and overcoming a long delay in an inertial guidance project at General Motors. 55 A manager like Shea, who might have been rough and sometimes too forceful but who was capable of carrying out seemingly impossible jobs, was eagerly sought for by corporate executives in the missile industry. In this world, Shea had moved from one position to another smoothly, each time advancing in salary and power. To do so, he needed to be recognized only by corporate executives, not by his subordinates or peers. This evaluation mechanism had shaped Shea’s self-reliant and undemocratic style, which he brought straight to the Manned Spacecraft Center. Now his reputation depended on Apollo. He believed that another success would bring him opportunities for further advancement both in industry and the government.
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134 Manning the Apollo System, 1963-1966 The Apollo spacecraft crucially differed from the missile projects that Shea had previously experienced in that it had to carry human life and perform complex maneuvers in the alien environment of outer space. That the imperatives of crew safety required extremely high reliability of the spacecraft was not the only consequence. All sorts of life-support equipment had to be installed, the health of astronauts had to be monitored by medical specialists, and prompt recovery of the crew after splashdown had to be planned. These medical, logistical, and reliability requirements certainly posed new challenges, but these problems could still be considered simply as calling for added specifications to the system. What made the process of designing and developing the Apollo spacecraft truly distinct from that of the previous missile projects was the need to constantly incorporate suggestions and feedback supplied by the users of the spacecraft, namely, flight controllers on the ground and astronauts who would maneuver the spacecraft. In order to create a spacecraft in which machine and man were effectively integrated, the design and development team had to listen to those who would actually operate it, and reflect their perspectives and desires in its design. In this respect, engineering effort in Apollo was closer to what some aeronautical engineers were doing in NACA than to what Shea and other systems engineers had experienced in missile projects. In NACA, many were working with wind tunnels or aerodynamic and structural theories, but others were working with pilots who actually flew aircrafts to obtain data on their flight characteristics. Gilruth, for example, had several years of experience as a flight research engineer before getting deeply involved in



135 high-speed aerodynamics. His work “involved an extremely close working arrangement with test pilots” in acquiring parametric data on airplanes. 56 As he later recalled, this experience of actually flying airplanes in collaboration with pilots shaped his philosophy of how to integrate machine and man in spacecraft projects: I did a great deal of flying as an engineering observer, and I had developed a keen appreciation for the pilot’s side of the man-machine relationships … This background was to be very important later in our work on Project Mercury, and throughout Apollo, in decisions regarding the roles and authority of man in the space capsule. 57 Christopher C. Kraft, director of Flight Operations, had also been engaged in similar work at Langley before delving more into advanced mathematics. In carrying out flight tests in cooperation with test pilots, Kraft figured out the arrangement of calibrating instruments, established data reading procedures, and prepared the flight plan. He came to have a high regard for pilots through this experience: They were smart and experienced. When they had suggestions about how to do something better, or why some maneuver or test should be added to a flight, I listened. And so they were part of my ongoing education. Test pilots weren’t just going through the motions; they had insights and skills that added immeasurably to the efforts of us ground-bound aeronautical engineers. I learned a kind of respect for test pilots that would serve me well almost every day of my career. 58 Kraft also learned about the mentality of the pilots, who did not “put up with much ceremony and protocol.” What mattered for them was just getting the job done. Kraft dealt with them well. In addition to being an engineer, he was also a member of the community of pilots.
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136 Prior to Shea’s arrival in Houston, the boss of the operational elements at MSC was the center’s deputy director for operations, Walter C. Williams. Williams had spent most of his early career working with test pilots at the Edwards Air Force Base, located in California, to test high-performance aircraft. Although he belonged to Langley on the organizational chart, he had grown up in a geographically and culturally distant world. He came to the Space Task Group in 1959, when the Mercury program was gathering a momentum and a top official at NASA headquarters wanted to reinforce it with his strength in operations and his experience of dealing with the Air Force. By that time, Williams knew how to work with pilots effectively and appreciated their capability just like Gilruth and Kraft did. Once he joined the Space Task Group, he played a large role in giving shape to the whole task of operating manned spacecraft. In particular, he had great influence in augmenting the role of the pilots in manned space flight projects. In Project Mercury, the pilot was hardly expected to maneuver the spacecraft, which merely orbited the earth, although his role somewhat increased in later Mercury missions as it became apparent that man could function well in the outer space. With his belief that the capability of the pilots should be used more fully, Williams let them get involved in the planning of missions and in the process of designing and developing the spacecraft. 59 Despite such contributions, Williams had to leave the Manned Spacecraft Center before long. What triggered his departure was Shea’s arrival in Houston. Because of a personality conflict, Shea had covertly insisted to the NASA management that Williams be removed from MSC if he was to go there. A more fundamental reason for William’s
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137 leaving was his personal ambition to replace Gilruth as the center director. As Deputy Director for Operations, Williams controlled half of the center but had no authority over the engineering and development side. In an effort to bring the other half of the center under his control, he began duplicating the functions of Engineering and Development in his organization, using the personnel whom he relieved of operational duty as Mercury phased out. In addition to thus seeking to control all aspects of the center’s engineering activities, he even began telling people that he would soon become the director of MSC. 60 This arbitrary move of Williams created big trouble within the center, which still retained the NACA culture of quiet mutual evaluation. After all, Williams was a semioutsider, having been at the Edwards Air Force Base for a long time. After Williams left, Kraft’s role as the director of Flight Operations grew larger than ever. Kraft’s responsibility covered a wide range of activities. He oversaw mission planning, which included the determination of detailed time sequence of missions, orbital and rendezvous analysis, and the preparation of emergency procedures. He was also in charge of building ground facilities and planning recovery operations after splashdown. Additionally, he had to build teams of flight controllers, who would monitor and control spacecraft real-time during missions. He led the team himself as Flight Director in Mercury missions and early Gemini missions. Later he designated several other flight controllers as Flight Directors. Kraft had to recruit extensively in order to build up a large body of engineering talent that would handle all these tasks. Kraft had his own ideas on what kind of people 60
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138 were suited to work in his organization. First, he looked for engineers “right out of college.” 61 This was not an entirely natural recruitment practice, for he could have hired more experienced engineers from industry. In fact, the Engineering and Development Directorate, headed by Faget, typically hired those with five to ten years of experience. The reason why Kraft wanted fresh college graduates was that he considered the tasks that he and his new engineers were going to tackle to be so uncertain in nature that adaptive, young people would do best in his organization. Kraft practiced this policy quite thoroughly; he would later emphasize that the average age of his organization in 1969 was twenty-six. 62 Another recruitment policy of Kraft was not to care about grades in hiring new college graduates. What he considered more important were interest in wide range of engineering subjects and the determination to work hard under high pressure. 63 Flight operations was a new engineering task which did not require the understanding of arcane engineering science, but it demanded fast absorption of a myriad of engineering concepts and data. In the preflight phase, engineers had to devise mission plans and rules, taking into consideration all the design features and logistical constraints. During the flight, flight controllers had to handle enormous amounts of information without delay. For such tasks, Kraft wanted young, fresh engineers rather than those who had been molded in the standard career path of engineering. He believed in youth and flexibility: “New
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139 ideas, new capabilities, new ways of doing things all come from the young.” 64 The other elements of the Manned Spacecraft Center were also characterized by youth and greenness, although to a more moderate extent than Flight Operations was. Johnson, one of senior engineers in Faget’s organization, thought “one of the things that made it go … is that we were all young.” 65 Old Langley engineers who were too attached to aeronautical research using wind tunnels to accept the idea of manned space flight were, in Johnson’s view, akin to old Navy admirals who stuck with battleships and belittled airplanes. Human space flight was “a new game,” Johnson said, and “you can’t teach the old guys a new game.” 66 Engineers at the Manned Spacecraft Center did not see lack of experience as a problem. On the contrary, their inexperience was the very reason why their effort went forward. “It probably was the best thing that occurred,” Shea’s assistant Markley later reminisced, “the fact that we were naive.” Without experience, they could not anticipate how many obstacles they would face in human space flight. Most of them being under thirty, they were willing to take the risk that this new field might stumble and their career might be ruined. “We could never understand why things couldn’t be done. We had no experience behind us that was failures.” 67 That Kraft’s organization was the youngest within this young center was natural considering the nature of the task of Flight Operations. During Apollo missions, a few 64
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140 dozen flight controllers would sit in the mission control room and monitor every aspect of the spacecraft, including its trajectory, its inner environment, the status of its equipment and instruments, and the health condition of its astronauts. The flight controllers would communicate such information in real time to each other and to the Flight Director, who assumed all responsibility for the flight. The Flight Director would make decisions and the Capsule Communicator would issue commands to the astronauts. Since Apollo lunar missions lasted for ten to fourteen days, the task was executed on three shifts. They prepared for all types of emergencies in advance, not only by compiling contingency plans but also by conducting simulations day after day. During simulations, everything went on in the same way as in actual flights, and flight controllers were put under intense pressure to make correct judgments promptly. Most of the contingencies in actual flights were covered by such practices. But even when truly unanticipated events happened, such training gave the operational team the capability to make judgments fast enough to handle them. 68 This extremely young organization with the high-pressure task of flight operations came to have a culture markedly distinct from that of NACA. At Langley, engineers did research in small groups, shared small offices with just a few others, and did experiments with wind tunnels, sometimes working with technicians. In contrast, young engineers in Flight Operations would room together, go out and eat together, and play volleyball together as well as simulate, train, and fly together. 69 This was how they came to 68
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141 develop the sense of solidarity, share the clear purpose of getting the job done, and establish the discipline necessary to cope with the high-pressure task. If their mutual understanding through intense joint activities helped shape their culture of solidarity and discipline, Kraft’s way of taking care of them also contributed to it. He was greatly admired by his followers, and was often regarded as “the teacher.” 70 Kraft defended his men against anyone in the center, as long as they were loyal to his organization and performed up to his expectation. But he was unforgiving with those who did not. It was fine if someone wished to leave Flight Operations and did so with Kraft ’s full consent. But if he attempted to leave without first consulting Kraft sincerely, he would soon find himself driven out of the center. 71 Also, in Kraft’s policy, if a flight controller failed to respond to the Flight Director’s inquiry during missions more than a few times, he would “be looking for a new job.” 72 Such practices might sound rather harsh, and were certainly alien to NACA’s culture. However, Kraft’s way of handling people did succeed in creating a disciplined organization, which was required to cope with the real-time nature of the task involving human lives. While Kraft built an organization whose culture was very different from that of NACA, he never lost the sense of how his community worked. He was strongly aware of the predominant role of mutual reputation in maintaining his social position within the center, so that he spared no effort to win respect of his followers and colleagues. He also developed informal human networks, choosing who to work with based on his evaluation
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142 of who was trustworthy and competent enough. His personal likes and dislikes were unambiguous. For example, his autobiography reveals his intense hostility and contempt for astronauts John H. Glenn and Scott M. Carpenter.73 Close association with astronauts was part of his job as the director of Flight Operations, and for the most part he did that job well. But he never regarded these two astronauts as allies. As for his engineering colleagues, he trusted most of his previous colleagues at NACA, including Gilruth, Low, and Faget. Since those were the people who occupied upper positions at MSC, he was in a stable alliance. On the other hand, he confronted such outsiders as von Braun and Shea. Kraft’s hatred of von Braun came primarily from a personality conflict, reinforced by Houston’s general antagonism toward, and rivalry with, the Marshall Space Flight Center. Kraft thought that von Braun “had a Teutonic arrogance that he’d honed to a fine edge.” 74 In addition to this personal antagonism, they sometimes found their engineering approaches conflicting with each other. For instance, Kraft and other engineers at MSC could hardly stand von Braun’s excessive engineering conservatism when von Braun adamantly insisted on postponing America’s first manned flight. 75 Their differences in engineering approach, however, became serious problems only occasionally, because a relatively simple interface between the spacecraft and the launch vehicle enabled them to work fairly independently. Meanwhile, what lay behind the confrontation between Kraft and Shea was their difference in the fundamental philosophy of how to go about engineering the Apollo
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143 spacecraft. As the manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, Shea believed that he should make all decisions at his own discretion and take responsibility for all of them. While he knew that it was important to listen to what Flight Operations had to say, he saw it as subordinate to his own analysis and reasoning based on objective information. On the other hand, Kraft expected Shea to defer to the operational viewpoint as much as possible. He considered that the perspectives of astronauts and flight controllers should get the first priority, because they were the ones who would actually use the spacecraft. Kraft believed that their views could not be reduced to the analysis of systems; hence, in that area, Shea was not qualified to make judgments overturning their views. One instance of the confrontation between Kraft and Shea was a dispute regarding the amount of propellant for the reaction control system, the system that had the function of changing the spacecraft’s attitude by emitting jets. Kraft and his people in Flight Operations as well as astronauts felt through their operational experience that they needed more propellant in the system to cope with contingencies. Shea, for his part, did not want to increase the amount of fuel, because it meant redesign of a portion of the spacecraft and increase in its weight. To make his case, Shea had a contractor do a study to prove that they did not need more propellant. He fought hard against Flight Operations and astronauts on this issue, although eventually the amount of propellant was increased, according to Low’s recollection. 76 Kraft antagonized not only Shea but also other engineers with similar mindsets. George E. Mueller, a top headquarter official who directed the whole manned space flight 76
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144 program of NASA, was one example. Mueller had preceded Shea along the almost identical career path. Both Mueller and Shea had studied electrical engineering, earned their doctoral degrees in related fields, and worked as systems engineers in industry. They had even worked for the same companies, first for the Bell Laboratories and then for the Space Technology Laboratories. Thus, by the time they came to NASA, they possessed very similar engineering approaches. It seemed as if they would always come up with the same solution to any engineering problem – for example, Low was sure that Mueller should have agreed with Shea on the question of the amount of propellant in the reaction control system. 77 Systems engineers Mueller and Shea formed the axis of the Apollo program from the two most crucial positions. They considered themselves to be the most qualified to make engineering judgments. Shea had a “hot line” to Mueller, while keeping others in MSC only minimally informed. 78 Their analytical reasoning was no doubt superb; even Kraft admitted that Mueller was a “necessary evil,” without whom the Apollo program could not have succeeded. 79 But they would not listen to Kraft unless his argument logically convinced them. When Kraft tended to persist in his opinion, Mueller went as far as to seek to have Gilruth get rid of him, although in vain. In total, their fundamental philosophical difference was this: Mueller and Shea put the system higher than the human; Kraft and others at the Manned Spacecraft Center believed the inverse. Mueller and Shea perceived the spacecraft as a technological 77
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145 system based on the functional division of labor between machine and man. Therefore, they assumed that even operational considerations involving human elements should be subject to their cold analytical scrutiny. On the other hand, Gilruth, Low, and Kraft saw the spacecraft as a machine brought to life by man. Astronauts and flight controllers were not mere functioning components of the spacecraft system; they should always be at the center of the development of manned spacecraft. This philosophy denied systems engineers’ assumption that analysis of systems alone could solve the problem of creating manned spacecraft. In Low’s words, “the best technical decision, the best analytical decision might not be the best overall decision.” 80 They believed that astronauts, who risked their lives, and flight controllers, on whom the astronauts’ lives depended, should have the final say. This difference primarily came from their distinct previous careers. Mueller and Shea had gone through formal academic training in engineering to the doctoral level, and had successfully applied their knowledge to the problems of the development of missiles. They had distinguished themselves in industry with their capability to analyze systems. In contrast, most former NACA engineers did not have Ph.D. degrees: Low and Gilruth had Master’s degrees; Kraft had only a bachelor’s degree. In hiring people, they looked for new college graduates who did not cling to standard engineering disciplines, without regard to degrees or grades. They had previously worked with pilots in testing aircraft, and had come to appreciate their perspectives. In other words, instead of acquiring analytical capability, they had learned to live with pilots. With this background, these 80
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146 former aeronautical engineers believed that human solutions based on the views of the users were sometimes more valid than the analysis of systems in the development of manned spacecraft. Many years later, when the Apollo program and the space race had become memories of the past, Kraft said in an interview that he had now become a close friend of Mueller. He said that Mueller had changed after he got married the second time, and had acquired a trait that in Kraft’s opinion every good manager should have. “Mueller lacked one word in his make-up that he later achieved,” he said, “and that was compassion.” 81 … Although the engineering perspectives of the systems engineers and that of the former aeronautical engineers disagreed and competed with each other, the tension between them proved often productive. From the viewpoint of the overall effort of the Manned Spacecraft Center, the relationship between the two groups was complementary rather than mutually detrimental. To be sure, their enmity in some cases brought about negative effects, such as poor communication. At one time the rivalry was strong enough for Kraft to feel being excluded from important information on the Apollo spacecraft system. He even perceived that the jealousy of the other side toward his being on the cover of Time worsened the situation. 82 But if their personal antagonism thwarted the center’s effort on Apollo at all, their disagreement on engineering issues often helped MSC to eventually reach well-examined
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147 designs. For example, Kraft’s people at one time found that a failure of a single valve would trigger fuel leakage from the Lunar Module. If that should happen, the fuel would drip onto the liquid oxygen tank of the third stage of Saturn V, corrode it, and cause an explosion. That would certainly kill the astronauts on board. Kraft warned William A. Lee, whom Shea had brought into the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, of this danger. Lee, however, refused to redesign the system because of cost and schedule implications. Kraft perceived Lee’s obstinacy as incompetence, and classified his understanding of manned spacecraft as “even less” than Shea’s. But in fact Lee’s attitude came not so much from his lack of capability as from his viewpoint, which was different from Kraft’s. As a systems engineer in ASPO, he did not want to approve design changes that did not seem to be absolutely necessary. These two positions competed for some time until Lee finally admitted the serious risk and agreed to a redesign of the system. 83 This was an example of engineering decisions born out of the tension between the two complementary perspectives. In other cases, their distinct perspectives, one as the developer and the other as the user, led to the same conclusion. For example, they pointed to the same direction as to the question of what function the astronauts should perform during missions, reinforcing each other. Back in 1963, when Shea took over ASPO from Frick, the role assigned to astronauts was very large. In addition to the normal tasks of maneuvering the spacecraft, monitoring systems, and communicating with the ground, they were expected to carry out maintainance of the spacecraft during the flight. In this scheme, the astronauts would
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148 carry tools and spare components with them and replace the malfunctioning components of the spacecraft as necessary. The role of astronauts had grown to this extent, because of the experience of Mercury during the previous years had revealed that man was free from physiological or psychological breakdown in outer space. Thus, as Shea observed, “the pendulum [had] swung very far” into the other direction on this basic problem in manned space flight. 84 By mid-1964, however, this concept of on-board maintenance died. First, it became apparent that during the lunar orbital maneuver on-board maintenance was impossible. Kraft, from the operational standpoint, argued that the astronauts simply would not have time for it. Grumman the contractor agreed, maintaining that on-board maintenance would end up with degraded reliability. 85 Following the decision to cancel on-board maintenance for the Lunar Module, the concept was dropped for the Command and Service Module as well. After weighing such factors as the weight increase incurred by tools and spare components, the decrease in reliability of spare electronic components due to humidity of the cabin, and the time-criticality of the expected failures, Shea in April 1964 concluded that NASA no longer favored on-board maintenance. Instead, he took the approach of preparing redundant, black-boxed components built into the system so that astronauts could switch to them in case of the malfunction of main components. 86 Thus, relieving astronauts from the task of on-board maintenance resulted from both the systems engineering and the operational viewpoints. 84
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149 While engineers in Flight Operations routinely fed their perspectives into ASPO, astronauts also requested design changes themselves. Ever since Mercury, astronauts were extensively involved in the developmental process of spacecraft. Each of them reviewed the design of the subsystem assigned to him, followed its development status, and made suggestions as he felt necessary. They were also assigned support engineers, whom they directly worked with on such matters as crew station layout and flight plans. 87 Kraft strongly supported this participation, and wanted to make sure that the astronauts had some experience of engineering when the center selected them. “They were not just astronauts,” he stated, “They’d become systems engineers.” 88 In reality, the suggestions made by astronauts were mostly minor, and almost all of them were accepted. If a certain change to the spacecraft design was not accepted and the astronauts still wanted the change made, the director of Flight Crew Operations, Donald K. Slayton, would write to Shea. If the problem still needed resolution, Slayton could bring it to Gilruth’s office, “which was open at all times,” although he never had to go that far. 89 Thus, the two distinct perspectives of systems engineering and flight operations consistently interacted as development of the Apollo spacecraft proceeded at the Manned Spacecraft Center. Shea often fought hard against Kraft and Slayton on engineering problems, but after arguing out these problems with them, he incorporated their views when he was convinced. At the end of 1966, after a little more than three years of Shea’s 87
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150 tenure, the first manned flight of the Command and Service Module was scheduled in two months. Time magazine this time planned to put Shea on its cover, coinciding with the launch of this spacecraft, called spacecraft 012. 90 Meanwhile, even the antagonism between Shea’s ASPO and Kraft’s Flight Operations was gradually loosening. 91 The Apollo spacecraft appeared on track.



The Fire and the Recovery, 1967-1969 On January 27, 1967, spacecraft 012 was going through a full checkout at the Kennedy Space Center, located at Cape Canaveral, Florida. Three astronauts, Virgil I. Grissom, Edward H. White II, and Roger B. Chaffee, sat in the spacecraft, which in turn sat atop the Saturn IB launch vehicle, and were testing the system with the support of engineers on the ground. The test was delayed, and the three astronauts were still in the cabin at 6:30 pm, when a fire started there. The astronauts could not open the sturdily built hatch and immediately died of asphyxiation. Engineers at the Manned Spacecraft Center were not entirely unaware of the hazard of fire prior to the accident. In March 1965, Shea had discussed with other engineers at the center whether the inner environment of the spacecraft cabin should be pure oxygen or a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. They decided that the pure oxygen environment, which would make the system lighter and less complicated, would be better. Although they did think about the possibility of fire, they concluded that there was enough margin of safety. Then, in the fall of 1966, General Electric, one of the 90 91
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151 contractors, sent a letter to Shea asking him to review the hazard of fire again. Without ample time to fully review the issue, Shea replied that the spacecraft was secure. 92 In months, the tragedy took place during a routine checkout procedure on the ground. NASA’s investigation team revealed that the fire probably started with an electrical spark along a wire, and then spread rapidly to nearby flammable materials in the pure oxygen environment. 93 The blind spot was that the safety of margin was much narrower for the ground test than that had been calculated for the environment of space, because the pressure of pure oxygen inside the cabin was higher on the ground than it was to be in space. After the fire, Shea worked even harder than ever. In the eyes of those around him, however, he seemed too crushed and exhausted to remain in his position as manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office. In early April, he was transferred to a new position as Mueller’s deputy at NASA headquarters in Washington, D. C. Although he now held a supposedly higher position, he was in effect relieved of any responsibility for the Apollo program. In July, he left NASA to accept a vice-president position in a private company. 94 At the Manned Spacecraft Center, George M. Low became the new manager of ASPO. It was a demotion from the center’s deputy directorship, but he accepted the consensus of upper management that he was the very person who should fill in this critical position. Low first set out to correct the weaknesses in the design of the
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152 spacecraft. Under his direction, engineers at the center reexamined everything that could have contributed to the accident. To begin with, they substituted a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen for pure oxygen as the inner atmospheric environment of the spacecraft cabin during ground tests. It was decided that the proportion of oxygen would be increased as the spacecraft climbs upward on a Saturn launch vehicle, until the cabin reaches the pure oxygen environment in the outer space. Engineers at the center also reviewed the use of flammable materials, replacing them with incombustibles wherever possible. Every wire was insulated so that it would not cause a spark. The hatch of the cabin was redesigned so that it would be opened promptly and smoothly, from either inside or outside. In addition to these redesigns that were directly related to the accident, Low conducted a thorough review of the entire spacecraft so that no threat to crew safety would remain. 95 At the same time, Low changed the way in which the Apollo program was run at the Manned Spacecraft Center. First, he strengthened the authority of the Configuration Control Board. The members of the board were Kraft, Faget, Slayton, several other directors from MSC, and the responsible persons from North American Aviation and Grumman. As Low wished, they almost always showed up in the meeting, rarely sending their deputies because of other priorities. This made the Configuration Control Board the center’s central decision-making forum in a truly substantial manner. The Board met every Friday, “promptly at noon, and often well into the night.” 96 At the meetings, Low listened to all opinions on whether certain design changes should be made or not, and then made decisions based on the discussion. The Board considered 1,967 changes and 95 96
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153 approved 1,341 of them in the 90 meetings between June 1967 and July 1969, when Apollo 11 achieved the first landing on the moon. Some of those changes were large ones like the replacement of the sturdy hatch with the new one that could be easily handled. Others were minor, like “a small piece of plastic to go inside the astronaut’s ballpoint pen.” 97 Markley, previously working for Shea and now for Low, observed that no detail was too small for Low to worry about.98 The second major change that Low brought about was a general improvement in the center’s internal communication. Shea had not had enough communication with the center’s top management – Gilruth and Low. Instead, he directly talked with Mueller, whose engineering philosophy was close to his. Confident in his own capability, he did not think he needed the help of Gilruth or Low. In contrast, Low reported the activities of ASPO to Gilruth every day, in a memorandum usually two to three pages long. 99 He also restored the communication channel that Shea had bypassed, asking Mueller not to call him directly but through Gilruth. In addition, he spared about an hour every day to meet his key people. 100 Finally, Low created a much more cooperative, coordinated environment within the center than Shea did. He trusted the technical capability of the Engineering and Development Directorate and its subsystem managers reporting to him. It is true that Shea had also worked with subsystem managers effectively, but he had avoided trusting
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154 their judgment. He had contractors do studies, listened to Kraft’s opinion, and then made judgments himself, relying on his own capability. In other words, Shea let the subsystem managers and the contractors compete with each other, while he presided and judged. Low changed this undemocratic decision-making process. Rather than checking the judgments of subsystem managers against the studies made by contractors, he assigned the contractors to appropriate subsystem managers and made the subsystem managers responsible to himself. By thus eliminating the structure of sectional competition, Low sought to create an orderly and efficient organization, without too many battles within the center. He wanted “the Center running Apollo, rather than Apollo’s being over and above the Center.” 101 Low’s eagerness to listen to Flight Operations also contributed to the unity of the center. Low considered that both Mueller and Shea “missed the fact that when you have a user of your wares, you’ve got to listen to him, and you’ve got to make certain that he will accept and understand your decisions.” 102 Low shared his philosophy with Gilruth and Kraft: Requests from the astronauts and the flight controllers for changes in the design or the mission of the spacecraft should be respected even if rational analysis contradicted them. He always kept in mind that the best analytical decision was not always the best overall decision. With this philosophy, Low overturned many of Shea’s engineering decisions. The smooth relationship and mutual confidence between Low, Gilruth, Kraft, 101
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155 Faget, and other NACA veterans became the basic framework in which the Manned Spacecraft Center handled the last phase of the Apollo program. To be sure, they were not all intimately tied to each other. In particular, Faget’s Engineering and Development Directorate and Kraft’s Flight Operations Directorate had constant tensions between them. Because of the different nature of their tasks, Faget’s being design and research and Kraft’s flight operations, they had developed distinct cultures. They tended to underrate the others’ tasks, and constantly fought over engineering and management issues. 103 On the other hand, they had calibrated each other for a long time and knew how to work out their differences. As a result, even though the relationship between them was the least easy one among former NACA engineers, it was still respectable. Other relationships among former NACA engineers were much more intimate. For example, at one time Low found that the development of software for the onboard computers was lagging at the contractor, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Pressed with other work, he could not handle the situation himself. What he did under this strained situation was to turn the whole responsibility of overseeing the contract to Kraft, whose men then promptly identified the problems and rescued the contract. Unlike Shea, Low readily delegated his work to others. He did not have to put everything under his personal control, because he had close allies whose capability he trusted. 104 The intimacy of those in the top management circle at MSC during Low’s tenure was also seen when they made one of the boldest decisions in Apollo. On one summer 103
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156 day in 1968, Low came up with the idea of bringing forward the schedule of the first circumlunar flight. The original plan was to launch two manned Apollo spacecraft into earth orbit within the year, first only the Command and Service Module in fall and then in winter a full spacecraft, with both the Command and Service Module and the Lunar Module. The manned circumlunar flight, the first venture into the deep space, would follow them in early 1969. Everyone assumed that this flight plan was a logical and fixed sequence of missions. In reality, however, the Lunar Module was experiencing delays, and it was not likely to come out by the end of 1968. Because of this bottleneck, the first manned circumlunar flight was going to slip well into 1969, making the first lunar landing within the decade uncertain. Meanwhile, intelligence revealed that the Russians were attempting to undermine the impact of America’s lunar landing by preempting the United States in circumlunar flight. Low’s idea of putting off the launch of a full spacecraft into an earth orbit until 1969 and instead going to the lunar orbit with only the Command and Service Module within the year sounds natural in retrospect. But at that point, everyone had taken the original sequence for granted, so that the idea appeared novel and audacious. Low first brought the idea to Gilruth, Kraft, and Slayton, the core members of the inner circle. Kraft and Slayton, who would be responsible for flying the actual mission, brought the idea to their respective directorates to assess its feasibility. When they concluded in the affirmative, Gilruth and Low immediately called people at Marshall, Kennedy, and NASA headquarters, and met them at Marshall to discuss the plan. All this took place in only three days, although then it took a much longer time to persuade Mueller and NASA



157 Administrator James E. Webb, who both happened to be in Vienna, Austria, at that time, to attend an international conference. 105 If it were not for Low’s being part of the inner circle, things would probably have gone differently. Apart from the question of whether Shea would have supported this bold step, his self-reliant inclination would have made him first use his contractors to examine the possibility analytically, communicate directly with Mueller, and then fight with Kraft and Slayton to have them prepare mission plans. Shea’s approach would have needed more time than did Low’s style of sharing the problem with others. Low’s consistent approach was not to seek control of all the technological elements of the Apollo program for himself but to assemble the human elements that would collectively cover the entire program. In his view, the development of the Apollo spacecraft stood on two key foundations. One was “painstaking attention to detail,” which would eliminate the minutest flaws and attain the near-perfect reliability required for human space flight. What would make that possible was the other fundamental requirement, “a dedication to get the job done well, by all people, at all levels, on every element of Apollo.” 106 Gilruth shared the same philosophy of depending on the effort of all those concerned for the attainment of reliability: Accomplishing true reliability will require people who will never overlook or ignore, but rather who will recognize, the slightest sign of trouble – people who will freely give the last bit of extra effort that so often spells the difference between success and failure. 107 105
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158



As opposed to the approach of Gilruth and Low stressing human solutions, Shea’s style was to directly face the complexity of the Apollo spacecraft. Shea of course appreciated the fact that Apollo was a collective undertaking. Brilliant as he was, there was no way he could have actually understood every detail of the spacecraft. He had his staff and subsystem managers grasp the details, had contractors do studies, and listened to Faget, Kraft, and Slayton. But the final resort was always his analysis of systems, aided by the results of the ground tests of subsystems and components. 108 The approach of the former NACA engineers remained alien to Shea. The gap between their fundamental assumptions in engineering was too wide. Low once stated his engineering philosophy succinctly: “I don’t believe in systems. I believe in people who know how to do their jobs and are willing to do them.” 109 Shea did not appreciate Low’s style; he perceived Low’s tenure as a period when “the idea of a fully responsible program manager kind of disappeared.” 110 For Shea, a responsible manager of an engineering project meant someone who completely grasped and controlled the system, hearing others’ views just for his information. An assumption behind this position was that his work would be evaluated solely on the success of the system, irrespective of whether his peers like his work procedures. This assumption worked fine in industry but did not find ready acceptance at the Manned Spacecraft Center, which had inherited the culture of mutual evaluation.
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159 Paul E. Purser, Gilruth’s special assistant, later recollected in an interview that Shea was “still the top dog” when he came down to the center. Faget, who was also present in the same interview, pointed out Shea’s obsession to “know everything that went on to every minute level of detail from everybody.” That, Faget added, was why Shea “missed the big picture.” In Purser’s view, Shea not only missed the big picture of how to approach the problem of developing manned spacecraft but also actually failed in understanding the details of what other people were saying, because he “was hearing but not listening.” Faget’s assertive remark concluded the recollection of Shea in that interview: “He never changed.” 111



Systems Engineers and Local Engineers The transition of the Apollo leadership at the Manned Spacecraft Center from Shea to Low, then, brought a NACA-style order back to the center. All top positions of the center were now occupied by former NACA engineers such as Gilruth, Faget, Kraft, and Low, with an exception of Slayton, who came to NASA late as an astronaut. They all shared not only the approach for developing spacecraft but also an understanding of how the center worked. In early 1969, with the success of the first manned circumlunar flight already behind and the first lunar landing a half year away, Low emphasized how well the organization worked under Gilruth. Every one of the top personnel at the center, Low observed, was “either grown up under Bob Gilruth or was selected by him to be part of MSC.” In Low’s view, the formal organizational chart did not count much at MSC. 111
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160 Rather, It’s Bob and his people who make things go. Those of us who keep that in mind can keep it going; and it’s only when a Charlie Frick or a Joe Shea comes along who hasn’t been brought up under Bob and hasn’t learned from him and tries to do things that won’t work in the environment of MSC that we have problems. 112 To rephrase Low’s words, engineers who did not understand the workings of Gilruth’s community would not do well at the Manned Spacecraft Center, however capable they might be. How, then, did the center operate in the daily scene? The testimony of one senior engineer, J. Guy Thibodaux, offers a glimpse of it. Thibodaux, chief of the Propulsion and Power Division under Faget, was not at the very top of the organization but he was a long-time associate of Gilruth. He perceived himself to be “one of the IN guys … a member of the club.” At one time, he felt that he needed to get rid of someone in the organization. What he did was to call Gilruth’s special assistant Purser and ask him to handle it. That action alone solved the problem. 113 This was how important informal human networks were at the Manned Spacecraft Center. Only trusted people knew the mechanism of the center. John D. Hodge, a former aeronautical engineer in Canada who had joined the Space Task Group in 1959 after the cancellation of a Canadian military aircraft project, is probably one of the best qualified to offer a detached yet well-informed observation of the Manned Spacecraft Center. Hodge shared the background of NACA veterans in that he had practiced aeronautical engineering previously. When he came to NASA, his 112
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161 capability was highly valued at the center, and he was made the second Flight Director after Kraft. Nevertheless, Hodge never entered the inner circle at MSC. Having thus experienced a highly favorable but not truly intimate relationship with former NACA engineers, he characterized the center as “very cliquey, … a very, very insular group,” which was very difficult for outsiders to get into. 114 Shea ventured into the middle of that cliquey society and fought for the success of Apollo. He could not get into the exclusive personal networks which the members of the society depended on for their daily operations. Instead, he resorted to three power bases to do his job. The first was his formal position as the manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office. His position assured him the authority to control the design, cost, and schedule of the spacecraft by the analysis of systems. Backed by his formal authority, he proceeded to run the program in a rather undemocratic way. He collected information on the status of the program by hundreds of pages of weekly reports. He made decisions on design changes by first having contractors and other elements of the center do studies and then presiding on them. Shea’s autocratic style did not fit with the culture of mutual evaluation at the Manned Spacecraft Center, but his official authority empowered him to proceed unconcerned. The support from Mueller and other high-level officials at NASA headquarters reinforced Shea’s position within the center. As opposed to the informal, reciprocal, and democratic interpersonal relationships seen in the rest of the center, Shea placed himself in a formal, unidirectional, and hierarchical social structure. Shea’s support came from 114
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162 the above, and Shea in turn required outright obedience from his subordinates. Corollary to this difference in social structure was their distinct career concerns. The foremost concern of former NACA engineers was to make sure they had someone who wanted to work with them. For that purpose, they cared about mutual reputation and evaluation. Meanwhile, Shea’s only concern was to be wanted by top management. That was how to achieve social advancement, he believed. Shea’s final resort was his own capability to analyze systems. For him, systems were everything; systems could incorporate not only physical mechanisms but also human factors. His belief in systems went hand in hand with the undemocratic and hierarchical style of his engineering. Democracy was not necessary, because his job as he perceived it was to analyze systems, not to listen to the views of others and satisfy them. There was no need to listen to all of the pluralistic elements of the center and seek a compromise among them. In solving the problems of creating optimized, functioning systems, the distinction between correct answers and wrong ones and the difference between better solutions and worse ones were always clear to his sharp mind. Since he was the most qualified to make that sort of judgments, he did not care to treat the views of others as equal to his. In seeking solutions to engineering problems, Shea turned to systems; Low turned to people. Their divergent engineering approach should be seen in light of their distinct career assumptions. Having come from industry where engineers were organized hierarchically, Shea sought upward advancement in terms of money and position. He was achieving this goal fast, mobilizing his exceptional capability to work with systems



163 regardless of human contents. Both his career goal and his engineering goal were clear. Meanwhile, Low was an exemplary NACA engineer. Because of his good reputation and personal networks, he always had somebody who wanted to work with him; he recollects that he never had to look for a job at NACA and NASA. 115 In the pluralistic environment of mutual evaluation, he developed his ability to decide who to trust and how to work out human solutions with them. Living in the informal and democratic community at the Manned Spacecraft Center, he perceived the engineering task for Apollo to be not as clear-cut as Shea believed it to be. The right answers, the appropriate solutions were not singly determined by analysis of systems but by gathering support from all those who were concerned. He said: I don’t think that you have to select what in a systems engineering, computer-run, paper organization would be the ultimately best choice, because when you deal with people you can’t. You can’t always live that way. 116 Just as the community that Low belonged to was democratic and pluralistic, so was his engineering approach. Low saw to the success of the first two Apollo lunar landing missions, Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 in July and November 1969, before he moved to Washington to take up his new position as Deputy Administrator of NASA. A decade of engineers’ effort at the Manned Spacecraft Center thus ended in a virtually unqualified achievement. During this decade, two cultures coexisted and competed with each other at the center. On one hand, former NACA engineers not only shared the same engineering approach but also the 115
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164 same understanding of how their organization should and did work. They respected the perspectives of users, made important engineering decisions through close association of exclusive members, and trusted the dedicated effort of people to attain reliability, while regarding systems as only secondary. At the same time, they knew that what really ran the center were not formal organizational lines but personal networks. As in the case of Faget and Johnson, their personal networks had been established in an optimum way through mutual evaluation within their fluid organization. NACA could afford to have such a personnel mechanism because it was a government research institution, where vital tasks were not imminent and employees were not exposed to the threat of dismissal. Such an occupational environment was alien to those in the other culture. Shea recalled that MSC was the only place he had ever seen where everyone was comfortable in his job, with “no jockeying for position.” 117 Shea and other systems engineers who typically came from the field of ballistic missiles had their own engineering philosophy and their way of organizing engineering effort. Their belief in systems, their resort to official authority, their hierarchical and undemocratic decision making process, their aspiration for social advancement, all these were inseparable parts of their engineering life. Their style was unpopular with the rest of the center, however; when Low took over the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office from Shea, their culture gradually disappeared and some of Shea’s key assistants such as Markley and Lee soon left the center. But the work of Shea and other systems engineers were certainly imprinted on the process of Apollo spacecraft development. Shea ingeniously solved problems of system
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165 optimization, and the tension between former systems engineers and former aeronautical engineers was a basic framework in which the development of the Apollo spacecraft proceeded. Murray and Cox observe that “by good luck as much as anything else, the Apollo Program seemed to get the right men at the right time.”118 When the design of the spacecraft had to be fixed and optimized as promptly as possible, the determined systems engineer Shea took control of the program. When operational considerations became increasingly important, Low came aboard and applied human solutions to engineering problems. A similar personnel change had taken place for the Gemini program – a Canadian engineering genius as the manager of the Gemini program office had to be replaced halfway the program by a member of the center’s inner circle. For programs with such long lead times as Apollo and Gemini, it was perhaps inevitably difficult for a single program manager to oversee his program from the beginning to end. Apollo’s lifespan of ten years exceeded the endurance capacity of one engineer. Thus, different types of managers led the program in different phases. It is difficult to directly evaluate the pluses and minuses of the work of Shea and Low, or systems engineers and former aeronautical engineers, in Apollo spacecraft development. What is certain, however, is that the technology of manned spacecraft was established in the process of interaction between the two groups of engineers, with the two different engineering approaches. The two engineering traditions embodied by Shea and Low were the foundations on which the Manned Spacecraft Center established its engineering style in the 1960s. In this sense, Low was right when he said in 1970 that “the principles of manned spacecraft
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166 design involve a combination of aircraft-design practice and elements of missile-design technology.” 119 But Apollo was not just a technological combination of the two fields; it was also combinations of formal authorities and informal networks, systems engineering and human solutions, undemocratic decision making and trust in others’ capability, and aspiration for social advancement in a hierarchical organization and concern for mutual reputation in a pluralistic community.
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167 Chapter 3



The Reform of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in the Cold War, 1960-1967



In postwar America, scientific and engineering research at universities drastically deepened its dependence on federal sponsorship. Generous military funding boosted the size of the university departments and laboratories that accepted it, shaping the research priorities there in ways the national security imperatives dictated. 1 Research grants from the National Science Foundation, the National Institute of Health, and the Atomic Energy Commission created competition among and within universities, leading them to be more conscious of the social relevance of academic research.2 While universities at large thus came under the influence of federal sponsorship, some prominent laboratories, such as the Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University and the Instrumentation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, wholly depended on funding of military branches and established themselves as de facto contract research organizations for them. 3 The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California Institute of Technology
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168 (Caltech) was one of such military-affiliated laboratories until the beginning of 1959, when its sponsor changed from the Army to NASA. In this chapter, I will examine the engineering style of JPL as a local engineering community and discuss the effort by NASA headquarters to modify it during the 1960s. JPL was a university laboratory operating in effect as one of NASA’s field centers, based on a contract between NASA and Caltech. While it accepted funding and direction from NASA headquarters and carried out NASA’s projects, its character as an elite academic institution fundamentally structured its values and assumptions, which in turn shaped its unique engineering practices and approaches. NASA headquarters pressed the laboratory to give up its loose practices and adopt more formalized, standardized, clear engineering processes. While JPL significantly changed its engineering methods and processes, its basic values as an elite academic institution never quite disappeared. Before JPL was associated with NASA, it had grown as a missile development laboratory. Under Army auspices it built missiles that were actually deployed in Europe and South Korea. In the first half of the 1950s, its primary task was to develop its first operational missile, Corporal, drawing on its previous research effort which had modestly begun in the 1930s and grown through the Army’s support. But this missile was hardly usable as a tactical weapon because of the cumbersome pre-launch procedures that were characteristic of liquid-propellant vehicles and the poor reliability of its electronic parts. Then, in 1954, JPL began developing Sergeant, a solid-propellant missile. Based on the experience with Corporal, the laboratory came up with a more reliable, easily operable



169 system. 4 However, William H. Pickering, the director of JPL, was already beginning to perceive the task of missile production as not suitable for a creative academic laboratory. Pickering was feeling that “the work with the Army was up sort of a blind alley,” and was wondering what the laboratory should do next. 5 It was therefore a welcome development for JPL when the launch of Sputnik 1 on October 4, 1957 triggered the opening of the whole new area of space exploration and the creation of NASA. JPL made its first step into this new field when it joined Wernher von Braun’s team of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency to develop America’s first satellite, Explorer I, which was launched on January 30, 1958. Von Braun’s team at Huntsville built the first stage of the launch vehicle; JPL developed the upper stages and the satellite. On January 1, 1959, JPL was officially transferred to NASA. At this time, however, JPL was not yet an organization entirely devoted to the development of spacecraft; it was still building the Sergeant missile, while it also worked on a few other spacecraft projects. For its next major project, Vega, it was planning to develop a propulsion stage as well as a spacecraft. When NASA cancelled Vega in December 1959, however, it began to focus exclusively on the spacecraft development. It initiated three projects for unmanned lunar and planetary exploration: Ranger, a series of lunar hard-landing missions; Mariner, Venus and Mars flyby missions; and Surveyor, for lunar soft-landing missions. 6 Thus,
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170 JPL departed from its initial specialization in rocket propulsion and became a laboratory specialized in the development of unmanned lunar and planetary spacecraft. This chapter starts at this turning point of JPL and focuses on the first half of the 1960s, when it underwent the transition from missile development for the Army to space development for NASA. The transition did not require a total renewal of the laboratory, for the areas of expertise required for the new task were not entirely different from the old. As JPL engineers already possessed technical knowledge in electronics, guidance and control, material and structure, telecommunication, and so forth, they were able to ingeniously solve many new problems associated with the development of unmanned spacecraft. Their new task, however, demanded more than creativity and firm technical knowledge. They now had to carry out their tasks within rigid constraints of schedule, cost, and reliability. The strategic importance of space programs during the Cold War reduced tolerance for schedule slips and successive failures. Also, the public significance of spacecraft development invited intensive oversight by NASA and Congress. Pickering recalled later that the transition from missile work for the Army to space development for NASA was a “change from the sort of ingrown, restricted classified work to the very open, gold fish bowl, Washington and everybody watching” over his laboratory. 7 A major assumption in this chapter is that JPL was subjected to much stronger state direction after it was transferred from the Army to NASA. Although the Army and NASA alike provided JPL with sponsorship, NASA’s involvement in the daily operation
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171 of JPL made a clear contrast with the Army’s hands-off management. For example, in the Sergeant project, the Army gave JPL overall specifications such as range, accuracy, payload, and gross weight, and told the laboratory that the missile should be solid fueled and inertially guided. But concrete engineering processes to attain these requirements were entirely at JPL’s discretion. 8 JPL engineers were very happy with this Army-JPL relationship, which guaranteed them a rare combination of generous funding and little interference. 9 This setting changed when JPL came under NASA’s direction. NASA officials understood technical problems much better than Army officials, so that they did not hesitate to make inquiries and suggestions to JPL engineers as they felt necessary. As this chapter will show, JPL went through years of adjustment before it could perform well in the new environment. Although JPL engineers were quick to pioneer in innovative techniques, they at first could not achieve good flight records. In response to JPL’s successive failures, NASA headquarters put increasing pressure on the laboratory to improve its engineering practices and approaches. Specifically, NASA criticized the lack of redundancy in spacecraft design, the neglect of design review, inadequacies and peculiarities in testing activities, the lack of a thorough failure reporting system, and the variation of engineering standards within the laboratory. To overcome these problems, NASA made recommendations that would strengthen control over engineering processes at JPL and effect more discipline and uniformity there. NASA Administrator James E. Webb’s belief that universities should better serve national goals added to the intensity of 8
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172 NASA’s pressure on JPL. JPL engineers resisted the imposition of tight management over their activities because it would force them to compromise the academic style which they believed in. As the record of failures continued, however, JPL gradually conceded to NASA and accepted NASA’s suggestions for technical, organizational, and procedural changes. It thus learned how to undertake NASA’s projects in the political environment of the Cold War, and began accumulating an enviable record of successful flights. My argument is that the dispute between NASA and JPL over JPL’s engineering practices in the first half of the 1960s was, at the same time, a disagreement over whether JPL should compromise the values which it had been committed to as a part of an elite academic institution. I identify two values which constituted the fundamental premises for JPL engineers. For one thing, JPL engineers held respect for individual discretion in their practicing of research and development. Like university professors, they mutually respected individual sovereignty and avoided interfering in the work of their colleagues. They were reticent to disturb the work of even their direct subordinates until decisive failures became apparent. Because of this value, JPL hardly practiced design reviews, which would let engineers intrude into others’ design. Nor did it have laboratory-wide engineering standards, criteria, or procedures, which would undermine their principle of self-determination. The other element of the value system in which JPL engineers lived was their mentality to slight work that was short of being extraordinary. They had exceptional creativity to work on imaginative projects, but they were not good at, or content with, accumulating ordinary successes with certitude. They preferred to work on projects that



173 were so pioneering that failures would be excused as just normal. Their assumption that failures should be tolerated showed in the lack of redundancy in design, deficiencies in testing programs, and the neglect of failure reporting. It also showed in JPL engineers’ tendency to take up multiple objectives for its projects in a rather open-ended manner. They could have pursued a straightforward, single objective in each project in order to assure high reliability. Instead, they tended to go after many scientific and engineering goals, even at the risk of jeopardizing the primary goal. NASA officials found such undisciplined values of JPL engineers unacceptable. The officials were accountable for the taxpayer’s money, and could not tolerate many failures in this visible area of space exploration. The reality of Cold War politics added to the imperative to execute national projects reliably. For these reasons NASA preferred implementing projects in a reasonably predictable way rather than taking chances for the sake of stunning accomplishments. It also wanted to streamline the objectives of projects where that was desirable to improve reliability. At the same time, NASA officials were also skeptical of JPL engineers’ individualistic operation and were convinced of the need for a more orderly organization to carry out JPL’s missions. Control and discipline, not individual discretion, should be the norm, in their view. JPL engineers, however, did not easily abandon their ingrained values even as they modified their engineering processes as NASA wished. The aim of this chapter is thus to analyze JPL’s changing engineering practices as an arena where its academically oriented values encountered the logic of state power in the Cold War period. While histories have been already written on JPL and its projects,



174 my focus on this rather narrow theme allows me to attempt a more penetrating analysis than those pieces, which discuss JPL’s leaning to seek institutional independence and its resistance to NASA but do not go deeply into the practices and values of JPL engineers. 10 Here, I do not attempt to cover all of the diverse activities at JPL in the first half of the 1960s; in addition to its three major projects, JPL engineers were doing basic research not directly connected with the projects, and also constructing the Deep Space Network, the ground facility for the tracking and control of deep space probes and spacecraft. I will primarily focus on Ranger, one of JPL’s three major projects, and also discuss Mariner and Surveyor, to show that they stood on the experience with Ranger to a great extent and underwent similar changes in engineering practices as Ranger did. 11 Ranger invited the most intense attention from NASA and Congress and made JPL engineers go through the most intense struggle. It was the project in which JPL engineers learned the art of spacecraft building, and it typified the transformation of the laboratory as a whole. By following it, one can understand the reform of JPL in the Cold War period.



JPL a University Laboratory, 1960-1962 As JPL stepped into the unprecedented engineering field of unmanned lunar and planetary exploration, it quickly established fundamental concepts for this new task. The core of the technology of lunar and planetary spacecraft was the three-axis stabilization 10
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175 technique. It was a technique to stabilize the attitude of spacecraft navigating through interplanetary space, where external disturbances such as solar wind and small particles existed. The previous earth-orbiting satellites had used a simpler, more reliable method, spin stabilization. JPL engineers decided to adopt three-axis stabilization for their lunar and planetary spacecraft because it offered crucial advantages in traveling over long distance and time. It allowed a spacecraft to orient its large solar panels toward the Sun at all times and hence maximize the supply of electric power. It also enabled a spacecraft to maintain high-gain, two-way communication with earth stations, with its directional antennas constantly pointed to the earth. Three-axis stabilization was thus an important step for planetary journeying, which requires ample, constant electric power and stable, long-distance communication. With three-axis stabilization as the basic mode of operation, a spacecraft would experience a series of events during its journey to the moon or a planet. After being put into a trajectory to the designated celestial body and separated from the launch vehicle, it opens its solar panels and deploys its high-gain antenna. Then it turns around using its cold-gas jets until its sensors capture the sun and the earth (or the sun and a bright star called Canopus). Once the spacecraft fixes its attitude in reference to them, it is in the cruise mode, operating on solar power. A cruise to the moon is a few days long, while a travel to Venus or Mars takes three to four months or seven to eight months, respectively. On its way, it receives commands from the earth to perform one or possibly two midcourse corrections, which minimize the error in its intended trajectory. When it finally reaches its destination, it performs a hard landing, a soft landing, or a flyby, depending on



176 its mission. The whole complex maneuver is supported and controlled by the Central Computer and Sequencer, the brain of the spacecraft, as it were. Communication and tracking during the mission are performed by on-board instruments and sophisticated ground systems. All these techniques were challenging for JPL engineers to develop. While extending the technological front, JPL took steps to establish an effective managerial setup, too. In 1960, the laboratory carried out a major reorganization to align itself with the new task of space exploration. In conducting this reorganization, JPL put into practice many of the recommendations made by McKinsey and Company, which at JPL’s request had studied its management in the previous year. McKinsey believed that JPL’s institutional culture at that time was not fit to carry out national projects: The origin of the Laboratory in, and its continued attachment to, an academic institution of national standing has cultivated concepts of “academic freedom” which have limited the degree of organizational discipline … 12 McKinsey considered that JPL’s organization had to become more project-oriented. The laboratory’s engineering workforce then was structured by technical divisions. Akin to university departments, those technical divisions held expertise in specific engineering fields, while project managers had only the weak role of coordinating their efforts. The company suggested that JPL adopt the matrix organizational structure, where project managers would have a clear, strong authority. They would run their project offices and designate engineers in technical divisions to work for them as needed.13 In practice, however, the reorganization had only limited effectiveness. JPL did 12



Letter from McKinsey & Company, Inc. to William H. Pickering, September 26, 1959, JPLA. “Improving Organizational Structure and Administrative Processes, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, September 1959,” attached to Letter from McKinsey & Company to Pickering, September 26, 1959, JPLA. 13



177 become a matrix organization, but project managers were not given proper authority over the strong technical divisions. In other words, the original organizational structure based on functional partitioning was in effect preserved. Similarly, the effectiveness of another key recommendation by McKinsey, the appointment of a powerful deputy director, was limited. McKinsey saw that Pickering, the director, had so many external responsibilities that he lacked time to take care of internal affairs. It recommended appointing a deputy director who should be “the effective alter ego of the Director, the principal operating executive of the Laboratory.” 14 In reality, however, a newly appointed deputy director never attained the role McKinsey envisioned because he was not granted clearly defined authority. Thus, a consistent philosophy of McKinsey’s report, the reorientation of JPL’s organizational arrangement from academic style into a more project-oriented one, hardly materialized through this reorganization. NASA officials, too, perceived that JPL still operated much as universities did. They acknowledged that JPL engineers were as excellent in their research capacity as university researchers. In 1961, Oran W. Nicks, one of the NASA officials in charge of overseeing JPL, evaluated JPL engineers as “intelligent, well educated individuals with above average potential … by-and-large very energetic, ambitious, and devoted to the JPL cause.” But while their excellence was no doubt a valuable asset for NASA, their academic style was not necessarily suited for the implementation of NASA’s projects. JPL engineers were not accustomed to direction and control from above but instead were used to pursuing research at their own discretion. Nicks observed that
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178 JPL extols and fosters the virtues of individualism. There is an academic, relaxed atmosphere that pervades the “JPL Campus.” However desirable this atmosphere may be for research on special problems, it is not conductive to team-like efforts which are required when the bulk of the laboratory tasks involve a few major projects. 15 The individualistic culture of JPL appeared in various forms. Its “rather loose operating technique,” Nicks wrote, “is carried over to the JPL-Headquarters relationship,” and that was why JPL’s responsiveness to NASA’s directions was so poor. JPL also applied this relaxed mentality to its supervision of contractors, resulting in performance that was less than desirable. The principle of individualistic operation also structured the laboratory’s internal division of labor. Individual engineers, including young ones who were not well experienced, were assigned tasks without supervision and control. Supervisors would not exercise their judgments “until complete failure occurs, usually late in the schedule, and drastic action is required.” Having analyzed JPL’s culture in this way, Nicks proposed to recruit top management personnel from “old-line industry” as a means to effect stronger engineering management in such an organization with ingrained academic tradition. He also suggested that NASA assign other centers responsibility for some of its lunar and planetary projects to create competition between those centers and JPL. While he did not doubt JPL’s technical competence, he believed that the stimulus of competition would bring about favorable changes to the laboratory. 16 JPL’s academic, relaxed culture was not surprising considering the fact that it not only had institutional affiliation with Caltech but also had Caltech graduates in most of its
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179 management positions. Originally a New Zealander, Pickering had received his doctoral degree from Caltech and had taught electrical engineering there. Later, he moved to JPL and served as the director from 1954 to 1976. His work as the director proved almost legendary, even though he did not have an extensive knowledge of management. One senior engineer observed that Pickering was “very successful as an inspirational leader,” but “very dependent” on others for actually managing the laboratory. 17 With his firstclass academic background and loose management style, he indeed personified JPL. … James D. Burke, project manager for the Ranger project at JPL, had as laid-back a management style as Pickering. Recognized at the laboratory as a competent research engineer with an M.S. degree from Caltech, Burke nevertheless faced difficult problems as Ranger manager. With only two engineers working directly for him initially, he was expected to draw on technical divisions for personnel. But his authority was not strong enough to win total cooperation of powerful division directors. To make matters worse, Ranger seemed to have a lower prestige within the laboratory than its nominal priority indicated. Capable engineers in technical divisions tended to wish to move to the more glamorous planetary project, Mariner. Burke’s supervisor, Clifford I. Cummings, once complained about the “alarming rate of loss to the Lunar Program of the talented personnel who had originally been assigned … and the breaking in of new and less qualified personnel.” 18
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180 Fig. 6 JPL Organizational Chart, July 1961 (Simplified)
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The Ranger project encountered many formidable problems as its development got under way. Although JPL engineers had established engineering concepts such as three-axis stabilization and mid-course correction, Ranger was the first project on which they would apply these techniques. One may note that many of these new techniques were actually not mandatory in attaining Ranger’s objectives. The distance to the moon 19
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181 was much shorter than that to Mars or Venus, so that antennas did not necessarily have to be constantly directed to the earth. Nor was there a decisive reason that the spacecraft must operate on solar power instead of battery power. But JPL decided to employ these advanced techniques in Ranger for the purpose of laying the foundation for their future planetary projects. Along with the enormity of the problems associated with these new techniques, Burke’s real challenge was to solve them ahead of the Soviets, if that was possible at all. It was particularly hard for him because he was busy handling external relationships and was not able to pay sufficient amount of attention to technical problems. Burke estimated that he spent 60 percent of his time dealing with NASA headquarters on such issues as the coordination of scientific experiments on board the spacecraft. 20 In addition, he had to negotiate with the Marshall Space Flight Center and the Air Force on the preparation of the Atlas-Agena launch vehicle on which Ranger spacecraft would ride. The Mariner Venus 1962 project, the first of a series of planetary missions, also had its share of problems. Its planning and development proceeded simultaneously with Ranger, and it was a crash project just like Ranger. 21 When JPL proposed it in August 1961, its engineers had only eleven months before the launch window of July-September 1962. The launch window was the period in which the relative positions of the earth and Venus were optimal. As it came only once in nineteen months, it was a rigid deadline that could not be missed. Two probes were planned for launch in this window so that at 20



Koppes, JPL and the American Space Program, 120. Although JPL had been planning for planetary missions since 1960, the decision in summer 1961 to employ the Atlas-Agena launch vehicle instead of the delayed Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle forced JPL engineers to abandon their original plan and newly initiate the Mariner Venus 1962 project. 21



182 least one would succeed. Since the time left before the launch window was so short, JPL engineers drew on experience gained through Ranger wherever possible. “The resultant design,” a progress report noted, “produced a spacecraft with little or no redundancy and, consequently, one in which lower reliability was the trade-off for time.” JPL engineers working on the project were well aware of “the high-risk nature of the mission.” 22 The project manager of Mariner Venus 1962 was J. N. James. James appeared to enjoy a slightly more favorable situation than Ranger manager Burke did. To begin with, he had little trouble organizing his team, because the exploration of Venus was perceived as a more extraordinary mission than Ranger and hence more attractive to JPL engineers. James remembers that he could select those whom he had known for many years to be on his team. Since they in turn selected their staff, the total of 200 people working on the project were at ease with each other. James also enjoyed the advantage of having at hand experience with Ranger, on which the design of the Venus spacecraft heavily depended. James later acknowledged that Mariner Venus 1962 “could not have been accomplished without the Ranger team’s precursor efforts.” 23 Meanwhile, his control over technical divisions was still limited, even though his perceived status, or “rank”, within JPL was somewhat higher than Burke’s. 24 Each technical division, not his project office, was responsible for conducting all testing of hardware at the assembly level and below.
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Technical Report No. 32-353, “The Mariner R Project: Progress Report, September 1, 1961-August 31, 1962,” January 1, 1963, p. 1-2, JPLA. JPL engineers also had to give up planning a proof test model because of the lack of time. 23 Jack N. James, “Mariner at Venus: A Commemorative Salute,” JPL Universe 13:10 (December 3, 1982), p. 2, JPLA. The experience of the Ranger project also helped James to avoid spending too much time dealing with external organization; he estimated that he spent only 25 hours dealing with NASA headquarters, as opposed to Burke’s heavy workload. Koppes, JPL and the American Space Program, 127. 24 “Brooks T. Morris interviewed by R. Cargill Hall on September 30, 1969,” p. 19-22, JPLA.



183 Technical divisions were also responsible for the quality assurance of their hardware throughout the entire process of development, fabrication, and checkout. 25 With only a few years of experience in this field, JPL still did not possess mature expertise to carry out Ranger and Mariner missions reliably. Ranger 1 and Ranger 2, the first two Ranger spacecraft, were launched in August and November 1961. They were test vehicles for demonstration of the spacecraft’s engineering functions, but they would also measure cosmic rays and conduct other scientific experiments in highly elliptical earth orbits. However, failures of Atlas-Agena launch vehicles put them into lower orbits and neither attained their objectives. The next Ranger, this time aimed for lunar impact, had a failure in the guidance system of its launch vehicle and entered a wrong trajectory. Although the spacecraft demonstrated many of the important engineering functions for the three-axis stabilization technique, it missed the moon and sent no usable television image or experimental data to the earth save for gamma-ray measurement of the space in which it traveled. The troubled Atlas-Agena finally worked for Ranger 4 in April 1962, but this time a power failure occurred in the Central Computer and Sequencer, stopping its master clock. The spacecraft became totally inoperative and yielded no significant data, although it traveled in a trajectory precise enough to record America’s first lunar impact. 26 Meanwhile, Mariner Venus 1962 barely salvaged JPL’s reputation as a spacecraft builder. Mariner 1, the first of the two missions, ended in failure in July 1962; it suffered 25



“Mariner R Project Policy and Requirements, September 29, 1961,” attached as Appendix A of “The Mariner R Project: Progress Report,” 338-9. 26 Hall, Lunar Impact, 109, 143-7, 150-5. Refer also to Asif A. Siddiqi, Deep Space Chronicle: A Chronology of Deep Space and Planetary Probes, 1958-2000 (Washington: NASA, 2002), 31-4.



184 from problems in the guidance system of Atlas-Agena, and its deviated flight path forced a premature destruction of the spacecraft as well as the launch vehicle. But the launch of Mariner 2, a spacecraft almost identical to Mariner 1, succeeded in the next month. Its four-month journey to Venus was reasonably smooth, albeit with several problems that were fortunately not fatal. When it performed a flyby of Venus in December, it became the world’s first successful planetary mission. Its scientific experiments revealed a dense layer of cloud, the virtual non-existence of magnetic field, and higher surface temperature of the planet than commonly believed. 27 This single success did much to compensate a series of failures in Ranger. A JPL engineer later looked back at this mission and stated that JPL was “awful lucky” in retrospect. 28 But this was exactly what JPL, a laboratory characterized by its propensity for being extraordinary, had sought. It wanted to tackle projects which were so difficult and pioneering that a row of failures were the norm and rare successes would be eye-opening. Mariner 2 vindicated this institutional orientation to some extent, and became a testimony to JPL’s capability which JPL engineers and NASA officials would often cite against Congressional criticisms. While Mariner 2 was en route to Venus, however, the fifth failure of Ranger took place. Launched on October 18, 1962, Atlas-Agena again operated flawlessly but a series of problems beginning with a malfunction of the Central Computer and Sequencer led to the death of Ranger 5. The spacecraft missed the moon and sent little scientific data back to the earth. This fifth failure forced NASA to reconsider the ways in which JPL carried 27 28
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185 out Ranger. To be sure, it was possible to deny that the five flights up to this point were evidence of JPL’s incapability. The causes of the first two failures were problems with Atlas-Agena, over which JPL had little control, while the last three flights did produce some scientific and engineering results. But the visibility of the space race in the Cold War made these flights not partial achievements that would lead to success on the next flight but discreditable failures that should not have happened. While JPL launched an internal investigation, NASA embarked on a full review of the project, too.



Pressure from NASA Headquarters, 1962 JPL’s internal investigation began on October 22 and was finished in three weeks. It not only identified the cause of the failure and suggested corrective measures but also supplied a number of findings and recommendations regarding the engineering processes in Ranger. As to the design principle in the Ranger spacecraft, the report pointed out that redundancy was insufficient. That was considered the fundamental reason for the poor reliability of the spacecraft, which had been so designed that a single component failure could easily result in the failure of an entire mission. 29 The report also criticized the slack design reviews practiced within the laboratory. Once someone produced a design of his subsystem, it went without much scrutiny by others. JPL had a unique notion of “cognizant engineer,” which made extensive design reviews unlikely. Cognizant engineers in technical divisions were assigned subsystems or components within their area of expertise, and were made responsible for overseeing
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186 their development for all the phases of design, fabrication, and testing. Supervisors of cognizant engineers often had inadequate understanding of the subordinates’ work and did not try to direct their work. A systematic design review mechanism was lacking, and design flaws often went unnoticed. As a result, the report noted, the success of JPL’s spacecraft was “heavily dependent on the inspiration, skill, and attention of individual cognizant engineers.” 30 The report also found problems in the ways in which Ranger was managed at the laboratory. It recognized, as Burke and Cummings had, that personnel turnover to the more attractive Mariner was threatening Ranger’s human resources. Under such adverse circumstances, however, Burke’s management was also at fault; he spent too much time handling external relations, leaving too little time to attend to the spacecraft. The report also criticized Burke for creating a hurry-up atmosphere, reducing the motivation for his engineers to pursue details that would lead to engineering excellence. Burke himself later admitted that many troubles with Ranger came from “my great haste in trying to beat the Russians to the Moon.” The report called for the replacement of Burke. 31 NASA, for its part, created the Ranger Board of Inquiry on October 29, chaired by a senior headquarters official, Albert J. Kelley. Kelley was a career Navy officer and pilot with a Ph. D. degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He had joined NASA as director of the Electronics and Control just a few years before. Although he did not bear direct responsibility for Ranger, he had a good understanding of the project and its technology. After a month of discussions and on-site inspections, the Kelley 30 31
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187 Board finalized its report. Some findings and recommendations of the report repeated or resembled those of JPL’s internal investigation, while others penetrated deeper into JPL’s engineering practices or raised entirely new issues. In technical respects, the Kelley Board criticized the lack of redundancy in the design of spacecraft, just as JPL’s internal investigation did. “Virtually no use is made of redundant circuits or backup systems,” the Board found, “and successful operation hinges on perfect execution of every event in a long sequential chain.” 32 An obvious conclusion was the need for more redundancy to increase the possibility of mission success. In the view of the Board, however, merely adding redundancy to reinforce weak links in design was not adequate to insure the optimum design. Instead, redundancies should be placed systematically, based on quantitative reliability analysis. The Board recommended that a numerical goal for the reliability of the entire spacecraft should be first established and then be apportioned among subsystems and components. The lack of redundancy was not the only criticism of JPL’s design practices in Ranger. The Kelley Board turned to a study recently conducted by a contractor on the engineering process of Ranger’s Central Computer and Sequencer, whose performance was particularly poor. According to the study, the design of this critical subsystem “was accomplished using empirical techniques exclusively,” with “practically no analytical work … used in arriving at, justifying, or optimizing designs.” With such a loose design procedure, detailed specifications were either nonexistent or unused. The study stressed that correcting a limited number of design deficiencies would not noticeably improve the
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188 performance of the Central Computer and Sequencer. The whole design procedure for this brain of the Ranger spacecraft was at fault, resulting in “the multitude of problems” which in combination degraded its reliability. 33 In addition to these fundamental problems in design practices, use of low-quality components contributed to the low reliability of the Ranger spacecraft. JPL had its own “preferred parts list” just as other governmental and industrial organizations developing space technology did. Those parts that were on the list had cleared very strict reliability standards to be used in space. In practice, however, JPL’s use of its preferred parts list was not thorough, although the Board acknowledged that JPL was making progress in this area. It cited a recent study revealing that 2,400 out of 7,200 electronic components of Ranger were not on the preferred parts list. Parts used in the Central Computer and Sequencer were purchased to commercial specifications. 34 Another problem that the Kelley Board found regarding the general engineering process in Ranger was the lack of thoroughness in testing. Environmental vibration tests, which subjected the spacecraft to simulated vibration expected during transportation and launch, were inadequate in many respects. Ranger 5 was tested only in an environment of one-axis vibration at a level less rigorous than that expected in an actual flight. For Rangers 2, 3, and 4, complete spacecraft went through no vibration test at all. Moreover, vibration tests at the subsystem level omitted some items altogether and overlooked some important considerations. In addition, tests to simulate such effects as acceleration and 33
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189 the decrease of ambient pressure during the launching phase were not done. Thermalvacuum tests were inadequate, too, partly due to the lack of facilities but also because of the poor testing policy for Ranger. 35 The Kelley Board articulated the problems in the concept of “cognizant engineer” more clearly than JPL internal investigation did. As the Board saw it, this concept was a direct cause of the lack of uniformity in the engineering processes at JPL. “The Board has found no consistent approach to design, design procedures and component selection,” the report observed, and “As much as anything, it results from JPL’s highly independent Divisional structure and the JPL concept of the cognizant engineer.” As each cognizant engineer was responsible for his subsystem, the standard for testing and quality control varied from one subsystem to another. Ranger had more than thirty cognizant engineers, “some of them of limited professional experience.” 36 To make matters worse, there was no effective mechanism to subject their varied engineering practices to checks and balances. Other people in the laboratory could give recommendations and advice to the cognizant engineer, but not direct them. There were groups of engineers who had the roles of coordinating such efforts as quality control, packaging, and parts selection. But their roles were considered “merely advisory to the design engineer, who has total cradle-to-grave responsibility for his individual piece of equipment and can take or leave the inputs and advice …” 37 The report asserted: This delegation of technical responsibility and the practice of designating many cognizant engineers has [sic] resulted in inadequate design review, 35
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190 inadequate testing and test procedures, incomplete design documentation and specifications, and selection of poor quality components. Any one of these could lead to serious performance trouble, and when taken in concert, the result can be simply little inherent reliability. 38 In some cases, senior engineers not only refrained from meddling in individual engineers’ work but also protected their practices from external criticisms. At one time, a visiting NASA consultant questioned dissimilar practices for electronics assembly and packaging among technical divisions, urging Pickering to standardize them. Pickering, despite only vague knowledge on the matter, responded by defending the position of the technical divisions. He did so just as “one would defend the opinions of professors at a university, without adequate knowledge of the real situation,” a witness said. 39 In short, at the core of the Board’s criticism was the individualistic assumption in JPL’s engineering. “A loose, anarchistic approach to project management is extant,” its report emphasized, “with great emphasis on independent responsibilities and individual accomplishment.” 40 A cognizant engineer in the technical division valued independence as a professor in the university department did. Others at the laboratory did not interfere with his design, quality control, and other matters in deference to his sovereignty. At the same time, the project manager, who should have carried out systems engineering efforts to integrate these disparate elements to make them work as a whole, was unable to do so because he had insufficient authority and he was busy handling external relationships. Some technical panels and working groups performed systems engineering functions to
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191 some extent, but they did so only on “either an ad hoc or a piece-meal basis.” 41 Another fundamental criticism leveled against JPL in the Kelley report was its engineers’ assumption that a certain numbers of failures in their projects were acceptable. The Board called this “shoot and hope,” which it defined as “shoot enough and hope that sooner or later one of a series will indeed work.” Such an attitude, the Board believed, seriously undermined the rigor of project implementation. It compromised “insistence on good design; selection of reliable components; careful and thoughtful construction and attention to detail; adequate documentation; good quality control and quality assurance programs; or thorough subsystem and system testing,” the report said. 42 JPL engineers resented the Kelley Board’s characterization of their engineering philosophy as “shoot and hope.” NASA officials in charge of Ranger sympathized with them; one of the officials regarded the term as “a sort of catchy phrase” not describing JPL’s engineering practices accurately. 43 But if the language was catchy, it in fact still touched on a fundamental assumption in the Ranger project. JPL engineers, in planning the Ranger program, did expect successes to be random. They could have taken a more careful, incremental approach; namely, they could have tested the simplest engineering functions first, then add some additional features, and fully load scientific instruments only when they were sure of a satisfactory level of reliability. In reality, however, they put scientific instruments from the very first flight. They considered, from experience, that it was quite plausible that the first flight would succeed and the rest would not. 44 41
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192 Their approach was, in a sense, reasonable because the reliability of the launch vehicle, Atlas-Agena, was at that time deemed to be less than fifty percent. A formal document clearly stated JPL’s position: “it would be necessary to schedule a series of attempts at each objective in order to have a reasonable probability of at least one success.” It even said that lunar impact was “unlikely to succeed with fewer than three attempts.” 45 Underlying JPL’s casual attitude toward failures was a premise that its work was unconventional just as university research was. JPL engineers had too much creativity to belong to a “getting-the-job-done” type of organization. They were interested in doing something unprecedented, regardless of how many failures they piled up. The Kelley Board was aware of this mindset: “JPL is interested in, and organized to carry out, new research and development projects, technological experiments, and building one-of-akind equipment.” 46 A JPL engineer also observed that his laboratory perhaps had “too many engineers experienced in starting new jobs and not enough experienced to finish them.” (emphasis in original) 47 JPL engineers’ assumption that random successes were acceptable was reflected onto their engineering practices. As mentioned previously, they employed insufficient redundancy, failed to conduct thorough tests, and used low-quality components. Another problem was the lack of a good failure reporting system. Not determined to make every effort to eliminate all causes of failures, they sometimes neglected to take corrective actions after failures took place during tests. “The concept of fixing the cause of each 45
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193 failure to prevent recurrence was generally absent in Ranger project operations,” the Kelley report said. (emphasis in original) 48 Here again, the practice differed greatly from one technical division to another. Some technical divisions had failure reporting systems that were rigorous enough, while others had no procedure in any form. The Kelley Board believed that such an important mechanism for reliability assurance should not be left to the discretion of individual technical divisions. It recommended that JPL establish “a closed-loop system for failure reporting, failure analysis and corrective action,” which would assure that every one of the weaknesses in the spacecraft would be taken care of. 49 A major recommendation by the Kelley Board that had not been made by JPL’s internal investigation was to halt the sterilization treatment of spacecraft hardware. The question of whether, to what extent, and how to sterilize spacecraft was already a nagging concern for JPL engineers. Even before Ranger began in 1960, the scientific community was warning that the exploration of the moon and the planets would cause their biological contamination by terrestrial organisms, tarnishing invaluable sources of future scientific investigation. In response to this concern, NASA devised a sterilization policy, and JPL established concrete procedures consistent with this policy. The procedure for Ranger was to subject spacecraft hardware to heat treatment at the component level, then assemble and test it in decontaminated areas, and finally expose it to ethylene oxide gas as an entire spacecraft. 50 But the actual implementation of sterilization procedures proved most difficult. 48
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194 How thorough the sterilization effort should be was a matter of tradeoffs involving cost, schedule, and reliability considerations. Decisions on such tradeoffs again depended on the judgment of individual technical divisions. As an engineer in charge of sterilization at JPL lamented, “in some instances, the cognizant engineers apparently do not intend to make a serious effort toward sterilization.” 51 A uniform standard for sterilization was also difficult to establish because in some cases sensitive electronic components simply could not stand 24-hour heating at 125 degrees Celsius (257 degrees Fahrenheit). As the development of the Ranger spacecraft went forward in 1961 and 1962, JPL engineers requested and were granted waivers from NASA on sterilization requirement for more and more components. After the failure of Ranger 5, they were granted approval to their request to stop heat sterilization of hardware at their discretion, although Burke decided not to terminate sterilization efforts altogether. 52 The recommendation of the Kelley Board affirmed the trend for the elimination of sterilization requirements. It called for immediate abandonment of heat sterilization for all hardware, switch to chemical and other sterilization methods, and reconsideration of the very need of sterilization treatment. It also recommended that the components that had already been sterilized be replaced by unsterilized ones. 53 These recommendations reflected a growing consensus that the lunar environment did not require sterilization. Sterilization might be necessary for spacecraft exploring Mars, where some atmosphere
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195 existed and the surface temperature was not too hostile for living organisms. But the moon was so barren that there was virtually no chance that terrestrial organisms would survive on its surface, still less proliferate. 54 JPL had been aware of such a view, but it was slow to remove sterilization requirements in Ranger. That was because it pursued not only the immediate objective of the success of Ranger but also an extra objective of paving the way for later planetary projects by gaining experience in the new technique of sterilization. But this relaxed attitude of adopting multiple objectives even at the possible risk of degrading reliability precluded success of the missions altogether. On December 7, 1962, one week after the Kelley Board completed its report, Pickering replaced the top management of the Ranger project. Whether Burke was really qualified as the Ranger manager was not an entirely new question. A senior engineer who had known Burke for a long time later remembered him as not best fitted for the job because he was much better at doing creative research. 55 Burke himself later reflected that he was not well suited for the task “by temperament and training and knowledge.” 56 Burke and his supervisor Cummings left their respective positions, effective immediately. Harris M. Schurmeier became the new Ranger manager and Robert J. Parks became his supervisor. Burke chose to remain in the Ranger project office as a special assistant to Schurmeier, his Caltech classmate and old friend.
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196 More Pressure from NASA and Congress, 1962-1964 Schurmeier and other JPL engineers immediately flew to Washington, D. C. and conferred with NASA officials on the measures to be taken following the Kelley report. By the end of 1962 they agreed on a major reprogramming of Ranger, including radical simplification of the project’s objectives. The only objective for the next four flights would be to acquire photographs of the lunar surface useful for the Apollo program and the scientific community, with a resolution “significantly better” than that of earth-based observation. All other scientific and communications experiments would be eliminated. One of the original objectives of Ranger, the demonstration of techniques that could be applied to later planetary missions, would be reduced to mere by-products of the project. Also, the discontinuation of sterilization treatment was confirmed. JPL would effect this reprogramming, and the launch of Ranger 6 would be postponed until JPL and NASA could be convinced of its success. 57 JPL began a campaign to overhaul the project. In early 1963, Pickering made it clear that Ranger would have the first priority on manpower and facilities at JPL. 58 His engineers began a full design review, strengthened quality control effort, and inventoried sterilized and unsterilized hardware. They also removed scientific instruments from the spacecraft, and used the vacated weight of fifty pounds for more redundancies. All these measures pointed to the purpose of enhancing the reliability of the spacecraft. 59 At the same time, JPL set out to reform its general engineering and management 57
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197 processes. Pickering gave more authority to project managers, while curtailing that of chiefs of technical divisions. Now, engineers in technical divisions working for a project could not be transferred to another without the consent of the relevant project managers. This would stop the turnover of personnel that had afflicted Burke and Cummings so much. JPL also established laboratory-wide standards to correct variations in testing and quality assurance practices among technical divisions. 60 These measures weakened the independence of technical divisions significantly, turning JPL into an organization fit to implement projects. … As JPL embarked on straightening out its engineering and managerial processes, however, NASA began to put into question the very role and status of JPL, a university laboratory wholly funded by a federal agency. JPL was in no way distinct from other NASA centers in the nature of tasks and missions; they did research and development in their respective fields of expertise to contribute to America’s space capability. Yet JPL engineers enjoyed higher salaries and better benefits because of its private instead of civil service status. Also, NASA paid a substantial fee to Caltech for managing JPL; the total payment for the fiscal year 1963 amounted to 2.2 million dollars, or 11.8 percent of Caltech’s entire budget. 61 But what was Caltech actually doing for the fee? Was there any justification for the present arrangement? Should not JPL sever its affiliation with Caltech and become a NASA center? In the wake of Ranger failures, these questions became more and more pressing. 60 61
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198 NASA’s questioning of the propriety of JPL’s status, and of the management fee for Caltech in particular, was partly an extension of ordinary negotiations between the sponsor and the contractor. Every year, NASA, JPL, and Caltech discussed the fee for the next year. But what was special in 1963 was that the three-year contract that had begun in 1962 was to expire in 1964. In renewing the contract, there was going to be a major, if largely symbolic, change. The old contract had a “mutuality clause,” which required a concurrence between NASA and JPL before NASA could issue a direction. In other words, NASA did not have unilateral authority over JPL, although in practice this lack of formal authority to direct JPL did not bother NASA officials much. 62 The new contract would omit this clause and establish a formal line structure between NASA and JPL. 63 With such issues on the table, NASA, JPL, Caltech were all ready to reconsider the relations among them. The radical nature of NASA’s reexamination effort also reflected the political ambition of NASA Administrator James E. Webb. Webb believed that Caltech and JPL should, in addition to fulfilling the contracts, offer an “extra something” to NASA for the management fee they received. 64 That, he thought, would justify the special arrangement for JPL. What he had in mind was that JPL could become a new model for the university laboratory, an experimental place to bridge the chasm between the universities and the government. That could be “the wave of the future,” he believed. 65 Pickering described Webb’s ambition in concrete terms: 62
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199 Mr. Webb believed very deeply that the universities of the country were not adequately supporting the government and he believed that they should be much more concerned with the kind of problems that the government was facing and should be prepared to provide support for the government … With this philosophy then, he looked on the opportunity to use JPL/Caltech as a means for entering into the academic establishment and as a means for getting the support of that establishment. In other words, he felt that with the contract with JPL, he had an entrée into Caltech which he hoped to be able to use to have Caltech lead the scientific-academic community into the space program. 66 Webb was a politically astute, highly experienced manager who was also willing to act for his vision of where the nation should go. In addition to a few executive positions at private companies, his previous career included the director of the Bureau of the Budget, Undersecretary of State, and the director of a nonprofit corporation called the Educational Services, which operated under the auspices of MIT. Considering his experience with the federal government and his association with the academic community, it is not surprising that he took interest in this opportunity to pioneer the new trend of university-government partnership. Webb’s expectation that JPL should play such a role was not an isolated ambition of his but a part of his consistent agenda to make universities more responsive to national needs. With a belief that universities should help the government to solve problems that American society faced, he wanted them to change and become better-organized, more service-oriented institutions. This grand philosophy took the most concrete form in the Sustaining University Program, which Webb started soon after Kennedy appointed him as NASA Administrator. It was a program for NASA to distribute graduate fellowships, research grants, and facility grants to universities. Started in 1962, this program had a 66
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200 large budget, exceeding thirty million dollars next year. Webb sought to use the money as a lever to redirect the nature of American universities. In awarding large facility grants, Webb required university presidents to sign memoranda of understanding that expressed their commitment to use the money to promote interdisciplinary research and diffuse the fruit of research for public goals. Webb believed that university presidents would be able to exercise leadership because NASA gave grants and fellowships to them as packages, not to professors and students directly. Webb’s biographer W. Henry Lambright noted that this was a program which revealed Webb’s administrative ambition more than any other program. 67 In Lambright’s view, the Sustaining University Program was quite successful by conventional standards for research funding. Its fellowships contributed to the graduate training of the nation and its grants were well used at the recipient universities. But Webb’s ambition to make it a pioneering effort in changing American universities failed. University presidents usually did not take Webb’s intention seriously or lacked the enthusiasm to act on Webb’s vision. Even with the best intention, they lacked strong authority to effect such a major change. At their own institutions they were not what Webb was at NASA. The program quickly faded after 1968. 68 Just as the Sustaining University Program disappointed Webb, Caltech and JPL frustrated Webb’s ambition to make them pioneer the trend for the academic community to serve the needs of the government. Caltech president Lee A. DuBridge did not share 67
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201 Webb’s view that Caltech should offer an “extra something” for the management fee that it received from NASA. DuBridge argued that Caltech was already doing enough. First, Caltech maintained an institutional environment in which JPL could carry out its research and development effort effectively. Caltech made sure that the director and top technical staff at the laboratory were competent, maintained liaison between key scientists at the campus and their JPL counterparts, and handled the overall relations among JPL, Caltech, and NASA. Second, Caltech took charge of the business and fiscal management of JPL, including auditing, payroll, and contract administration. Finally, DuBridge argued that NASA and JPL benefited from many “intangibles.” He made a rather unreserved remark: “It is impossible to estimate or evaluate the intangible benefits which accrue from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory being operated by a world-famous educational institution, like the California Institute of Technology.” The benefits for JPL engineers included the prestige of being part of such a prominent institution, the privileges of associating with its faculty, and opportunities to use its library and to attend lectures and seminars. DuBridge argued that such benefits greatly contributed to the recruitment and retention of talented, capable scientists and engineers at JPL. If the association between JPL and Caltech were severed, he noted, many of them would leave for more lucrative positions in industry available in the area. 69 In the wake of the Ranger failures, however, Webb’s position in relation to JPL was stronger than before. He believed that, even if his larger goal of constructing a new university-government partnership had to be put aside, JPL should at least be reorganized
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202 and reoriented to better serve the critical national goal of lunar and planetary exploration. Webb gave the task of reexamining JPL’s operation to Earl D. Hilburn, the new Deputy Associate Administrator for Industry Affairs at NASA headquarters. With the experience of managing several electronics and aerospace companies as president or vice-president, Hilburn had a notion of management that was distinct from Pickering’s loose, academic style. Like Webb, he believed that JPL’s administrative as well as technical operation must be improved. 70 After coming to NASA in July 1963, Hilburn quickly identified problems and possible countermeasures. Drastic actions, such as the conversion of the laboratory into a NASA center under civil service or into a not-for-profit corporation, were certainly in his sight as possibilities in the future. But his immediate attention focused on the negotiation between NASA and Caltech/JPL on the management fee. The fee, Hilburn noted, was not a big problem as a practical matter if JPL was successfully achieving its objectives. Yet in reality all five Ranger flights had failed so far, while the fee was still growing fast. In such a situation, Hilburn feared, NASA and JPL would be vulnerable to congressional criticisms. In negotiating the management fee for the fiscal year 1964, NASA proposed an incentive fee, which would reward or penalize the laboratory’s performance, instead of the fixed fee that was paid at that time. Although JPL rejected this proposal, it was an indication that NASA was becoming serious about the reform of the laboratory. 71 Another measure that Hilburn believed necessary for the improvement of JPL’s 70
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203 operation was the appointment of a deputy director with strong leadership and managerial skills. JPL had already created a deputy directorship following a similar recommendation of the McKinsey report. But its incumbent was merely the deputy in the literal sense of the word, with a fuzzy role in the shadow of authoritative Pickering. Hilburn believed that the deputy director should be the “general manager” of the laboratory, handling all administrative, fiscal, and personnel issues while also overseeing technical work. 72 NASA had been pushing for this idea of installing a deputy manager at JPL even before Hilburn joined NASA. In January 1963, soon after the complilation of the Kelley Report and the reprogramming of Ranger, Associate Administrator of NASA Robert C. Seamans, Jr. visited JPL and recommended the hiring of a general manager. But JPL was tardy in responding to this suggestion. Pickering resisted it hard, for the recruitment of such a general manager implied the transformation of an academic laboratory into a more business-type organization with tight hierarchical management. Whether intentionally or not, he did not find candidates for that position for a year. As NASA put more pressure, the trustees of Caltech approved the hiring of a general manager in November, and began a search for candidates. At the same time the trustees sharply curtailed the authority of Pickering on subcontracting and procurement, requiring him to secure Caltech’s approval for such matters. Hilburn reported these moves to Seamans in his memorandum entitled “Progress report on “rehabilitation” of JPL.” 73 At the end of 1963, a little more than one year after the Kelley report was issued, JPL was preparing for the launch of Ranger 6. The reform that NASA wanted of JPL 72 73
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204 was not over. Hilburn wrote to a Caltech official that “I simply cannot let the year end without advising you of our disappointment at your lack of progress in finding a General Manager for JPL.” 74 Nonetheless, many changes had taken place by this time. Pickering had replaced Burke with Schurmeier and augmented his authority, while curbing the independence of the technical divisions. JPL engineers had conducted design reviews and established standardized, stringent procedures for testing and quality assurance. Ranger 6 had undergone thirteen simulated missions for a total of about 860 hours. 75 After five successive failures, JPL’s position vis-à-vis NASA depended on this flight. … Ranger 6, launched on January 30, 1964, flew perfectly except a single event that was fatal. Put into the right trajectory to the moon, it performed a mid-course correction and approached the planned point of the lunar surface. But the television camera that was intended to take photographs of the surface did not turn on. At the last minute, Ranger 6 became another failure for JPL. The laboratory’s investigation team, set up by Pickering immediately after the failure, found that an unintended turn-on of the television system approximately two minutes after the launch had most probably caused electrical arcing, which destroyed its power system. This explanation left some questions unanswered, though, including the one of what caused the unintended turn-on of the television system and then its turn-off sixty-seven seconds later. 76
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205 NASA also organized an investigation team, called the Ranger 6 Review Board. This time Webb appointed Hilburn as the chairman of the Board. After one and a half months, it presented NASA’s top management with a bitterly critical report. Like JPL’s investigation team, the Board could not single out the definite cause of the inadvertent turn-on of the television system. But the remainder of the Hilburn report went far beyond what JPL’s internal investigation had done. Where JPL’s investigation merely presented several possible theories of what had happened to the spacecraft and proposed specific cures for the weaknesses in it, the Hilburn Board proceeded to broaden the scope of its investigation to examine the design and testing processes in Ranger more generally. The rationale for doing so was the judgment of the Board that the absence of a single, simple explanation for the failure implied probable occurrence of two or more failures within the spacecraft’s television system and hence the need for a comprehensive review. 77 Some of the Board’s criticisms fell on design practices and philosophies at JPL. The design of the television system was “unnecessarily complex,” with more components such as relays, cables, and amplifiers than required. These components created additional failure modes, leading to low reliability. Another weakness in the design of the television system, in the Board’s view, was that it failed to be sufficiently redundant. Although the television system had two separate cameras, they were electronically connected with one another so that a single failure impaired both of them. 78 In addition to criticizing these design philosophies, the Hilburn Board also called attention to the fact that JPL had not
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206 adopted some of the Kelley Board’s recommendations for design changes. For example, some electronic terminals remained exposed and vulnerable to short circuit by floating particles. 79 The Board cast a similarly critical eye on testing practices in Ranger. Although JPL’s testing program on Ranger 6 was rigorous and extensive, it still appeared fraught with weaknesses. For example, JPL engineers tested the spacecraft with wires extending from its electronic circuitry to the ground equipment. They did so in order to generate customized testing conditions through synthesized electrical inputs into the spacecraft’s individual components, thereby obtaining data on their performance under nonstandard conditions. This testing practice apparently allowed the analysis of problems down to the level of individual components or subsystems. It was consistent with the assumption at JPL that each cognizant engineer should take care of his piece of hardware throughout the project. But the Hilburn Board criticized this practice for not simulating the actual flight conditions, where the only link between the spacecraft and the ground was through radio communications. The problem with JPL’s practice was that the wire connection might have prevented potential failures to come out during ground testing. 80 Another testing practice that appeared questionable to the Hilburn Board was the disassembling and inspecting of the spacecraft after environmental tests. Again, such a practice provided cognizant engineers with as thorough information as possible on what happened to their components and subsystems during the tests. But the Board considered that this practice could have jeopardized the reliability of the spacecraft, because it was 79 80
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207 impossible to make sure that the spacecraft was reassembled exactly as it had been before the tests. Aside from such general criticisms of JPL’s engineering practices, the Hilburn Board also pointed out that the spacecraft’s directional antenna, a vital subsystem for the transmission of photographs, was never tested with high-powered TV transmitters. 81 Despite its wide coverage and critical tone, the Hilburn Board’s recommendations for future actions were relatively modest. At the time of the interim report to NASA’s top management, Hilburn had argued for a total redesign of the television system. But the Board changed its mind after Hilburn was told that such a redesign would take as long as twelve to eighteen months so that the program would have to be cancelled. In the final report, the Board just proposed modification and elimination of unreliable circuits and components. But the Board urged for more emphasis on the testing program in order to achieve high reliability in a limited amount of time. It added that NASA should closely monitor all tests for Ranger 7 at JPL.82 The Hilburn report met varied reactions at NASA, at JPL, and in Congress. At first, only a limited number of people had access to the report. NASA’s top management, NASA officials in charge of Ranger, and Pickering received copies. Chairmen of the congressional committees in charge of NASA oversight heard from Webb in the form of letters that included major points of the report. One of these parties, NASA officials in charge of JPL, found many findings included in the report unfounded and objectionable. They knew the technical details of the Ranger project and understood JPL’s position best in NASA. They argued that the complexity of design and the inadequacy of redundancy 81 82
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208 in the television system did not automatically mean that it was poorly designed. Rather, in their view, those were matters of engineering judgment with regard to what extent of redundancy was appropriate. Similarly, JPL engineers’ practices to link components of the spacecraft with ground equipment during environmental tests could be justified. It was necessary to use wires in order to obtain enough data during the tests, because the bit rate of the radio link was designed quite low for Ranger, which would communicate over great distances. The NASA officials also recognized sound reasons for not conducting tests of the directional antenna with TV transmitters. 83 JPL’s response to the Hilburn report was, not surprisingly, still less receptive than NASA officials’ reaction, to the point of being even condescending. Pickering later sent to NASA a letter of JPL’s comprehensive reply to the report. He began the letter with a lofty remark: “We would like to commend the Board for their diligent work during the review.” 84 Then it set out to enumerate differences between JPL’s view and the Board’s. Pickering decided that the lack of time contributed to the incomplete understanding of the situation by the Board. While Pickering accepted some of the Board’s recommendations for specific technical modification, he defied and rebutted the rest carefully and squarely. In the sixteen-page letter emerges Pickering’s intention to demonstrate how JPL had already understood technical problems better than the Board, and therefore how JPL did not need to be told what to do. Pickering gave detailed refutations to the Hilburn Board’s criticisms one by one, including those on unnecessarily complex design and incomplete redundancy of the television system, on testing of the spacecraft with wires connecting to 83 84
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209 the ground, and on disassembling of the spacecraft after environmental testing. More fundamentally, however, Pickering attacked the Board’s logic for broadening the scope of its investigation. He did not agree with the view expressed in the report that two or more failures occurred. In this view, the accident was triggered by a single failure even though it could not be identified with certainty. It appeared to Pickering that “the Board was all too eager to rationalize a reason for extending its efforts … and thus impose its opinions and prejudices” on the general engineering processes in Ranger. 85 The dispute between Hilburn and Pickering was therefore not so much about what exactly happened to Ranger 6 as about whether the failure of Ranger 6 could be a pretext for NASA to require JPL to change its engineering and managerial practices. Ever since coming to NASA, Hilburn’s task was to change JPL in a way NASA’s top management considered desirable. He thought he knew how to do this; having come from industry, he knew about methods for cost accounting, schedule keeping, and reliability assurance that were well established and extensively used throughout the military and the industry. He also believed in the disciplined, tightly organized style of project implementation. His job at NASA was to bring JPL closer to his image of competent engineering organization carrying out engineering projects solidly. Then it was no wonder that Hilburn tried to make the most of the failure of Ranger 6 for his purpose. On the other hand, Pickering needed to demonstrate Hilburn’s incompetence and thus undermine the plausibility of the Board’s recommendations. Even though JPL’s management and the NASA officials who understood JPL’s
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210 position opposed and resented the Hilburn report, the House Committee on Science and Astronautics determined that it was necessary to launch a congressional investigation. NASA officials and JPL managers, whose relationships were often so restrained, were united in the face of the inquisitive subcommittee. Together they defended JPL’s testing practices as appropriate for the purpose of verifying Ranger’s performance, although they admitted that they were planning its upgrading. When Joseph E. Karth, acting chairman of the subcommittee, brought up the alleged “shoot and hope” philosophy, Webb replied that it was not an actual philosophy that JPL or NASA ever adopted but an “unfortunate phrase” precluding an objective look into the problem. 86 As to the question of whether NASA should increase supervision over JPL, Pickering argued that imposing excessively tight controls over the laboratory would weaken the laboratory’s creativity, while Webb also testified that the present arrangement was effective. Webb rated JPL’s overall performance as outstanding and denied the possibility of converting it into a civil service laboratory. Nonetheless, the report of the subcommittee issued after the hearings harshly criticized JPL’s unresponsiveness to NASA’s directions and requests. It stated that “the most significant fact” that emerged during the investigation was JPL’s “extraordinary show of independence.” The subcommittee found that JPL’s testing and fabrication techniques improved not at NASA’s direction but “primarily as a result of failures.” The report urged JPL to adopt more “systematic, thorough and pragmatic management and
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211 supervisory practices as currently in use throughout the missile-space industry.” It also pointed out that JPL had not acted on NASA’s recommendation to “projectize” its organization. Finally, it urged the recruitment of a general manager.87 Thus, regardless of whether the Hilburn Board’s findings were technically well grounded or not, the congressional committee expressed understanding for the cause of Webb and Hilburn. Now JPL had to wage another campaign to solve management and engineering problems in the limited time before the launch of Ranger 7. JPL engineers and NASA officials discussed design changes that had to be made, and then implemented them. They also agreed on a revised test program, which included a “no wire” test. In order to make sure that the test program was properly implemented, NASA engineers monitored all test activities at JPL. Most importantly, the laboratory finally announced that it would hire a general manager. Alvin R. Luedecke, an Air Force Major General then serving as general manager of the Atomic Energy Commission, would join JPL as the deputy director on August 1, 1964. The choice of Luedecke pleased NASA, for he seemed ideally suited for the job in terms of both experience and personality. 88 NASA officials did not forget to urge Caltech and JPL to clearly define the extent of Luedecke’s authority to ensure that his management control over the laboratory would be substantial. NASA further requested that Pickering and Luedecke visit Washington regularly, perhaps monthly, to give a one-day report on the progress and status of the laboratory. 89 Backed by the Congressional voice, NASA clearly had an upper hand. 87
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212 At this point, Pickering was sending a NASA senior executive a letter exposing diffidence that was uncharacteristic for him, soliciting suggestions on how to improve his own laboratory. In view of his previous show of pride and independence, Pickering was clearly desperate: “As you know, here at the Laboratory we are deeply concerned with doing whatever we can to improve our operations and the working relations between ourselves and your office.” 90 In his reply, the NASA official appreciated Pickering’s courtesy and stated that it was important for JPL to develop “a formalized discipline” in business and project management without sacrificing JPL’s creativity and flexibility. In other words, management of the laboratory should achieve a middle ground between too rigid and too loose. The NASA official was well aware of the effort that JPL had already made to improve its operation, but he was not content. He still felt that the measures that the laboratory had taken so far were not adequate in overcoming “a great diversity in technical philosophy, approach, and implementation among the technical divisions.” 91 Ranger 7 was launched on July 28, 1964, when JPL was in the deepest crisis in its history. After a successful injection into the trajectory to the moon, it performed a perfect mid-course correction and coasted to the destination flawlessly, just as Ranger 6 had done. The nightmare of the last-minute failure did not repeat itself. On July 31, its television cameras began sending video signals back to earth before it impacted on the moon. The resolution of the photographs obtained from the mission was better than that of the earth-based telescopes by a factor of one thousand.
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213 JPL as a Reformed Laboratory, 1964-1967 Many successful missions followed Ranger 7. Of the two Mariner Mars probes launched later in 1964, one suffered from a fatal mechanical failure, but the other traveled in space for eight months and achieved a planned flyby of Mars in July 1965, sending photographs of the Martian surface and various scientific information to the earth. In February and March 1965, the last two Ranger flights accomplished their objectives. In June of the following year, Surveyor 1 demonstrated a belated, yet perfect soft-landing on the moon. In June 1967, Mariner 5 departed for Venus and four months later it provided much more detailed and sophisticated knowledge of the planet than Mariner 2 had done. The Mariner Mars 1964 project, aiming Mariners 3 and 4 at the Red Planet, was the next pioneering stride after the Mariner Venus 1962 project. It got underway in the latter half of 1962 as Mariner Venus 1962 phased out successfully. But JPL engineers had to clear a major hurdle before initiating the project. By this time, officials at NASA headquarters in charge of the unmanned lunar and planetary projects had contemplated for some time the desirability of creating competition between JPL and other NASA centers. In defining the Mars mission for the year 1964, they let the Goddard Space Flight Center as well as JPL submit proposals. After all, however, NASA favored JPL’s proposal over Goddard’s, which featured featuring an ambitious plan of sending capsules to the Martian surface, mainly for reasons of technical feasibility. 92 Once JPL won the competition, many of the key personnel who had been working on Mariner Venus 1962, including project manager Jack N. James, moved on to Mariner 92
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Fig. 7 Launches of Ranger, Mariner, Surveyor Spacecraft
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215 Mars 1964. When the project was approved in November 1962, they had almost exactly two years before the opening of the targeted launch window, which came once in twentyfive months. Having gone through Mariner Venus 1962, which had a lead time of only eleven months, they felt that the schedule of Mariner Mars 1964 allowed ample time for a full-scale reliability effort, especially with their experience accumulated by then. 94 The design and mission of the Mars spacecraft shared many features with those of the Venus spacecraft. Both of them had the primary objective of obtaining scientific data through planetary flybys. Both relied on solar power for their long journey, and adopted three-axis stabilization. But some of the crucial differences between them required JPL engineers to come up with innovative solutions. The length of flight for the Mars project was 6,000 to 7,000 hours, as opposed to 2,500 hours for Mariner 2. Thus the electrical components of the Mars spacecraft had to function for a longer period of time without failures. Also, the Mars spacecraft had to have a much more powerful communication system, because commands and data would have to travel 150 million miles, rather than 54 million for Mariner 2. Requirements for the solar power system were also different. While Mariner 2 benefited from the increasing intensity of solar energy as it approached the center of the solar system, spacecraft to Mars had to have large, efficient solar panels that would generate sufficient electrical power in the environment of dimmer light. In addition, the Mars spacecraft must control its own temperature and protect itself from meteors and space dust in the unique environment along its path to Mars. 95
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216 Both the fundamental similarities in design and the significant differences in requirement between the two spacecraft shaped engineering processes in Mariner Mars 1964. Wherever possible, the design of the Mars spacecraft made use of the techniques already proven on Mariner 2, which in turn drew on the experience with Ranger. But because of the much higher reliability requirements, the testing program for Mariner Mars 1964 was more thorough and systematic than was the case for the Venus project. The hardware was first tested at the assembly level under such conditions as explosive atmosphere, high humidity, physical shock, thermal shock, acceleration, and varied types of vibration. The spacecraft as an entire system was then subjected to carefully defined levels of vacuum, temperature, and vibration, and so on. Such environmental tests were conducted in accordance with testing criteria, which were established in line with the military and aerospace standards. Some of the testing requirements, such as those for vibration and shock, were based on JPL engineers’ original studies and experience with previous projects. Thorough implementation of the test program resulted in 84 design changes, contributing considerably to the improvement of the spacecraft design. Thus, standing on the learning experience of Ranger and Mariner Venus 1962, extensive testing along with stringent screening of parts achieved high reliability of the Mars Spacecraft. 96 Management in Mariner Mars 1964 also showed more maturity than that in the previous projects. Although technical divisions still held strong authority, James made use of many methods to overcome their problematic independence. Representatives from 96
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217 technical divisions met and discussed weekly, while they also submitted biweekly reports to James. As a means of smooth communication and common understanding, pocketsized notebooks containing project-wide technical information were distributed to those concerned. Schedules were controlled by “flow charts,” which summarized the complex sequence of developmental milestones just like the computerized Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) then widely used in the military and the aerospace industry. It allowed Mariners 3 and 4 to meet the narrow launch window of November-December 1964. James also maintained various mechanisms that watched over technical details of the project. Configuration control, a formalized means of controlling design changes, was implemented in a more rigorous and refined manner. A closed-loop, thoroughly documented failure reporting system was established, leaving behind a total of 1070 reports. The issuing of the problem list, the so-called P-list, made everyone aware of the problems currently faced and enabled the most qualified experts to solve them. 97 In appraising his own management philosophy, James contrasted himself with Burke. As opposed to the “laissez-faire approach” of Burke’s management in Ranger, he had “a top-down, strict policy” for testing and failure reporting activities in Mariner Mars 1964. Like the Sergeant program that they managed, James and his boss Robert J. Parks adopted a philosophy that every single failure during testing should initiate a correction effort which might result in a design change, a procedural change, or any other necessary action so that the same failure would never happen again. 98 A senior engineer noted that, 97
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218 while JPL was “awful lucky” in the success of Mariner 2, Mariner Mars 64 was in fact much more reliable. He noted that the hard experience with Ranger helped JPL engineers to refine their engineering and management practices. 99 … Surveyor, the lunar soft-landing project, also achieved an excellent flight record as Mariner did, but its six-year path from project inception to the first flight was just as tortuous as that of Ranger was. After some feasibility studies, the development of the Surveyor spacecraft started in January 1961, with a cost estimate of “upwards of $50 million” and an expected first launch date of August 1963. It turned out that Surveyor consumed nearly $350 million by fall 1965, with the first launch still ahead. 100 The congressional subcommittee in charge of NASA oversight at this point launched an investigation of the project. Together with NASA’s review in 1964, the investigation identified a number of shortcomings in the way the project was initially handled. After this difficult time, the first Surveyor spacecraft, launched on May 30, 1966, completed a successful mission. Out of the seven missions, five achieved lunar soft-landing and yielded new scientific and engineering information for scientists as well as for Apollo engineers. Paralleling the experience of Ranger, Surveyor underwent a process of initial mismanagement, deepening crisis, intervention by NASA and Congress, overhauling of project implementation, and eventual accomplishment of modified objectives, during its prolonged development period. 99
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219 Surveyor’s difficulties were partly due to its low priority and prestige within the laboratory. Ranger had the same problem when it lost some of the best talent to Mariner, which appealed to them as being more pioneering. But as Ranger assumed real priority, it consumed so much manpower that Surveyor then suffered from a personnel shortage. JPL’s management also assumed that a small number of engineers would be able to handle Surveyor, because its actual design and fabrication effort was not conducted inhouse but was contracted out to the Hughes Aircraft Company. Less than one hundred people were primarily working on Surveyor until 1964, when serious troubles became apparent and both JPL and NASA began reviews of the project. Then the manpower grew drastically to five hundred by the time of the Congressional investigation in fall 1965. During the investigation, Pickering admitted that the manpower allocation to Surveyor was clearly inadequate in the first three years of the project. 101 Surveyor’s personnel problem was not just a result of mismanagement but it also reflected JPL engineers’ career concerns. As a management study later noted, Surveyor was not in the mainstream of JPL’s activity. Although it carried an engineering elegance of lunar soft-landing that was attractive to creative engineers, JPL engineers perceived the laboratory’s role in the project as mostly contract monitoring. Thus it suffered from low prestige at JPL and failed to attract some of the most capable engineers, who were concerned about “any diversion from recognized paths of career advancement.” 102 The poor definition of the project resulting from inadequate preliminary studies
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220 was also a factor in Surveyor’s delays and cost overruns. Originally, Surveyor comprised not only lunar landers but also lunar orbiters, which would map the lunar surface. But it became apparent in 1962 that JPL would not be able to handle both of them, and the lunar orbiter portion of the project was cancelled. Instead, NASA headquarters assigned the responsibility for the new Lunar Orbiter project to the Langley Research Center. This meant that JPL was no longer the only laboratory in the field of its specialty. In addition to this change in the project’s overall mission, it turned out that JPL engineers had underestimated the technical challenges involved. Confident of their own ability to solve advanced engineering problems, JPL engineers at first assumed that they would be able to perfect many of the key technologies for unmanned lunar landing with little additional effort. The “vernier motor,” which controlled the spacecraft’s velocity and attitude during lunar descent as well as during mid-course correction, in actuality proved to require extensive development and testing. The Radar Altimeter and Doppler Velocity Sensor, which obtained real-time data during lunar descent, also experienced severe technical problems. Another major factor that contributed to the poor planning of Surveyor was the delay in the availability of the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle, developed at first by the Marshall Space Flight Center and later by the Lewis Research Center. The estimation of its launch capacity remained uncertain until late in the project and therefore JPL engineers could not determine the weight of the spacecraft at an early date. 103 Corrective actions to these managerial and engineering problems were similar to those in Ranger. As the success of Ranger 7 brought a sigh of relief to the laboratory in
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221 July 1964, Pickering agreed with NASA to give Surveyor the highest priority within the laboratory. 104 Then, in March 1965, he let Robert J. Parks, who was overseeing JPL’s all lunar and planetary projects, step down to the position of Surveyor manager to focus on that single project. 105 This appointment indicated that the top priority accorded to the project was not just nominal, for Parks was by then regarded as JPL’s ace for project management with his achievements in Sergeant, Mariner Venus 1962, and Mariner Mars 1964. In his new position, Parks was given strong authority over personnel issues, just like Schurmeier in Ranger. Those working on Surveyor became responsible to Parks rather than to directors of technical divisions. Another change in Surveyor that paralleled the case of Ranger was the redirection and streamlining of objectives. JPL originally intended Surveyor to conduct an ambitious array of scientific experiments, in addition to its primary objective of photographing the vicinity of the landing site. But NASA and JPL got rid of one scientific experiment after another, partly due to the limited payload capability of Atlas-Centaur, and also because the national priority on the Apollo program required them to emphasize Surveyor’s role as support of Apollo. This trend accelerated after NASA’s investigation in 1964. JPL and NASA replaced scientific experiments with measurements of engineering properties that were useful for Apollo, such as the bearing strength, radar reflectivity, and magnetic environment of the lunar surface. 106 While sorting out its own organization and project objectives for Surveyor, JPL 104
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222 also increased its involvement in the activities at Hughes, the contractor. After NASA completed the review of the project in March 1964, JPL engineers immediately began a full design review of the Surveyor spacecraft, which was designed by Hughes. Those with the experience of Ranger and Mariner were involved so that they would bring what they already knew to Surveyor. JPL engineers also began to review the test programs of Hughes and monitor testing activities at the company. As to management, JPL demanded that Hughes follow suit to JPL in adopting a more “projectized form” of organization, characterized by the centralization of authority in the project manager. 107 JPL, which had resented and resisted NASA’s interference in its design philosophies, testing practices, and organizational arrangements so hard, had now come to play the very role NASA had played previously.



Academic Values and State Control After years of intense struggle under pressure from NASA and the Congress, JPL reformed itself into a laboratory that was highly competent in carrying out NASA’s lunar and planetary projects. In the process, JPL engineers reluctantly but steadily modified their engineering practices and their organizational arrangements. In Ranger as well as in Mariner and Surveyor, they came to practice design reviews and systematic failure reporting. They reinforced their testing programs and quality assurance activities. They overcame the problematic variations in engineering procedures between technical divisions by establishing laboratory-wide standards and by strengthening the authority of
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223 project managers vis-à-vis division directors. They streamlined the objectives of Ranger, eliminating all scientific experiments and adding more redundancy into the spacecraft to increase the probability of the success of its primary objective. Finally, JPL recruited Luedecke and gave him responsibility as the general manger of the laboratory. It took some time for these changes to take place, because JPL engineers’ original practices were rooted in two deep-seated values that they shared as members of an elite academic institution, Caltech. They resisted the ideas of standardized engineering criteria and systematic design reviews because they were not ready to depart from their value to respect individual discretion and avoid interfering in others’ work. It was because of this individualistic value that they held on to such peculiar practices as wired testing and the disassembling of tested spacecraft. For the same reason, they also sought to avoid the concentration of authority in the deputy director and project managers. The other value, one that gave more esteem to risky and extraordinary rather than steady and predictable work, formed the basis of their neglect of a set of engineering practices that would have insured high reliability. Only under persistent pressure from NASA did they redouble their efforts at failure reporting, testing and quality assurance, and robust design. Webb and Hilburn had values that were contrary to those of JPL engineers. They believed that JPL should be a disciplined, well-organized laboratory where discretion of individual engineers would defer to the national goal of lunar and planetary exploration. In their vision, the academic community was not something detached from politics but a resource that should be harnessed for the national agenda. At the practical level, too, they needed to avoid the political liability of successive failures by all means. This was why



224 they pressed JPL to learn how to perform ordinary tasks with certitude. JPL engineers resented such pressures, as seen in Pickering’s elaborate yet confrontational response to Hilburn’s criticisms. They might have believed that they were extraordinary and that they did not need to be told how to do things by ordinary engineers at NASA. But that indeed was what they needed to perform the extraordinary task of lunar and planetary exploration in the political environment of the Cold War. JPL had come far by the time Ranger 7 succeeded, but this was where the reform lost impetus. When JPL began producing a string of successes, NASA lost its leverage to intervene in JPL’s engineering practices. After the success of Ranger 7 in July 1964, the chairman of Caltech’s Board of Trustees declared to Webb: “The major problems which have come up in the past with respect to JPL are largely behind us.” 108 But this of course did not mean that the reform of JPL had come as far as Webb and Hilburn had intended. Indeed, in spite of its visible changes with respect to design reviews, failure reporting, testing, quality assurance, engineering standards, and organization, JPL engineers still retained their values. Their preference for work at the engineering frontier persisted, as seen in Pickering’s reaffirmation in August 1967 of the policy, issued first in February 1963, that JPL should undertake projects “only if they involve advanced development and engineering.” 109 Technical divisions, which were the basic organizational structure that supported the JPL’s individualistic approach, remained effective even though their authority was no longer as strong as they had been before. For example, in the Mariner 108
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225 Mars 1969 project, which began at the end of 1965, subsystems of the spacecraft were still “under the cognizance of the appropriate technical divisions.” 110 Yet in the eyes of outside observers this incomplete reform in fact attained a rare balance that was ideal for a laboratory like JPL. While it acquired a set of practices and methods to carry out engineering projects reliably, they still maintained academic values. In 1965, two senior college professors who had spent some time at JPL wrote letters to President Lyndon B. Johnson commending JPL’s research environment at the time and advising against further pressure from NASA. One stated that he “had never worked in an environment where the people were so committed to a free exchange of ideas … and where petty politics were [sic] so minimal,” while he also saw JPL engineers’ intelligent focus on mission objectives. 111 The other said that JPL, whose engineers were motivated by “the discipline of very critical self-satisfaction,” really was a unique national asset producing remarkable successes. 112 They both expressed concern that NASA’s pressure would undermine JPL’s in-house capability and change the laboratory from a creative engineering team into a contract-monitoring agency. To be sure, one could speculate that Pickering’s maneuvering effort was behind these two closely dated letters with similar contents. Even if so, that does not alter the fact that the two professors nevertheless were sympathetic with the way in which the laboratory was run at that time. The letters found receptive reactions even among some NASA officials, including Benjamin Milwitzky and Glenn Reiff who had been working with JPL on Surveyor and 110
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226 Mariner. 113 Although Webb sought to further reform JPL, his men came to believe that more pressure would have adverse effects on the laboratory’s creative talents. A study done in 1966 for Webb by two high-level NASA officials stated that “progress by both JPL and Caltech was much better than is understood or appreciated.” It asserted that to suggest otherwise would do “a grave injustice” to them. 114 Admitting that the pressure from NASA was beneficial and necessary in the past, it recommended relaxing it now. An event that best symbolized the limited extent of the reform was the dismissal of the general manager Luedecke from the laboratory. Ever since he was appointed as deputy director, Luedecke had made earnest and vigorous effort to change the operation of JPL. It was he who had brought order to financial management and procurement in Surveyor. But as he acquired more authority to control JPL, Pickering began to perceive his power as threatening to the laboratory as well as to himself and began to curtail his authority. It was not surprising that they found it hard to work with each other; they were poles apart in their management style. Pickering, a former college professor, believed in the loose, academic style that always characterized JPL’s culture. Luedecke, a former Air Force Major General, was close to Webb and Hilburn with regard to management philosophy. In the summer of 1967, Pickering finally clashed with Luedecke and asked Caltech president DuBridge to choose between the two of them. Although Luedecke had a strong backing of NASA officials, Caltech’s Board of Trustees decided in favor of Pickering. 115 Perhaps Luedecke was not treated fairly in view of his contribution – the 113
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227 chairman of the Board of Trustees later confided that the decision was a “shameful” one. 116 But Caltech and JPL chose not to follow Luedecke’s management style. In his place, JPL hired a Rear Admiral, John E. Clark, who was not as rigid or rigorous as Luedecke and was to be a fitting middleman between NASA and JPL. In the final analysis, the reform of JPL as it actually happened was a product of compromise for NASA as well as for JPL. While JPL engineers were forced to steadily retreat from their original values and practices until their performance improved, NASA officials also had hard time trying to bring JPL’s operation under control and failed to change JPL as thoroughly as they had envisioned. Both Pickering and Webb knew that they had to compromise. Pickering argued that a laboratory like JPL should harbor a “university flavor,” but at the same time accepted that “there must indeed be a proper and adequate control from Washington.” 117 He was well aware of the nature of his laboratory, which conducted major national projects supported by governmental funds. Webb, for his part, refrained from forcing an all-out restructuring of JPL at once, because he felt that there must have been “real reasons why JPL has strong desires to do things the way they have been doing them.” He did not know exactly what those reasons were, but he believed that he should defer to JPL’s past achievements and traditions. He once said that this judgment was based on his previous experience as an executive of an industrial company, where he had a similar experience. When he was working for the company, he thought he “saw lots of things that could be changed” but he “didn’t move out with great vigor to try to change everything all at once.” Instead, he “waited long 116 117
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228 enough to try to find out why they were doing it that way.” 118 As an experienced and mature manager, Webb knew that it was wise to respect local values and practices. JPL became a master builder of lunar and planetary spacecraft as a result of this compromise between NASA and JPL. The immediate focus of the dispute was on the engineering practices by which JPL carried out NASA’s projects. With this respect, the laboratory changed itself in a substantial and effective way in the first half of the 1960s. A larger, more general background of this dispute was the tension between JPL’s values as a university laboratory and NASA’s policy as a government agency. JPL was a place where the traditional norm of intellectual pursuit and the logic of the Cold War state met. It was at this crossroad of academicism and politics that the engineering foundations for America’s unmanned exploration of the moon and the planets took shape.
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229 Chapter 4



Values of Science and Engineering at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), 1958-1970



The missions of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) lacked the engineering spectacles of human space flight and unmanned planetary exploration which other NASA centers conducted. While the center had a solid engineering capacity, it did not so much pursue engineering achievements for their own sake as it sought to serve the needs of science and practical application. It developed and launched a diverse array of scientific satellites as well as meteorological and communications satellites. It also built launch vehicles to put those satellites into the earth orbits and small sounding rockets to measure physical properties of the high-altitude regions. In performing such engineering tasks, it responded to demands from the scientists within and without the center and those from the user organizations of practical satellites. In addition, the center was responsible for the tracking and data processing of not only its own satellites but also those launched by other NASA centers. Goddard did not receive as much publicity as NASA’s other space centers, but its achievements were steady and wide-ranging. Although the tasks at Goddard involved both scientific and engineering work, its institutional emphasis was on the science side. It is true that the development of practical satellites represented a significant portion of the center’s workload. It is also true that the center’s science projects utilizing satellites and sounding rockets thoroughly depended on



230 reliable engineering effort. Nevertheless, Homer E. Newell, who oversaw Goddard from NASA headquarters as the director of the Office of Space Science and Applications for a good part of the 1960s, later wrote that Goddard had the “collective personality” of a science center. 1 According to Newell, this was because the center began with scientists and engineers who had experienced science projects at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). After they were transferred to NASA, they assumed key positions at Goddard, and imprinted the center with the tradition of NRL to emphasize basic science. This chapter examines the institutional style of Goddard as a science center, and spells out a set of values and assumptions that supported it. At the core of the values of former NRL scientists was the assumption that engineering work should serve the needs of scientific pursuit. In their view, engineering was a crucial part of any project, but the final product was scientific knowledge. This central premise shaped various aspects of the center’s engineering style. As the primary goal was not engineering successes per se, Goddard scientists willingly tolerated a certain proportion of failures, as long as a stable rate of successes continued to yield scientific data. As they were not so much concerned with the detailed functioning of devices, they emphasized testing of hardware as a whole system rather than at the levels of subsystems and components. They were satisfied to ensure that the devices worked to serve the needs of the missions. The primacy of science at Goddard most clearly showed in their preference for inexpensive sounding rockets and small satellites over large, standardized satellites. The idea of developing large, standardized satellites for scientific use was conceived before 1
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231 1960, and was put into practice in the 1960s. Officials at NASA headquarters promoted the shift from simple, small satellites to those complex, sophisticated “observatory-class” satellites, which could carry many scientific instruments cost-efficiently. On the other hand, scientists at Goddard and in the external scientific community were skeptical of such a trend. It was true that sounding rockets and small satellites were not as efficient as observatory-class satellites from engineering perspectives, but they had the merit that they could be individually customized for the needs of various scientists. Moreover, they had short cycles from planning through developing and launching to data analysis, which suited the research style of scientists. Observatory-class satellites, in contrast, were only occasionally launched, and only after long planning and interminable coordination and compromises, which were intolerable for participating scientists. In spite of the fact that Goddard was one of the field centers of a predominantly engineering organization, it maintained its character as a science center during the 1960s. In the early years, the values of former NRL scientists were not necessarily predominant at Goddard. The director of the center, Harry J. Goett, and the director of the Office of Space Flight Programs at NASA headquarters, Abe Silverstein, were engineers from field centers of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). Those engineers and other top officials at NASA headquarters tended to stress engineering successes, and praised the virtues of observatory-class satellites. But Goddard scientists and engineers did not see the shift to observatory-class satellites as inevitable. After Goett left Goddard in 1965 and former NRL scientists took the chief positions both at Goddard and at the Office of Space Science and Applications at NASA headquarters, sounding rockets and



232 small satellites reemerged as indispensable means for space science. Goddard’s scientific personality persisted even under the pressure from NASA headquarters. Goddard maintained its character as a science center partly because of the nature of its programs. Most of its projects were smaller, simpler, and less expensive compared with those of other centers. Due to their modest size and complexity, Goddard’s projects did not invite much interference from systems engineers at NASA headquarters. To be sure, any project at Goddard required some form of systems engineering, but not to the extent that NASA headquarters felt it necessary to change its style radically. Nor did the center’s projects fail with unacceptable frequency – only seven out of eighty-one Delta launch vehicles failed in the years 1960-1970 – so that NASA headquarters lacked opportunities or incentives to put pressure on Goddard to modify its practices. When the first flight of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, the largest of Goddard’s family of observatory-class satellites, failed in the mid-1960s, NASA headquarters did organize a failure investigation committee, which issued a report recommending a great number of changes. Goddard, however, did not regard those recommendations as mandatory, and did not follow all of them. Nor did headquarters officials press the center to modify its style as hard as they did other centers. As a whole, Goddard had much less tense relations with NASA headquarters than other centers did. The single major exception to this was the troublesome confrontation between Goett and headquarters officials in the first half of the 1960s. Goett believed so strongly in the NACA model of an autonomous center that he fought a long battle with headquarters officials, and lost. Other than that, however, Newell and other scientists



233 from NRL, who shared the same basic assumptions and were at ease with one another, were at the top positions of not only Goddard but also the Office of Space Science and Applications at NASA headquarters. As this office insulated Goddard from the rest of NASA, Goddard maintained its scientific personality. My distinction between scientists and engineers is not an absolute one. Former NRL scientists who moved to NASA did not only scientific but also engineering work. In fact, they put much more effort into developing rockets and satellites, collaborating with industrial contractors, than into analyzing the data those machines yielded. But they considered scientific knowledge the harvest of their work, and regarded themselves as scientists. As I will show, they had degrees in science, maintained strong ties with the scientific community, and published in scientific journals. In contrast, NACA engineers lived in a rather insulated laboratory. They documented their research results in internal technical reports rather than by publishing. Thus, I distinguish scientists and engineers not by what they did but by their academic training, self-perceptions, allegiances, and audience for their work. This chapter attempts to discuss the local culture of Goddard by weaving together patchy sources, complementing them with published and unpublished historical works useful for this topic. Just as Goddard had a loose, freewheeling institutional style, so did its record keeping. Memoranda and correspondence are only sporadically available, and disputes on scientific and engineering issues are hard to identify. But some materials do exist that show the values and assumptions of scientists and engineers at Goddard and NASA headquarters. Their recollections in the form of published histories and interview



234 transcripts are also available. 2 In addition, historians have left accounts of the center’s projects and scientific achievements. 3 These sources still do not suffice for the discussion of the institutional culture of Goddard in its entirety but do provide an understanding of its scientific personality and the assumptions and values behind it.



Scientific and Engineering Origins of GSFC, 1958-1961 After NASA was formally established on October 1, 1958, it took a while before the Goddard Space Flight Center took shape. Initially, about 150 scientists, engineers, and support staff were transferred from NRL to NASA. At NRL, those people had been engaged in the Vanguard program, the Navy’s program to develop and launch scientific satellites during the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957-1958; as a result, they knew how to build and launch scientific satellites. Aside from them, about fifty scientists moved from NRL to NASA shortly after the creation of NASA. At NRL, those scientists had been doing research on the high-altitude atmosphere using sounding rockets. Unlike 2
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235 the Vanguard group, they did not join NASA through a formal transfer between NRL and NASA, but rather through a personal agreement between their leader Homer E. Newell and a senior NACA engineer Abe Silverstein, the two figures who would shape NASA’s early programs in space science most influentially. 4 Newell was an academically oriented, highly trained scientist who had also grown into an effective organizer of high-altitude research at NRL. With a doctoral degree in mathematics, he had the experience of teaching at the University of Maryland for four years before joining NRL in 1944. At NRL, he soon became head of the Rocket Sonde Research Section, and then the head of the Atmosphere and Astrophysics Division. He served as a member of many advisory committees, and also functioned as the Science Program Coordinator for the Vanguard program. Shortly before NASA was formally established, he met with Abe Silverstein, who was to become the Director of the Office of Space Flight Development at NASA headquarters, to talk about the transfer of NRL scientists to NASA. For Silverstein, the transfer was a welcome development when he had to start organizing for the nation’s space flight programs. 5 Silverstein was an engineer who devoted his professional career to NACA. He received his bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Rose Polytechnic Institute in 1929, and then joined the Langley Aeronautical Research Laboratory of NACA. He was transferred to the Lewis Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory (initially called the Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory) when it was established, and became its Associate 4



Rosenthal, Venture into Space, chapter 3; Naugle, First Among Equals, 44-5; Robert L. Rosholt, An Administrative History of NASA, 1958-1963 (Washington: NASA, 1966), 44-5, 47. “Interview of Dr. John F. Clark by E. M. Emme,” January 30, 1974, p. 9-10, NASA/HO. 5 Naugle, First Among Equals, 44-5. For Newell’s biographical information, see biography files available at NASA/HO.



236 Director in 1949. As the establishment of civilian space programs emerged as a crucial national agenda in the second half of the 1950s, Silverstein became a leading proponent for NACA’s initiative in the endeavor. When NASA was established with NACA as its institutional basis, Silverstein quite naturally came to the position to lead its space flight programs and organize for them. 6 Although the number of scientists who moved to NASA through the arrangement set up by Silverstein and Newell was only fifty, this was a key transfer. The management of NRL opposed it and managed to persuade a prominent scientist, Herbert Friedman, to remain at NRL. But Newell and others did leave NRL, and they would later occupy key positions at Goddard and NASA headquarters. After NASA thus secured those scientists along with the Vanguard group, it established the Beltsville Space Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, on January 15, 1959. This center was then renamed the Goddard Space Flight Center on May 1, 1959, it in honor of the American rocket pioneer, Robert H. Goddard. While the physical construction of the center went on, the staff remained at temporary quarters at NRL and other places. 7 While most of the former NRL personnel who came to NASA began working at Goddard, Newell and some other key people remained at NASA headquarters. Just as Goddard was still building up its manpower and capability, so was NASA headquarters. Newell became deputy to Silverstein, and began to organize his team. The entire civilian space program of the nation was just starting to move. With so many tasks to do, Newell 6



Biography files, NASA/HO. Rosenthal, Venture into Space, chapter 3; Naugle, First Among Equals, 44-5; “Interview of Dr. John F. Clark by E. M. Emme,” January 30, 1974, p. 9-10, NASA/HO. In addition to the Vanguard group and Newell’s cohort, about 15 scientists, led by Robert Jastrow, transferred from the Theoretical Division of NRL to NASA.
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237 made a strenuous effort to recruit as many talented individuals as possible. He could lure no top-notch scientists from universities, however. No one was willing to give up the free research environment and take on the burden of administrative work. 8 Faced with the persistent lack of manpower, he solved the problem by asking scientists at Goddard to work at headquarters part-time. Many of them were his former colleagues at NRL, and shared the same institutional background with him. For this reason, Goddard and NASA headquarters in this period had very close working relationships. 9 NRL, which provided Goddard and NASA headquarters with key personnel, had a unique institutional history and tradition. Founded in 1923, it initially was a testing laboratory directly serving the immediate needs of the Navy. After the war, however, it made a conscious effort to depart from such a tradition to become a full-fledged research and development institution. It came to practice basic as well as applied research in the broadly defined fields of naval science and engineering, embracing such divisions as Atmosphere and Astrophysics, Applications Research, Electronics, and Optics. 10 It was in this context that NRL became strong in research on the high-altitude regions of the earth. A group of scientists and engineers, primarily in the Atmosphere and Astrophysics Division, built sounding rockets and launched them for the research of upper atmosphere and near-earth space. Sounding rockets were critical means for such purposes, for scientists could load scientific instruments on them and directly measure
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Newell, Beyond the Atmosphere, 213. Bester, The Life and Death of a Satellite, 36. Naugle, First Among Equals, 57. 10 Bruce William Hevly, “Basic Research within a Military Context: the Naval Research Laboratory and the Foundations of Extreme Ultraviolet and X-ray Astronomy, 1923-1960,” Ph. D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1987, especially chapter 2. See also David H. DeVorkin, Science with a Vengeance: How the Military Created the U.S. Space Sciences After World War II (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1992), 48. 9



238 physical properties of these regions on their way up and down along their trajectories. But sounding rockets had a fundamental limitation in the duration of observation. They could only stay above the atmosphere for several minutes at most. While this duration sufficed for many research purposes, scientists who desired capability for more sustained observation and wider geographical coverage had to until the use of satellites became practical. 11 NRL scientists had the opportunity to work on the nation’s first satellite launch program, Vanguard. The Department of Defense authorized the program in 1955, and NRL worked with the prime contractor, the Martin Company, and other subcontractors to prepare the launch vehicle and the satellite. For a little more than two years, they fought with technical problems as well as logistical problems such as the decision of the launch site. On December 6, 1957, they finally made the first attempt to launch a satellite. But the first-stage engine lost thrust less than one second after liftoff and the vehicle exploded on the launching pad. Their second attempt two months later also failed after the control system of the vehicle malfunctioned fifty-seven seconds from liftoff. In the meantime, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I and Sputnik II on October 4 and November 3, 1957. In the United States, the Army Ballistic Missile Agency put Explorer I into an earth orbit on January 31, 1958. These successes made a clear contrast with the failures of NRL’s Vanguard, which suffered from negative publicity. But the Vanguard group at NRL did launch one satellite successfully before they joined NASA, and two more after that. In the process, they learned how to build satellites and launch vehicles, and brought their
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239 experience and expertise to NASA. 12 The director of the program, John P. Hagen, later noted that its greatest achievement was the fact that it trained a group of scientists and engineers who then moved to NASA and became “the human core of the Goddard Space Flight Center.” 13 While NRL veterans thus formed the core of the Goddard Center, Harry J. Goett, the new director of the center appointed in July 1959, came from NACA. Trained as an aeronautical engineer, Goett was director of the Full-Scale and Flight Research Division at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory of NACA. NASA headquarters at first intended to offer the directorship of Goddard to a prominent scientist, and offered Goett the deputy directorship, which he turned down. However, when the search for a fitting scientist for the director position proved unsuccessful, NASA headquarters offered it to Goett. On September 1, 1959, Goett reported to the new center. 14 Meanwhile, the center grew in size by the addition of scientists and engineers from other government agencies, private companies, and universities. Attracted by the access to sounding rockets and satellites, a number of young recent doctorates, called the “tennis-shoe crowd,” joined the center in this period. 15 Also, engineers of the Army Signal Corps developing meteorological and communications satellites were transferred to Goddard during 1959. 16
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Rosenthal, Venture into Space, chapter 2. For a full history of the Vanguard program, see Constance McLaughlin Green and Milton Lomask, Vanguard: A History (Washington: NASA, 1970). 13 John P. Hagen, “The Viking and the Vanguard,” Technology and Culture 4:4 (1963): 451. 14 “Interview of Harry Goett,” interviewed by Howard E. McCurdy, June 17, 1988, p. 15-7, NASA/HO. Capshew, “Within Goddard’s Orbit,” 15-17 (Chapter 3). 15 Naugle, First Among Equals, 66. 16 In addition, the Space Task Group, which embraced 480 personnel, was transferred from the Langley Research Center to GSFC in November 1959. Those people, led by Robert R. Gilruth, were working on the Mercury project, which is discussed in Chapter 2. However, they physically remained at Langley, and operated semi-independently from Goddard. They were transferred from Goddard in January 1961 and became an independent installation. The total paid employees at Goddard at the end of 1959 numbered



240 Goett brought to Goddard his particular management style, which he developed through his previous career at NACA. He had worked in industry for a few years after earning a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and physics and then another in aeronautical engineering, but he had spent the rest of his career at NACA, and had immersed himself in its culture. He first joined the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory in Hampton, Virginia in 1936, and later moved to Ames in Moett Field, California.17 These NACA laboratories were rather insulated research institutions pursuing unrelenting technical excellence. Led by renowned directors, engineers in those laboratories steadily complied technical reports that were distributed to the military and the industry. Although they got funding from NACA headquarters located in Washington, D. C. and was accountable for it, they made no bureaucratic compromise on their technical objectives. 18 The director of Ames, Smith DeFrance, was particularly influential in inspiring Goett’s idea of what a center director should be like. The historian of the Ames Center, Elizabeth A. Muenger, writes that DeFrance was “a strong and conscientious director,” who had reputation of being “an uncompromisingly honest, hard-working, and sensible manager.” DeFrance demanded the highest standard in the technical reports that Ames engineers produced. He created rules and demanded his people to obey to them. But he not only nurtured rigorous discipline in search of technical perfection. He also created an 1,117, including people in the Space Task Group. Jane Van Nimmen and Leonard C. Bruno with Robert L. Rosholt, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume I: NASA Resources 1958-1968 (Washington: NASA, 1988), 321-2. 17 Biography files at NASA/HO. 18 A concise discussion of NACA culture is found in Howard E. McCurdy, Inside NASA: High Technology and Organizational Change in the U.S. Space Program (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 11-4, 26-8, 96-7. For more extensive descriptions of NACA culture, see James R. Hansen, Engineer in Charge: A History of the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 1917-1958 (Washington: NASA, 1987), especially chapter 2; Alex Roland, Model Research: The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1915-1958 Vol. 1 (Washington: NASA, 1985).



241 environment in which his people could operate comfortably in their closed community. Ames had a low turnover rate of the staff, and was characterized by informal operation. . Muenger notes that the “family” atmosphere at the center derived to a large extent from De France’s personality and management philosophy. 19 Goett saw a paternalistic model of the center director in De France, and brought that model to Goddard with him. At Goddard, Goett determinedly proceeded to establish himself in line with the paternalistic model. He loved his people at the center, and vice versa. According to a senior Goddard engineer, he was “stubborn” but was “loyal in defending a person that’s hard to defend.” 20 Newell later characterized him as “a warm, emotional person” and “an untiring battler for the center and his people.” 21 In a desire to ensure that everything was going well at the center, Goett instituted the system of “Director’s Weekly Progress Reports,” by which his senior staff reported to him achievements and problems. 22 At the same time, he took it to be his role to protect the center’s operation from various external interferences, particularly that from NASA headquarters. He requested everyone at the center to communicate not directly with headquarters officials but through his office. He wanted his people to first present their plans to him; then, he would make arrangements with Silverstein, his boss at NASA headquarters. This was how NACA centers used to operate, and how Goett believed Goddard should operate. 23
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Elizabeth A. Muenger, Searching the Horizon: A History of Ames Research Center, 1940-1976 (Washington: NASA, 1985), 9-15, 59. 20 Interview with Frank McDonald by Lane Wallace, undated (circa 1997), p. 3-4, NASA/HO. 21 Newell, Beyond the Atmosphere, 251. 22 A complete set of “Director’s Weekly Progress Reports” in the 1960s is accessible at National Archives and Records Administration at College Park (NARA/CP), RG 255/MLR Entry 30.A1 (Weekly Reports of the Director of the Goddard Space Flight Center), Box 1-23. 23 Naugle, First Among Equals, 70.



242 But this by no means meant that he sought to create an iron-clad discipline at the center. While Goett was an engineer by training, he respected scientists and had a very high regard for the value of science. He understood the way scientists operated, and tried to ensure that the center had a campus-like atmosphere. He encouraged them to publish in professional journals and encouraged them to organize colloquia and seminars. He tried to abolish bureaucratic burdens like sign-in/sign-out procedures. He made informal and frequent visits to working groups and workshops in and around the center, and met every newly employed staff member personally. He had lunch in the cafeteria regularly, always inviting scientists and encouraging them to talk about anything. Through these means he made himself accessible to those at the center, and gave them opportunities to provide him with feedbacks. 24 … As the institutional shape of Goddard thus coalesced, a structure of engineering predominance emerged. Goddard and NASA headquarters included both scientists from NRL and engineers from NACA, but it was the latter that took the primary charge of management. At NASA headquarters, Silverstein, who came from the Lewis Laboratory of NACA, was in the position to direct the entire space program of NASA. Newell, the leader of former NRL scientists, was his deputy. Silverstein and Newell had the help of former NACA engineers like Morton J. Stoller and former NRL scientists such as John F. Clark. At Goddard, Goett from the Ames Laboratory of NACA was the director, while John W. Townsend from NRL was an assistant director. A bit down in the organization 24
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243 of Goddard, Goett replaced almost all scientists as project managers with engineers, and appointed scientists as ”project scientists.” Project managers had overall responsibility for the execution of projects, while project scientists were responsible for the scientific experiments of the projects. One can see a consistent organizational pattern here. At each management level, an engineer and a scientist were in pair, but an engineer was always a chief and a scientist was always a deputy. 25



Fig. 8 Leaders in Space Science at NASA HQ and GSFC, 1960
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While former NACA engineers thus had some edge over former NRL scientists at the management level, the core personnel at Goddard were those from NRL. They were 25 26
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244 in NRL’s unique institutional tradition, supported by particular values and assumptions. John E. Naugle, a scientist at NASA headquarters who later succeeded Newell, attests to the academic mentality seen in NRL scientists. Naugle observes that, even though they belonged to a military laboratory and did research in the areas of long-term interest to the Navy, the purpose of their research was to reveal and understand natural phenomena. They developed balloons, sounding rockets, and satellites, not as intrinsically interesting objects in themselves, but as means to obtain scientific knowledge. Their audience was the scientific community, and they maintained strong ties with it. Most of them came to NRL after spending five to seven years in university laboratories. They published their research results in scientific journals, such as the Physical Review and the Journal of Geophysical Research. They aspired to win membership in the National Academy of Sciences. 27 In short, NRL scientists maintained the style of academic scientists in a semi-academic environment. The higher authority of the Navy was generous enough to allow that. The supervising organization of NRL, the Office of Naval Research (ONR), served NRL “chiefly as a post office” transmitting funds and directives, although “NRL was still bounded by orders from ONR and higher ranking officialdom.” 28 NACA differed greatly from NRL in terms of institutional culture. NACA’s laboratories, such as Langley, Lewis, and Ames, had considerable autonomy, like NRL. But NACA engineers had different career aspirations and a different audience for their work than those of NRL scientists. In Chapter 2, I have examined the reward structure at NACA laboratories and the career aspirations of NACA engineers. NACA engineers 27 28
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245 generally spent their whole career in the same laboratory. In a closed social structure, they sought to accumulate recognition by their peers. As Naugle points out, many of them aspired to become NACA center directors, which they considered to be the most rewarding and prestigious. They published the fruits of their research not so much in refereed academic journals as in technical reports. 29 In short, they looked inside their organization for status and reward, while NRL scientists looked outside for them. Former NRL scientists and former NACA engineers differed in their views on whether large, complex, standardized scientific satellites, called the observatory-class satellites, were desirable. This question concerned the basic direction of NASA’s space science programs. Silverstein and other engineers at NASA headquarters promoted the observatory-class satellites, which included the Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO), the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO), and the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO). In Silverstein’s view, those observatory-class satellites, weighing 500 to 4,000 pounds and capable of accommodating multiple experimental packages cost-efficiently, had clear advantages. 30 On the other hand, many scientists at Goddard and the external scientific community regarded conventional smaller satellites, called the Explorer-class satellites, to be often preferable. As Newell later attested, this would be one of the largest sources of conflicts between NASA and the external scientific community during the
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246 1960s. 31 Observatory-class satellites had advantages in some respects. They could launch more scientific payload per dollar into the earth orbits. They could also measure multiple physical qualities simultaneously, and facilitated an integrated understanding of space. In addition, they had standardized basic structures that accommodated varied experimental packages with minor design modifications. This was a notable departure from the design concept of Explorer-class satellites. In Explorer-class satellites, experimental packages were tightly integrated with the basic satellite structure. Engineering requirements such as power, temperature, and communication were tailored for the particular needs of a single, or a few closely related, experimental packages. In contrast, observatory-class satellites had a standardized interface between the experimental packages and the basic structure, each of which were designed separately. This had the advantage that a satellite of the same basic design could fly different sets of experimental packages without major mechanical, electrical, and thermal redesign or rebuilding, hence without much additional costs. Put simply, the observatory-class satellites were based on the concept of spacecraft as standardized containers or carriers for experiments. 32 Apart from these engineering merits, Silverstein and others at NASA headquarters had another reason to push the development of observatory-class satellites. They were under political pressure to create large, enhanced spacecraft and demonstrate American
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247 supremacy in this field. 33 In this sense, the significance of the observatory-class satellites included political elements that were more clearly seen in manned space flight programs and unmanned lunar and planetary programs. In fact, in the earliest phase of the planning of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, President Eisenhower’s science advisor spoke of “the potential gains in national prestige if we establish the first astro-observatory on a satellite … President was very much interested and said he would certainly be in favor of proceeding vigorously.” 34 The observatory-class satellites indeed were engineering marvels in themselves in addition to being instruments for science. The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, for example, boasted spectacular technical specifications: In the earth orbit, it could point a thousand-pound payload on a target within one minute of arc; its pointing stability on a target was within one-tenth second of arc. It featured coarse and fine sun sensors, star trackers, a television camera, rate gyros, electromagnetic torquers, and a gas jet system to achieve such performance. 35 To Newell and some other scientists, this satellite seemed too big a step from the existing technology. 36 Unlike other projects of Goddard, OAO embodied engineers’ dream to build an unprecedented artifact. To be sure, its ultimate objective was to acquire new scientific information on astronomical bodies. It had the scientific merit of being able to observe a wide spectrum of visible as well as invisible 33
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248 energy, free from atmospheric interference or absorption. But it was also true that OAO was a politically impressive technological artifact that engineers at NASA headquarters liked. For scientists at Goddard and the scientific community, however, the political advantages of observatory-class satellites did not matter much. Even the engineering efficiency of those satellites was not attractive to them. Newell later observed that Paradoxically, scientists as a class are quite conservative. As a group they would doubtless have been content to move more slowly, more cautiously, less expensively, making the most of the tools already developed in preference to the creation of larger, more versatile – and more expensive – tools. Exposed directly to the outside pressures to match or surpass the Soviet achievement in space, NASA moved more rapidly with the development of observatory-class satellites and the larger deep-space probes than the scientists would have required. 37 In the eyes of scientists, the efficiency of large, standardized observatory-class satellites actually caused inconveniences. As multiple experimental packages rode on a single satellite, various conflicts occurred between them. If one of the packages needed to be in a certain orbit and be directed to a certain direction, another needed a different orbit and direction. Each experimental package also had particular requirements in terms of power, temperature, communication, data capacity, and so on. At the same time, it had to be kept free from magnetic, electrical, and radio disturbances that could emanate from other experimental packages. To satisfy the desires of all scientists perfectly was impossible, and to negotiate the optimized compromise was difficult and time-consuming. As space scientists were used to working in small, autonomous groups, the need to coordinate and negotiate with 37
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249 many parties was an uncomfortable burden for them. The situation was like a bus trip of highly insistent individuals who were accustomed to private cars. Just like individualists who were used to driving around freely, many scientists preferred to work on Explorerclass satellites, on which they could attain subtly customized arrangements without the laborious processes of negotiation and coordination. It was for this reason that many scientists believed that more effort and money should go into research using sounding rockets and Explorer-class satellites. 38 Observatory-class satellites were surely efficient, but they were not harmonious with the character of scientists. The Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences, which advised NASA on research priorities in this field, also recommended against the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. Instead, the board called for more resources for projects utilizing sounding rockets and balloons. 39 Silverstein and other engineers at NASA headquarters focused on the engineering and political advantages of observatory-class satellites and failed to recognize that those satellites were not readily compatible with the personalities and inclinations of scientists, who would actually use those research tools. A testimony by John F. Clark, an NRL scientist who later became the director of Goddard, confirms such characterization of Silverstein. Although Silverstein was “a superb organizer and engineering manager” who could put together competent people to carry out engineering projects, Clark said, he did not understand “the motivation of the space scientist, or even the detailed way in which he operated.” 40
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250 As the perspectives of engineers and scientists thus diverged, Goett was at the intersection of these two philosophies. He understood both of their views regarding the question of Explorer-class satellites vs. observatory-class satellites. He supported the development of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, although he also considered that the small projects were much more “enjoyable.” 41 As a former NACA engineer, Goett understood Silverstein’s decision to promote the shift to observatory-class satellites. But he also recognized that Goddard was a science center and listened to what scientists said. Respecting science yet at the same time recognizing that space science heavily depended on engineering, he believed the “partnership of engineering and science in progress” to be the ideal. 42 The space science programs at Goddard initially operated on this balance, with Goett at the fulcrum.



Goett’s Lone Battle for the Center, 1961-1965 Goett’s paternalistic model of a center director lost a key support in November 1961, when Silverstein left NASA headquarters. He went back to his home institution, the Lewis Research Center, as the director, when James E. Webb, NASA Administrator under the Kennedy administration, conducted a major reorganization. Before Silverstein left, Goett had an exceptionally close relationship with him. They shared the institutional tradition of NACA, and the idea of how a field center should be operate. They were both technically brilliant, paternalistic, and stubborn. In the eyes of T. Keith Glennan, the first 41
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251 NASA Administrator, Silverstein tended to back Goett up in public discussions even when he knew that Goett was not wholly right. 43 With Silverstein’s departure, however, Goett no longer had a single boss at NASA headquarters. He now reported to Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Associate Administrator, on matters related to the operation of the center, and Newell, Associate Administrator for the Office of Space Science and Applications, on specific individual projects. 44 This arrangement confused Goett as well as other center directors, but he was also frustrated by Newell’s request that Goett work not with him directly but with his deputy, Edgar M. Cortright, on routine issues. 45 This reorganization thus meant more than just a change in the person in charge. It made it difficult for Goett to perform what he perceived as his role as a center director, and would eventually lead to his resignation. Shortly after the reorganization, Goett made remarks to the staff on how to cope with the change. He felt that the management realignment “may temporarily interfere with the rapport and confidence built up between Goddard and Headquarters in the past two and a half years.” In his view, “Goddard had become accustomed to an operation involving a single boss, i.e. a single point of contact at Headquarters, who both assigns work and assures consideration of the Center’s best interests.” That, Goett considered, was what Silverstein had provided and Goett himself had sought. In the new managerial arrangement, however, Seamans, Newell, and their men at NASA headquarters had the
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252 authority to contact their counterparts at Goddard. Goett admitted that this “multi-boss approach” was necessary considering the increase in size and complexity of NASA’s programs. But he felt that he needed to assure “total Center management” to cope with directives from multiple sections of NASA headquarters. Thus he required that NASA headquarters send directives via the Director’s Office. He denied any intent to impede the flow of information between Goddard and Headquarters, but felt that the Director’s Office should function as the central point to assure the integrated operation of the center. Goett also requested that all initiators of Director’s Weekly Progress Reports include a section describing their contacts with NASA headquarters. Finally, he required that all written information from Goddard to NASA headquarters should go via his office. This was how Goett, in response to the reorganization and Silverstein’s departure, sought to “rebuild as quickly as possible the close-knit coordination enjoyed in the past.” 46 Goett’s management approach, however, led to conflict with NASA headquarters. Goett feared that uncontrolled traffic of directives and information might jeopardize the integrated operation of the center. Program managers at NASA headquarters, for their part, wanted as much information as possible in order to steer the development processes as they thought appropriate. But Goett doubted the very need for headquarters officials to have detailed information on the status of the center’s projects. In December 1962, Goett wrote a confidential letter to a headquarters official about what he believed to be the real reason why headquarters wanted to exercise the “detailed fine grain surveillance
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253 on execution of projects.” It was “the lack of confidence” between program directors at headquarters and center directors, he deplored, that caused headquarters’ interference into Goddard’s activities. 47 After the friction had continued for some time, Goddard and NASA headquarters considered drafting “guidelines” for the relationships between themselves. At this point, Goett even asserted that attendance of headquarters personnel at meetings at Goddard was “not necessary or appropriate.” 48 A little later, he compromised and proposed that one representative from NASA headquarters could participate in working groups at Goddard “in strictly an observer capacity.” He also allowed headquarters personnel to attend meetings between Goddard and contractors or scientific experimenters on the basis of direct requests to him. In making such compromises, however, he did not forget to mention his “continued concern as to the trend of deeper and deeper intrusion by the Headquarters staff into Center matters.” 49 NASA headquarters constantly put pressure on Goett to further compromise his determination to put every corner of the center under his control. Officials complained about the delay of correspondence that had to go and come through Goett’s office. They also insisted that technical and progress reports from contractors be directly mailed to NASA headquarters rather than be forwarded by Goddard. Goett rebutted these requests
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254 carefully, and often emotionally. He wrote to a headquarters official: “I suspect that the continued insistence … on direct mailing is traceable to some individual in your office who is intent on cramming this procedure down my throat.” 50 After some exchanges like this, Goett and Newell agreed on procedures for the attendance of headquarters personnel at Goddard meetings and the forwarding of contractors’ reports to headquarters, largely in line with Goett’s insistence. 51 But opposition to Goett’s management style emerged from within the Goddard Center as well. When Townsend, an assistant director at Goddard, asked division chiefs for suggestions to improve the operation of the center in 1964, they expressed complaints about the procedures that Goett established. One of them believed that they should be able to send correspondences to headquarters officials directly, although he understood why Goett wanted them go through his office. Another suggested reducing the size of the Director’s Weekly Progress Reports, which were usually a few hundred pages long. A more direct criticism of Goett was heard as well: “We are clearly concerned about the confusion and arbitrariness induced by the Director’s intercession in jobs which more properly should be delegated to a functional or project level.” 52 Those objections to Goett’s management style from the senior Goddard staff are 50



Memorandum from Harry J. Goett to Dr. Townsend, Mr. Mazur, and Mr. Stroud, Subject: GSFC/Office of Applications Relationships, July 6, 1963. Quote from a memorandum from Goddard Space Flight Center to NASA Headquarters (Attention: Office of Applications – Mr. Garbarini), Subject: Contractor’s Reports, September 13, 1963. Both at NARA/CP, RG 255/MLR Entry 1.UD Box 23. 51 Letter from Homer E. Newell to H. J. Goett, November 5, 1963, WNRC acc. # 71A746 box 4. 52 Memorandum to Dr. John W. Townsend, Jr., Assistant Director from Dr. L. H. Meredith, Chief, Space Sciences Division, Subject: Goddard, July 9, 1964. Memorandum to Mr. Robert C. Baumann, Chief, Spacecraft integration & Sounding Rocket Division from Frank T. Martin, Head, Mechanical Systems Branch, Subject: Improved Methods of Operations – Suggestions for, July 7, 1964. Quote from “For the Record: Comments On and Suggestions for the Improvement of the Operating Procedures and Organization in Goddard Space Flight Center,” W. G. Stroud, Chief, Aeronomy and Meteorology Division, Draft: 7/8/64. All from NARA/CP, RG 255/MLR Entry 1.UD Box 25.



255 understandable, considering the fact that they came from NRL and hence did not share the assumptions that Goett had acquired at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory of NACA. They did not have such a strong faith in the role of a center director as Goett did. While engineers from NACA were accustomed to the family-like operation of field centers and the paternalistic model of a center director, scientists from NRL considered the external scientific community to be their audience and looked outside their organization for status and reward. Thus, those former NRL scientists saw Goett’s close involvement in their work and his control of information flow between them and headquarters officials as unnecessary and inappropriate. … As Goett fought a lone battle with NASA headquarters to defend his managerial style, the values of former NRL scientists steadily gained ground at Goddard and NASA headquarters. As the core personnel of Goddard, they had always shaped its institutional character as a science center, but such a character became even firmer. Newell now took charge of NASA’s whole science programs, and he brought some scientists into positions of chief instead of deputy, overturning the pattern that Silverstein had set. 53 With such trends underway, it became increasingly difficult for Goett to maintain the paternalistic model of management derived from NACA. There are testimonies that he was still loved and respected by his people as much as he loved them, 54 but the assumptions that he had acquired through his career at NACA no longer predominated, as former NRL scientists
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256 came to take initiatives in space sciences programs. Former NRL scientists shared the assumption that engineering should serve the needs of scientific pursuits. In the earlier years, their assumption had been balanced by the powerful NACA line of Silverstein-Goett. But when the predominance of engineers at the management level waned, the primacy of science surfaced as the defining nature of the center. According to a former Goddard employee, the basic social pecking order at the center was like this: Scientists at the top, then spacecraft engineers, and at the bottom those who worked on tracking and data processing. 55 One Goddard engineer asserted that ninety-five percent of engineers “view themselves as serving the science program,” while another said that scientists were thinking “NASA is being run for them.” 56 This internal hierarchy, in shared consciousness if not on the organizational chart, consistently shaped the fundamental institutional style of Goddard. The nature of the Goddard Center as a science center was reflected in the testing practices there. Goddard engineers tended to put primary emphasis on testing the entire system, as opposed to testing at the levels of subsystems and components. Test engineers at Goddard did not believe in the value of testing subsystems and components again and again. 57 For them, the main purpose of testing was to assure that the hardware as a whole was good enough to serve the needs of scientific missions, not to thoroughly investigate its properties and performance to achieve engineering excellence. They did not feel it necessary to look into the detailed breakdown of the functioning of hardware. 55



Interview with Sam Keller by Lane Wallace, October 15, 1997, p. 18, NASA/HO. Quoted in Sylvia Doughty Fries, NASA Engineers and the Age of Apollo (Washington: NASA, 1992), 130. 57 Capshew, “Within Goddard’s Orbit,” 27-8 (Chapter 4). 56



257 This made a clear contrast with the approach at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where engineering excellence was pursued for its own sake. As discussed in Chapter 3, engineers at JPL stressed testing at the levels of subsystems and components. They also performed testing at the systems level as well, but when they did so, they gained data on the performance of individual subsystems and components by feeding electrical inputs into them and getting outputs from them through wires extending from the spacecraft’s electronic circuitry to the ground equipment. Oran W. Nicks, the Director of Lunar and Planetary Programs under Newell, later described the difference in testing philosophy between Goddard and JPL: Goddard test engineers believed the best way to wring out a spacecraft in the laboratory environment was to operate it through radio links, with no instrumentation connections, power, or other external connections that might cause or prevent a failure. JPL engineers, on the other hand, believed that they should try to exercise components individually and evaluate nonstandard conditions that might occur. This meant that there had to be synthesized inputs and special instrumentation connections to allow proper evaluation of subsystems or components. 58 Test engineers at Goddard could have taken JPL’s approach, emphasizing the verification of performance at the subsystem and component levels. In actuality, they avoided such minute inspection that was intended for engineering sophistication, and instead sought to see whether the spacecraft operated on a hands-off condition. Their purpose for testing was consistently to ensure that the hardware met the needs of scientific missions, not to extend engineering performance. For them, engineering was always something that was instrumental for science.
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258 While Goddard had nurtured its own engineering practices, NASA headquarters sometimes recommended that the center modify them. As a predominantly engineering organization, NASA headquarters embraced officials who preferred rigid, standardized engineering processes to loose, informal ones. One of them, Robert F. Garbarini, argued for the necessity of “formal tolerance studies,” which meant systematic evaluation and definition of tolerances in hardware throughout the entire development processes. Such studies should systematically take into account varied factors, including wear, aging, and environmental conditions like temperature, vibration, and noise. For Garbarini, who came to NASA from private industry, such a method appeared efficient and reliable. 59 In the view of Goddard engineers, however, Garbarini’s formal tolerance studies were neither necessary nor desirable at their center. The pieces of hardware that they developed were rarely identical. Their Explorer-class satellites were customized to the needs of individual scientific missions. Therefore, they had unique size, weight, shape, and requirements, and often employed different subsystems and components. For such satellites, Goddard engineers argued, the standardized method that Garbarini suggested was not appropriate. Instead, they believed, more flexible methods, such as “design review by experienced people” and daily efforts for quality control and testing, were more important to attain reliability of their satellites and launch vehicles. 60
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259 Fig. 9 Goddard Launches of Satellites, 1962-1965  ٭ Explorer 14 Explorer 15 Explorer 17 Explorer 18 Explorer S-66 Explorer 20 Explorer 21 Explorer 22 Explorer 26 Explorer 27 Explorer 28 Explorer 29 Explorer 31



10/2/1962 10/27/1962 4/2/1963 11/26/1963 3/19/1964 8/25/1964 10/4/1964 10/9/1964 12/21/1964 4/29/1965 5/29/1965 11/6/1965 11/29/1965
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40.4 kg 45.5 kg 185.5 kg 62.6 kg 54.4 kg 44.5 kg 61.7 kg 52.2 kg 45.8 kg 60.8 kg 59 kg 174.6 kg 98.9 kg



Study of energetic particles Study of energetic particles Atmospheric studies Study of interplanetary space Ionospheric study Ionospheric study Study of interplanetary space Ionospheric study Study of energetic particles Ionospheric study Study of interplanetary space Geodesy Ionospheric study



Successful Successful Successful Successful Unsuccessful Successful Partially Suc. Successful Successful Successful Successful Successful Successful



 OSO 1 3/7/1962 OSO 2 2/3/1965 OSO-C 8/25/1965 OGO 1 9/5/1964 OGO 2 10/14/1965 Nimbus 1 8/28/1964



199.6 kg 247.2 kg N/A 487 kg 520 kg 376.5 kg



Solar emission measurement Solar emission measurement Solar emission measurement Geophysical measurement Geophysical measurement Meteorology



Partially Suc. Successful Unsuccessful Partially Suc. Partially Suc. Partially Suc.



 Tiros 4 2/8/1962 Tiros 5 6/19/1962 Tiros 6 9/18/1962 Tiros 7 6/19/1963 Tiros 8 12/21/1963 Tiros 9 1/22/1965 Tiros 10 7/2/1965



129.3 kg 129.7 kg 127.5 kg 134.7 kg 120.2 kg 138.3 kg 131.5 kg



Meteorology Meteorology Meteorology Meteorology Meteorology Meteorology Meteorology



Successful Successful Successful Successful Successful Successful Successful



 ٭٭ Echo 2 1/25/1964 Relay 1 12/13/1962 Relay 2 1/21/1964 Syncom 1 2/14/1963 Syncom 2 7/26/1963 Syncom 3 8/19/1964 Intelsat 1 4/6/1965



243.6 kg 78 kg 85.3 kg 68 kg 66.7 kg 65.8 kg 68 kg



Passive communication Active communication Active communication Synchronous orbit Synchronous orbit Synchronous orbit Commercial communication



Successful Successful Successful Unsuccessful Successful Successful Successful



 ٭Some Explorers were under the cognizance of the Langley Research Center and are not listed here. International satellites launched by NASA are not listed here.  ٭٭Two Telster satellites, built by the Bell Laboratories and launched by NASA are not listed here.
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260 If officials at NASA headquarters failed to make Goddard engineers modify their engineering practices as they wished, they continued to shape the center’s programs from the viewpoint of engineering predominance. Even after Silverstein left, they continued to promote the shift from Explorer-class satellites to observatory-class satellites. In 1962, NASA Administrator Webb published an article celebrating the coming of the age of observatory-class satellites. After enumerating their advantageous features such as large capacity, longevity, precise pointing to objects, continuous and consistent observation, and cost-efficiency, he stated that The advance from the first small, tumbling Explorer of a few years ago to the Orbiting Observatories of today and tomorrow is equivalent, I think you could say, to the difference between Edison’s tube-in-the-ear “talking machine” and a modern stereophonic system, or between Marconi’s wireless and color television … Heretofore, U.S. satellites were customdesigned and made for each mission or scientific payload. We now have well-advanced plans to save much of the time and money by matching the more powerful launch vehicles we have been developing with standard satellite structures, complete with built-in power supply, telemetry, and other basic equipment. 62 In Webb’s eyes, the shift to observatory-class satellites represented inevitable progress in the conduct of space science. Those large, standardized satellites accommodated many heavy scientific instruments on board with less effort for laborious fine-tuning, which was, no doubt, desirable from an engineering viewpoint. Meanwhile, Goddard began launching observatory-class satellites, but with mixed success. The smallest of them, the Orbiting Solar Observatory, was the first to go into space. Its development had begun in 1959, and its first launch took place in March 1962. 62
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261 OSO-1 successfully entered an earth orbit with eight experimental packages on board, but encountered problems in stabilization and communication. As a result, the mission was not a total success, although the satellite sent some useful data back to earth stations. The next flight of OSO in February 1965 was largely a success. This time, not only Goddard but also Harvard University, the Naval Research Laboratory, University of Minnesota, and other institutions contributed a total of eight experimental packages, out of which only one failed. The next OSO in August 1965 failed because of launch vehicle failure, but the rest of the OSO series of satellites mostly achieved their missions. 63 The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory also experienced failures that defied initial expectations. Its development started in 1960, and OGO-1 was launched in September 1964. OGO-1 successfully entered an earth orbit; but when its attitude control system failed, it was left in a fixed position. Although fourteen out of the twenty experiments on board did yield some data, the quality of the data was greatly reduced. For the rest of the 1960s, Goddard launched OGOs at the pace of one flight a year, but all but the last one had failures in their attitude control systems and yielded data of compromised quality. 64 Meanwhile, the development of the largest of the observatory-class satellites, OAO, was delayed, and its first launch had to wait until April 1966.



Persistent Values of Scientists, 1965-1970 A critical change in leadership occurred at Goddard in July 1965. By this time, 63



Ezell, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume II, 254-9; Bester, The Life and Death of a Satellite; Capshew, “Within Goddard’s Orbit,” 25-34 (Chapter 5). 64 Ezell, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume II, 264-70. Linda Neuman Ezell, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume III: Programs and Projects 1969-1978 (Washington: NASA, 1988), 172-3.



262 Goett had fought with NASA headquarters for years to keep the center in line with his notion of how a NASA center should operate. But his resistance and disobedience did not last forever. NASA’s top management finally removed Goett from the position and replaced him with John F. Clark, a headquarters official and former NRL scientist. At the same time, Townsend, Assistant Director for Space Science and Satellite Applications, was elevated to the position of Deputy Director. Both Clark and Townsend had worked closely with Newell for many years at NRL. Clark joined NRL in 1942 with a college degree in electrical engineering, and did research and development on radar beacons during wartime. After the war, his taught electrical engineering at Lehigh University for one year. But then his research became scientific; it now centered on the measurement of electrical properties of the earth’s highaltitude regions. In 1954, he became head of the Atmospheric Electricity Branch under Newell’s Atmosphere and Astrophysics Division. In the meantime, he earned his Ph.D. in physics from the University of Maryland in 1956. After he moved to NASA in 1958, he continued to work under Newell until he was appointed as the director of Goddard. Like Clark, Townsend was a follower of Newell. He came to NRL in 1949 with his master’s degree in physics. He was appointed as head of the Rocket Sonde Branch in 1955, and was at the same time named the Deputy Science Program Coordinator of the Project Vanguard, with Newell as the Chief. After he came to NASA headquarters with Newell, he moved to the Goddard Center in April 1959 and served as an assistant director until he was appointed as the deputy director. Thus, Newell now had his close followers from NRL in top positions at Goddard, while former NACA engineers disappeared from



263 the leadership in space science with the exception of Newell’s deputy at headquarters, Edgar M. Cortright. 65



Fig. 10 GSFC Management Structure, November 1965
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The new director, Clark, did not have strong allegiance to Goddard as Goett did. One of the senior scientists at Goddard recalls that, when Clark came down to Goddard, he said “I really belong back in headquarters. I’m only going to stay here a short time.” 67 He did not possess a particular idea of what Goddard should be like, or try to forcefully shape the center and its environment based on such an ideal. He lacked “Goett’s flair for
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264 the controversial” and “projected a more pedestrian image for the center,” in Newell’s words. 68 Clark tried to do what was expected of him and make the center what NASA headquarters desired it to be. This was natural, considering that he came to Goddard after several years of experience at headquarters. Although Clark would remain in his position as director of Goddard for more than a decade, he did not seek to increase the autonomy of his center. Nor did Townsend succeed Goett’s style based on the paternalistic model. Although he had been one of Goett’s closest aides, he was in the middle between Goett’s and Newell’s positions regarding the issue of the headquarters-center relationship, as he later reflected. 69 One author saw the change in Goddard leadership as a takeover of “organization men.” 70 That was true in the sense that Clark, Townsend, and Eugene W. Wasielewski, Associate Director of the center whom Goett had brought from the industry, all lacked Goett’s unusual attachment to the center and his determination to maintain its family-like unity. After all, they had not grown up in the NACA family, and were used to looking outside to their professional communities for status and reward. On the other hand, a close observer considered that those “organization men” were in the leadership positions at Goddard at the right time. After Goett had set Goddard’s programs on course, the center did not need emotional, hard-driving leadership. 71 Scientists at NASA headquarters also maintained a detached posture toward their own organization. They did not hold tenacious personal views on how Goddard should 68
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265 operate or how NASA headquarters should relate to it. They just did their work, while looking out at the academic community for opportunities. For example, John E. Naugle, who would later succeed Newell and stay at NASA until his retirement in 1981, did not envision such a career for himself at first. He later said “I did not intend to make a career of NASA. I intended to come, do some research projects, and then probably ultimately get back into academia was my actual plan.” 72 For Naugle, an institution like NASA was not a place to which he could commit his entire career. Unlike former NACA engineers, he wanted to avoid staying in a fixed organizational hierarchy permanently. Under the new leadership, values of scientists prevailed over those of engineers. A consensus gradually emerged at Goddard that observatory-class satellites should not replace Explorer-class satellites and sounding rockets. The advantages of the latter as means of space science gained more recognition than ever. The simplicity, flexibility, and customizability of Explorer-class satellites allowed independent operation of small groups of scientists and engineers. Sounding rockets offered quick, everyday access to the upper atmosphere and near-earth space; they were also uniquely strong at obtaining data on the vertical distribution, or “vertical profiles,” of physical properties, such as pressure, temperature, density, and electrical charge; in addition, they were indispensable for testing the prototypes of experimental packages before they got on board satellites. Observatory-class satellites, on the other hand, were increasingly seen as sophisticated and efficient but not easy to use. Their launches took place only infrequently, and, even worse, they often failed and nullified years of effort by scientists. Also, the integration 72
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266 and coordination among independent-minded scientists was always a “headache.” 73 The scientific community outside Goddard also raised its voice and pushed the reversed trend from the large and complex to the small and simple. In a professional journal in 1966, for example, a professor at the University of Chicago, Colin O. Hines, argued for more investment on research using sounding rockets. Hines observed that until recently the satellites had absorbed more than their share of resources that could have gone into the sounding rockets. In a sense, this had been a natural development, because the satellites had their merits of long flight duration and wide geographical coverage, and because they yielded more “bits” of information than sounding rockets did for the same investment. Hines deplored that some people believed that the satellites would make the sounding rockets obsolete in the near future. This “more bits per buck” philosophy, he criticized, had had “a pernicious influence” on the field of space science as a whole. 74 However, Hines noted, scientists were now increasingly aware of the merits of sounding rockets. They had come to appreciate the fact that only sounding rockets could offer scientific data regarding the crucial range of 30-200 km above the earth, which can be fully explored neither by satellites nor by balloons. Moreover, Hines wrote, scientists were “disenchanted now by too many piles of unanalyzed data, or by a lack of flexibility in their research programs, or by the reluctance of graduate students to wait out the lead times involved in most satellite studies.” Much work in research projects was done by
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267 graduate students, who could not afford to wait the two to five years required to complete satellite projects. The cycle of sounding rockets, six months to one year, was much more feasible for graduate education. 75 When scientists had choices for the research tools they would use, they chose not only by sheer efficiency and performance but by suitability to their research life. Sharon Traweek has shown that detectors, key research tools for particle physicists, reflected the social structures of research organizations. Particle physicists in the United States used special-purpose, short-lived detectors, which reflected the high mid-career mobility and individualism in their research community. Their counterparts in Japan used all-purpose, long-lived detectors, because they typically stayed in the same institutions for their entire career, used the same detectors throughout, and passed them onto the next generation. 76 Robert E. Kohler has argued that experimental biologists used Drosophila, which can be seen as their research tool, because it matched the realities of their research activities. Drosophila displaced the mouse because its short breeding cycle suited with the career cycle of scientists and their pedagogical needs better. Scientists could standardize and mass produce Drosophila, and use it flexibly for their research purposes. 77 In the case of space scientists, sounding rockets did not become obsolete because they matched the occupational needs of scientists. To be sure, observatory-class satellites and Explorer-class satellites had powerful advantage of their own, and scientists needed
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268 them for many research purposes. But in Hine’s view, a consensus was emerging within the scientific community that sounding rocket programs should be expanded two- or three-fold in the immediate future at the expense of satellite and lunar or planetary probe programs. From the viewpoint of scientists, the unilateral shift to the large and efficient was far from inevitable. … When the thrust for observatory-class satellites thus waned in the mid-1960s, the first launch of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory took place. Goddard had worked with Grumman, the contractor, to develop this satellite since its concept surfaced in 1959. Initially, the first launch was planned for 1963, but complex technical challenges forced delays. OAO was the largest of Goddard’s satellites in the 1960s, with 440,000 parts and thirty miles of electrical wire, weighing 3,900 pounds. After the lengthy effort to develop precise star trackers, an attitude control system, and other devices, its first model, OAO-I, was launched by the Atlas-Agena launch vehicle on April 8, 1966. The satellite carried experimental packages contributed by the University of Wisconsin, Lockheed, Goddard, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Although the satellite entered an earth orbit successfully, the temperature of its battery rose, commands from the ground failed, and it lost all battery power on April 10, when it was making the twentieth orbit around the earth. It was a devastating failure, which frustrated the expectations of scientists and nullified six years of effort to solve technical difficulties. 78 As Goddard and Grumman embarked on the investigation of the technical causes
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269 of the failure, Newell decided to establish a formal review board to “conduct a broad review of the Agency’s observatory-class Earth satellites.” Robert F. Garbarini, Deputy Associate Administrator for Engineering in the Office of Space Science and Applications of NASA headquarters, chaired the board. Four engineers from field centers, including Jack N. James of JPL, manager of the Mariner project, became the members of the board. The mandate of the board was not just to investigate the cause of the failure of OAO-I but to examine whether Goddard needed to modify its engineering and management practices in developing large observatory-class satellites. Newell said that the practices at Goddard at that time had evolved from its experience with lighter spacecraft, and that the question was “whether the current practices are adequate.” 79 The review board approached the question from various aspects for one half year and finalized a report in October 1966. The board recognized that the observatory-class satellites were conceived and planned long before, and the current state of the art should be incorporated. It recommended many specific changes to the design of those satellites, in such areas as stabilization and control, communication and data handling, power, and structure. It also made some recommendations with respect to general issues such as improvement in reliability and quality assurance, reinforcement of the organization, and establishment of standards for environment testing. All together, the report included 129 recommendations. 80
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270 Not all recommendations, however, were implemented. It was the time budgetary limitations were growing severe because NASA was entering the period of cutbacks as the Johnson administration began to shift national priorities to other agendas. But there were other reasons as well. Goddard did not feel compelled to comply with every action item. For example, the board recommended that the subsystems of OAO should be tested separately in a simulated environment for two weeks. Goddard, however, still planned to test the satellite as an integrated observatory. 81 Its preference for testing a spacecraft as a system rather than at the subsystem and component levels was still in place. While Goddard did not follow all the recommendations of the board, its engineers knew that another failure would not be acceptable. The Congress inquired extensively on the failure of OAO-I, questioning the propriety of the program itself. 82 Joseph E. Karth, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications of House Committee on Science and Astronautics, even expressed his disenchantment with observatory-class satellites in an article in a trade journal. Karth, wrote: “if we had it to do over again … we would propose using greater numbers of single spacecraft in the Explorer class and sounding rockets to do the work of observatories.” From this standpoint, he praised the recent tendency to “desophisticate" spacecraft. 83 Goddard worked intensively, in cooperation with NASA headquarters and Board,” October 1966, attached to NASA News Release, “Observatory Satellite Story Is Completed,” December 6, 1966, NASA/HO. See also William J. Normyle, “Impact of Goddard Report Spreads,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, December 12, 1966, 26-7; Rudney, “A Preliminary History of the OAO Program (1966-1968),” 27-33. 81 “Summary of the OAO-I Failure Review Recommendations,” undated, NASA/HO. 82 “1968 NASA Authorization,” Hearings before the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representatives, 90th Congress, 1st session, 1967, part 3. 83 Quoted in William S. Beller, "Karth: Practical Benefits Needed to Buoy Space Science," Technology Week 20:3 (April 3, 1967): 19.



271 Grumman, until the launch of OAO-II in late 1968. The pressure was very high in the late phase of development. A headquarters official noted “the extreme importance of the OAO to our scientific advancement and to our Agency’s commitments” (emphasis in original) and requested Goddard director Clark to allocate to the project “any additional capabilities commensurate with its high priority.” 84 On December 7, 1968, OAO-II was launched on the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle and put into an earth orbit. This time, the satellite carried experimental packages contributed by the University of Wisconsin and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. It beamed back to the earth a treasure of scientific data for four and a half years. 85 While Goddard won this crucial success, it was beginning to experience failures in another area. On September 19, 1968, a Delta launch vehicle failed to put the first Intelsat-III communications satellite into a geosynchronous orbit. NASA headquarters established a failure investigation board, which attributed the failure to a loose wire in the first-stage guidance system. Then, on July 26, 1969, another Delta was lost with another Intelsat-III satellite. An investigation board, this time set up by Goddard’s director Clark, began to look into the cause of the failure. But just one month later, still another Delta, with the satellite Pioneer E on board, lost attitude control during flight, and had to be destroyed. This time, NASA headquarters created a review board to conduct a full-scale review of Delta and other launch vehicles. 86 Before these failures took place, Delta was known as NASA’s “workhorse,” an 84
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272 extremely reliable and extensively used launch vehicle. Originally developed by mating the Vanguard rocket with Air Force’s Thor rocket, Delta was first launched on May 13, 1960. Since then, Goddard engineers had added continuous modifications to the launch vehicle to improve its reliability, to meet the needs of satellite launching flexibly, and to augment its payload capacity. One Goddard staff said that Delta “represented the spirit of Goddard.” 87 It was not particularly large or powerful in the family of NASA’s launch vehicles, but it was an inexpensive, flexible vehicle that could be conveniently used for many scientific, meteorological, communications, and other satellites. By August 1968, fifty-eight flights of Delta had taken place, of which only four ended in failures and six had anomalies. For this reliable launch vehicle, the record of three failures in one year was serious enough to arouse a sense of crisis among NASA’s management and start a sweeping review of the program, even though twelve successes happened in between. On December 17, 1970, the review board submitted the final report, which included recommendations in such areas as management, quality assurance, testing, and staffing. Those recommendations were rather typical for those included in this type of report. 88 But the Delta team at Goddard apparently did not change their management and engineering practices much. One can see that in a report issued by a different review board after another failure of Delta in October 1971. The board, chaired by William R. Lucas of the Marshall Space Flight Center, found “faults and deficiencies in philosophy, hardware, and procedures” in the Delta program.” 89 The Lucas Board, as it came to be 87



Interview with Bob Bourdeau by Lane Wallace, October 21, 1997, p. 27, NASA/HO. Corliss, “History of the Delta Launch Vehicle,” 7-8 (chapter 6) and Appendix A. 89 “Report of Delta Launch Vehicle System Review Board,” December 17, 1971, quoted in Corliss, “History of the Delta Launch Vehicle,” 9 (chapter 6). 88



273 called, found Goddard’s design reviews, failure mode analysis, failure reporting systems, and standardization of design to be unsatisfactory. The management and engineering practices at Goddard, in the view of the board, were still not in line with those of other NASA programs. The report also pointed out that Goddard had not adequately followed up the recommendations put forth in the report of the previous review board. Goddard had implemented some of the recommendations and provided reasons where it did not. But Goddard’s responses to those recommendations were “largely judgmental” and not objectively persuasive, in the eyes of the Lucas Board. Finally, the report criticized that the philosophy in the Delta program tended to be one of responding to failures after they happened rather than making every possible effort to avoid failures in advance. 90 The criticisms of the board demonstrated the gap between Goddard and the rest of NASA in their stances on engineering stringency. Goddard came from the tradition in which occasional failures were seen as acceptable and normal. Failures of its relatively small scientific and practical satellites did not invite extensive investigations, because they were not as expensive or politically conspicuous as other spacecraft of NASA. In its sounding rocket programs, the expected success rate was set at eighty-five percent. This number did not change over time. Goddard could have improved the rate by putting more resources on the program, but that did not happen because the merits of attaining even higher reliability did not match the cost for doing so. As the objective of sounding rockets was just to acquire useful scientific data, there was little imperative to have one hundred percent reliability. Rather than spending extra money and effort to ensure the
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274 perfect reliability, Goddard chose to put that money and effort into building more flight models. That in the end would yield the maximum amount of data over the long-term. 91 Such a loose attitude toward failures was tenable because sounding rockets did not gain public attention or assume political significance. Goddard’s tolerance for failure was part of its institutional culture. The rest of NASA, particularly those parts in charge of manned space flight programs, had different attitudes toward failures. In the highly publicized programs such as Saturn and Apollo, what counted were visible engineering successes. Failures were politically unacceptable, particularly if astronauts’ lives were at stake. Lucas, the chairman of the Lucas Board, had experienced the development of the Saturn launch vehicles at Marshall, and belonged to the opposite end from Goddard on reliability philosophy. As discussed in Chapter 1, Marshall engineers were highly conservative in developing hardware, requiring higher safety margins than the standard and carrying out the "testing to failure" philosophy. It was then natural that the Lucas Board perceived Goddard’s awareness of engineering stringency as inadequate.



GSFC as a National Center for Space Science Overall, Goddard left a record of remarkably stable achievements during its first decade. It launched several Explorer-class satellites each year, with very few failures. This was not so surprising, considering that those small satellites were technically much less complicated than other gigantic programs of NASA. Still, the center did the task so
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275 reliably that it invited few criticisms in this area from either NASA headquarters or the Congress. Meanwhile, its record with the observatory-class satellites was mixed. The Orbiting Solar Observatory, the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, and the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, all of them experienced disappointing failures. All, however, had successes as well, yielding scientific data obtainable only through observation from space. 92 While other NASA centers worked on expensive crash projects to fight an allout space race with the Soviet Union, Goddard quietly established itself as the national center of space science. Goddard also maintained its institutional style during this period. Science was always the ultimate goal, and engineering was a means to achieve that goal. This is not to say that engineering was unimportant at Goddard. Leaders at Goddard and NASA headquarters were very much aware that their scientific pursuit thoroughly depended on sound engineering foundations. At the same time, they knew that integrating the efforts of scientists and engineers was a hard task. Goddard’s associate director Wasielewski once mentioned that it was very difficult to attain true cooperation between engineers and scientists. 93 Scientists embraced values and work styles that did not easily fit within the engineering organization, NASA. They were accustomed to working independently and at their own pace; strict organizational discipline was alien to them. They liked practical programs that yielded data useful for their scientific concern, while hardly appreciating the monumental nature of engineering. 92



For a concise summary of Goddard’s launching record, see “GSFC Space Program Record: August 1959 to December 31, 1968,” p. 10-14, NASA/HO. 93 Shirley Thomas, Men of Space: Profiles of the Leaders in Space Research, Development, and Exploration, Volume 7 (Philadelphia: Chilton Books, 1965), 89.



276 The values and assumptions of the scientists encountered those of the engineermanagers at the Goddard Center. Silverstein and others officials at NASA headquarters believed in the efficiency of large, standardized observatory-class satellites, which would demonstrate the engineering prowess of NASA. Garbarini sought to introduce formal, standard methods into Goddard to the control engineering processes at the center. After the failures of the first Orbiting Astronomical Observatory and the Delta launch vehicle, investigation committees demanded bringing Goddard’s engineering and management practices in line with those of NASA as a whole. Goett, for his part, came to Goddard with his ideal of the paternalistic model of a center director. While he valued science and appreciated the ways in which scientists operated, he still sought to exercise centralized leadership. For him, the center was his team, and he had to grasp everything going on at the center as the leader. Although many scientists at Goddard looked outside for credit and opportunities, he wanted the center to be an integrated community. Thus, in the early 1960s, Goddard was in an environment where such values of engineering as efficiency, standardization, certitude, and centralized leadership came to the fore. The character of Goddard as a science center was largely unchanged, however. This was partly because some principal former NRL scientists, who had a well-balanced understanding of the roles of science and engineering, were in key positions at the center and NASA headquarters. Newell took it for granted that scientists and engineers differed in values, aspirations, mentality, and ways of thinking and organization. In his view, it was natural that engineers worked in accordance with carefully set plans, thought of the most economical way to do tasks, and worked in disciplined teams led by strong leaders.



277 In contrast, scientists were trained to think independently and doubt everything, including what their superiors say. Engineers would “step in and organize the program so it’s nice and neat,” Newell observed, but scientists’ ideas must come in in order for the program to be a “top-notch, insightful, discerning” one. 94 That was why he considered that the task of setting a balance between engineers and scientists was difficult but very important. He and his colleagues such as Townsend and Clark, who shared the same view, were thus not willing to let the values of engineering prevalent at NASA intrude at Goddard. They functioned as a buffer between NASA as an engineering organization and Goddard as a science center. But the fundamental reason for the durability of the local institutional style at Goddard was the fact that scientists who actually worked on Goddard's projects resisted the values of engineering. They opposed Goett’s centralized style of leadership. They questioned his attempt to control the flow of information between Goddard and NASA headquarters. They rebutted some crucial recommendations by NASA headquarters and its failure review boards to modify their engineering and management methods. They favored sounding rockets and Explorer-class satellites over observatory-class satellites, which required them to compromise their individualistic style. Simple, inexpensive sounding rockets and Explorer-class satellites, which could be flexibly customized for their individual needs and could be launched in short cycles, suited the realities of their research activities better. For those scientists, the values and assumptions that NASA engineers and managers took for granted were hardly acceptable. Their rejection to the
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278 values of engineering was not intense but persistent. They had already committed to the research style of scientists through their training and previous work. As they were never ready to give up their own style, Goddard always remained a science center.



279 Chapter 5



Indigenous Engineering and Introduction of American Technology at Japanese Space Development Institutions, 1964-1980



The development of space technology in Japan centered around two organizations, one academic and the other governmental. On the academic side, the Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science (ISAS) of the University of Tokyo developed relatively small solid-fueled rockets, and launched scientific satellites with them. Established in 1964, it inherited from its precursor organization a group of engineers with modest yet steady experience in this field. As a pioneering research and development institution, it never received technical assistance from the United States. Meanwhile, the National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), a semi-governmental corporation, developed liquid-fueled rockets to launch large practical satellites. Established in 1969 through a merger of two governmental elements, it grew rapidly by a constant addition of engineers from private manufacturers. In its early years, it acquired the basic technology of rockets and satellites by introducing American technology extensively. 1 Historical narratives of Japanese space programs have emphasized the distinction and rivalry between ISAS and NASDA. Official and semi-official histories, published personal reflections, and popular writings as well as a few short accounts written by an academic historian tell us about the perpetual dispute on how to define the authority of 1



The Self-Defense Force did research and development on missiles and rocket engines, but not those that would operate in outer space but those that would go through the atmospheric region. In 1969, the House of Representatives passed a resolution that Japanese space programs should be solely for peaceful purposes.



280 these two organizations and how to allocate resources to them. 2 It is true that ISAS and NASDA differed from each other in their origins, missions, and engineering approaches. Stressing the gap between them too strongly, however, would overshadow the historical connections between them. Indeed, NASDA engineers initially read materials written by ISAS researchers and replicated the hardware developed by ISAS. As a result, NASDA’s engineering style at first resembled that of ISAS. If engineering at ISAS was Japanese in its origin, that was the case for NASDA as well, although it would later adopt American engineering practices. In this chapter, I will follow the history of ISAS and NASDA in their early years, and discuss how these engineering communities came to embrace particular engineering styles. My aim is not just to point out the similarities and differences between ISAS and NASDA. I will also ask a more general question, based on the case studies on these two institutions. As a part of my research, I interviewed about thirty former engineers; in that process, I noticed that they frequently characterized the engineering styles at ISAS and NASDA as being “Japanese.” I will discuss whether the engineering styles of these two 2



There are a few official and semi-official histories summarizing the overall policy-making of Japanese space programs. Tôki Hachifuji, Uchû Kaihatsu Seisaku Keisei no Kiseki (Tokyo: Ariake Insatsu, 1983). Uchû Kaihatsu Iinkai, Wagakuni no Uchû Kaihatsu no Ayumi (Tokyo: Ôkurashô Insatsukyoku, 1978). ISAS and NASDA have published their own histories. Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, Uchû Kûkan Kansoku 30nen Shi (Tokyo: Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, 1987). Uchû Kaihatsu Jigyôdan, Uchû Kaihatsu Jigyôdan 10nen no Kiroku, Shôwa 44nendo – Shôwa 54nendo (Tokyo: Satô Insatsu, 1980). Accounts by former engineers are: Hiroyuki Ôsawa (ed.), Nihon Roketto Monogatari: Noroshi kara Uchû Kankô made (Tokyo: Mita Shuppankai, 1996). Shigebumi Saito, Nihon Uchû Kaihatsu Monogatari: Kokusan Eisei ni Kaketa Senkushatachi no Yume (Tokyo: Mita Shuppankai, 1992). Major accounts by journalists are: Fujio Nakano, “Rifuto Ofu!: Kokusan Roketto wo Tsukutta Otoko,” published serially in Saiasu (January 1999-August 2000). Shinya Matsuura, H-II Roketto Jôshô: Kokusan Ôgata Roketto Kaihatsu 12nen no Kiseki (Tokyo: Nikkei BP-sha, 1997). A historian of science and technology, Hitoshi Yoshioka has summarized the early history of Japanese space programs in a couple of essays. Yoshioka, “Uchû Kagaku no Sôsôki,” in Shigeru Nakayama et al. (ed.), Tsûshi Nihon no Kagaku Gijutsu (Tokyo: Gakuyô Shobô, 1995), vol. 2, 108-21; Yoshioka, “Uchû Kaihatsu Taisei no Kakuritsu,” in Shigeru Nakayama et al. (ed.), Tsûshi Nihon no Kagaku Gijutsu, vol. 3, 172-83.



281 institutions in fact featured certain elements that can be identified as characteristically Japanese, and attempt to make clear in what sense they were Japanese. My strategy is to first look into the engineering at ISAS as a case of Japan’s indigenous engineering, and then turn to NASDA to see why and how its engineers successfully introduced American technology. I will argue that, even though ISAS and NASDA differed from each other in many respects, engineers at these two institutions shared a fundamental assumption, one that the art of engineering was, and should be, built into people. Sound engineering, they believed, should be founded not on a stock of documents or systematic organizational arrangements but on engineers with knowledge and experience that built up and took root in them through continuous training, learning, and practicing during their career. At ISAS, engineering expertise indeed resided in people. Those at ISAS steadily acquired knowledge and experience in their fields of specialization, such as propulsion, trajectory, and communication. They refined their expertise by taking part in one project after another, and passed it down to the next generation through a form of apprenticeship. They thus typically pursued the art in their respective fields throughout their career. One curious exception here was Prof. Hideo Itokawa, the most visible figure in the early years of ISAS. Versed and experienced in many areas of engineering rather than specialized in one narrow subject, Itokawa was the leader and integrator of rocket engineering at ISAS. Leaving the division of responsibility among his colleagues vague, he integrated rockets not by documentation but in his mind. While thus personally performing the function of systems engineering, Itokawa also played a leading part in laying a stable institutional framework for space development at ISAS. An entrepreneur with an acute political sense,



282 he spared no effort to earn public understanding, financial support, and political backing. The engineering style of ISAS matured in this stable setting that Itokawa created. Itokawa and his colleagues never considered asking foreign nations to help them. Instead, they constantly made modest yet steady improvements on their rockets by learning from repeated failures. As a result, their rockets incrementally evolved over time, and came to have strikingly original features. Even though their budget was not large, the dedicated, well-coordinated effort made by professors, graduate students, technicians, and industrial contractors produced dependable rockets and satellites and yielded remarkable scientific achievements. Thanks to the casual and intimate communication among them, they could make improvements flexibly and eliminate possible causes of failures. Such methods and products represented a near-pure form of “Japanese” engineering. Unlike ISAS, NASDA introduced American technology all-out. Paradoxically, it offers an opportune case to discuss the nature of Japanese engineering from another angle. NASDA at first planned to develop its launch vehicles and satellites domestically, just as its predecessor organization, the National Space Development Center (NSDC), had done. Engineers at NSDC mainly emulated the engineering of ISAS, although they also did learn from American firms, under tight restrictions. In those days, the U. S. government had strict policies on the exportation of militarily sensitive technologies, while Japanese politicians wished to secure Japan’s technological independence for reasons of national pride. By 1970, however, the United States became willing to offer Japan the technology of launch vehicles and satellites, because it saw diplomatic merit in helping its ally when it firmly embraced the anti-communist containment policy. Japan, for its part, decided to



283 take the offer and adopt American technology under the initiative of NASDA president Hideo Shima, an eminent former railway engineer. In making the decision to introduce American technology, Shima was “convinced that Japanese would never end up in aping.” 3 NASDA engineers did not fall short of his expectation. With their assumption that engineering expertise must be built into people, they were not content with superficially copying American technology, but were eager to grasp its actual contents. They not only acquired specific technologies but also came to practice standardized methods of systems engineering, albeit in a modified and simplified form that fitted with their organizational culture. This was how NASDA established its engineering style, which was not as flexible as that of ISAS but was effective in building decent satellites and launch vehicles on schedule. Historians have carried out studies on how technology evolved differently in different nations. Thomas P. Hughes has studied electrical power networks in the United States, Britain, and Germany, and compared their “national styles.” 4 Others have taken similar approaches, discussing technological development in different nations within the framework of their political cultures and institutions. 5 More recently, Gabrielle Hecht, Ken Alder, and Eda Kranakis showed that one can go beyond the idea that a nation’s technological artifacts are politically constructed. Through their case studies of French 3



Hideo Shima, “Uchû Kaihatsu to Gijutsu Dônyû,” in Supêsu (September 1977), modified and reprinted in Nihon Tetsudô Gijutsu Kyôkai, Shima Hideo Ikôshû: 20 Seiki Tetsudôshi no Shôgen (Tokyo: Nihon Tetsudô Gijutsu Kyôkai, 2000), 379. 4 Thomas P. Hughes, Networks of Power: Electrification in Western Society, 1880-1930 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983). 5 Colleen A. Dunlavy, Politics and Industrialization: Early Railroads in the United States and Prussia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). Frank Dobbin, Forging Industrial Policy: The United States, Britain, and France in the Railway Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). James Jasper, Nuclear Politics: Energy and the State in the United States, Sweden, and France (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990).



284 engineers, they identified the practices and assumptions of those engineers as something distinctly French. 6 In this chapter, I will ask what kind of practices at ISAS and NASDA characterized Japanese engineering. Looking at both the indigenous engineering at ISAS and the introduction of American technology at NASDA will serve this goal. My analysis of Japanese engineering in this chapter resonates with Dengjian Jin’s comparative study of American and Japanese engineering processes and competitiveness. Jin observes that Japanese engineering is characterized by customization, harmonization, contextualization, and people-dependent integration of systems. He further suggests that behind these characteristics is the social norm of the “connectual man,” a mode of human interaction founded on interdependence and mutual obligations. By contrast, American engineering is characterized by standardization, depersonalization, decontextualization, and people-independent integration of systems. This reflects American assumption of the “contractual man” stressing individual autonomy, individual rights, and generalized rules and laws. 7 In light of Jin’s scheme, the engineering at ISAS almost ideally represented Japanese engineering. Its characteristics such as flexibility, customized manufacturing of hardware, incremental improvement, and inheritance of expertise through apprenticeship neatly fit in Jin’s argument. Also, interdependence and mutual obligations constituted the norms at ISAS and supported the hard work and productivity of everyone there. NASDA,
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Gabrielle Hecht, The Radiance of France: Nuclear Power and National Identity after World War II (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998). Ken Alder, Engineering the Revolution: Arms and Enlightenment in France, 1763-1815 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). Eda Kranakis “Social Determinants of Engineering Practice: A Comparative View of France and America in the Nineteenth Century,” Social Studies of Science 19 (1989): 5-70. Kranakis, Constructing a Bridge: An Exploration of Engineering Culture, Design, and Research in Nineteenth-Century France and America (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). 7 Dengjian Jin, The Dynamics of Knowledge Regimes: Technology, Culture and National Competitiveness in the USA and Japan (London: Continuum, 2001).



285 for its part, departed from the Japanese side of Jin’s dichotomy when it began introducing American technology. Its engineers came to practice standardized methods of systems engineering in a modified form. But as I will show, NASDA still retained many features as a Japanese engineering organization. Sources used in this chapter are my interviews with former engineers at ISAS and NASDA, their memoirs, and official and semi-official histories. Written documents can substantiate some points, such as the flexibility and the incremental evolution of ISAS’s engineering. However, other points, such as the inheritance of expertise through a form of apprenticeship, rely on interviews. Although I have sought to check one testimony against written sources and other testimonies wherever possible, my description of the engineering styles of ISAS and NASDA is sometimes not what they actually were but what engineers there remember they were. Admitting that, the use of oral sources is still meaningful because their perceptions were also part of the institutional culture of the two organizations. The first half of this chapter will discuss the engineering at ISAS. The primary goal here is to spell out unique characteristics of the engineering processes and products of this autonomous Japanese institution. I will first describe how an original, incremental style of engineering emerged in the early years of ISAS, focusing on the role of its visible leader Itokawa. Then, I will examine the social structure of ISAS and how it supported ISAS’s productive, flexible, and reliable engineering work. I will turn to NASDA in the second half of this chapter, where the main question will be why and how its engineers succeeded in introducing American technology. I will first follow the diplomatic context



286 in which the technology importation became possible. Following that, I will focus on the role of NASDA president Shima, and discuss how and to what extent NASDA engineers actually came to practice American-style systems engineering. In this chapter, ISAS and NASDA thus give two different angles to approach the question of Japanese engineering.



Original and Incremental: ISAS, 1964-1970 The Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science, ISAS, was established on April 1, 1964, through a reorganization at the University of Tokyo. The institute’s aeronautical part inherited the entire organization of the former Aeronautical Research Institute of the same university. Meanwhile, ISAS’s space part originated from the Institute of Industrial Science (IIS), where a group of engineers had accumulated experience in developing and launching solid-fueled sounding rockets. ISAS also had the space science department, where space scientists planned and carried out scientific observation of the high-altitude atmosphere using those sounding rockets. 8 The leader of the group of rocket engineers at IIS was Prof. Hideo Itokawa, often called the father of Japan’s rocket development, or the Rocket Doctor. He had a colorful career even before coming to the field of rocket development. Before and during World War II, he designed high-performance fighters at a manufacturing firm and then became an assistant professor at the University of Tokyo. In the postwar period, when research and development of aircraft was prohibited in Japan, Itokawa’s interest moved from one research subject to another – violins, loudspeakers, iron lungs, electroencephalograms, 8



For details on the establishment of ISAS, see Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, Uchû Kûkan Kansoku 30nen Shi, 13-6.



287 and electrocardiograms. 9 In 1953, he started to have interest in rockets. His ambition at that time was to develop a rocket-propelled spaceplane that would fly across the Pacific in two hours, or even in twenty minutes. Visionary as he was, Itokawa’s first step was to develop a tiny “pencil rocket,” 1.8 centimeters in diameter and 23 centimeters in length, weighing 186 grams. Itokawa organized a group of researchers at IIS and found contractors to manufacture it. IIS was a good place to carry out what he envisioned, since it boasted professors covering a wide range of fields in civil, mechanical, chemical, and electrical engineering, which were all necessary for rocket development. In April 1955, Itokawa’s group openly demonstrated horizontal shots of a few dozen models of the pencil rocket. By this time, the goal of rocket development at ISS had changed into a more realistic one. They were now to take part in the international effort to investigate the high altitude regions of the earth during the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957-1958. After their success with the pencil rocket, Itokawa’s group at IIS continuously added modest yet steady improvements on it. Their rockets evolved incrementally, and grew increasingly larger, more sophisticated, and capable of reaching higher altitudes. The two-staged “baby rocket,” weighing 9 kilograms, achieved the altitude of roughly 6 kilometers in late 1955. Following that, they developed a series of “K (Kappa) rockets” over the next several years. The K-6 rocket, which weighed 260 kilograms and reached the altitude of 60 kilometers, allowed Japan to participate in IGY. The K-8 rocket, first 9



Itokawa wrote an autobiography in the form of serialized articles in a newspaper column called “Watashi no Rirekisho” in Nihon Keizai Shinbun in November 1974. His self-description, however, is often dubious. On the other hand, there are many magazine and journal articles narrating his life, personality, and achievements. See, for example, Daizô Kusayanagi, “‘Zunô Sangyô’ no Sutâ Itokawa Hideo,” Bungei Shunjû (July 1969): 260-73.



288 flown in July 1960, went up as high as 200 kilometers above the ground. The K-6 and the K-8 were recognized internationally, and were exported to Yugoslavia and Indonesia, respectively. 10



Fig. 11 The Evolution of ISAS’s Rockets, 1955-1980
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When IIS was dissolved and ISAS was born, Itokawa was still leading the group. They were about to reach the altitude of 1,000 kilometers with their L-3 rocket, one of the 10



Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, Uchû Kûkan Kansoku 30nen Shi, 4-12, 37-45, 51-56. Yasunori Matogawa et al., “Sengo Fukkôki no Roketto Gijutsu,” in Hiroyuki Ôsawa (ed.), Nihon Roketto Monogatari, 92-115. 11 Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, Uchû Kûkan Kansoku 30nen Shi, 37-45, 51-61, 79-114. Yasunori Matogawa et al., “Sengo Fukkôki no Roketto Gijutsu,” Yasunori Matogawa, “Kidô eno Chôsen,” and Yasunori Matogawa, “Uchû Kagaku ni Kôken suru Myû Roketto,” in Hiroyuki Ôsawa (ed.), Nihon Roketto Monogatari, 92-115, 116-25, 126-33. Uchû Kaihatsu Iinkai, Wagakuni no Uchû Kaihatsu no Ayumi, 3, 174. Each of the rockets listed here had numerous variations. For example, the Pencil Rocket had the “Pencil 300 model” and the “two staged Pencil” in addition to the basic model, and the former models had different dimensions and weights and were launched into the sky instead of horizontally. Such variations are omitted for the sake of simplicity.



289 “L (Lambda) rockets.” At this time, with the basic technology of solid-fueled rockets at hand, they seriously began developing a concrete plan to launch satellites. In June 1965, ISAS made public such a plan along with their concept of the “M (Mu) rockets,” which would have the capability to launch satellites. Itokawa and his associates, however, were planning to launch a satellite even before the M rockets would become available. They had found that, by attaching a spherical fourth stage to an improved version of the threestaged L-3, they could attain a velocity sufficient to make the fourth stage a satellite. Thus, their primary goal now was to build this rocket, called the L-4S, and launch Japan’s first satellite. 12 Itokawa showed extraordinary leadership in politics and engineering. Politically, he knew that he had to win the support of politicians, bureaucrats, and the public for their endeavor. In order to build up support in the Diet, he often met with Diet members to explain to them about ISAS’s activities and to persuade them of the significance of space development. To win the favor of budget makers, he asked his men to deliver treats to bureaucrats of the Ministry of Finance, who literally worked day and night during the budget season. 13 To secure support of the public, he appeared in numerous interviews on magazines and wrote easily accessible articles on popular journals. As a result of such efforts, he soon became an exceptionally visible professor, with much political clout. At one time, in an interview with a magazine, he expressed his belief about what is needed for a leader: 12



Monbushô Uchû Kagaku Kenkyûsho, Uchû Kûkan Kansoku 30nen Shi, 24-8. Yasunori Matogawa, “Kidô eno Chôsen,” in Hiroyuki Ôsawa (ed.), Nihon Roketto Monogatari, 116-8. 13 Interview with Noriyuki Hayashi by Shinya Matsuura (Japan Space Forum interview project), undated, Japan Space Forum Public Relations Office (JSF/PRO).



290 In a private firm or in a government enterprise, a leader of a project or a planned task needs to have three qualities. First, he must be a producer. Second, he must be a politician. Third, he must be energetic. Without these three, he cannot be a group leader or a planner. Without them, he does not go beyond individual research like that of Newton or Einstein. 14 Itokawa was in fact recognized or even criticized for being like a politician rather than a scholar. 15 His political connections were extensive, and his capacity to amass financial resources was extraordinary. In a fairer assessment, however, he should probably be seen more as an entrepreneur than as a politician, because he used his strength to propel his enterprise. What he did was to put a team together, provide it with the overall plans and motivation, and then establish a stable political and financial framework in which those plans could be carried out. It was in this environment that his team could begin with the pencil rocket and then improve it steadily and incrementally for many years. The engineering aspect of Itokawa’s leadership was also fundamental to the way in which ISAS developed rockets. His associates agree that Itokawa was doing the work equivalent to systems engineering, but not in the way systems engineers in the United States did. 16 American engineers enforced systems engineering by relying on extensive documentation and formal communication procedures. They defined cost, schedule, and specifications clearly, and controlled them using systematic methods like configuration control. Itokawa knew of such formal methods, but the approach he actually took was the opposite of the American style. Rather than defining and controlling design changes
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“Roketto Senkusha wa Junan Tsuzuki,” Shûkan Yomiuri (April 28, 1967): 46. “Kuroi Kemuri wo Haku Tôdai Uchûken Roketto,” Shûkan Asahi (March 24, 1967): 16-21. “Yakitori no Kushi to Jishô suru Roketto Hakase: Itokawa Hideo,” Hôseki (February 1967): 306-15. “Roketto Senkusha wa Junan Tsuzuki.” 16 Interview with Yasunori Matogawa, July 29, 2003. Interview with Kunio Nakamaru, July 2, 2003. 15



291 through documentation, he put the system together “in his head.” 17 Of course, he did not work alone but collaborated with other professors and associates. But he communicated with them in meetings or verbal notices, not in written documents. Therefore, he never practiced interface control or configuration control. Nor did he establish a clear division of responsibility or formal agreements with his colleagues. An internal observer recalls how Itokawa and other professors worked together: Professors in their respective fields of specialization somehow get together and create satellites. Without any arrangement, they have tacit rules and mechanisms in a Japanese way, and they depend on them to do their work in their own way. There are nothing explicitly written. Prof. Itokawa took elaborate steps, and the idea of where we stood and what we could do next was always in his head … As for systems engineering at ISAS, traditional Japanese ways that some professors had inherited from the prewar period were made somewhat systematic and carried out. They just knew how to divide work among them. They did not need any paper because they did that in their heads. They decided everything in meetings, but they did not keep minutes. When the meetings were over, each knew what to do. 18 At ISAS, Itokawa played a central role in integrating the efforts of his team. He could do so because he was familiar with a broad range of engineering problems. He understood how to calculate trajectories as well as how to design engines. Thus he was able to look at the overall system, evaluate the importance of each component, and make appropriate engineering judgments. When he did not understand a problem, he asked someone who understood it and let him work on it. 19 Instead of the standardized, depersonalized means of American-style systems engineering, he carried out tacit, personal ways of integrating systems, depending on his own brain capacity, his familiarity with his 17
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292 colleagues, and the context for research and development that they commonly understood. If Itokawa’s learning in broad engineering issues qualified him as an integrator of systems, his character was also suited for his work. A well-known writer once discussed his work and personality in a monthly magazine. According to the writer, Itokawa had an exactly ideal personality as a systems engineer. Itokawa, he observed, did not like having unproductive quarrels with others. He thus kept equal distances from them, maintaining “neutral human relations.” Itokawa also had a “character with wide bandwidth,” and was capable of communicating with anyone with any background and personality, ranging from a female companion to the prime minister. That, the writer argued, was why he could deal with diverse pieces of information coming to him and evaluate and synthesize them neutrally. 20 Granted that Itokawa was exceptionally fit for the work of systems engineering at ISAS, one might point out that he could do the work only because the systems that he was dealing with in those days were still not too complicated. If the systems were much larger like NASDA’s launch vehicles were, he could not have played the same role. But for the medium-sized rockets that ISAS was developing in those days, Itokawa possessed the engineering talent and personality to do his work as a systems integrator. Just as he arranged the political and financial setup for rocket development at ISAS, he gave shape to its engineering framework. … After a few years of effort to develop the L-4S rocket, ISAS made its first attempt
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293 to launch a satellite on September 26, 1966. Although the rocket flew as planned on the first and second stages, it deviated from the projected trajectory while flying on the third stage. It was presumed that the separation between the second and the third stages did not go well. ISAS and its contractors made improvements on the failed parts to enhance their reliability, and made the second attempt on December 20 of the same year. This time, the rocket flew successfully on the first, second, and third stages, but the fourth stage did not ignite. Again appropriate measures were taken, and the third attempt took place on April 13, 1967. But the third L-4S also failed because its third stage failed to ignite. At this point, a non-technical constraint forced ISAS to discontinue its challenge; fishermens’ unions in those prefectures affected by rocket launches protested against further damage to their work. It took roughly one and a half years before a compensation plan settled this issue. 21 Just before the third failure took place, Itokawa resigned his position as professor at the University of Tokyo. In March 1967, a newspaper suddenly launched a campaign to condemn sloppy accounting practices at ISAS, attacking Itokawa as responsible. 22 It is possible here to speculate that internal strife at ISAS lay behind this scandal. Ever since Itokawa and others had come from IIS, they had always been in a tense relationship with professors who had come from the former Aeronautical Research Institute. Professors in the two groups not only studied different fields of engineering but had distinct research traditions. Those from the former Aeronautical Research Institute had a long-established
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294 tradition from the prewar period, stressing fundamental research. For them, Itokawa and his associates engaged in project-oriented engineering in a new field, were newcomers who were nonetheless enjoying an extravagant budget and disproportionate political power. It remains unclear whether those professors from the Aeronautical Research Institute actually colluded with the newspaper so as to teach those newcomers a lesson. 23 Although it is certain that the scandal put Itokawa in a difficult position, he denies that he resigned because of it. He repeatedly explained in popular magazines that he had already expressed his intention to resign from the professorship a few years before, and that ever since then he had been seeking opportunities to move on to a new work. 24 In fact, soon after his resignation, Itokawa proceeded to establish a new private institution, called the Systems Engineering Research Institute. As its director, he appeared in trade journals and popular magazines even more frequently, arguing that systems engineering and ocean development, on which his new institute claimed to consult with customers, could be the keys to Japan’s survival and prosperity in the near future. However, his entrepreneurial effort hardly resulted in what he had intended. He tried to impress people with grand ideas such as the application of systems engineering to the educational and urban industries and the large-scale exploitation of resources on the ocean floor. 25 The fact that he appeared so frequently on journals and magazines might mean that his views were heard. But if he succeeded in impressing people with his visions, he was never able 23
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295 to convince them to invest in his ideas. Unable to bring prosperity to his institute, he continued to write books and magazine articles for the rest of his life. Although Itokawa’s resignation was a shocking event, it did not fundamentally change the way in which ISAS carried out rocket development. ISAS no longer needed Itokawa’s political genius to secure financial resources, now that it had running projects. Japan’s budgetary system was rather stiff, and it was not very difficult for an institution to maintain a budgetary level each year once it was approved. While it is true that ISAS got funding from the government and was accountable for it, officials in the Ministry of Education or the Ministry of Finance did not know much about the contents of research and development. As the Ministry of Education in a sense protected ISAS as an umbrella organization, the institute could stably pursue its activities, free from external disturbance. ISAS also kept its engineering style largely unchanged after Itokawa left, since he had already delegated much of his engineering leadership to his associates and disciples. One of them after another assumed Itokawa’s role, integrating systems in his head in intimate collaboration with others. Like Itokawa, they knew about the formal methods of systems engineering as practiced in the United States, but never adopted them. They knew that ISAS had a culture that was contrary to extensive documentation. 26 They did not need documents because their collaborative relationship was not temporary or contractual but tightly bound and everlasting. They knew mutual roles and obligations without spelling them out. ISAS consistently maintained its reluctance to depend on American technology. 26
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296 Although the United States was indicating the possibility of extensive cooperation and assistance with ISAS’s effort, ISAS was never eager to take the offer. It would be wrong here to say that ISAS professors rejected any international cooperation; they exchanged data with foreign scientists, interacted with them, and sometimes participated in joint projects. However, they never seriously considered accepting external assistance that might undermine the autonomy of their research. ISAS’s stance was adamant enough for Americans to take it as a “Japanese policy of noncooperation.” NASA Administrator James E. Webb believed that “Japan clearly made a conscious decision to proceed on its own without involvement with the US.” He blamed Itokawa for leading Japan’s “quite calculated and entrenched opposition” to cooperative programs with the United States. 27 In actuality, ISAS did not want any help whether Itokawa was there or not. For example, in 1968, when ISAS was in trouble after the three successive failures of the L-4S, the American aerospace firm TRW visited ISAS and volunteered to cooperate on its projects. ISAS professors did not hesitate to reject the offer. Prof. Shigebumi Saito later wrote his reaction at that time in a monograph: “Alarmed by this offer, Prof. Tamaki and I politely and plainly turned it down.” 28 ISAS professors’ continuous, independent effort materialized as the high-degree of originality in their rockets. In the first place, it was unique that they developed only solid-fueled rockets, while the international trend was to focus on liquid-fueled ones that were more powerful and were hence seen as more suitable for the purpose of launching
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297 satellites. Itokawa’s group initially chose solid-fueled rockets because of their relative simplicity, low cost, and safety. In addition, a certain level of technology on solid-fueled rockets was already available in Japan from the research and development effort during World War II. 29 Although solid-fueled rockets did not have as high payload capacity as liquid-fueled ones did, ISAS professors held on to their initial decision. The L-4S, which would launch ISAS’s first satellite, as well as all of its later launch vehicles, were to be solid-fueled. ISAS would eventually build the world’s largest and most powerful solidfueled launch vehicles. 30 A notable example of originality in the L-4S was its peculiar scheme for guidance and control, called the “gravity turn method.” Any rocket must have some mechanism to guide and control its direction or velocity to put a satellite into an earth orbit. American launch vehicles were equipped with either radio guidance or inertial guidance. ISAS professors, however, lacked the budget and the expertise to develop such sophisticated systems in a reasonable amount of time. What they did then was to devise a primitive, extremely inexpensive guidance method that would barely put a satellite into an earth orbit. In this scheme, the first, second, and third stages would fly without any guidance or control, stabilized only by aerodynamic force and spinning. The fourth stage would then fly just by momentum until the gravity force cancelled the vertical component of its velocity. During the flight of the fourth stage, it would perform attitude control so that its axis would point to the horizontal direction at the moment it reached the apex of the
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298 trajectory. At that very moment, the fourth stage would burn and propel itself into an earth orbit. No one in the world had tried such a seemingly unreliable technique, but ISAS professors believed in its feasibility. 31 ISAS’s challenge to launch a satellite with the L-4S rocket resumed in 1969. The problem with the fishermens’ unions had been settled, and the ISAS team had made a set of new improvements to the hardware. ISAS decided to launch a test vehicle first, with no satellite launching capability, to demonstrate those improvements. Its launch on September 3, 1969 was successful for the most part, and it could have launched Japan’s first satellite if it had been so intended. The only problem was that the third stage, after being separated, accelerated itself on its residual thrust and collided with the fourth stage. Although it was not fatal, ISAS staff took measures to prevent the same type of incident; they did experiments to evaluate the residual thrust and recalculated the timing of the separation of the third stage. Then, they proceeded to their fourth attempt to launch a satellite on September 22. The first three stages flew as planned, and the attitude control of the fourth stage went well; however, the third stage collided with the fourth stage again, and this time it led to an unrecoverable disturbance in the trajectory. This failure was a severe blow to ISAS professors, who realized that they had underestimated the residual thrust. They decided to attach a retro motor to cancel the residual thrust before making another attempt. 32 Their effort finally bore fruit in the next launch of the L-4S on February 11, 1970. 31
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299 All of the four stages flew well, the “gravity turn” method proved itself, and no collision took place. Japan’s first satellite Ôsumi was born, and Japan became the world’s fourth nation to launch a satellite, following the Soviet Union, the United States, and France. It was nearly fifteen years since Itokawa’s team at IIS shot the pencil rocket for the first time. During these fifteen years, ISAS professors had incessantly made improvements and corrections on their rockets without assistance from the United States. In their fairly autonomous community, they had established their own incremental, evolutionary style for rocket development. That was supported by the political and engineering framework that Itokawa had set up and his successors had maintained. Their independence let them develop engineering methods of their own. Itokawa and his successors did not rely on documentation but relied on people-dependent means to integrate systems. They held on to solid-fueled rockets, equipped with the peculiar “gravity turn” method. With their relatively small budget and organization, they thus created original engineering products through original engineering methods.



Maturation of the ISAS Community, 1970-1980 Having successfully launched Ôsumi, ISAS now strove to become an institution with the capability to launch satellites on a regular basis and use them for the scientific investigation of outer space. ISAS had to continue its effort to improve its engineering expertise; it had to learn how to integrate scientific instruments effectively into satellites; it had to develop larger, more powerful rockets that could launch satellites carrying much scientific payload; and it had to make its rockets more reliable so that precious satellites



300 would not be lost. For ISAS, which was operating on a modest budget, the key in making such progress was making the most of its human resources. The engineering personnel at ISAS included not only professors but also graduate students, technicians, and other staff. ISAS worked only when all of them, plus engineers at the manufacturers, performed to the full extent of their capability, and in harmony. What made those at ISAS work in such an ideal way? In order to answer this question, one has to look into the peculiar social structure of ISAS. The development and operation of rockets and satellites required routine work as well as highly creative work. Ideas and overall plans turned into quantitative terms only through tedious calculation. The manufacturing and testing of hardware at contractors required daily administrative and technical supervision. Rockets reached the launching site only after proper completion of transportation and all other types of logistical work. The operation of satellites involved constant tracking and communication. At ISAS, those types of work fell on graduate students and technicians. According to an ISAS professor who was a graduate student in the second half of the 1960s, Graduate students were an actual force. They played such an essential role that one could say there would have been no history of ISAS without them. They were a force that did not take salary but honed their skills. Graduate students in the rocket-related fields did a lot of work calculating trajectories, and traveled to the launching site and participated in various operations. Likewise, those in the satellite-related fields did a lot of work related to the tracking of satellites, and they had to be in the control room at night. They, however, got a share of it by producing papers based on the calculation work that they did. 33 This was how ISAS mobilized the potential of graduate students as an unpaid workforce.
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301 They did the calculation work not just because their professors asked them, but also because it helped them to produce their own academic achievements, which would then open their career paths. As a professor mentioned, this was a form of apprenticeship. 34 By going through this process and earning degrees, gradate students found employment at ISAS or other institutions. In other words, at ISAS, professional skills and knowledge were passed down from one generation to another by the process of working on projects together. This apprenticeship system greatly helped ISAS to maintain and refine its engineering expertise, securing those who were qualified to work at ISAS not only by knowledge and experience but by character: A graduate student spends five years with us and works in our projects. As we see him for five years, we largely know what kind of person he is, and we can give a position as a research assistant to someone whom we believe to be the one. We can’t know whether someone is able to perform well in projects just through ordinary paper tests or interviews. We watch him carefully for five years, and never fail to get him if we are sure that he will be able to lead ISAS in the future. This very much contributed to maintaining the constitution of ISAS, helping much in securing successors who would be very brilliant and effective in a team. 35 In sum, graduate students were a crucial part of the ISAS community. Their participation in projects benefited themselves as well as ISAS as a whole. They got basic skills in their fields of specialization, research materials to write academic papers, and opportunities for academic positions at ISAS and elsewhere. ISAS, in turn, secured an essential workforce and the continuity of its human resources. This was crucial for the well being of ISAS, where the engineering process depended heavily on the quality of people and the smooth collaboration between them. 34 35
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302 Technicians were also a vital element of the ISAS community. They took part in projects by handling contracts, monitoring schedules, and supervising manufacturing and testing activities at contractors. Some of them also built simple hardware models using lathes etc., although the design and fabrication work of flight models fell to contractors. 36 Like graduate students, technicians worked late at night, often all night, without much complaining. 37 Perhaps their organizational loyalty partly explains their hard work at low pay, but a testimony of a technician indicates that there were other reasons why they were happy about their situation. This technician graduated from a high school in 1965, wrote a letter to Itokawa directly, and joined ISAS. He really liked work at ISAS, appreciated ISAS for sending him to evening college classes, and remained at ISAS for his whole career. Meanwhile, some of his colleague technicians had to leave ISAS to accept offers of better-paid positions in industry, as they could not really live on the meager salaries. Professors did not oppose their career decisions; as a result, a majority of technicians left ISAS within roughly ten years of their hiring. 38 Such a turnover was not necessarily disadvantageous for ISAS, for they worked hard and sincerely while at ISAS. They knew that manufacturers wanted skilled, experienced technicians with good reputations. The prospect of future careers led them to work to their full potential. The supporting structure of the ISAS community was the industrial contractors. In developing launch vehicles and satellites, ISAS designed the overall system, calculated trajectories, and defined specifications by itself. But it depended on private contractors 36
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303 for the actual design, development, and testing of hardware.39 ISAS’s contractors for its rockets, satellites, and ground equipment were Nissan Motor Company, 40 Nippon Electric Company, and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, respectively. In particular, ISAS and Nissan had a long collaborative relationship, which originated in their joint effort on the pencil rocket. For Nissan, ISAS’s contracts were anything but lucrative, usually yielding deficits rather than profits. But the top management of the company let the contracts continue, partly because they saw future potential in the field of space development and also because they believed in the public good of taking part in national projects. As Nissan was doing very well overall in those days, it could afford to be bighearted. 41 In this sense, ISAS was dependent on Nissan in carrying out its projects within its limited budget. While Nissan did not count on the profits, ISAS did not exercise the prerogatives of the funding agency. Nissan was a true partner of ISAS, eager to lead their projects to success. They had frank and heated discussion at the “design meeting,” a formal place to coordinate their efforts. Engineers of Nissan, the contractor, did not hesitate to disagree with ISAS professors, their customer. Rather than doing just what they were told to do, Nissan engineers sometimes suggested how the design should be improved. For example, a Nissan engineer at one time felt that ISAS really needed to redesign the motor case of a rocket so that it would have less weight and higher efficiency. What he did was to show the professor in charge an international comparison of the performance data of the solid39
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304 fueled motors developed to that date. It was apparent from the data that the weight of the motor case was too large in ISAS’s motors. The professor then seriously began working on the problem, and the weight of the motor case decreased by a third in the end. 42 One professor recalls that ISAS and Nissan were almost engaged in “joint research,” sharing the responsibility for the success or the failure of their rockets. When a failure took place, ISAS thoroughly investigated its causes, but did not blame Nissan or impose penalties on it, because ISAS was “an accomplice.” 43 The relationship between ISAS and Nissan was far from business-like. The ISAS community also effectively integrated all those engineering efforts with the demands of space scientists. ISAS had a handful of professors who specialized not in engineering but in space science. Satellites circling in the earth orbits presented space scientists with marvelous opportunities to advance their field. Measurement of cosmic rays, magnetic fields, and other physical properties using scientific instruments on board the satellites yielded invaluable data. The role of space scientists at ISAS was to plan and implement scientific missions, making sure that scientific requirements were reflected in the design of the satellites that carried scientific instruments. They did not necessarily design all scientific instruments by themselves but requested proposals from scientists at other universities. At ISAS, engineering professors and science professors were mutually dependent and useful to each other. For engineering professors, scientific inquiry was a decent goal for which their engineering products could be useful, a good place to demonstrate their 42 43
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305 work. Meanwhile, for science professors, the fact that first-class engineers were at the same institute to create rockets and satellites for them was the best thing they could ever hope for. Thanks to this relationship of interdependence, these two groups of professors had little rivalry, conflict, or perceived status difference between them. To be sure, as mentioned earlier, ISAS had a bitter internal conflict between professors in aeronautics and those in space science and engineering. But within the space group, engineering professors and science professors worked intimately with each other . Science professors did not leave the work of launching their satellites to engineering professors but actually went to the launching site and took part in the operation, hand in hand with them. 44 With both developers and users in one institute, ISAS was a united, autonomous research and development institution. … The ISAS community, where everyone thus worked in harmony, nurtured a style of engineering characterized by flexibility in hardware development. Since engineers as suppliers and scientists as customers lived together, they could coordinate flexibly. They constantly exchanged data and information on the weight, electric power, and vibration environment of the satellites to be flown. For example, engineering professors offered science professors estimates for the performance of a new rocket before it was finalized, since they knew that they could always exchange follow-up information later. In turn, science professors could ask engineering professors to give an extra effort to augment the payload capacity, loosen the limit of electric power supply, or improve the vibration
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306 environment, if they really needed such improvements. 45 If engineers and scientists had worked independently from each other, they would have had to exchange such information in a more formal way, and less frequently. They would have had to be much more cautious, taking large margins in the initially estimated performance and requirements to avoid interface problems later. That would have been inflexible and uneconomical. ISAS could have an informal, inexpensive, and efficient arrangement only because engineers and scientists were in the same institute. What was even better, ISAS had an atmosphere where they did not have to fear blame for giving out premature information. The short cycle of design, fabrication, testing, and launch also contributed to the flexibility of development processes at ISAS. Each professor took charge of certain parts of a rocket, loaded his ideas onto them, and looked after them throughout. He attended the launch and saw how well those parts performed on the spot. If he was not satisfied with the result, he made improvements on the parts next time. 46 When he had to figure out how to make improvements, his graduate students as the “cheap labor” made it easy for him to try out new ideas. 47 If he wanted to test a new material or component, he could do it as many times as he wished, without being concerned about costs or failures too much. This does not mean that graduate students were exploited by their professors; such work became their research theme and in fact gave them strong motivation because their work might be used on ISAS’s rockets if it proved successful. At ISAS, feasible 45
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307 improvements were immediately adopted for the design of a satellite or a rocket just by discussing them in a design meeting or even in a smaller meeting. 48 Incorporating one improvement after another flexibly, ISAS’s rockets continued to evolve incrementally. However small an improvement was, ISAS professors took it seriously and adopted it when appropriate. In this respect, their practice made a clear contrast with that of systems engineers in the United States. American-style systems engineering said that, once a baseline design was fixed, no change should be made unless it was absolutely necessary. In contrast, ISAS professors always sought to improve the efficiency of their rockets even by one kilogram. 49 That certainly put a burden on Nissan, because its engineers had to make changes to the design and redefine the interfaces every time ISAS made such an improvement. One Nissan engineer said that ISAS’s rocket was always an experimental place to do research in such fields as materials, instrumentation, and guidance and control. 50 That ISAS professors constantly made such experimental improvements is natural considering that they were, after all, engineering researchers in an academic institution. But their tenacious effort also reflected the strong pressure from their colleague scientists. Space scientists were always in a competition to make as many difficult measurements as possible. Yet they had only a few opportunities in their lifetime to use satellites for their research purposes, for it usually took nearly ten years to complete the cycle of conceiving a satellite, shaping up a concrete plan for it, designing scientific instruments for it, and
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308 analyzing data after its launch. In a fervent desire to make the most of their opportunities, they made tough requests to engineers to make their rockets as efficient as possible. 51 In the 1970s, ISAS steadily acquired the capability to launch increasingly larger scientific satellites into more and more precise orbits. The M-4S rocket was similar to the L-4S in that it had four stages and it used the “gravity turn” method, but it was much larger and several times as powerful. Although its first launch in September 1970 failed, it put Japan’s second, third, and fourth satellites into earth orbits in 1971 and 1972. The M-3C rocket adopted a thrust vector control system, which controlled the direction of thrust, for its second stage. Because of this, it could put satellites into much more precise orbits than the M-4S could. Also, it was a little more powerful than the M-4S; although it had only three stages, various improvements had made each stage much more efficient. The M-3C launched two satellites successfully in 1974 and 1975, and then launched the third satellite in 1979 in place of the one that failed in 1976. The M-3H rocket, which launched three satellites in 1977 and 1978, improved on the M-3C by making its first stage more powerful. Following that, M-3S rocket improved on the M-3H by adopting the thrust vector control system for the first stage. Beginning in 1980, it launched four satellites, each weighing around 200 kilograms. By thus improving its rockets step by step, ISAS attained a stable capability to launch medium-sized satellites by 1980. 52 In making those incremental improvements, ISAS continued to avoid depending on foreign technology. This is not to say that ISAS and its manufacturers exclusively
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309 used materials and components that were made in Japan. For example, they imported some essential ingredients that were necessary to manufacture the propellant used for their rocket motors. They could have produced those materials in Japan if they had to, but they did not do so because that would have cost several times more. Such exceptions, however, were rather minor in the overall scheme of rocket development. All the main subsystems of the M rockets were the original creations of ISAS and its manufacturers. 53 As a result, the design of the M rockets had characteristics that were not common in the rockets developed in foreign nations. For example, ISAS employed sensitive-type sensors for the command transmission system of its rockets. “Sensitive-type” meant that those sensors operated on small electrical currents when they transmitted signals. They had the merit that they saved precious electric power on board the satellite, but they had potentially high danger of false ignitions. Solid-fueled rockets in other nations usually employed insensitive-type sensors, which required large electrical currents, to transmit commands that timers gave off at the timing of ignition and separation of each stage. But ISAS professors used sensitive-type sensors because they considered that false ignitions were unlikely in Japan because of high humidity. 54 ISAS also had an original approach to one of the most persistent problems in the development of launch vehicles, that is, reliability assurance. ISAS and its contractors conducted only a small number of ground tests to assure the reliability of their hardware. They tested a new rocket engine only once or twice, which was, by the international standard, patently inadequate to prove its reliability. This was partly because ISAS did 53 54
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310 not have the budget to plan more tests. But ISAS professors also considered that they could attain proper reliability not by extensive testing but by designing the hardware intrinsically reliable. Their philosophy appeared wrong in the second half of the 1960s, when they suffered from a series of failures in the launches of the L-4S. They were not conscious enough of the importance of reliability, and were in a sense “tripped up,” in one professor’s word. 55 They learned a lesson through failures of the L-4S, and built in more redundancy into the M series of rockets. As a result, out of the 15 launches of the M-4S, M-3C, M-3H, and M-3S, 13 were successful. ISAS professors thus eventually proved their philosophy to be effective. What supported the high reliability of ISAS’s rockets were not only good design but also the intimate relationships between ISAS and its manufacturers. ISAS professors had frequent exchanges with engineers at the contractors. More importantly, ISAS staff and engineers at the contractors worked very closely with factory workers. On weekends, they went out for barbeque or for drinks. By drinking and playing mah-jongg together, engineers with degrees communicated closely with factory workers, who were graduates of technical high schools or junior high schools. Such activities created and maintained bilateral communication channels to transmit truly important information on what was really happening in the manufacturing process. This feedback system enabled ISAS staff and contractor engineers to make judgments early and prevent problems from growing serious. 56 In sum, the ISAS community solved the problem of reliability not by extensive testing or rigorous monitoring of the manufacturing processes but by correcting launch 55 56
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311 failures and by maintaining an environment where all people at all levels felt like offering any significant information voluntarily. This typifies the dependence of their engineering processes on human quality rather than on impersonal control. Ryojiro Akiba, a professor who played a principal role in rocket development at ISAS after Itokawa left, observes that the basis of ISAS’s tradition was to establish the relationship of trust between people. Management at ISAS, in Akiba’s view, was built on the premise that people by nature were able to work harmoniously in an organization without being directed. 57 ISAS professors did not define the division of responsibility among them rigidly but did any work as they felt necessary. They did so because they knew that they would equally suffer as a result of failures. In other words, they were all in the same boat. They formed an interdependent, finely structured community, which in turn assured the flexibility and reliability of their engineering.



The Roots of NASDA and Its Establishment, 1964-1970 The National Space Development Center, NSDC, was established on July 1, 1964 as a branch of the Science and Technology Agency. At that time, its expertise in rocket building was far behind that of ISAS. NSDC inherited a few years of effort made by the hands of some technical bureaucrats of the agency, but not with notable achievements. It started with only 23 staff, and its budget remained much smaller than that of ISAS until 1967. 58 But it was given a mandate to develop all rockets and satellites for non-scientific
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312 use. In addition, it was made responsible for formulating policies on how to achieve that mandate. It gradually grew larger in the next five years and, in 1969, was absorbed into the newly established semi-governmental corporation, NASDA. In many ways, research and development effort at NSDC was different from that at ISAS. While ISAS developed only solid-fueled rockets, NSDC worked on both solidfueled and liquid-fueled rockets. This reflected the intent of the Science and Technology Agency to put priority on the liquid-fueled rockets, which had higher potential to launch large, heavy practical satellites than solid-fueled rockets did. In reality, however, NSDC lacked the competence to develop liquid-fueled rockets. While ISAS had a group of professors who collectively covered various branches of space technology, NSDC did not have experts in this field, with a few notable exceptions. 59 NSDC engineers thus heavily drew on its contractor, Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Company, which already possessed some expertise gained through research and development under contracts with the Defense Agency. 60 Whereas knowledgeable, authoritative professors took the initiative at ISAS, managers at NSDC relied on rank-and-file engineers and contractor engineers in making engineering judgments. 61 While ISAS was an academic institution and could afford to build up engineering expertise incrementally, NSDC was a government agency and had to be responsive to the national need to develop workable launch vehicles expeditiously. With that mandate, 59



The exceptions were those who had the experience of studying in the United States, including Yasuhiro Kuroda and Tomifumi Godai. 60 As to the work that Mitsubishi did with the Defense Agency, see Yoshioka, “Uchû Kagaku no Sousouki,” 115-7. 61 Yasuhiro Kuroda et al., “Uchû Kaihatsu no Honkakuteki Hatten,” in Hiroyuki Ôsawa (ed.), Nihon Roketto Monogatari, 136. Interview with Kôichi Ayabe, July 14, 2003. Interview with Nobuo Saki, July 10, 2003.



313 NSDC naturally turned to ISAS for its expertise, although the relationship between the two organizations was not easy. There was constant tension and rivalry between them, for their tasks and missions overlapped. The government sought to concentrate authority and resources on NSDC as the central agency of space development, while ISAS pled the autonomy of academic research and insisted on developing satellites and launch vehicles of its own. One NSDC engineer said, “There was little contact with ISAS, but we looked through most of ISAS’s documents and materials that were available.” 62 The engineer testified that, in the early years of NSDC, he and his colleagues emulated ISAS, putting together exactly the same onboard instruments as ISAS did. NSDC engineers also sought to learn from American aerospace firms, but they encountered major obstacles. In the first place, the United States had a general policy to minimize the proliferation of rocket technology, which was readily convertible to missile technology. Moreover, American firms could not easily sell their technology, which they had developed under federal contracts and hence with American taxpayers’ money, to other nations at a profit. 63 While Americans thus had a negative stance on technology transfer, Japanese politicians were also unenthusiastic about the idea of accepting help with space technology from foreign nations. Eisaku Sato, Prime Minister from 1964 to 1972, was a strong supporter of Japan’s independent effort in space development. In April 1968, he said in the Diet: When I was the Minister for the Science and Technology Agency, I had a sort of ambition to launch a satellite independently and thus for Japan to 62
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314 become the world’s third nation to launch an artificial satellite. This was really one of my wishes. And I wanted it with Japan’s own technology. 64 For Sato, developing Japan’s own space technology was “a political goal.” 65 Being in the right wing of the conservative Liberal Democratic Party, he perceived the development of launch vehicles as a matter of national pride. For him, space technology was too heavily laden with the symbolic meaning of national power and prestige to accept help with it from foreign nations. In reality, NSDC engineers did learn from the United States, albeit in a limited way. First, they acquired unclassified documents, such as the U.S. Air Force Systems Command Manuals. According to an official history of NASDA, a series of the manuals was very detailed, perhaps too detailed, yet greatly informative as the first textbook of configuration management. NSDC engineers also concluded a contract with TRW, Inc. to learn about systems engineering and introduce software. They even invited a group of engineers from TRW to review one of their rockets. This actually influenced the way NSDC developed launch vehicles. Before the review, for example, NSDC had used the same standard for environmental testing as ISAS. Its engineers subjected their hardware to sinusoidal vibration of the same wavelength that ISAS was using then. The suggestion of TRW engineers was to use not sinusoidal waves but random waves, what the hardware would actually experience in the flight. NSDC engineers accepted the advice. However, they could not ask TRW everything they wanted to know. TRW often could not provide
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315 them with specific explanations or concrete technical data because of the restrictions set by the U.S. government. 66 Although NSDC engineers worked hard to develop its launch vehicles, they could not keep up with its ambitious “N plan.” This plan stated that NSDC should launch the first satellite with the Q rocket in 1972, and then the first geostationary satellite with the N rocket in 1974. With those goals in mind, NSDC engineers began by developing a couple of smaller rockets to acquire the core technologies that would be used for the Q and the N. They built the “LS-C rocket” to demonstrate the technology for the third, liquid-fueled stage of the Q, and the “JCR rocket” to learn how to design the guidance and control system of the Q. 67 NSDC engineers, however, gradually came to realize how difficult it was for them to accomplish their task by themselves. Although the launch of the LS-C-D (D refers to “dummy,” as it had a dummy second stage) succeeded in 1968, the first two launches of the LS-C failed in 1969. The first launch of the JCR had to wait until late 1969. It soon became apparent that the most serious technical difficulty for the Q was the design of its guidance and control system. The engineers could build electronic components for the system, but they did not know how to determine parameters that should be used for the software. They could not count on external expertise much in this area – ISAS lacked expertise in guidance and control, while the United States did not disclose important 66
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316 data. 68 As of 1969, there was no clear prospect that NSDC would be able to launch a satellite with its Q rocket. … While NSDC engineers thus struggled with their task of developing the Q and the N, a fundamental change took place in the framework of Japan’s space development. On July 31, 1969, the United States and Japan reached an agreement on their cooperation in space technology. This agreement made it possible for Japan to introduce from American firms unclassified technology and equipment “up to the level of the Thor-Delta vehicle systems, exclusive of reentry and related technology.” 69 The Thor-Delta was a mediumsized launch vehicle with the capability to launch a satellite of 150kg into a geostationary orbit. It had a highly reliable launching history in the United States, and its technology was exactly what Japan wanted at that time. As this U.S.-Japan agreement would have a decisive impact on NASDA’s engineering style, it is useful here to briefly follow how the two nations came to reach it. While the U.S. government was reluctant to offer sensitive space technology to foreign nations at first, it became increasingly willing to do so in the second half of the 1960s. While the Department of Defense regarded the technology of launch vehicles as often “indistinguishable from ballistic missile technology” and consistently opposed any transfer of related technologies, 70 the Department of State became the principal advocate
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317 for America’s technical assistance to Japanese space programs. It was diplomatically desirable to maintain a favorable relationship with Japan, which was then an obedient, benign partner of the United States. Japan was quietly, if not eagerly, supporting the American efforts in the Vietnam War and coordinating its China policy with that of the United States. Japan was also functioning as the keystone for the containment policy in the Far East. Secretary of State Dean Rusk considered that space cooperation with Japan was “advantageous politically” as well as “of scientific value.” 71 For the Department of State, the technology transfer would also enhance Japan’s prestige in Asia vis-à-vis the Chinese communists and thereby create a favorable power balance in the Far East from the perspective of American world strategy. 72 Thus, the United States became willing to give space technology to Japan because of a set of political and military considerations under Cold War circumstances. On the Japanese side, some politicians still shared Prime Minister Sato’s desire to develop rockets and launch satellites with Japan’s own technology. For instance, Shiro Kiuchi, Minister for the Science and Technology Agency, said in the Diet in April 1969 Department of Defense on the proliferation of rocket technology. The Agency feared that the technology of solid-fueled rockets that ISAS possessed at that time would proliferate to other nations. It knew that ISAS had already exported its rockets to Indonesia and Yugoslavia, and expected that it would attain an even higher capability in solid-fueled rockets in the near future. It estimated that Japan had “the ability to develop strategic nuclear-capable ballistic missiles within a time-frame of perhaps 3 years independent of the U.S. actions.” See Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, “Space Cooperation with Japan: Arms Control Considerations,” September 7, 1966, attached as Tab D to Department of State, “Fifth Meeting of the Working Group,” Memo to Participants of the Working Group for the International Cooperation Subcommittee of the National Aeronautics and Space Council, September 19, 1966, ISP/GWU. With such a forecast, ACDA proposed a strategy to induce Japan to stop exporting its rockets by increasing American involvement in Japan’s space programs. It argued that offering the technology of liquid-fueled rockets might make Japan shift its effort away from solid-fueled rockets, which were better suited for military missiles. 71 Letter from Secretary of State Dean Rusk to NASA Administrator James Webb, May 12, 1966, ISP/GWU. 72 Department of State, “Scientific and Technological Cooperation: Visit of Prime Minister Eisaku Sato of Japan November 14-15, 1967,” undated, ISP/GWU.



318 that “The idea of having the United States launch our satellites is pathetic … We have a strong wish to launch our satellites through research and development in Japan.” 73 But those politicians never actually hindered government officials from beginning diplomatic exchanges on the technology transfer. The negotiation began with an American proposal in January 1968, 74 and concluded with a formal agreement in July 1969. That did not mean an immediate start of the technology transfer, however. The agreement merely stipulated that the U.S. government would give permission to American firms to provide Japan with relevant technology and equipment. It was only after NASDA was established on October 1, 1969 with Hideo Shima as its president that Japan decided to introduce the technology of the Thor-Delta launch vehicle thoroughly. Shima, a former Chief of Engineers of the Japan National Railway, was an eminent engineer-manager who had the experience of leading the construction of Shinkansen, the Japanese high-speed railway, and completing it by the rigid deadline of October 1964, when the Tokyo Olympics began. His experience of building this largescale, highly complex technological system was considered particularly appropriate for the task of managing the development of space technology. He was a highly praised engineer, awarded the Elmer A. Sperry Prize by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1966, and the James Watt Gold Medal by the British Institute of Mechanical Engineers in 1969. Soon after he assumed the position, Shima expressed his stance on the question of 73
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319 whether NASDA should develop the technology of launch vehicles and satellites or learn it from the United States. In a newspaper interview, he said: Of course we must consider international cooperation. Insularism does not work in the space age, though when and how to engage in international cooperation should be decided by what Japanese people think and feel … Even if we choose to work on our own, I do not agree to the view that national projects must consist of purely domestic parts and components with Japanese flags on them. Necessary materials, components, and technologies should be of course introduced and absorbed. 75 Shima thus argued that Japan should not hesitate to introduce American technology. In this sense, he was an internationalist with an open mind, ready to accept foreign virtues. In his youth, he had experienced two long trips abroad as an elite official of the Ministry of Railways. 76 This experience, quite uncommon for a Japanese youth in the prewar period, had probably broadened his perspectives. His willingness to introduce American technology, however, does not mean that he did not wish to cultivate Japan’s independent capability in space technology. On the contrary, he was a strong believer of the value of independent development. Then why was he keen to introduce foreign technology? The answer lay in his firm belief in the ability of Japanese engineers. Having long served as an engineer for the Japan National Railway, he was convinced that Japanese engineers would not be overwhelmed by the imported technology. They would, he believed, diligently assimilate American technology, build on it, and someday attain the worldlevel capability independently. 77 Shima’s willingness to introduce the technology of the Thor-Delta launch vehicle
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320 materialized when NASDA made a budget proposal in 1970. NASDA decided to cancel the Q and the N, and began developing the new “N” rocket (later called “N-I”). The N-I had the same configuration as the Thor-Delta had; it was three-staged and liquid-fueled, with only the third stage solid-fueled. It had the capacity to launch a satellite of 100kg or more into a geostationary orbit. At this point, it became clear that NASDA would focus its effort on liquid-fueled launch vehicles, as opposed to the solid-fueled ones that ISAS developed. Shima’s decision set the course for Japan’s space development in the years to come. The Space Activities Commission and the Ministry of Finance soon approved his new programs. Shima was able to take initiative in this decision because of the authority that his past engineering achievements conferred on him. Prime Minister Sato had also strongly recommended him as NASDA president. 78 Even though he officially was not the ultimate decision-maker for Japan’s space program, in effect he was. He was aware that such a radical change would entail criticisms and complaints, but believed that the new program would save money and time in the end. He also knew NASDA engineers’ disappointment at the decision to give up independent development, if only temporarily. He persuaded his staff: Our job should be executed as the national project entrusted to us by Japanese citizens, transcending the current interests and emotions of the people and parties concerned. It is our duty to choose the way that seems best suited for our supreme mission of attaining the goal, even if that is emotionally hard to tolerate. 79
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321 Shima, as a practically-minded technocrat, considered his responsibility to be attaining the given technical goal with certainty by the given deadline. In his view, until the day Japan would secure a certain level of technological capability, national pride and personal aspirations had to be suspended. His goal was not just to build the N-I with American assistance. Through the experience of developing the N-I, he believed, NASDA should cultivate Japan’s technological capability. Hence he cautioned the NASDA staff against the “indigestion” of imported technology. 80 Thus, Shima defined the long-term strategy that NASDA should pursue and the fundamental mindset that NASDA engineers should assume. Under his leadership, NASDA engineers set out to learn American technology, keeping in their mind the eventual goal of constructing a sound technological base of their own.



Technology Importation at NASDA, 1970-1980 Engineers at NASDA and its contractors eagerly learned American technology once the technology transfer began, while American engineers also made every effort to help them. McDonnell Douglas, manufacturer of the Thor-Delta launch vehicle, sent five engineers to NASDA in March 1971. Those engineers stayed in Japan for one month and offered their knowledge of systems engineering. They not only gave lectures but also discussed with NASDA engineers on the advantages and disadvantages of the methods that were being practiced at NASDA. Engineers from the American firm Rocketdyne resided in Tokyo and attended and oversaw all the engine tests that Japanese engineers
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322 conducted. They gave practical advice to Japanese engineers: What part of the hardware they should take temperature of; how they should interpret particular data. Meanwhile, NASDA and its contractors also sent their engineers to the United States to have them receive training. Those engineers learned about the methods and practices of critical elements of space technology such as attitude control, trajectory calculation, structural analysis, and thermal design. Also, when NASDA engineers sent inquiries to NASA on such things as reliability control and project management, they promptly received all sorts of documents. 81 As NASDA engineers developed the N-I launch vehicle, they heavily relied on American technology but made use of their own expertise where available. While they imported the technologies for the first stage, the third stage, and the solid-fueled boosters, they developed the second stage with domestic technology with advice from American engineers. They purchased most electrical components, but adopted antennas made in Japan, because antennas had to operate on different frequencies from those in the United States, and also because Japan already had fairly reliable antenna technology. 82 On the whole, the N-I launch vehicle heavily relied on American technology, but engineers at NASDA and its contractors steadily made the imported technology their own. They initially purchased engines for the first stage from an American firm, but later went into licensed production. They first introduced the software for the guidance and control system from TRW, but later modified it so that it would fit to the hardware developed in 81
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323 Japan. 83 They initially used documents from NASA and the U.S. Department of Defense to implement configuration management, reliability assurance, and quality control, but established equivalent documents of their own by the mid-1970s. 84 Shima’s firm leadership in introducing American technology, particularly systems engineering, contributed to the smooth and successful technology transfer. Soon after he became NASDA president, he knew what NASDA had to learn from the United States. He wrote in an article: I think that we should of course employ methods of systems engineering and systems management that have shown their effectiveness in American space programs for many years … For effective and efficient program management, it is indispensable to define a communication mechanism that will enable timely decisions, to set developmental schedules systematically, to clarify division of labor, and to enforce documentation rigorously. From this viewpoint, I think that we need to promptly study such areas as systems engineering, reliability engineering, guidance and control. 85 Shima emphasized the importance of systems engineering not only for its effectiveness. Systems engineering consisted of formal, standardized methods supported by extensive documentation. The clarity and transparency of these methods assured accountability that Shima thought NASDA needed. He believed that NASDA should always operate “aboveboard” to win public understanding of its activities, because it used taxpayers’ money. The attitude of “Just give us money, and we will do the job,” he thought, was not acceptable for NASDA. 86 This was where ISAS and NASDA critically differed from each other. ISAS, as 83
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324 an academic institution, could afford to develop peculiar engineering products through unique engineering processes. They consistently developed solid-fueled launch vehicles employing the gravity turn method, even after it became clear that liquid-fueled rockets had become the international standard. Itokawa did not establish explicit communication procedures but integrated systems in his head. He and his colleagues accumulated their expertise incrementally in their closed community. As one ISAS professor observed, ISAS organized its engineering effort differently than NASDA did. At ISAS, those who took charge of one rocket did the next one as well. People assured the continuity of engineering expertise. That made a contrast with the frequent personnel moves at NASDA. At ISAS, the same people took care of particular areas of research and development, and accumulated expertise in their experience. When someone started something, he gathered people not by positions but by proper names. 87 If ISAS could pursue rather eccentric engineering virtuosity in a stable, insular, informal environment, NASDA was expected to demonstrate clarity, certainly, and accountability in performing its tasks. Shima knew such an expectation from his previous experience as an engineer-manager in the public sector. Thus, at NASDA, he sought to establish an orderly, formally structured organization, adopt proven, transparent methods of systems engineering, and stick to the predetermined plans and schedules. Shima’s determination to introduce systems engineering alone did not assure ready assimilation of American technology at NASDA, however. Even more important was the hands-on experience that some NASDA engineers already possessed. Although their effort had not resulted in the completion of the Q rocket, they already knew much about rocket technology at the levels of components and subsystems, and were clear 87
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325 about what problems they had yet to solve. For example, their experience of testing and evaluating electronic components for command transmission and telemetry had taught them the properties of those components and how to handle them. It is true that in the end they decided to buy those components from Motorola for reasons of reliability, but their previous experience allowed them to discuss with engineers from Motorola on a near-equal footing as they negotiated specifications and reviewed designs. Their own previous experience also helped in acquiring technology of such hardware as the gas jet control system, the gyro equipment, and the programming timer as well as in learning about the software used for the analysis of trajectory, structural calculation, and so on. 88 In other words, their effort to develop the Q rocket, although cancelled halfway, was far from futile. The JCR and the LS-C, test vehicles intended for the demonstration of key technologies for the Q, gave NASDA engineers practical experience. The failures that they experienced with those rockets and the questions that they harbored at that time made it easy for them to understand what American engineers taught them. Those small rockets were actually ideal for their training, for they could be developed with relatively little effort and time. Failures with those rockets taught them why they did not work. The small rockets were thus the training ground for NASDA engineers. 89 One NASDA engineer said that, when they introduced American technology, it 88
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326 was as if they were “confirming” what they were already doing. 90 When they analyzed the materials, data, and documents that McDonnell Douglas gave them, they learned that Americans had done “almost the same thing” as what they were thinking they had to do. 91 By introducing American technology, NASDA engineers did not just purchase foreign knowledge. They had already done extensive thinking with their own heads and many trials and errors with their own hands. Considering that, they already had the background which would allow them not to end in merely copying American technology. … Even though NASDA engineers eagerly learned American engineering methods as a whole, they did not uniformly welcome or practice them. At NASDA, there were a few groups that introduced American technology with different degrees of enthusiasm. The first group was the one that developed the N-I launch vehicle starting in 1970, when Shima made the decision to cancel the Q. The second group was responsible for smaller testing vehicles, including the JCR, the LS-C, and the new rocket called the ETV-1. The ETV-1, more commonly called the Q’ (pronounced “Q dash”), was a rocket designed to demonstrate the liquid-fueled second stage of the N-I. The third group was the group that developed satellites. The core members of this group were those who had come from the Radio Research Laboratories of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. They had joined NASDA at the time of its establishment. Although the first group and the second group both developed rockets, their work style differed from each other. The approach of the first group, which introduced the 90 91
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Fig. 12 Internal Variation within NASDA in the Early 1970s
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technology of the Thor-Delta launch vehicle to build the N-I, was naturally closer to the American style. Engineers in this group studied systems engineering earnestly and practiced it where feasible. They also adopted the idea of prime contractor, which was common in the United States; they designated Mitsubishi Heavy Industries as the prime contractor of the N-I, and gave it all responsibility for the assembly of hardware. Other contractors delivered their subsystems to Mitsubishi, which then assembled them in its factories, checked the whole system, and then transported to the launching site. Meanwhile, the approach of the second group, which developed the JCR, the LSC, and the Q’ with domestic technology, was “handmade,” to use one engineers’ word. 92 Engineers in this group hardly practiced systems engineering, while maintaining a style
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328 close to that of ISAS. They did not specify a prime integrator; instead, all contractors took cradle-to-grave responsibility for the subsystems they developed. They built the system through joint effort – they gathered, bringing their subsystems with them, tested them together, went to the launching site, and assembled them together. NASDA’s role was to oversee this decentralized process of hardware development. 93 The difference between the N group and the Q’ group was most apparent in their practice of documentation. While the N group established their procedures to implement document-intensive methods of systems engineering, the Q’ group employed virtually no documents of the American style. 94 One engineer sees the style of the Q’ group as being “Japanese,” and explains why: If the N group was doing documentation control, the Q’ group was doing “people control.” It is very Japanese; it is based on the idea that there is no point producing papers, and that people can talk face to face and sort out problems. I mean by “Japanese” that it is not a contract society. Exchanging a contract in Japan has a different meaning from that in the United States; we often avoid clarification by using such phrases as “Should unstipulated issues arise, both parties are to confer and settle them.” In the good old days, when people shared the same way of thinking and looked into the same direction, this was the most efficient style. 95 According to this testimony, the Q’ group was away from the contractual norms that was dominant in the United States. Rather than depending on depersonalized documentation, those in the group resorted to more ambiguous, harmonious processes. This was natural, considering their career background. Many of them had worked together at NSDC for some years, and learned the art of rockets building in their own way by emulating ISAS 93
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329 and asking advice from American firms. They already knew each other well, shared an idea of how to proceed with their programs, and committed themselves to their endeavor. For them, neither the impersonal style of systems engineering nor the idea of centralized organization of contractors was necessary. Massive documents that systems engineering required were more a hindrance than a help to their effort. On the other hand, systems engineering and the system of prime contractor were effective in the N group, whose members had different career patterns. Many of them had come from private manufacturing firms, most notably Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. They initially did not know whether they would stay at NASDA or return to their home company after a few years. Thus, they shared neither common identity nor permanent commitment to NASDA. In other words, they were at NASDA on a contractual basis. Under such circumstances, explicit, decontextualized methods of systems engineering, which did not presuppose human harmony or commitment, were of great use. Without systems engineering, they had no alternative to integrate the N launch vehicles. The fact that many of them were already familiar with systems engineering also facilitated their adoption of it at NASDA. Those engineers from Mitsubishi, in particular, were used to introducing all engineering elements and methods needed in such projects altogether from the United States. 96 To be sure, the distinction between the career patterns of the N group and the Q’ group was not clear-cut. The N group had young engineers from NSDC who tried to use as much of the technology that they had tried out in NSDC as possible. The Q’ group, for
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330 its part, had engineers from manufacturers, including those from the Nihon Aircraft Manufacturing Corporation, a semi-governmental corporation that developed Japan’s first passenger plane, YS-11. They came to NASDA as the corporation was forced to stop producing YS-11 and was finally dissolved. At NASDA, they contributed to the introduction of configuration control and other methods of systems engineering, which they were already familiar with. 97 The third group, which developed satellites, were at first tardy to practice systems engineering as the Q’ group was. Engineers from the Radio Research Laboratories, who constituted the core of the satellite group, had their own idea of how to build satellites. 98 For the first two satellites, they did not employ American-style systems engineering but used their own design, with the help of the contractor Nippon Electric Company, which had previously worked on ISAS’s satellites. It was only with their third satellites, whose development began in 1973, that they began to learn from the United States and practice systems engineering. One senior engineer in the satellite group compared the practices of Japanese engineers with those of American engineers this way: Japanese engineers were brilliant, but when they designed something, for example, they wrote it down messily in their own notebooks, and when they conducted tests, they recorded about them in notebooks. On the other hand, in the United States, they made documents, and defined in advance where those documents should be delivered in case of certain design changes … Such management techniques, spelling out things, producing manuals, and complying with them[, that was the American style]. 99 Just like rocket engineers, engineers in the satellite group acquired systems engineering 97



Interview with Nobuo Saki, July 10, 2003. Interview with Kôichi Ayabe, July 14, 2003. Interview with Shinji Nio, July 10, 2003. 98 Interview with Akira Kubozono by Shinya Matsuura (Japan Space Forum interview project), undated, JSF/PRO. Interview with Yasuhiro Kuroda, June 16, 2003. 99 Interview with Yoshihiro Ishizawa, July 11, 2003.



331 by visiting the United States and by having discussions with American engineers staying in Japan. That was crucial for them to understand how to practice the methods that they learned in the daily scenes of research and development that they encountered. Merely obtaining manuals and documents was not enough to master systems engineering. They needed to acquire the philosophy and rationale behind those manuals by interacting with American engineers directly. With regard to specific engineering problems such as thermal design and structural design, too, they acquired practical knowledge by face-toface discussions. In those problem areas, they often encountered gaps between what theoretical calculation said and what they got from hardware testing. In such cases, they learned from American engineers empirical solutions for how to interpret and cope with the gaps. 100 … As a whole, NASDA steadily mastered systems engineering, making it their own. The Q’ group, which maintained the “Japanese” style for a while, was dissolved as the development of the Q’ rocket phased out. Meanwhile, the satellite group, which initially held on to their own ways, came to practice systems engineering eventually. NASDA engineers agree that American-style systems engineering took root at their agency as “a golden rule” by the mid-1970s. 101 What was the general background of the relatively ready assimilation of systems engineering at NASDA? NASDA embraced engineers from a variety of organizations – NSDC, the Radio Research Laboratories, Mitsubishi,
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332 the Nihon Aircraft Manufacturing Corporation, and other private manufacturers. They came to NASDA with different assumptions as to how to carry out engineering tasks and different practices of how to organize engineering force. Yet they had to begin working together immediately to build exquisitely integrated technological systems. In doing so, they could not afford to make any miscommunication, which might lead to a catastrophic failure of the entire system. Under such circumstances, document-intensive methods of systems engineering were necessary. NASDA engineers were in a good environment to earnestly learn new methods of systems engineering. They looked to Shima’s long-term goal that NASDA should first introduce American technology and then aim to build up its own engineering capability. NASDA’s general lack of experts also created an atmosphere in which engineers at all levels felt like learning new methods of systems engineering that clearly showed the way to build large technological systems. Fortunately, many of them already knew systems engineering; those from manufacturers knew it from their experience in aircraft and other projects, and NSDC engineers had learned it through American literature and from TRW. In this sense, they already had foundations to make use of systems engineering. While NASDA engineers introduced systems engineering successfully, that does not mean that they practiced it exactly as American engineers did. Their implementation of systems engineering was less than thorough, even in the N group. A systematic set of manuals and formats existed on appearance, but the contents of the documents that they routinely produced were not as detailed as they were in the United States. For example, when they tested hardware and found something wrong, they often changed the design



333 without bothering to adhere strictly to the formal processes of configuration control. 102 NASDA also failed to replicate American-style centralized organizational arrangement characterized by the strong systems engineering section. At NASA centers, it was typical that young, energetic systems engineers in such a section exercised broad authority to integrate the effort of other elements of the organization. NASDA also had a systems engineering section, but with only several people and no authority to allocate financial resources. It thus could not exercise control over other divisions to optimize the use of budget and manpower. Instead, senior, powerful bosses of the divisions talked with each other and settled the issues between themselves. One engineer recalls that “Centralized control by the project office was difficult in Japan, where seniority was traditionally valued.” 103 After five years of their effort to acquire systems engineering and the technology of the Thor-Delta, NASDA engineers reached the first milestone. On September 9, 1975, the first N-I launched a satellite, called Kiku, exactly on schedule. Shortly later, the N-I also succeeded in launching Japan’s first geostationary satellite, and in the end it left an excellent launching record. NASDA’s next launch vehicle, the N-II, also performed well. The N-II could launch large communications, broadcasting, and meteorological satellites weighing more than 300 kilograms into the geostationary orbit. As NASDA developed the N-II, however, the United States had again become reluctant to offer its technology to Japan. That was partly because the relaxation of America’s Cold War policy under the
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334 Nixon administration diminished the diplomatic motives to help Japan, and also because Americans began to see Japan’s rise in economy and technology as a potential threat.104 Under such circumstances, NASDA realized that it was time to stop depending on the United States and begin developing critical technologies independently. Shima expressed his belief at the beginning of 1976: The philosophy of the U.S.-Japan agreement was that the United States would help Japan until Japan would become a colleague … Up to now we have made efforts in line with this philosophy. Hereafter, however, the United States is saying that, although it will sell manufactured hardware related to large launch vehicles beyond the technical level of the U.S.Japan agreement and will also provide launching services, it will not teach Japan how to manufacture hardware. Japan’s position is, that is OK, we will develop it for ourselves from now on, building on what we have learned. 105 Over the next two decades, NASDA developed the N-II, the H-I, and the H-II, gradually decreasing its dependence on American technology. With the H-II, which could launch a satellite of 2,000 kilograms into a geostationary orbit, NASDA received no assistance. The success of its first launch in 1994 meant that NASDA attained a level of technology competitive enough to enter the international market for satellite launching. As Shima had predicted, NASDA engineers thus secured a firm technological base of their own, without falling into chronic reliance on the United States. NASDA engineers started with the imported technology, but they did not just copy and upgraded American technology. Their success in the technology transfer owed to a great extent to their own previous effort to develop small test vehicles. It also depended on their eagerness to not just do the 104



For a more detailed discussion of this change, see Yasushi Sato, “A Contested Gift of Power: American Assistance to Japan’s Space Launch Vehicle Technology, 1965-1975,” Historia Scientiarum 11:2 (2001): 196-203. 105 “Korekara no Uchû Kaihatsu,” Kagaku Shinbun, January 1, 1976, reprinted in Nihon Tetsudô Gijutsu Kyôkai, Shima Hideo Ikôshû, 375.



335 immediate task by employing American technology but also let it take root in themselves. NASDA certainly introduced American technology, but behind that process was the “Japanese” style of engineering.



Engineering in a Non-Contractual Society Space development in Japan, which began with Itokawa’s tiny pencil rocket, thus evolved into a large, established enterprise. This chapter has focused on the early period of this process, namely, the 1960s and the 1970s. This was the period in which ISAS and NASDA came into being and their engineering styles took shape. ISAS consistently kept autonomy in developing rockets and satellites, rejecting assistance from foreign nations. At ISAS, the art of rocket building was accumulated and maintained in people, and was passed down from one generation to another through a form of apprenticeship. People were the reservoir of knowledge and experience. In a stable and independent community, they nurtured ingrown, peculiar engineering practices. Itokawa, and later his successors, performed the function of systems engineering not through impersonal documentation but by their personal capacities and harmonious human relations. Rather than establishing a rigid, formal organization, they left the division of responsibility loose and negotiable. As cited earlier, it was as if they could “somehow get together and create satellites.” Intimate and informal collaboration between science professors, engineering professors, graduate students, technicians, and contractors enabled ISAS’s research and development to be flexible and cost-efficient. Frank, trustful relationships forged among ISAS staff, engineers at contractors, and factory workers helped assure the reliability of



336 hardware. With such an engineering style firmly in place, ISAS began with small rockets and then incrementally made improvements on them. The result was their highly original solid-fueled rockets with the gravity-turn method. Supported by the rich reserve of knowledge and experience that took root in its staff, ISAS built increasingly larger and more sophisticated rockets, which left good launching records and significant scientific achievements behind. Those were the very product of the indigenous engineering that grew in a Japanese academic institution. Meanwhile, NASDA built up its engineering expertise by introducing technology from the United States. But it would be wrong to characterize NASDA’s technology as American technology. On the contrary, one can see Japanese engineers’ core philosophy at work in the process by which NASDA learned American technology. Initially, NSDC engineers mainly turned to ISAS for the expertise to develop solid-fueled launch vehicles. As a result, NASDA’s engineering style at first reflected the strong influence of ISAS. It was when Shima decided to introduce the technology of the Thor-Delta launch vehicle in 1970 that NASDA engineers began to depart from the ISAS style. Overall, they properly mastered configuration control and other methods of systems engineering as well as key technologies such as thermal design and structural design. That was partly because of the expertise that they had already earned with their own heads and hands, and also because of Shima’s firm leadership with the long-term goal clearly expressed by him. Another factor here was NASDA engineers’ eagerness to understand the new technology to the deepest extent and build it into the body of their experience. Not content with merely applying foreign engineering methods to their projects, they made every effort to grasp



337 the philosophies and rationales behind those methods. That said, not all of NASDA engineers accepted systems engineering immediately or implemented it thoroughly. The engineering style of the Q’ group remained close to that of ISAS for a few years. Engineers in that group and those in the satellite group had already established their own ways of integrating systems, and did not want to change them. Engineers in the N group were the most willing to adopt systems engineering, but even they skipped the procedures of configuration control and simplified the contents of required documents. One could see this as the consequence of the tight schedule of rocket development or the lack of manpower at NASDA. On the other hand, it was also a testimony to the fact that they did not just apply formal methods blindly to their problems but selectively employed them as necessary. They could do so only because they had genuinely mastered systems engineering and assimilated it to Japanese way, and that was exactly what Shima had initially believed Japanese engineers could do. I have suggested that behind the apparent differences between the engineering at ISAS and that at NASDA was a common philosophy that the art of engineering should be built into people. ISAS expressed this philosophy in a purest form. It had a stable body of experts, a stable mechanism of self-reproducing them, and an elaborate social process of incorporating them into its community. By thus maintaining its integrity, the institute established its flexible, reliable, inexpensive, and original engineering style. Meanwhile, at NASDA, a few different engineering styles initially coexisted. The Q’ group, which maintained a style close to ISAS, practiced “people control,” while the N group, which introduced American engineering practices, promoted control through documentation.



338 The former was a more stable, cohesive community originating from NSDC, while the latter was a group of mobile, contractual people from various manufacturers. But even the N group expressed Japanese engineers’ people-oriented assumption in introducing American practices. Their meticulous assimilation of American technology and their pragmatic application of it to their engineering processes attest to their awareness that engineering knowledge must be truly absorbed and accumulated in themselves. The contrast between the American and Japanese styles that emerges here is the one between the contractual assumption supported by documents and the norm of stable cohesion supported by human harmony. In a non-contractual society, relations among people are defined not by documents but through practice, and agreed hierarchy emerge explicitly and implicitly. They tend to let those with power rule instead of appealing to prearranged texts. This emphasis on human social processes was at work at ISAS and NASDA. Rather than depending on explicitly written documents, Japanese engineers at these institutions sought to store up in themselves both the specific pieces of engineering knowledge and the art of integrating them. They did not rigidly define the organizations or procedures for system integration but valued intimate and informal communication. They did not necessarily need documents in making judgments but flexibly let human discretion override preset procedures. In this sense, ISAS and NASDA as engineering communities were miniatures of Japanese society.



339 Conclusion



Diverse Engineering Styles, Their Depersonalization, and the Nature of Engineering



This dissertation has focused on engineers and their engineering styles rather than the ideas and artifact that they devised. All of the six engineering communities examined in the previous chapters developed spacecraft or launch vehicles or both. But each had a distinctive engineering style, which worked effectively in the local community but not in other settings. Those inside the community took it for granted and practiced it routinely. Outsiders, however, found it hard to comprehend, and sometimes regarded it as less than systematic and rational. When the local engineering communities encountered the new engineering style, which embraced the rationalistic, depersonalized values of systems engineering at its core, they considerably modified their practices and approaches, except for the exceptionally insulated ISAS. Their transformation, however, did not cause the demise of fundamental premises that supported their operation, at least in the period that this dissertation focused on. At the visible level, engineers at those local communities adopted the standardized, formal methods. At the level of the internal workings of the communities, however, they retained particular values and assumptions. In discussing the engineering styles of local communities, I have considered them as composites of engineering and social dimensions. However, the notion of scientific or



340 engineering style can have additional implications. The historian Jonathan Harwood has used it to denote a consistent pattern in the scientific and extra-scientific behaviors and orientations of German geneticists. In Harwood’s view, the German genetics community in the early twentieth century consisted of two different subcultures. One of them, what he calls the “comprehensivists,” took a generalist approach to genetics and held extensive, all-round knowledge in biology. They typically came from upper middle-class families, received broad education, and relished music, philosophy, and art, while shying away from party politics. The other group, the “pragmatists,” pursued specialized knowledge in genetics and sought to apply their expertise to practical problems in agriculture and industry. They often came from lower middle-class families, graduated from technical schools, showed less interest in high culture, and took part in party organizations. Thus, Harwood argues that their strategies and practices in science, their life histories, and their cultural and political orientations were patterned. Here, such a pattern in the continuum of scientific and social dimensions is the key to understanding the styles of scientists. 1 The engineering styles of NASA’s field centers and Japanese space development institutions also had such patterns, which are best grasped in comparison with the style of systems engineers. Systems engineers at NASA headquarters shared some characteristics with the pragmatists in Harwood’s study. As discussed in the introductory chapter and Chapters 1 and 2, they had a narrow focus on the techniques to solve concrete, practical engineering problems. It is not that their knowledge was limited to specific engineering disciplines; on the contrary, they were familiar with a broad range of engineering fields 1



Jonathan Harwood, Styles of Scientific Thought: The German Genetics Community, 1930-1933 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), Part II.



341 and were capable of dealing with all sorts of problems – they were overseers of the whole engineering processes. But their effort was narrowly goal-oriented, and specialized in the analytical technique of coordinating and optimizing the system. Meanwhile, their career strategies were also specialized and pragmatic. George E. Mueller, Samuel C. Phillips, Joseph F. Shea, and their followers moved up fast in military and corporate hierarchies. They participated in projects of limited duration, and stepped up each time they finished a job. Local engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center and at the Manned Spacecraft Center were not as pragmatic or narrowly goal-oriented as systems engineers. Wernher von Braun and his German associates at Marshall continuously worked toward their lifelong dream of space travel rather than focusing on immediate problem solving that would bring them social advancement. Von Braun was a generalist who had not only all-round expertise in rocket development but also a taste for music, literature, and art, although it is hard to tell whether his associates also shared his inclination. They were committed to their community and were most concerned with their internal positions and roles there. Their engineering practices and approaches depended on not only engineering principles but also human and social mechanisms of their community. Meanwhile, at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Robert R. Gilruth, George M. Low, Maxime A. Faget, Christopher C. Kraft and their associates also cared about their places within their insulated community rather than actively seeking mobile careers. They did not practice engineering just in a pragmatic way but enjoyed it – many of them relished model airplane building in their youth. Instead of pursuing optimized solutions narrowly through formal, depersonalized



342 techniques, they sought human solutions to technological problems. They believed that the best engineering decisions were not always the best overall decisions. Engineers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Goddard Space Flight Center also exhibited patterned differences from officials at NASA headquarters, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. They did not dispute with NASA headquarters over the adoption of systems engineering per se, but they faced James E. Webb, Earl D. Hilburn, and Robert F. Garibarini, who shared similar values with systems engineers and pushed the introduction of formal, systematic methods. They were in higher managerial positions, and could be seen as generalists. At the same time, however, they were task-oriented and technocratic just like systems engineers. In this sense, one could also see them as specialists in the management of engineering projects. They had mobile career histories, with experience of serving in executive positions in industry. They believed in centralized leadership and control, certitude and predictability, and discipline and uniformity. From their viewpoint, individual interest and discretion of scientists and engineers should defer to the pragmatic goals of the nation, at least to a certain extent. Such technocratic perspectives were alien at JPL and Goddard. JPL had a social rule of respecting individual discretion and mutual sovereignty. Its engineers valued risky and extraordinary work rather than predictable and ordinary work. Such an attitude was boldly exploratory and not tenable for a laboratory operating on government funding. Their engineering practices, characterized by weaknesses in systematic efforts to assure uniformity and predictability, reflected their tendency to disdain practicality and narrow goal-orientation. Goddard also had a loose engineering style, where tolerance of failures



343 and flexible customization of hardware were the norms. Those at Goddard did not value the standardized efficiency and monumentality of large “observatory-class” satellites. They believed that small “Explorer-class” satellites and sounding rockets, which fit the research style and personality disposition of scientists, should be the main means for the scientific investigation of the outer space. Like NASA centers, Japanese space development institutions had less specialized, less formalized engineering styles than that of systems engineers. Hideo Itokawa at ISAS was just like von Braun at Marshall, versed not only in all fields of rocket development but also in other scientific and engineering areas. Itokawa and his associates developed and incrementally improved their flexible, original solid-fueled launch vehicles through people-dependent methods. They did not adopt document-intensive methods of systems engineering but depended on human capacity and quality: Itokawa’s personal capacity to integrate systems; the expertise accumulated in his associates and passed down from one generation to another through apprenticeship; and their social qualities such as cohesion, dedication, and mutual obligation. NASDA, for its part, started by emulating ISAS but later introduced American technology, including techniques of systems engineering. As a whole, NASDA engineers smoothly accepted systems engineering, partly because they came from various companies and lacked common engineering and social backgrounds. Once they began learning American technology, they did not just superficially copy it but mastered it and made it their own by grasping the background and philosophy behind it in light of their engineering experience. Thus, while each of the six local engineering styles examined in this dissertation



344 was unique, all showed patterned differences from the universalistic, rationalistic style of systems engineering. Engineering processes in the local communities were generally looser than those of systems engineers, in the sense that the former did not always pursue the most efficient or sophisticated solutions to engineering problems. Nor did they stress the importance of formal communication procedures, formal command lines, or rigorous division of responsibility. They often resorted to effective yet unaccountable practices, which appeared to outsiders as slack. They depended not so much on documentation as on human processes to organize their engineering efforts. Finally, they stressed human discretion and empirical acumen rather than systematic analysis in making engineering decisions. In total, in those local engineering communities, human virtues and particularities as well as social rules and assumptions structured their engineering styles. They were yet to be depersonalized. As discussed in the introductory chapter, Japanese engineering was characterized by people-orientation, that is, overall dependence of engineering processes on human quality. To some extent, however, the engineering styles of NASA centers also contained human elements that supported their functioning. The mutual trust and subtle rivalry among engineers at Marshall, the democratic and reciprocal interpersonal relationships at MSC, the principle of non-interference and pioneering mentality at JPL, the respect for the autonomous operation of scientists at Goddard, all these human values and contingencies were at the core of those local engineering communities. By contrast, engineers at NASA headquarters promoted the depersonalization of those communities. Formalized and standardized methods, documentation and accountability, centralized and



345 hierarchical control, clear, rigid segmentation of work, all were means to remove human caprice and unreliability from the engineering processes. Depersonalization of engineering is a trend that can be constantly observed in the history of technology. As discussed in the introductory chapter, past major innovations in production technology such as interchangeable parts manufacturing, Taylorism, and industrial automation aimed to eliminate human vagaries and uncertainties from the production system. They enabled management to centralize control by replacing the opaque skill and experience of workers with analytical, standardized techniques. In doing so, those innovations denied the discretion and initiative of workers, relying on impersonal schemes that controlled the production processes. Systems engineering was an innovation that extended this trend in the postwar period. 2 The macro, consistent current of the depersonalization of engineering over a long span of time lures one to pose an exploratory question: Is the depersonalizing orientation universal nature of engineering? At first sight, this question might seem similar to the venerable question of whether modern technology inherently undermines human values and subjectivity in society. Eminent thinkers such as Lewis Mumford, Herbert Marcuse, and Jürgen Habermas warned against the domination of gigantic technological systems over human experience and the emergence of narrow, linear rationalism as the dominant
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One should note here that the notion of depersonalization is not identical with that of “de-skilling,” a term management theorists and some historians of technology use. The former is inclusive of the latter; in addition to the elimination of human-based skills from the production processes, depersonalization means the elimination of overall human quality, such as mutual trust and respect, dedication to work and to the community, particular mentality or personality, and deep-rooted assumptions. For discussions on the issue of “de-skilling,” see, for example, Harry Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1974); David F. Noble, Forces of Production: A Social History of Industrial Automation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984).



346 mode of social action. 3 Philosophers of technology such as Langdon Winner, Andrew Feenberg, and Albert Borgmann succeeded their concerns, analyzing the autonomous, oppressive nature of technology and its human costs, particularly in capitalist societies. 4 Although the weight of empirical evidence accumulated by historians of technology in the last two decades has increasingly marginalized such essentialist discussions, the dispute between the two sides still continues. In fact, they have not argued with each other on the same ground; historians and sociologists of technology attack philosophers by presenting micro empirical case studies, while philosophers discuss macro political questions using abstract language and attack social constructivists for not facing the critical questions of technology and human condition. 5 The question on the depersonalizing nature of engineering might appear similar to this longstanding question on the autonomous, oppressive nature of technology, but is not identical with it. Instead of asking about the impact of technology on human society, it 3



Lewis Mumford, The Myth of the Machine: Technics and Human Development (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1967); Mumford, The Myth of the Machine: The Pentagon of Power (New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1970); Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man: Studies in the Ideology of Advanced Industrial Society (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964); Jürgen Habermas, Toward a Rational Society: Student Protest, Science, and Politics (Boston: Beacon Press, 1970), chapter 6. See also Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society (New York: Knopf, 1964). 4 Langdon Winner, Autonomous Technology: Technics-out-of-Control as a Theme in Political Thought (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977); Winner, The Whale and the Reactor: A Search for Limits in an Age of High Technology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), especially chapter 2; Andrew Feenberg, Critical Theory of Technology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Albert Borgmann, Technology and the Character of Contemporary Life: A Philosophical Inquiry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). Note that not all authors cited here develop entirely essentialist arguments. Feenberg’s and Borgmann’s works discuss the negative characters of technology but propose possible ways to overcome them. 5 Langdon Winner, “Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty: Social Constructivism and the Philosophy of Technology,” Science, Technology, and Human Values 18:3 (1993): 362-78. Meanwhile, Andrew Feenberg responds to social constructivism not by dismissing its significance but by an effort to incorporate it into his philosophical scheme. Feenberg, Questioning Technology (London: Routledge, 1999). But the interaction between social constructivists and those philosophers has been meager. One significant forum for the interaction between philosophers and historians of technology was Merritt Roe Smith and Leo Marx (ed.), Does Technology Drive History?: The Dilemma of Technological Determinism (Cambridge, MIT Press, 1994). This edited volume, however, does not include contributions by Winner, Feenberg, or other mainstream philosophers of technology.



347 asks about human values inside the engineering styles and processes. It is not about the external relationship between technology and society but about the internal presence or absence of human ambiguities and intricacies in engineering. It is a question easier to handle than the other one, since it is amenable to empirical investigations of engineers and their organizations. Then, is it possible to show whether or not engineering, by nature, consistently moves toward the elimination of human elements? This dissertation can not present a full empirical case with regard to this question, because of its limited scope. It has shown that the depersonalization of engineering styles of the local engineering communities moved forward at the level of concrete methods and approaches. It has also shown that the depersonalization at that level did not immediately entail parallel transformation of supporting assumptions and values in those communities. But it does not tell us whether the retention of the assumptions and values was tentative or permanent. NASA centers might have lost their fundamental assumptions and values in the 1970s and after, and NASDA might have done so after the 1980s. Although research on the later period is yet to be done, fragmentary evidence suggests that NASA centers did eventually lose their original assumptions and values. As briefly discussed in the concluding part of Chapter 1, the organically-united in-house rocket building capability at Marshall, along with the basic premises that supported it, gradually disintegrated in the period between 1965 and 1975. What directly caused this was the departure of von Braun and his associates. Von Braun left the center for NASA headquarters in 1970, and his long-time deputy Eberhard Rees resigned in 1973. Many of their associates also left through reductions-in-force, and the social composition of the



348 center radically changed. An outsider, Rocco A. Petrone, took over the center in 1974, and effectively terminated the in-house mode of operation. The case of Marshall shows that a NASA center, over a long term, lost its core assumptions and character simply through personnel metabolism. An empirical study by Sylvia Doughty Fries shows a long-term change of NASA centers at a more general level. Through interviews, she shows a large gap in practices and values between engineers who were at NASA in the 1960s and young engineers in the 1980s. Whereas older engineers took pride in the vocation of engineering and valued tacit knowledge gained through steady and continuous training and practicing, the new generation often regarded engineering as a step before moving into management and resorted to computers for easy solution of immediate problems. Those who grew up in a new social environment and received new education did not come to share the values of the old generation even when they joined them at NASA centers. 6 If this dissertation has carved out a concrete, though partial, piece of the history of the depersonalization of engineering, more empirical studies would facilitate answering if that is a consistent nature of engineering. Perhaps “nature” is not an entirely apt word to use here, for it implies inherency. Engineering is human activity; it by definition reflects the frameworks and premises of human society. But that does not necessarily preclude depersonalization from being a de facto constant characteristic of engineering, at least in the periods and areas where certain fundamental social frameworks function stably. As long as the social frameworks and human nature are stable, the nature of engineering can
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349 be stable as well. It was within the frameworks of the competitive and capitalistic market economy and the democratically chosen yet bureaucratically operating government that critical thinkers of technology warned against the domineering nature of technology over human society. 7 Likewise, where such basic social frameworks are stable, the internal transformation of engineering could exhibit consistent qualities. The depersonalization tendency of engineering might proceed as long as social and human values retain rational, contractual, capitalistic, and technocratic tendencies. To study the nature of engineering is, then, to look at the macro trend in human values and social constitutions.
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